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SCANMASTER

(.04

LOW NOISE WIDEBAND PRE -AMPLIFIER

State of the art for the very best
performance from both base and
handheld scanners.
 24-1500MHz
 Variable gain control

(-3 to +30dB)
 Band Pass Filters, 3 position

selectable for optimum
performance in each band

 I 2V DC external supply or
2AAA internal batteries

f69.95

SCANMASTER
GW2 Pre -Amp
A compact lower
end wideband
pre -amplifier using
G & As FET
technology to
boost reception.
 0-1300MHz
 Variable gain
 Powered by

internal 9V battery

f49.95

SCANMASTER
MobileMobile Mount
Mounts on the air
vent grills on a

car dashboard to
allow easy and

safe operation of
most hand-helds.

£9.95

SCANMASTER
Base Stand
A fully adjustable
desk top stand
for use with all

handhelds.
coaxial flx,
with BNC 50239
connectors.

119.95
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Phone:

Intl (0044) 1705 698113

Fax:

Intl 0044 1705 690626

SCANMASTER
Discone
A quality wideband stainless
steel discone with
frequency range of 25-
I 300MHz. Fitted Low loss
'N' type connector. Able to,
transmit on 2m and 70cms

£49.95

UBC 9000

SCANMASTE

Double. Discone

A*"
A new 500 channel base

25MHz to I.3GHz in two continuous bands (25-

550MHz and 760-1300MHz). Featuring Twin Turbo

can & search modes with 10 user definable priority

nnels. Easy to read large LCD display and manual

tuner together with direct frequency keypad make up

a very professioral front panel. User selectable

modes covering AM, FM and Wide FM modes.

Selectable receiver attenuator, delay and data options

are available direct from the keyboard. Automatic
tape reco pe output feature!

AC mains power adapter lescopic antenna and

owners manual.

Optional CTCSS board

A high performance wideband ant a,

offering gain over a conventional cone.
Stainless steel construction with tandard
PL259 connector, mounting po)e plus
brackets. Superior performance on Air,
Marine and PMR bands.
 25- 1 300MHz
 Ultra wideband TX Ca ability

f59.95
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SCANMASTER
ACTIVE Discone

As above with 20dB pre -amp.

£69.95

SCANMASTER
ACTIVE Double Discone

gold searftm

As above but with
20dB p'e-amp.

£79. 5

SCANMASTER Base
Receives 500kHz-1 500MHz
 Marine
 Civil aircraft
 Military aircraft
 Amateur radio
 PMR
 900MHz band
 Plus many mo
public services

139.95

Active version of the above
antenna with 20dB pre -amp

£59.95

I

SCANMASTER

A comp '1:t.arr
antenna covering 25 -

1 1300 MHz just 36'. high
with 4 mtrs of cable
and BNC plug.

149.95

SCANMASTER

Drill-Thru Mount

Mobile Antenna
A low profile discreet

scanner antenna
optimised for the UHF

bands c/w 10' cable.
Receives 25-1000 MHz

I 11 £19.95



BEARCAT UBC 860XLT
Wideband base scanner with
TURBO SCAN.
COVERS CIVIL AIRBAND.

 66-956MHz (with gaps)
 100 Memo!'
 AM/FM
 I2V DC
 Mains adaptor supplie

BEARCAT UBC 3000XLT
New top of the range handheld from Uniden

with TURBO SCAN
 25-1300MHz (with gaps)  TURBO SCAN
 400 Memories  AM/FM/WFM
 Supplied ciw NiCads & charger

£189.95

IAL PRICE

BEARCAT UBC 220XLT
Easy to use with a good receiver.

 66-956MHz (with gaps)
 200 Memories

 Supplied c/w NiCads & charger

BEARCAT
REPLACEMENT
NICAD PACKS

 BP205

For 100/200/205 XLT £34.95

BP220
For 220 XLT £29.95

 BP2500

For 2500,3000 XLT. £34.95

BEARCAT UBC 120XLT
Airband handheld that is easy to use with TURBO SCAN.

 66-512MHz (with gaps)  100 Memories
 Supplied c/w NiCads & charger

YUPITERU
MVT71 00E
Yupiteru's own EMC versicn of

this popular radio.

 530kHz-1650MHz
 AMIFMIWFM/SSB/CW
 1000 Memories
 C.w NiCads & charger

SCANMASTER

TSC 2601
Handheld scanner
high gain antenna,
29cm long, covers
100 - 1000 MHz
with 3.4 dB gain ©
900 MHz.

115.95

144 C(1M IC -R 10
All mode -

FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM Receiver

Newly designed 'BUSY CATCH SCAN'

Wide band coverage with all mode
receive capability (0.5MHz - 1300MHz)
1000 memory channels with memory

name function

VSC (Voice Scan Control)

Full computer access capability

Auto mode and tuning step for

simplified operation

4 AA NiCads or 4.5-16V

external power supply

E 11 TRIIIFNT 711M)

AOR AR8000
Still the NO.1 seller
 All mode - FM, WFM, SSB. CW. AM
 .500kHz-1900MHz
 Computer control
 Data clone
 1000 Memories
 Cw NiCads & charger

SCANMASTER

SCANMASTER NOMAD Mobile
A wire indoor extension
antenna for both base and
handhald scanners. Suspend it
with the cord supplied in the
attic or from a curtain rail.
 Covers VHF/UHF
 1.5 meters long  Supplied

A top quality
Wideband Antennaenna

rubber boot
protected magnetic
mount and
cable/BNC

complete with 4mtrs connection.

1-1 coax & BNC plug 129.9S

119.9S

Top of the range with ultra wide frequency

coverage and all mode reception including SSB.

Easy to use direct keyboard control.

100kHz - 2060MHz

1000 memory channels (Inc 10 search banks)

All mode reception
(SSB, CW, AM, NFM, WFM)

Rotary or keypad frequency control
User programmable step sizes

(1kHz 999kHz)

Fast Scan Speed (20 Channel per second)

Priority Channel Monitoring

Supplied with NiCads & Charger,

DC cigar lead. Earpiece. Carry Strap
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SPECIAL PRICE

£259.00

With a range exceeding 2000MHz, a real time

bandscope, twin VFO receiver, and a host of
other features, this will be Yupiteru's flagship

model in 1997!

Note the EU version is especially designated by

Yupiteru for the UK and Europe to meet full
EMC specifications and is supplied with

Yupiteru's own original English handbook.

Retail Mail Order 01105 682195

facsimile 01105 1911828
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Tune
Another

Receiver
Another radio to tune, another reason to purchase the Scout.
Until now the AOR AR8000/2700 were the only hand held scanners to take

advantage of the Scout's Patented Reaction Tune function. The Scout can now
tune the new ICOM IC -R10 hand held scanner (shown below). Connection is

easy; No modifications required - No custom cables to buy - Just plug and
,,orrri ! ! IT play.

Computer Not Included Scanner hobbyists and communication professionals benefit from the
Scout's unique functions. Whether you're searching for new frequencies in your neighborhood, or
testing for interference, the Scout is the ultimate communications tool.

Armed with a 400 frequency memory register, the Scout does not record
duplicate frequencies, instead it coordinates repeated frequencies into a
hit register storing up to 255 hits per frequency. Attach it to your belt
and begin your day, the Scout will alert you when a signal is received
by its beeper or vibrator function.

You won't miss a thing with Reaction Tune. The Scout's CI -V compat-
ible output allows it to interface to the AOR AR2700/AR8000, ICOM
R7000, R7100, R8500, R9000 and now the new IC -R 10 (shown oposite).
The Scout captures the frequency, then sends the serial data to the receiv-
er and tunes the scanner to the frequency for instant monitoring in less than
one second. Recorded frequencies can be downloaded to a PC using
the optional OptoLinx universal interface 

SPECIFICATIONS
So- 10MHz - 1.4GHz frequency coverage
 Stores and records 400 frequencies in memory with 255 hits for each
10- Interface to a PC for frequency download using optional OptoLinx PC interface
IP. Distinctive beeps indicate frequency hits, pager style vibrator for discreet recording
Ir. Automatic EL backlight for night operation
10, 16 segment RF signal strength bargraph

 Frequencies are automatically saved when unit is turned off
IN' Reaction Tune the ICOM R7000, R7100, R8500. R9000, IC -RIO, and AOR

AR2700, AR8000, and the Radio Shack Pro 2005/6 using the Optoelectronics
0S456, Radio Shack Pro 2035/42 using the Optoelectronics 0S535
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Scout with ICOM IC -R10
Mono Cable required (shown)
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INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR A MODERN PLANET

5821 NE 14th Avenue Ft. Lauderdale, FL  33334
HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS

132 High Street  Edgeware  Middlesex  HA8 TEL

heck
Telephone: 0181.951.5781 Fax: 0181.951. 5782

C
Out Our
We'

ovto
corns.electr

189 London Rd.  Portsmouth  Hampshire  P02 9AE
Telephone: (01705) 662154 Fax: (01705) 690626

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
22 Main Road  Hockley  Essex  SS5 4QS

Telephone: (01702) 206835 Fax: (01702) 205843

The ICOM logo is a registered trademark of ICOM Inc. ICOM IC -RIO not distributed by OPTOELECTRONICS. contact ICOM for information and availability,
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MILITARY WIRELESS
SOCIETY
The Military Wireless
Amateur Radio Society was
founded in 1992 by John
Taylor -Cram ZEICOC. The
aims of the club are to further
interest in ex -military radio and
electronic equipment and to assist
members in finding available
items to complete projects and to
have the pleasure of using
wartime and post-war
wireless/radio on the club Nets.

Present membership of the club
is 247 in 17 countries and a 29 -
page A4 size newsletter is sent
out every other month. Club Nets
are h.f. on 3.625 on Saturdays at
0900-1030, WT Net on
3.577MHz at 0900 on Sundays
and a v.h.f. Net on 50.6MHz f.m.
at 1000 on Sundays. Special
Event Stations do take place.

Current subscriptions prices are
£7 UK, £10 Europe and £14 for
the rest of the world. For more
information about the Society, call
John on (01705) 250463.

ONE -PAPER RAE
The Radiocommunications Agency
and the City & Guilds have
announced proposes to simplify
the format of the Radio Amateurs'
Examination (RAE), resulting in
reduced fees and more speedy
release of results.

The examination is currently
taken in two parts, at a cost of
£19.40 per paper. However,
following a request from the Radio
Society of Great Britain (RSGB), it
has been agreed that from May
1998, the two papers will be
amalgamated into one paper of
eighty questions. The revised
examination cost will be £26.

Candidates who already have
a pass in one part of the current
RAE will be able to continue to
carry over that pass until May
1998, when they will need to re-
sit the full new examination. Other
changes agreed were a reduction
in the one-off centre approval fee
from £250 to £100 for centre
running this examination.
Hopefully, these changes will

encourage more people to take up
amateur radio in the future.

For further details, candidates
should contact the
City & Guilds of London
Institute, 1 Giltspur Street,
London ECIB IJP or telephone
on 0171-294 2468.

FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE
Svetlana Electron Devices, In. is
an American company that is
expanding into the audio valve
market with its own versions of
valves made in St. Petersburg,
Russia.

One such valve is the popular
EF86/6267 audio small -signal
pentode. Manufactured in
Svetlana's own factory in Russia,
the new EF86 features a solid
metal shield canister to improve
structural rigidity compared to
older versions of the EF86.

The very high voltage gain with
the pentode configuration, with
low noise, low microphonics and
low heater -cathode hum induction
makes for the ideal valve for
phono, guitar and microphone
preamps.
Svetlana Electron Devices,
Marketing and Engineering,
3000 Alpine Road, Portola
Valley CA 94028, USA. Tel:
+ 1 (415) 233-0429.

NEW 80 -CHANNEL CB
SETS
The Radiocommunications agency
have announced that 80 -channel
CB sets will soon be available in
the UK.

A questionnaire, sent by the RA
to all CB licence holders back in
1995, clearly showed a demand
for sets that covered both the UK
and the European CEPT services
in one piece of equipment.

The specification, to which all
UK only sets must be approved
(MPT 1382)
has now been revised to allow the
set to contain both the CEPT
channels and the UK only
channels in one piece of
equipment. However, it is
important to note that, regardless
of the channels incorporated, such
sets may only be used in the UK.

Further details from
Radiocommunications
Agency, Tel: 0171-211
0211.

DATONG TO PHASE OUT
AMATEUR RADIO
PRODUCTS
Datong Electronics Ltd. has been
involved in the Amateur Radio
market for over 20 years and has
built up an enviable reputation for
producing high quality equipment.
However, over the years Datong
has diversified and now the lion's
share of its income is derived from
other markets.

With this in mind, they have
decided to phase out their range
of Amateur Radio products over a
period of time. Datong will build a
final batch of some of their models
during the spring of this year and
once that is all sold no more will
be produced.

The following models fall into
this category: AD270 Active
Antenna, AD370 Active Antenna,
D70 Morse Tutor, RFA Wide Band
Amplifier, VHF 2m Converter, VLF
Converter. All their other products
will be discontinued when present
stock is exhausted.

Datong will continue to accept
units for repair and servicing for
as long as is practical. This

SEND YOUR
NEWS TO

KEVIN NICE AT
THE EDITORIAL

OFFICES

generally means that spares are
no longer available and when this
happens they will supply circuit
diagrams to allow the customer to
attempt a repair themselves.

The range of Counter
Surveillance Receivers and Radio
Direction Finders will continue to
be designed and manufactured.

Datong Electronics Ltd.,
Clayton Wood Close, West
Park, Leeds 1.516 60E. Tel:
0113-274 4822.

RADIO AND TVDX NEWS
All the TV transmitters formerly
operating on ch. R4 (85.25MHz
video) and R5 (93.25MHz video)
in the Slovak Republic went off -air
1 January and have relocated at
u.h.f. This is to allow a move from
the present OIRT FM Band (67-
73MHz) into the CCIR 88-
108MHz European f.m. spectrum.
New stations opening will be
placed within the CCIR allocation.

TVDXers having a bad time in
the West Midlands on ch.E2 might
consider the wideband f.m. radio
link operated by Birmingham's
hospital radio BHBN. This 1W
vertically polarised radio
transmission at 48.450MHz
radiates BHBN from the studio at
Dudley Road Hospital into other
West Midland hospitals.

Edinburgh's 'Channel 6' should
now be on the air transmitting
pages of text on ch.E34. The
service was four months late in
opening due to Radio Authority
and DTI administration problems.
The service should initially offer
300 pages of text rising to 800 in
the future when the local council,
education and other bodies will
be offered space. Start up costs
were around £200000 with an
annual running cost of £100000.

Ryn Muntjewerff (Holland)
recently had confirmation that his
reception of 11 June 1995
originated from a commercial
ch.E3 station in Turkey, the logo
'6' being clearly seen in the
corner of the screen. This takes
Ryn's total of countries received
via TVDX to 69!

More potential problems may

/At -144Z 411 NPWS NINO tai Pka INI
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THE '97 LEICESTER SHOW IS DEFINITELY ON!
John Wilson came across this interesting picture whilst
rummaging around in his attic. Bill Lowe, founder of Lowe
Electronics, is enthusiastically greeting Austin Forsyth, then
Editor of Short Wave Magazine, at the first Leicester Show, 25
years ago last October.

We have just heard that there will definitely be a 1997
Leicester Show at the Granby Halls, Leicester on Friday 17 &
Saturday 18 October. So keep that weekend free.
Photo by Chris R Cooper.

arise around the country UK for
TVDXers on ch.E2 with a recent
RSGB application to the UK
Radiocommunications Agency for
eleven 50MHz repeaters around
the UK including Portsmouth,
Nottingham, Shaftesbury, Fleet
and Stoke on Trent. And in
Holland, the 50MHz amateur
band has now been accepted as
a normal amateur radio allocation
where -as previously a special
licence was necessary for 50MHz
operation.

The Kazakstan authorities are
auctioning broadcasting licences
in two main cities - Almaty and

Akmola - to legalise several
private transmitters which are now
operational. Licences on offer cost
up to $180000 with annual
payments of $24000. Up to the
present the only legal
broadcasters have been the public
channel Kazak-TV and an
independent station NTK.

WORLDSPACE SYSTEM
DEMONSTRATED
WorldSpace's revolutionary new
satellite digital radio
communications system achieved
two key technical milestones this
month as the ambitious

WINDMILLS & WATERMILLS
EVENT

Following on from the success of
last year's event, once again, the
Denby Dale Amateur Radio
Society are organising the
above event, which is to be held
on 11 May 1997 on behalf of
the SPAB (Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings).
Last year, 32 Windmills and
Watermills were activated, and
the Society hope that this year,
many more will be added to the
list.

By holding this event, Denby
Dale have the opportunity to
promote the SPAB and its good
works and the opportunity to visit
(via the airwaves) the diverse
range of Windmills and
Watermills. Besides this, the event
brings amateur radio to the
general public who will be
visiting the individual Mills.

Last year, individual QSL cards
were designed with a line
drawing of the Mill on one side
and a potted history of the Mill

and the relevant contact
information on the other, thus
making a superb collection. A
certificate was also given to those
who contacted 10 or more Mills.

There was a tremendous
response on the day (80m almost
ground to a halt!) and many Mills
had a successful day with a huge
number of people through their
doors. Some of the Mills are
actually working Mills and not
only provide flour, but also give
informative tours .

Contacts were made as far
afield as America and Russia,
which has resulted in a query
from a South African Windmill,
who hopefully will join in the
event being held this year! The
Society would like to send a big
thank you to all the radio clubs
and individuals throughout the
country, who helped to make the
event as successful as it was last
year.

This year, however, the Society
expect more Mills on the air and
they would like to hear from
anyone, as soon as possible,

programme advances on schedule
for first spacecraft launch in June
1998.

The twin milestones were: an
end -to -end validation of
WorldSpace's digital broadcast
system; and completion of the
WorldSpace geostationary
satellite Critical Design Review
(CDR).

"We now are two steps closer
to achieving our vision of creating
an 'information affluence' for the
world's emerging market regions,
which are grossly underserved by
existing short wave, a.m. and f.m.
radio coverage", commented
Noah Samara, WorldSpace
Chairman and Chief Executive.

WorldSpace will provide
international programmers with
direct broadcast capability to the
4.6 billion people that populate
Asia, Africa, the Middle East,
Mediterranean Basin, Latin
America and the Caribbean.

These regions will be served
by three satellites, each providing
over 100 channels of digital -
quality audio and multimedia
programmes. The use of satellite
baseband processing and
powerful L -band travelling wave
tube amplifiers allows
WorldSpace broadcasts to be
received by small,
portable receivers.

The end -to -end
validation of
WorldSpace's

who feel they could put on or
assist with setting up a station
at one of the Mills. Coverage
is hoped to widen this year to
include Scotland, Ireland,
Wales, the West Country and,
if possible, more in the North
of England.

Can you help? If so, contact
Jasmine Marshall
G4KFP, Secretary of the
Denby Dale ARS, at
Hedgeways B&B, 63
Highmoor Lane, Hartshead
Moor, Cleckheaton BD19
6LW or telephone Jasmine on
(01274) 869849.

broadcast system occurred at the
Toulouse, France facilities of
Alcatel Espace - WorldSpace's
prime contractor. Music from a
digital compact disc was MPEG
2.5 Layer 3 coded and routed by
cable through a prototype ground
station, then sent to an
engineering model of a
WorldSpace satellite payload
transmitter. The signal was
processed, and fed to a prototype
WorldSpace portable receiver.

"This end -to -end demonstration
simulated the complete
WorldSpace system from the
programme producer in a radio
studio to the listener with a
personal receiver", according to
Patrick Fournie, WorldStar
Program Director at Alcatel
Espace.

Design Frozen
The Critical Design Review for the
WorldSpace satellite occurred at
the Toulouse facility of Matra
Marconi Space, Alcatel Espace's
subcontractor for the spacecraft.
Successful completion of the
review allowed the spacecraft
design to be frozen. This clears
the way for assembly and
checkout of WorldSpace's first
satellite, AfriStar, which will

provide
broadcast

GB2MFW coverage for
Africa, the

C urch Miff Waterrniff
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Middle East and Persian Gulf,
as well as parts of the Near East
and Europe.

Production of AfriStar flight
hardware has started, with
integration of the satellite's
propulsion subsystem now
underway. Initial payload
integration is scheduled for
April, while overall satellite
integration is expected to
commence this August.

AfriStar is scheduled for a
May -June 1998 launch on an
Arianespace Ariane rocket. It
will be followed at six month
intervals by the launches of
WorldSpace's AsiaStar and
CaribStar satellites.

AsiaStar will broadcast to an
area extending from India to
Korea, and to Southeast Asia;
while CaribStar will cover South
America, Latin America, and the
Caribbean.

The satellites will carry six
transponders, each transmitting
through a pair of 150W L -band
travelling wave tube amplifiers.

Broadcasters will up -link their
programmes to the WorldStar
spacecraft either thorough
centralised hub facilities or
individual feeder link stations
located anywhere in the global
coverage areas. The signals
from individual feeder link
stations are managed by an on-
board satellite baseband
processor, then transmitted via

the spacecraft's three high -
power beams. WorldSpace's
use of an onboard baseband
processor is the first such
application on a commercial
satellite, and it provides added
flexibility by allowing
broadcasters to operate the
individual feeder link stations.

The WorldSpace satellites are
based on Matra Marconi
Space's Eurostar 2000+ satellite

bus configuration. They will
have a launch mass of
approximately 2.75 tonnes.

Dedicated Ground
Network
WorldSpace will use a
dedicated ground network to
control the satellite system and
manage its broadcasting
mission. Each spacecraft will
have its own regional operations

centre. These regional
operations centres will be
supported by WorldSpace's
Technical Support Services in
Toulouse.

Testing of the reception
technology for WorldSpace's
new -generation portable satellite
receivers is also continuing. The
evaluations have included
simulated satellite broadcasts
using a helicopter with a digital

CANADA - GLOBALSTAR
MOBILE SATELLITE

Loral Space & Communications
Ltd. (NYSE: LOR), and
Canadian Satellite
Communications Inc. (Cancom),
recently announced an
agreement in principle to
provide fixed and mobile
wireless services throughout
Canada using the Globalstar
satellite -based communications
system. Cancom would own the
majority interest in Globalstar
Canada, pending approval by
Industry Canada.

With this announcement,
Canada joins a group of over
100 countries planning to offer
voice, data, and FAX services
via Globalstar's low earth orbit
(LEO) satellite system.
Globalstar L.P. is a partnership

of leading international satellite
and telecommunications
manufacturers and cellular
operators that is constructing a
$2.5 billion system of 48 LEO
satellites to provide global
mobile communications. The
Globalstar system is expected to
provide an array of affordable
mobile satellite services,
including basic voice telephony,
enhanced telephony services
such as call forwarding,
conferencing, and call waiting,
data, messaging and FAX
services, paging, and position
locating services virtually
anywhere in the world.

Globalstar Canada will be
particularly useful in remote
areas that have no wireless or
wireline telephony service. The
Globalstar venture is well
aligned with Cancom's

corporate mission to provide a
wide range of satellite -based
services to remote and
underserved communities across
Canada. The Globalstar system
is designed to connect with
existing terrestrial switching
networks and will complement
Canada's cellular and PCS
providers by providing services
in areas without cellular
coverage.

Bernard L. Schwartz,
chairman and CEO of both
Globalstar and Loral stated,
"We believe Globalstar is
particularly well -suited for the
vast Canadian marketplace.
Loral is pleased to join AirTouch
and Cancom in providing a
robust fixed and mobile
wireless service enabling the
efficient extension of telephony
service throughout Canada".

ARLX005 HAARP AIR
TEST TRANSMISSION

Unfortunately, too late to look
out for, but did you hear the
High Frequency Active Auroral
Research Program (HAARP)
facility in Gakona, Alaska,
transmitted a test signal on
March 8, 1997? They are
seeking reports from SWLs in
Alaska and in the "Lower 48"
to determine how well the
HAARP transmissions can be
heard to the south.

During this test, the HAARP
facility transmitted on or near
the frequencies 3.4 and
6.99MHz to give listeners the
opportunity to listen for the
HAARP facility and to claim a
QSL card. The test was
conducted on 8 March from
043OUTC

The format of the test was a
constant carrier (no modulation)

signal followed by a c.w.
message at 1 Ow.p.m.,
according to the following
schedule:

http://server5550.itd.nrl.n
avy.mil/announce.html.

The HAARP facility - now in
the developmental prototype

Time Freq Signal Antenna Position
(UTC) (MHz)
0430 6.99 Carrier only Pointed up
0435 6.99 c.w. message Pointed up
0440 6.99 Carrier only Pointed to SE
0445 6.99 c.w. message Pointed to SE
0450 3.40 Carrier only Pointed up
0455 3.40 c.w. message Pointed up

The transmission beginning at
0450 was primarily for Alaskan
listeners. Reception reports
should include signal strength
during the constant carrier
transmission period along with
the text of the c.w message.

Complete details on this test
and a QSL address is listed on
the HAARP home page at:

stage - has been undergoing
testing since it was completed in
late 1994. Multiple transmitters
feed multiple antenna elements
(there are 48 antenna elements
on the site, arranged in eight
rows of six columns; however, at
this time, only 18 elements are
active. The test will use 17
antennas with a net transmitter

power of 340kW). The final
configuration could have 180
antenna elements and a
combined transmitter power of
3.6MW. HAARP's stated
scientific purpose is to study
"the properties and behavior of
the ionosphere, with particular
emphasis on being able to
understand and use it to
enhance communications and
surveillance systems for both
civilian and defence purposes."
HAARP is managed by the US
Air Force and the US Navy.

For more information, check
http://server5550.itd.nrin
avy.mil/haarp.html the
HAARP home page.
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transmitter, and a prototype
receiver. These tests were
conducted by Germany's
Fraunhofer Institute, a pioneer in
digital audio broadcasting.

The production WorldSpace
receivers will be equipped with
STARMAN chipsets - micro
integrated circuits capable of
processing the satellites' high -
quality voice, image and data
transmissions. WorldSpace has
awarded contracts to SGS
Thomson and ITT Intermetall
guaranteeing each company an
initial production of one million
STARMAN chipsets.

The WorldSpace System will
use MPEG 2.5 Layer 3 digital
compression, which was
developed by Fraunhofer
Institute specifically for the
WorldSpace programme and
adopted by some manufacturers
as their Internet standard for
compression. The compression
makes it possible for
WorldSpace satellites to
broadcast quality audio at
transmission rates as low as 16

kilobits per second.

GLOBAL WIRELESS
SERVICE
"Canada is a welcome addition
to our Globalstar markets," said
Arun Sarin, President and COO
of AirTouch Communications.
"We already have Globalstar
service provider rights in the
United States and Mexico. This
will complete our coverage of
North America and further our
strategy of providing truly global
wireless service".

Alain Gourd, Cancom
President and CEO said, "We
are delighted this agreement
with world leaders in satellite
communications has taken
shape. This will certainly
strengthen Cancom's position as
Canada's leading provider of
comprehensive satellite
services",

Globalstar's customers will
place or receive calls using
hand-held, vehicle -mounted or
fixed terrestrial terminals. Both
the hand-held and vehicle -
mounted terminals are expected
to resemble cellular telephones.
The fixed terminals will resemble
conventional telephone booths.
Globalstar is developing
terminals capable of accessing
both the Globalstar satellite
system and the user's terrestrial
cellular service. The primary
market is expected to be
customers who travel worldwide
and need a single reliable
'phone connection, and
customers who travel in North
America beyond the range of
normal cellular telephone
systems.

On behalf of Globalstar

Canada, Cancom has filed an
application with Industry
Canada for approval to build
and operate the Canadian
gateways for the Globalstar
system. Globalstar Canada
anticipates providing
commercial services in late
1998. Globalstar Canada will
be a Canadian -owned and
controlled corporation.
Globalstar Canada will be
majority -owned and controlled
by Cancom Globalstar Holdings
Inc., a wholly -owned direct
subsidiary of Cancom.
AirTouch/Loral Canada Co., will
hold the remaining minority
interest.

Cancom, trading on the
Toronto and Montreal Stock
Exchanges (SAT) with Head
Office in Montreal and
Operation Centre in
Mississauga, is the foremost
provider of digital satellite
services in Canada. Cancom's
Broadcast Division offers digital
TV and radio signals in English
and French to more than 2600
small cable companies reaching
close to 4 million homes across
the country. Cancom's Business
Division provides customised
integrated satellite and terrestrial
mobile, data and Internet
networks throughout the country
and Cancom's Business
Television leads in providing
permanent and on request multi -
point private broadcasting
networks as well as the One
Touch interactive distant learning
systems. Cancom is the exclusive
distributor of QUALCOMM's
mobile geostationary
OmniTRACS system in Canada.

TWO LONG AWAITED
ADDITIONS

CFL-10
It's been three years since the
last (9th) edition of Ferrell's
Confidential Frequency List.
Having acquired the title, SWM
publishers - PW Publishing -
have just launched the latest
version.

Now available from the
SWM Book Store, the 10th
Edition enjoys a new easy -to -
read format whilst retaining the

RRLIIS
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FREQUENCY
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NATIONAL TRANSMITTER NEWS

Hulme: A new television relay station opened on 31 January 1997,
about lkm south of Manchester city centre.

The relay is a joint effort by the BBC and NTL on behalf of the ITC
and is located on a mast near to the junction of Stretford Road and
Chorlton Road. It is designed to bring good television, NICAM and
teletext reception to approx. 750 people in the district of Hulme,
which includes the area around Jackson Crescent, Hulme Street and
Rockdove Avenue.

STATION DETAILS
Channels:

Antenna Group:
Polarisation:
ERP:

BBC1 (N. Wales)
BBC2
ITV (Granada)
Channel 4

B

Vertical
10W

51

44

41

47

Chaigley: A new television relay station opened on 6 January
1997, about 6km west of Clitheroe.

Provided jointly by the BBC and NTL on behalf of the ITC, it is
designed to bring good television, NICAM and teletext reception to
approx. 320 people in the rural area of Lancashire, just to the north
of Longridge Fell. This includes the communities of Chaigley, Walker
Fold and Hesketh Lane.

STATION DETAILS
Channels: BBC 1 (N. Wales) 21

BBC2 27

ITV (Granda) 24

Channel 4 31

Antenna Group:
Polarisation:
ERP:

A
Vertical
8W

Reception advice is also available from ITC Engineering Information
and BBC Engineering Information at the addresses below.
ITC Engineering BBC Engineering Information,
Kings Worthy Court Villiers House
Kings Worthy The Broadway
Winchester Ealing
Hants S023 7QA London W5 2PA
Tel: (01962) 848647 Tel: 0181-231 9191

wire binding that allows this
essential 'utility bible' to lay flat
on the shack table.

Featuring 450 pages of up-to-
date frequencies and a very
comprehensive callsign listing
detailing location, station type,
mode and frequencies, this latest
issue of CFL priced at £19.95 is
an absolute must for every utility
listener, both phone and
datamode enthusiast alike.

To get your copy of Ferrell's
Confidential Frequency List 10th
Edition contact Michael or
Shelagh at the 'SWM Book
Store' today! Tel: (01202)
659930, FAX: (01202)
659950 or E-mail:
bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

THE NEW 'BLACK BOOK'
This amazingly educational
tome is now in its fifth edition.
Giving the low-down on many
of the world's satellite TV
encryption schemes, the
European Scrambling Systems

by John
McCormac is
now
available
from the
'SWM Book
Store'
priced at
£34.00.
Containing
nine
chapters
covering
topics from the principles of
security through to a history of
Smartcard flaws that have been
discovered. If you have an
interest in Satellite TV reception,
this is a book that you really
should add to your wish list.
Contact, Michael or Shelagh at
the 'SWM Book Store' today!
Tel: (01202) 659930, FAX:
(01202) 659950 or E-mail:
bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

European
Scrambling Systems

John McCormac

5
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APRIL 6: The Launceston
Amateur Radio Club
are holding their Rally
at Launceston College.
There will be a Bring
& Buy stand, many
traders, RSGB Morse
test on demand,
refreshments, hot
snacks from 7am.
Doors open at
10.30am. Further
info. from Art
G3XNE on
(01288)
354564.

APRIL 1 3: The
16th Mobile Rally

of the Lough Erne
Amateur Radio Club will be held at the
Killyhelvin Hotel, Enniskillen, Northern Ireland.
Doors open at 12 noon. Tyrone Amateur
Electronics, Icom, Yaesu, Waters & Stanton will
be there as well as many other traders.
Keiran GI7NET on (01365) 348063 and
(01365) 327133 (evenings).

APRIL 19: International Marconi Day
exhibition at the Wireless Museum in Puckpool
Park, Seaview, Isle of Wight. There will be a
display of early Marconi gear and working
short wave transmitting station. Free entry and
free parking plus refreshments. Douglas
G3KPO on (01983) 567665.

APRIL 19: SAMS '97 Computer & Electronics
Show Rally will take place at Bingley Hall,
Staffordshire Showground, Weston Road,
Stafford (A518 Stafford-Uftoxeter Road),
signposted from junction 14 on M6, bus shuttle
from Stafford Railway Station. Doors open
10am to 4pm and admission is £2.50 for
adults, children under 14, 50p, concessions,
OAPS, RSGB members, student card, UB40,
£1.50. Advance tickets £1.50 plus s.a.e. This
is the 9th consecutive year for AMS at Bingley
Hall. Last year's show saw just under 100
trade stands, covering the computing spectrum,
including PC, Einstein, Amiga, AtariST and
Atari8-bit, along with accessories, software,
books, components and lots more. There will
be lots of free parking, a licensed bar from
11 am, refreshments, meals, cafeteria. More
information from Sharon Alward on
(01473) 741533 or FM on (01473)
741361.

APRIL 27: The BATC Rally '97 is being held at
the Sports Connexion, Coventry. Doors open
at 10am (9.30am for disabled visitors).
Entrance is £1, 50p for OAPs and under 14s.
There will be all the usual features of BATC
rallies, over 200 trading tables, Bring & Buy,
large outdoor flea market, specialist more
television displays, ex -broadcast vehicles, etc.
GB6ATV talk -in on S22 and GB3CV (RB9).
There are full refreshment facilities and a
licensed bor. Mike Wooding G6IQM on
(01788) 890365, FM: (01788)
891883, E-mail:
batc97@g6iqm.demon.co.uk

MAY 5: The Dartmoor Radio Rally are holding
their rally at the Yelverton Memorial Village
Hall, Meavy Lane, Yelverton, Devon. There is
parking for 600 cars, access for disabled
visitors, playground for children, trade stands,
Bring & Buy, etc., refreshments. Doors open at
10.30am. Talk -in on S22. Ron G7LLG on
(01822) 852586.

MAY 5: The Mid -Cheshire Amateur Radio
Society are holding their rally at Winsford
Civic Hat, Town Centre, Winsford. Doors
open at 11 am (10.30am for disabled visitors).
Admission is £1, under 14s free with adults.
Talk -in on 2m. There will be ample parking, a
bar and catering services, too. All the usual
traders will be there, there will also be a Bring
& Buy stand. The rally is fully signposted. More
details from David G4XUV, OTHR on
(01606) 77787.

Listeners to Radio France
Internationale (RFI) were
surprised in mid January
when, at a very short

notice, the Paris -based
broadcaster dropped a number
of short wave transmissions. The
useful European frequency of
6.175MHz, which carries the
English -language programme at
1600UTC, now only comes on
at 1700UTC every day, except
weekends, when it starts at
1500 on Saturday and 1730 on
Sunday.

As a result, European English -
language short wave listeners
are effectively disenfranchised
by RFI six days a week. In an
announcement just before the
changes occurred, RFI pointed
out that English programmes are
available via the Internet
(http://www.francelink.co
m/radio_stations/rfi/).

But many regular listeners do
not enjoy access to the 'net, and
rely on short wave to hear Paris.
Maybe some lobbying is in
order to seek restoration of RFI
in English in Europe on
6.175MHz.

In the meantime the 1600UTC
transmission is still carried on
9.485, 11.615, 11.70, 12.015
and 15.53MHz to the Middle
East and Africa. If you have
Astra reception equipment, you
can hear the hour long lunchtime
RFI English programme via
World Radio Network at
140OUTC.

Also in France, the domestic
news service, France -Inter, has
withdrawn all medium wave
services, although the long wave
service on 162kHz continues. A
variety of medium and high-
powered transmitters in
Strasbourg, Toulouse, Marseilles,
Nice and other key cities are off
the air on frequencies such as
675, 1161 and 1350kHz.

VOICE OF AMERICA

Voice of America's attempt to
privatise VoA Europe - the Music
and More service beamed by
satellite to European
rebroadcasting outlets - has
failed. As a result, VoA Europe's
analogue satellite subcarrier on
Eutelsat went off the air,
replaced by a mixture of
Deutsche Welle non -German
language programmes (the
satellite subcarrier of VoA

Europe was leased from DW's
television operation). Listeners to
the many radio stations and
cable systems across Europe
which took VoA Europe found
themselves hearing something
completely unexpected when
they tuned in.

VoA Europe has now been
replaced by a service called
VoA Express. This takes VoA
English programmes and mixes
them with music in a more bland
presentation format. The service
is available to rebroadcasters
via a digital feed on Eutelsat.
That means anyone who wants
to take the service needs a
special digital receiver which
retails at around US$2000.

Few broadcasters want to
spend that sort of money to
provide another radio station
and VoA will not provide
receivers free -of -charge to its
affiliates. As a result, the
audience for VoA Express is
likely to be very limited.

BBC WORLD SERVICE

BBC World Service made
wholesale changes to its English
services at the end of March
when the new schedules came
into effect. Instead of operating
five time shifted streams of
English programmes, there are
now just three.

The five streams were
introduced at a huge cost two
years ago when BBC World
Service was 'regionalised'.
Expensive new continuity studios
were constructed in Bush House
to cope with the additional
services, and huge numbers of
continuity announcers were
recruited to keep all five streams
on the air.

Now World Service has
decided that the system is too
expensive and complex to
maintain. New schedules have
been drawn up for the three
streams, which still time shift
programmes to cope with the
different time zones across the
world (so that drama isn't
broadcast at breakfast time
when listeners tend to want
news and current affairs).

The changes have not resulted
in a return of the popular media
programme Waveguide on the
World Service, and the
broadcaster remains the only
major international station which
doesn't have a regular

programme that keeps listeners
up-to-date with trends in
international broadcasting.

RADIO NETHERLANDS

Radio Netherlands celebrates its
50th anniversary this year. To
mark the occasion, it is throwing
open its doors to listeners in
June with a special Open Day.
On Saturday 7 June between
1000 and 1600 you can call
into Radio Netherlands' studio
complex in the media town of
Hilversum, which is just to the
east of Amsterdam (about half -
an -hour by train).

There will be special live
transmissions in the Dutch -
language service, and there will
be plenty of people from the
English -service on hand as well
(including, no doubt, Jonathan
Marks and Diana Jansen, co -
hosts of the weekly Media
Network programme).

Radio Netherlands is at:
Witte Kruislaan 55, 1217
AM Hilversum. If you are
travelling by train, get off at
Hilversum Noord station, turn
right towards the huge PTT
Tower which is right next to
Radio Netherlands building. If
you can get to Hilversum on the
first Saturday in June, you'll be
in for a very special day!

DIGITAL BROADCASTING

Finland's national public service
broadcaster, YLE, is grasping the
nettle of the digital broadcasting
challenge and launching a
subscription digital television
channel this year. The service,
aimed at Finns and Finnish -
speakers outside Finland, will be
a mix of YLE's two domestic
television channels.

At the same time, YLE will
start a free -of -charge digital
relay of Finnish-, Swedish- and
English -language programmes
for listeners across Europe,
together with an exclusively
Finnish service. All the services
will be provided on Eutelsat
through Norway's Telenor
company. For more information
about the service, call Telenor
direct on +47 9078 6610.

VOICE OF RUSSIA

More cuts for international
broadcasting have been in the
news recently. The Voice of
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Peter Shore,
c/o SWM Editorial offices,
Broadstone, Poole, Dorset.

BH1 8 8PW

Russia (formerly Radio
Moscow) is cutting back its
Russian -language service from
18 hours to 10 hours every
day. Other language services
may be affected during the rest
of 1997.

The station is already a
shadow of its former self. At
the end of the Cold War,
Radio Moscow broadcast in
well over 60 languages and
was one of the top three
broadcasters in terms of the
number of hours it broadcast
each week.

NATIONAL RADIO
SERVICE

Do you fancy running a
national radio service in
Britain? The Radio Authority
could have a solution for you.
It is considering advertising a
franchise to operate a long
wave service on a frequency
allocated to the BBC which has
never been utilised and has
now been surrendered.

There are one or two
problems however. Long wave
needs high power transmitters
and huge antennas. And the
initial studies which the Radio
Authority's technical people
have made show that a
transmitter can't achieve
national coverage, and that
reception in central London
would be marginal. Don't rush
to make an application until
things are a little more clear!

That's all for this European
round -up of news from the
broadcasting world. Join me in
July's edition of Short Wave
Magazine for the latest
developments. Good listening!
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Bristol International RC: Tuesdays,
8pm. The Little Thatch Country Club,
684 Wells Road, Whitchurch, Bristol.
All visitors are welcome. The club has
been formed so that all radio
enthusiasts, whether they be Licensed
Amateurs, s.w.l.s or CBers' can get
together and have a good natter and
do things that you do in radio clubs.
PO Box 28, Bristol BS99 1GL.

RSGB City of Bristol Group: last
Tuesdays, 7pm. New Friends Hall,
Purdown, Bell Hill, Stapleton, Bristol
BS16 IBG. April 22 - Aerials, ears,
eyes and the radio operator - electricity
in action by Peter Groinger, Bristol
University. Robin Thompson G3TKF on
(01225) 420442.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays,
7.30pm. Whitchurch Folkhouse
Assoc., Bridge Farm House, East
Dundry Rd, Whitchurch. April 2 -
10GHz activity evening, 9th -
Microwave radio demonstration, 16th -
Quiz night, 23rd - 3rd evening to
build a basic receiver. For more
information ring (012751 834282 on
a Wednesday evening.

BEDFORDSHIRE

Dunstable Downs RC: Fridays
8pm. Chews House, High Street South,
Dunstable, Bedfordshire. New
members and visitors welcome, just
drop in or call Paul G7TSJ on (01582)
861936.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Aylesbury Vale RS: Wednesday
evenings, 8pm. Hardwick Village Hall,
(Hardwick is situated off the A413
between Aylesbury and Buckingham).
April 2 - Opening evening, 16th - Visit
to Bletchely Park. Gerry Somers
G7VFV on (012961 432234.

CHESHIRE

Mid -Cheshire ARS: Meetings held
every Wednesday, 8pm, at Cotebrook
Village Hall, North of Tarporley,
Cheshire. April 2 - Talk on Astronomy
by David Banks, 7th - Committee
meeting, Alvonley Arms A49, 8.30pm,
9th - HF on air/construction night, 16th
- Hi Tech equip. and Internet Display
G7LQD/G6JAk, 23rd - Techniques of
safe driving by Ron Porteos. Ted
Bannister GORBA on (01606)
592207.

DERBYSHIRE

Derby & DARS. Wednesdays,
7.30pm. 119 Green Lane, Derby.
Martin Shardlow G3SZJ, 19 Portreath
Drive, Allestree, Derby DE22 2BJ on
(01332) 556875.

DEVON

Appledore & DARC: 3rd Mondays,
7.30pm. Appledore Football
Clubroom. April 21 - Talk by Roger
GODIZ on his work as Novice co-
ordinator for the RSGB. Dave Brierley
G3YGJ. (01237) 476124.

DORSET

Blackmore Vole ARS: 2nd & 4th
Tuesdays, 8pm. Shaftesbury School,
Dorset. April 8 - AGM. Stuart G7JIF
(01953) 814055.

EDINBURGH

Lothians RS: 2nd & 4th
Wednesdays, 7.30pm.
Orwell Lodge Hotel,
Polworth Terrace,
Edinburgh. April 9 - 24GHz
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by Brian Flynn GNAW,
23rd - Mini talks. Tommy Main
GM4DCL, QTHR on 0131-663 8501
day and evening.

GREATER LONDON

Wimbledon & DARS: 2nd & last
Fridays, 7.30pm. St Andrews Church
Hall, Herbert Road SW19. April 1 1 -

Microprocessors - applications in
amateur radio by GADO. (01737)
356745.

HAMPSHIRE

Horndean & DARC: 1st & 4th
Tuesdays, 7.30pm. Lovedean Village
Hall, Lovedean Lane, Lovedean, Hants.
April 1 - Natter Night, 22nd - CW
operating techniques by G3JFF and
G3IJK. S. Swain (01705) 472846.

Southampton ARC: Mondays,
7pm. This club is now up -and -running
after some years of inactivity. New
members welcome. Harold McIntyre
on (01703) 737715.

HEREFORD & WORCESTER

Hereford ARS: 1st & 3rd Fridays,
8pm. Many talks and interesting
evenings including, April 4 - Informal
meeting with Morse class available,
18th - Talk on Air Traffic Control by
Bob Bowden G3IXZ. Tim GOJWJ,
QTHR. Tel: (01432) 279435 or Paul
GODJF on (01432) 353765.

HERTFORDSHIRE

Hoddesdon RC: Alternate
Thursdays, 8pm. Conservative Club,
Rye Road, Hoddesdon. April 24 -
Open forum. Don G3JNJ on 0181-
292 3678.

KENT

Dover RC: Wednesdays, 8pm to
10pm during term time. Duke of York's
Royal Military School, Dover. Morse
classes are held from 7pm to 8pm and
Novice training courses are also
conducted as required at that time. The
club is in the course of registering as a
C&G Exam centre and hopes to be
operational as such in time for the
May exams next year (1997). The
club also operates a CB station and
encourages practical project work.
April 23 - Club operating and natter
night. Brian Hancock G4NPN on
(01304) 821007.

Maidstone YMCA ARS: Fridays,
8pm. YMCA Sports Centre, Melrose
Close, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6BD.
March 28 - Good Friday, Shack
clearance, April 4 - Junk sale, I

visitors 11th - Rally meeting, 18th -
Measurements (p), 22nd - Dummy
Morse tests by Colin Wilson GOVAR.
(01622) 743317.

NORFOLK

Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays,
7.30pm. Formal and informal
meetings at The Norman Centre,
Bignold Road, Off Drayton Road
between 'Asda' and Three Mile Cross
Roundabout, Norwich. April 2 - AGM,
9th - Night on the air/construction
QRP/Morse practice, 16th - Night on
the air/construction QRP/Morse
practice, 23rd - Surplus equipment
sole. Mike G4E0L. (01603) 789792.

NORTH YORKSHIRE

Hambleton ARS: All meetings held
at Allertonshire School, Northallerton,
7.30 to 9.30pm. April 10 - Satellites
and SSTV, 24th - Packet, operating
and video. More details from John
GOVXH on (01845) 537547.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Mansfield ARS: 2nd Mondays,
7.30pm. Novices particularly
wekome. April 14 - Satellite
communications. Dave G4CVO bring
the intricacies of 'space'
communications down to earth. David
Peat GORDP on (01623) 631931.

SHROPSHIRE

Salop ARS: Thursdays, 8pm. The
Telesports Club, Abbery Foregate,
Shrewsbury. MArch 27 - Talk on Light
by Ken G3UDA, April 3 - Night on the
air/natter night, 10th - Construction
evening, bring that project along and
see what can be done to save itl, 17th
- Night on the air/Telford Rally
discussion, 24th - SSB by Simon
GOEIY. Ian Davies G7SBD, QTHR or

GB7PMB.

SOMERSET

Yeovil ARC: Thursdays, 7.30pm. The
Red Cross Centre, 72 Grove Avenue,
Yeovil. March 27 - Club station on the
air and committee meeting, April 3 -
Talk on The Washford BBC Transmitter
by Neil Wilson, 10th - Introduction to
Basic Logic by G3TSK, 17th - AGM,
24th - Club station on the air and
committee meeting. Malcolm Sadler on
(01460) 54657

WARWICKSHIRE

Stratford-upon-Avon & DRS: 2nd
& 4th Mondays, 7.30pm. Home
Guard Club, Main Street, Tiddington,
Stratford-upon-Avon. April 14 - AGM.
The Society are again organising a
course of instruction for the Radio
Amateur Examination of the City &
Guilds of London Institute and further
details can be obtained by writing to
the Chairman of the Society, Mr J.
Harris G8HJS, enclosing a stamped
addressed envelope. The address to
write to is: 57 Evesham Road,
Stratford upon Avon, Works CV31
2PB.

WEST SUSSEX

Worthing & DARC: Wednesdays,
7.30 for 8pm. The Parish Hall, South
Street, Lancing. March 27 - The
Internet by G7OIR. Roy G4GPX.
(01903) 753893.

WEST YORKSHIRE

Wakefield & DRS: Tuesdays, 8pm.
The Ossett Community Centre,
Prospect Road, Ossett. April 1 - On the
air, 8th - Motormania with G4BLT, 15th
- On the air, 22nd - AGM. Bob 0113-
282 5519 or G3WWF@GB7WRG.

WILTSHIRE

Trowbridge & DARC: 1st & 3rd
Wednesdays, 8pm. The Southwick
Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge.
April 2 - Telewest communications,
16th - Natter night. Ian GOGRI on
(01225) 864698.
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ONE -VALVE COMPETITION

I know that a lot of readers have
built the Denco One -valve
Receiver described in the
December '96 issue. However, it
would seem that the closing date
I originally set for sending in
your logs and photographs
didn't give you enough time to
build the project, let alone get it
working. To offset this, I am
extending the closing date by a
couple of months to 3 April '97.

Some of you have had
problems with the project - I

have even been accused of
publishing an untried circuit!
Many thousands of receivers
have been built to this design, as
well as the closely related HAC
One and the myriad of similar
designs from other sources. One -
valve receivers require patience
and a lot of experimenting to get
the best out of them, as well as
a good antenna and earth
system. I have found that the set
I built to illustrate the article is
very touchy as to the position of
the adjustment 'screw' in the
Denco coil.

LETTERS

A lively letters page brings any
magazine to life. But, to achieve
this you, the readers, have to
provide the letters. Of late, you
have not been doing this. Letters
can be controversial, topical or
just downright interesting, as
long as they relate to radio. That
doesn't mean that you can
emulate postings seen on the
Internet Newsgroups, however,
as I will wield the 'blue pencil'
and remove any objectionable,
rude or obscene language.

Dick Ganderton G8VFH

(*Dear Sir
I note some scanners
now carry the new CE

label, but not all scanners carry
this label. What exactly does it
mean, but most important of all,
what about the older scanners
still in use? Will they become
illegal or obsolete? Thanks.
Mr X
Bradford

I decided, some months ago,
that SWM really ought to carry
the definitive article on CE
marking. Fortunately, John
Wilson had just set up a test lab
in Devon to carry out CE testing,
so I was able, with little
difficulty, to persuade him to get
going on his computer - yes, he
does possess one, albeit a lap-
top - and tell us all about CE
marks. Ed.

(*Dear Sir
I would like to follow up
three points in Paul's

letter (SWM February 1997)
regarding rallies.

Stands selling toffee,
toys, games and 'phones. I
am not convinced by Paul's
observations. Firstly, 'phones
can be a useful addition to any
shack, so I personally do not
feel they are inappropriate for a
rally (particularly if cheaper at
rallies than in the High Street).

Secondly, 'non -amateur'
stands, selling sweets, toys,
carvings, paintings and such
like do seem irrelevant to a
rally, that is, to a rally that is
aimed solely at the radio
amateur. Some rallies, however,
aim to cater for the radio
amateur plus family, and, at
these rallies, 'non -amateur'
stands are surely entirely
appropriate. (I've personally
found these stands very
convenient for buying Christmas
and Birthday presents). I would
cite the very successful and
popular Elvaston Castle Rally as
being a rally for the whole
family, offering a whole
marquee (and more) of non -
amateur stands and other non -
amateur attractions.

The invasion of
computers. I've always
expected that traders stock items
which they believe will sell.
Surely the prevalence of
computer stands at rallies
indicates the popularity of
computers within the hobby?

The Editor reserves the right to shorten any
letters for publication but will try not to alter
their sense. Letters must be original and not

have been submitted to any other magazines.
The views expressed in letters published in

this magazine are not necessarily those of
Short Wave Magazine.

(There is also the consideration
that it is usually easier and
cheaper - pay, plug & play - to
upgrade a PC than to upgrade
a radio). A browse through an
amateur radio magazine will
show that computers are very
much now an adjunct to
amateur radio itself.

Inexpensive stands for
small traders. This is a
worthwhile suggestion and some
rallies do indeed offer
inexpensive stands in car boot
or flea market areas.
Unfortunately, many rallies incur
significant costs and cannot
always offer inexpensive stands.
Many rallies are organised by
non-profit making bodies such
as local radio clubs and they
have to be as certain as
possible of recovering their
costs, they cannot afford to
make a loss from their rally.
Ian Brothwell G4EAN
Arnold
Nottingham

I would tend to agree with Ian's
views. I have found some very
useful bits of gear that are now
in use in my non -radio
workshop, and I did buy Brown
Owl a wok at the Verulam
Christmas Rally! However, I
would not like to see non -radio
stands ousting radio stands. Ed.

*Dear Sir
With being a s.w.l. for
a number of years and

quite content in this role, could
I, through your 'Letters' page,
appeal to the Nets and Event
Stations to please mention the
names of their Net and Event
Stations more often during their
'overs'.
Bill Simpson
Lancaster

Dear Sir
I have just been reading
the February edition of

SWM and found the article on
kit building of great interest. I

am writing to you in the hope
that you may be able to help.

I have searched everywhere
in vain to obtain a circuit or a
kit of a m.w., I.w. and f.m.
receiver to build. Nobody seems
to produce any kits for this type
of receiver and I am at
desperation stage!

The radio would be battery
operated with manual rotary
tuning, ideally using dedicated

radio i.c.s, including a separate
i.c. for audio output of about
1W. Not much to ask I know,
but I am writing to you as a last
resort, maybe you have a
suitable circuit stashed away
somewhere?

I would really appreciate any
help that you may be able to
give.
Dean Gale
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire

Finding a suitable circuit is not
difficult. However, just as do the
kit manufacturers, you will find it
very hard to gather together the
necessary components. Anyone
out there got any ideas? Ed.

Dear Sir
Dansette 1961 model RT
222- I wonder if any of

your readers can help me with
my problem? Some time ago the
battery was reversed on my
Dansette RT 222, resulting in the
expiry of the six transistors and
other odds and ends. The set
has sentimental associations as
it was a retirement present to
my late father and I would like
to fix it if possible.

The transistors are
0C44/GET114,
0C45/GET874,
OC78/GET1 14 and
0C78D/GET114. If anyone
can suggest a source of supply,
or suitable alternatives without a
major rebuild, or have any other
ideas, I would be very grateful
for the information.
Peter Linzey
Elderslie
Renfrewshire

Anyone help Peter on this ? Ed.

rDear Sir
As a newcomer to s.w.I.,
and unfortunately a very

slow leaner, may I ask the help
of SWM and its readers to shed
light on my problem, which is
all to banal, I fear.

Here in Watcher, we are
situated exactly 2.25km NNE of
the Washford transmitter masts
This is a small terrace house
with a cat's cradle of telephone
and high power lines down the
back of the house. As you can
imagine, the reception situation
is not good. My set is an old
Sony SW600 and I have
experimented with bits of wire
over the house and outside, to
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my wife's exasperation.
However, the better the wire,
the better the noise, or so it
seems.

I would like to invest in a
good set-up, including perhaps
active antennas, c.t.u.s, etc.,
but is there any point in better
equipment given the physical
situation of the house?
Sometimes I can hear the mush
of Radio 1 and others from
Washford on the telephone and
other equipment without turning
the power on!

With best wishes for your
excellent magazine.
Tom Eley
Watchet
Somerset

Dear Sir
I was very interested to
read Radio Secrets, the

article by David White in the
February issue as I was one of
the first to be enrolled in the
top secret 'Y' Branch of the
Royal Navy.

After a long period of
training, I was sent to my first
operational station at
Flowerdown, near Winchester.
It was a Foreign Office radio
station run by civilians,
forerunner of GCHQ I imagine.
The civilian operators were
gradually replaced and when
the last left we were then 100%
Navy personnel. We became
HMS Flowerdown, entitled to
the Navy rum ration!

Then the WRNS started to
arrive and were soon sitting
with us in front of the good old
HRO receivers. They were very
good operators, so it was good
to see the photo of the WRNS
at the Bletchley reunion. I feel
that some of them were at
Flowerdown, but I have a bad
memory for faces and am not
too good on names. I am 82
next year, but I do remember
Suzanne Marriot and Clive
Luckin.

We were a very happy ship's
company, so much so that
when a notice went up asking
for volunteers to go on a PO
course, with no guarantee that
we would return to
Flowerdown, there were no
volunteers. A day or two later,
another noticed was posted
naming those who would have
to take the course, and my
name was up there.

Eventually, I became PO Tel
(S), was informed that I was to
be an instructor and sent to
Ceylon, now Sri Lanka, to
instruct. When I was
demobbed, in 1946 I think, my
official ranking was PO Tel (S)
(N)*, the asterisk was for being
able to read and instruct in
Japanese Morse.

I would like to send greetings
and best wishes to any of the
'Y' Branch who might
remember me.
Denis R. C. White
Long Eaton
Nottingham

ODear Sir
Small is Beautiful
I am used to having

receivers that need a crane to
lift them! However, I recently
visited a radio rally and I just
had to purchase something.
This something turned out to be
the cheapest set on show, a
Tandy DX260 9 -band receiver,
which slipped easily into my
pocket.

As for results, using a pair of
headphones from a small
cassette recorder (I do not like
small speakers) the results were
astounding, my favourite
stations HCJB and Radio Brazil
coming in loud and clear. The
selectivity was excellent, a
small red light coming on to
ensure you were spot on
frequency. Further icing on the
cake was the addition of an
amplified speaker.

My experience of radio
extends, man and boy, over 60
years and as a hobby for the
young people of today, it has
no equal. Best wishes for the
future.
W. Coupland
Tyne & Wear

Dear Sir
The current issue
interested me very much

as I was a keen reader of
SWM from (about) the
beginning of 1938 until the
wartime close down. I have
only recently returned to short
wave listening and find the
magazine as good as, or better
than ever.

Except - and that is the
reason for this letter - the
tendency, especially noticeable
in this issue, to render some
pages of text irritatingly difficult
to read by the use of a
background pattern or coloured
overprinting. I refer, in this
issue, to the 'Memories', pages
31 to 38 and to the
'WinRadio' reviews, pages 48
to 53.

Despite my age, there is
nothing wrong with my
eyesight, but I think you will
find that if you attempt seriously
to read these pages, which I
suggest you may only have
read closely in original
typescript or galley proof form,
in any case without the
overprinting, you will find,
especially in the 'WinRadio'
review, that the background
makes close concentration on

the text very distracting.
P.V. Jacobs
Grasmere
Cumbria

Sorry about that. We do read
every page after it is made up,
but often it is not until it is
printed that such difficulties as
you experienced show up. Our
Art Department, who actually
make up the magazine, like to
be able to experiment with new
ideas on articles that are not
too restricting for technical
reasons. Ed.

SILENCE WAS GOLDEN

OHeadlined 'The Interval
Signal', an interesting
little piece in a 1930

journal complained about
hearing no sound when tuning
and being uncertain whether
they were 'listening' to a rather
long interval or whether the
fault was in their tuning.

The BBC at this time had
tried various tuning signals from
piano scales and oscillating
valves to the tuning fork, but
would not contemplate the
Continental practice of
" marking the intervals
between items by the use of a
metronome or other device
which will assure listeners that
the station is working and that
sets are in order". Hamburg,
apparently, used strokes on a
gong, indicating the number of
minutes to go before the next
item on the programme.

The BBC decided to use,
somewhat sparingly, their own
method of staying in contact
with the listener. If the
announcer said that there
would be a short interval of
three or four minutes, no signal
would be used, if the length of
time before the next item was
uncertain, strokes on metal
resembling a muffled cymbal
would be used at half second
intervals. "Perhaps this signal
may eventually develop into
something more musical, such
as the chimes of Cologne or the
sleigh bells of the Polish
station" was the comment.

Surely they never intended
the coy Mickey Mouse voices
singing tiresome jingles to
inform us that we are listening
to Radio 2 or 4? Or the filling
up of the frequency with the
idle DJ chatter before, after and
often during the music? Let's put
the clock back 50 years to that
lovely silence between
programmes - please?
Joan Ham

1.11.11.111
OIRMIO

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are available at £25 per
annum to UK addresses, £30 in Europe
and £32 (Airsaver), £37 (Airmail) overseas.
Subscription copies are despatched by
accelerated Surface Post outside Europe.
Airmail rates for overseas subscriptions
can be quoted on request. Joint
subscriptions to both Short Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless are
available at £45 (UK) £54 (Europe) and £58
(rest of world).

Components for
SWM Projects
In general all components used in
constructing SWM projects are available
from a variety of component suppliers.
Where special, or difficult to obtain,
components are specified, a supplier will
be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit boards for SWM
projects are available from the SWM PCB
Service, Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry
Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF.
Tel: (0956) 374918 (Mon. - Fri. 9am -
5.30pm).

Photocopies and
Back Issues
We have a selection of back issues,
covering the past three years of SWM. If
you are looking for an article or review, or
whatever that you missed first time
around, we can help. If we don't have the
whole issue we can always supply a
photocopy of the article. Back issues are
£2.60 each, photocopies are also £2.60 per
article, plus £1.00 for subsequent parts of
serial articles.

Binders, each taking one volume are
available for £6.50 plus £1 P&P for one
binder, £2 P&P for two or more, UK or
overseas. Please state the year and
volume number for which the binder is
required. Prices include VAT where
appropriate.

Orders for back numbers, binders and
items from our Book Service should be
sent to: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST,
Post Sales Department, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone
Dorset BH18 8PW, with details of your
credit card or a cheque or postal order
payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Cheques
with overseas orders must be drawn on a
London Clearing Bank and in Sterling.

Credit card orders (Access,
Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa) are also
welcome by telephone to Broadstone
(01202) 659930. An answering machine
will accept your order out of office hours
and during busy periods in the office. You
can also FAX an order, giving full details
to Poole (012021 659950.

Technical Help
We regret that due to Editorial time
scales, replies to technical queries
cannot be given over the telephone. If you
require help with problems relating to
topics covered by SWM, please write to
the Editorial Offices, we will do our best
to help and reply by mail.
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LOWE Lowe Elec
NRD535

Frequency range, 100kHz to 30MHz
Reception modes, USB/LSB/CW/AM/
FM/FSK/RTTY

200 memory channels
Receiver system, Triple superhet
(Double superhet on FM)
Sensitivity, Better than 0.30, 1.6-
30MHz

Image rejection, 70dB or better
Pass Band Shift range, +/- 1 kHz
Notch attenuation, 40dB or better
Antenna attenuator, 20dB

JRC NRD535 from iust F.1749.00

(c

Pooley's Flight Guide 1996
All the gen on all the airfields in the UK.

Loads of great info for airband fans.

Maps, charts, frequencies, everything

you need is here!

Yours for just £7.00 plus £2.00 p&p

LowealF250
Europa

Low receiver noise
Excellent strong signal handling
IF Bandwidths 7, 4.5, 3.5, 2.2 kHz plus
a 200Hz audio filter
Selectable sideband synchronous
detector
255 memory channels
Backlit LCD display
S meter

Display resolution to 100Hz
Tuning steps

Built-in RS232 interface

Infra red remote control

riF250 Europa just £799.00

plus carriage

Lowe1410150

Your first real short
wave receiver

30kHz to 30MHz
AM, USB, LSB, AMS

IF bandwidths 10, 7, 4, 2.2kHz
60 memory channels
Optional keypad controller
Optional RS232 controller

HFI50 just £419.00

plus carriage

COMING SOON!
The AA150 is a new active antenna designed to be

used with the Lowe HF150. Basically it is a pre -

amp combined with a telescopic antenna element

giving just the right amount of gain but keeping

the noise level very low. Full spec and prices should

be available when you get to read this!!

A1RMASTER
ACARS DECODING SOFTWARE

The launch of our Airmaster ACARS decoding software took the

aviation world by storm and the new V3.0 is selling even

better! To access the wealth of aviation data communications,

all you need is a reasonable airband receiver tuned to

131.725MHz, and at least a 386 IBM Compatible PC plus

AIRMASTER and you are there! Flight numbers, tail numbers,

engineering information and other data is all there waiting to

be looked at!

AIRMASTER V3.0 £89.95 plus carriage

AIRUP (Upgrade from V2 to V3) £29.95

GARMIN
GPS1 2XL

Ur) i /XL

This model continues to lead
our GPS sales. Ideal for use in
car, or out hiking or even at
sea, the GPS12XL is great for
finding your way to places -

and back again!
If you want added versatility ...

Lowe Price

£259.00

Amazing GPS
Antenna!

We've just found this amazing new active
antenna for GPS receivers. Works with GPS45's
and others and is complete with 5m cable. BNC
plug and magnetic base - ideal for mobile

applications and the price?

An even more amazing £39.95
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/Tanks Ltd LOWE
PC

YUPITERU
VT225

The choice of the
dedicated airband
monitor...

Full coverage of civil and

military bands

100 memory channels

Excellent sensitivity

Selectable delay times

Scan and search modes

Channel skip function

Signal strength bargraph

just £269.00 plus f10 carriage

MVT7100
Still a firm favourite
with many of our
customers

100kHz to 1650MHz

1000 memory channels

AM, FM, NFM, USB, LSB

Programmable tuning steps

High speed search and scan

Delay and skip functions

just £299.00 plus £10 carriage

Magnetic Long Wire Balun
There's no point in having a good receiver without a

good antenna. The MLB is the best way we know to

convert a length of wire into a

great antenna system which

will also eliminate interference

Just £45.00 plus £3.00 p&p

MLB Isolator
Used in conjunction with the Magnetic Long wire

balun, the MLB isolator allows you to have an

earthing system for your antenna totally independ-

ent of mains earth, thus reducing a lot of potential

interference

Just £45.00 plus £3.00 p&p

MVT9000
Rapidly gaining
many fans

100kHz to 2039MHz

1000 memory channels

20 channel banks

500 search pass

memories

Alpha naming of

memory channels

10 priority channels

Dual frequency display

ust £799.00 plus carriage

HOWE's CTU8
A great low cost Short Wave ATU and an

ideal accessory to use with a wideband

handheld scanner that really perks up the

HF performance

Just 249.95 plus 23.00 p&p

MOONLIGHT

NV100 Compact with
Illuminator
- Tremendous Night Vision performance at an

economical price

Clear optics with wide field of view, good for
close range viewing

Optimum blend of light amplification,
magnification and compact size

Includes slide -on infra red illuminator for
bright viewing in complete darkness

ONLY £299.00

Moonlight Mini

Sleek miniature design -

only 5.5 inches long

Lightweight for comfortable

extended viewing

Slips easily into your

pocket, briefcase or purse

- Built in infa red illuminator
for use in complete

darkness

ONLY £279.00

NEW!

WBANT
A great new wideband

mobile antenna. Ideal

for using your scanner

on the move.

Powerful mini-mag

mount keeps it in place

and complete with 4m

miniature coax and BNC

plug

Just £19.95

p&p £3.00

Branches at...
Bristol & Wales
79 Gloucester Road. Patchway,
Bristol BS12 50J
Tel 0117 931 5263 Fax 0117 931 5270

North East
Unit 188
Airport Industrial Estate
Newcastle, NE3 2EF
Tel 0191 214 5424 Fax 0191 214 0761

Yorkshire
12 Station Road, Crossgates
Leeds, LS15 7JX
Tel 0113 232 8400 Fax 0113 232 8401

South West
117 Beaumont Road
St Judes
Plymouth PL4 9EF
Tel 01752 257224 Fax 01752 257225

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road

Matlock
Derbyshire DE4 5LE

Tel 01629 580800
Fax 01629 580020

Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URL: http://www.lowe.co.uk

Showroom opening hours are 9.30orn to 5pm Mon -Fri and 10am to 4pm on Sat, but check with our local branches as times may vary

Need more info? We've got some great info packs available to help you choose the most suitable products for
your needs. Packs of interest to amateur radio operators include HF transceivers, VHF transceivers, Antennas,
Data Comms and Amateur accessories. We also have packs dedicated to GPS receivers, scanners and decoding.
To order any of our packs, just send us four first class stamps for each pack requested plus your full name,
address and telephone number to our Matlock address and we'll do the rest!
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SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS
* AOR * KENWOOD * DAIWA * COMET *
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YAESU * STRUMECH VERSATOWER * LAFAYETTE * HY-MOUND * MANSON

IrLEt hAtILL't
530kHz-1650MHz.

AM, FM,SSB, WFM

1000 memory
channels.

HF RECEIVERS

YAESU
FRG -100
50kHz-30MHz AM, -

MVT-7100E

USB, LSB, CW, FM, 100 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £439 CarrD

AOR AR -703
0-32MHz. AM(SYCI, AM,

USB, LSB, CW, DATA &

NBFM. 100 memory channels. Made in UK.

OUR PRICE £729 CarrD

KENWOOD
R-5000

100kHz - 30MHz. SSB, CW, AM, FM.
100 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £939 CarrD

ICOM R-72DC
AM, SSB, CW, FM,

RTTY (optional).
99 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £775 CarrD

HF-250
AM, AMS*,
SSB, CW, FM
30 kHz -30M H
225 memory
RS232 port.

OUR

*
z

channels.

PRICE £759 CarrD

,4100'

DATA PRODUCTS
We offer the widest range

in the UK
PacComm
Tiny 2 1200 baud TNC £139
PicoPacket 12 baud portable TNC £119
Spirit 2 9600 baud TNC £219

Kantronics
KPC3 1200 baud TNC £139
KPC9612 1200+9600 dual port TNC £275
Kam+ Multimode data modem £395

AEA
PK12
PK96

1200 baud TNC £129
9600 baud TNC £219

*DSP232 Multimode data modem £479
*PK900 Multimode data modem £479
*Free Pack-Win software

Symek
TNC2H 9600 baud TNC £179

Custom-made leads available
for most leading brands of

transceivers. £14.95. Only £7.50
if purchased with a TNC.

Multimode
scanning receiver

SCANNING RECEIVERS
AOR AR -8000
500kHz - 1900MHz.
AM, FM, FM wide, SSB, CW.
1000 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £315

Carr D

Carr C

OR AR -5000
10kHz-2600MHz.

All mode, AM, FM, USB,
LSB, CW. 100 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £1559

AOR AR -3000A
100kHz - 2036MHz. SSB,

CW, AM, FM, FM wide.
400 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £799

ICOM
ICR-7100DC

25MHz - 2GHz. AM, FM, WFM, SSB.

900 memory channels. Carr D

OUR PRICE £1249

BAROMETERS
& WORLD

CLOCKS

EW882 World Clock £21.50

EW889 World Clock £21.50

BA213 Electronic Barometer £49.95

BA888 Electronic Barometer £69.95

All discounts are based on recommended retail prices.
CARRIAGE: A = £2.75 B = £5.50 C = £9.50 D = £13.50

Showroom/Mail Order 9.30-5pm. 9-1pm Sat Tel: (01703) 251549 Service Dept Tel: (0113) 235 0606 9-5 Mon -Fri Email: amateur@smc.comms.com

SMC Siskin ( SMC HQ) Data Communications Hotline Tel: (01703) 254247 9.30am - 5pm for personal callers 9.00 - 9pm for telephone queries.

SMC Ltd HQ Southampton: S M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, Eastleigh, Hants S053 4BY. Tel: (01703) 255111 Fax: (01703) 263507

ARE Communications: 6 Royal Parade Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A JET. Tel. 0181-997 4476 9.30am - 5.30pm Mon. -Fri. 9.30am - 1.00pm Sat.

Reg Ward & Co: 1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY Tel. (01297) 34918 9.00am - 5.15pm Tues-Sat

SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lane Leeds. Tel. (0113) 235 0606 9.30am - 5.00pm Mon. -Fri. 9.00am - 1.00pm Sat.

* TELEX * AEA * TOKYO HY-POWER * MFJ * MIRAGE KLM * HENRY * MANSON * REXON * AOR * KENWOOD * YAESU *
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Feature

THE
Like it or not, the system of
CE marking on products is
here with a vengeance,
even though many
manufacturers and
importers would like it to
go away. What many
readers have asked is
"How important is it that
products have the CE
mark, and is it illegal to
buy and operate a piece
of equipment which is not
correctly marked?" In this
article John Wilson clears
away some of the mystery.

The concept of a clearly
defined mark or
symbol to show that a
product meets certain

minimum standards is not
new; for example the BSI 'Kite'
mark has been around for a
very long time in this country
and is accepted as a basic
assurance that the product to
which it is attached conforms
to an applicable standard. In
most developed manufacturing
countries in Europe, similar
marking systems have evolved
with the same aim - to show
that the manufacturer is willing
to take responsibility for
making his product conform to
certain agreed and accepted
standards of performance,
whether that be resistance to
fire, accuracy of performance,
strength to withstand loads,
and so on. However, the
technical demands of the
various agreed product
standards vary considerably,
and whilst it is reasonably easy
to show that an armchair fabric
covering is fire resistant, it is
much more difficult to test, say,
a piece of electrical mining
machinery to prove that it will
not ignite inflammable gases
and cause an underground
explosion.

Nowa STMDFIRDS

As each country developed its
own product standards and
introduced matching
legislation to ensure

compliance it became
increasingly difficult for
manufacturers to sell into a
foreign market because it
required a close understanding
of the standards in the target
country, and it was therefore a
logical step within Europe to
use the closer relationships
which came about under the
Common Market treaties to
harmonise product standards
on a European basis. The
process of harmonising
common standards has been
going on for many years and
has been extremely successful.
It is now possible for a British
manufacturer to sell into
Germany by making sure that
the product complies with the
European standard, and for a
French manufacturer to sell
into Italy on the same basis.
The way in which compliance
is indicated to the end user is
the presence of the 'CE' label
on the product, and this is
where we came in - does the
sight of a CE label mean
anything at all to you as a
potential buyer of the product?
To answer this question we
need to ask a few more.

Who is responsible for
applying the mark? If the
product is made in Europe, the
manufacturer applies the CE
label, and by doing so makes a
declaration, which has to be
signed by a person of senior
responsibility that the product
complies with all relevant
European Directives covering
it. If the product is
manufactured outside Europe,
it is the responsibility of the
importer representing the
overseas manufacturer to

MARK-
A LAYMAN'S GUIDE

make that same declaration
and apply the CE label. Note
that 'importer' is taken to mean
the manufacturer's appointed
representative in Europe, and
not some back door or 'grey'
importer who has no authority
whatsoever to apply a CE label.

All relevant Directives? Very
important, this one. Although
we as radio hobby enthusiasts
tend to think of the CE mark as
relating to unwanted emissions
and resistance to interference
covered by the EMC (Electro
Magnetic Compatibility)
Directive, the Low Voltage
Directive and the Machinery
Directive may also apply to
radio related products,
particularly in the power
supply area, and it would be an
unwary manufacturer or
importer who signed a
declaration of conformance
assuming that he was only
dealing with r.f. interference
and forgetting or ignoring the
safety implications inherent in
the Low Voltage Directive.

Who deals with infringements?
In the United Kingdom apart
from Northern Ireland the local
government Trading Standards
Departments are responsible
for overseeing the operation of
the CE marking legislation, and
the system is 'complaints
driven'. In other words, if
anyone suspects that a product
has been given a CE label
without complying with the
terms of the various Directives,
the local Trading Standards
office is the place to contact.
Complaints can be lodged by
any individual or any company,
and one result of this in

Germany has been the use of
the complaints procedure by
companies against their
competitors in order to gain
commercial advantage. For a
manufacturer or importer the
penalties for non - compliance
can be quite severe, and I know
of active prosecutions now
taking place against Personal
Computer companies in the UK
which will probably result in
stringent action being taken.

What is the official line on
all this? Let me quote from
one relevant Government
document:

"Most electrical and
electronic products made or
sold in the United Kingdom,
including imports, must:

 Be so constructed that
they do not cause
excessive electromagnetic
interference and are not
unduly affected by
electromagnetic
interference:

 In the case of certain radio
transmitting equipment,
be subject to EC type
examination by a notified
body; and

 Carry CE marking."

And the penalties? Let me
quote again:

"Failure to comply with
these requirements:

 Will mean that those
electrical or electronic
products may be
prohibited from being
placed on the EEA market,

Short Wave Magazine, April 1997 15
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cPEC. ALI)TS
THIS MONTHS
used Equipment

RECEIVERS
DRAKE ROE GOOD COND BOXED £750

ICOM R72 HE RX + NARROW FILTER £699

KENWOOD RX 8 VHF £425

SOMMERCAMP SRG-8600DX (AS 9600) £299

SONY PRO 80 ALL MODE HANDHELD £215

SONY 76000 PORTABLE RECEIVER 185

SONY SW -1 C/W CASE & ACCS £129

SONY 2001 BOXED £85

YAESU FRG -8800 ....HF RECEIVER 1350

LATE ARRIVALS
AOR-A111030 BOXED, AS NEW Hf +REMOTE 311625

DRAKE SW8E PORTABLE, BOXED, Hf + AIRBAND.....f479

LOWE AP 150 AUDIO PROCESSOR UNIT £169

OPTO 3300 MINI COUNTER £105

TRIDENT TR980 BOXED £125

YUP1TERU NVT7100..BOXED £225

YUPITERU MVT 7200 £275

SCANNERS
ALINCO D1 -X1 G COV, GOOD COND - BOXED £225

AOR 2001 BASE SCANNER £175

AOR 800E. H/HELD £125

AOR AR900 BOXED.. 1139

BEARCAT BC350A .BASE £99

BEARCAT 50XLT 10 CH VHF/UHF - BOXED £50

BEARCAT 65XLT 10 CH VHF/UHF £50

BEARCAT 175011 £75

BEARCAT 700A .MOBILE/BASE, G COND £120

FAIRMATE HP100 ....H/HELD  BOXED £165

ICON R1 + EXTRA BATTERY £235

NETSET PR0-2032...BASE + G COVERAGE, BOXED £175

NETSET PRO -46 HARDIE SCANNER £89

NEVADA MS1000 ....BASE SCANNER £199

REALISTIC PRO-26...H/FIELD UP TO 1.3GHZ £185

REALISTIC PR0-26...WIDE COVERAGE SCANNER £189

REALISTIC PRO-43...H/HELD £145

REALISTIC PRO-43...HANDIE SCANNER £129

REALISTIC PRO -50...20 CH HANDIE, VHF/UHF £79

REALISTIC PR0-2024 .BASE, GOOD CONDITION £110

REALISTIC PRO -2036 .N10E BASE SCANNER £189

STANDARD AX700 £275

WELT WS1000 + CASE £245

YUPIT131U MVT 3100..11/HELD SCANNER £160

YUPITERU V1-225...AIRBAND HARDIE 1175

Other p/x bargains in stock from only £50

- phone now for detaik 01705 662145

On The Internet?
Email Us at -

info@nevada.co.uk

Visit our Website
http://www.nevada.co.uk

NThr. Ar. M  11140.4r
%.11, II ,61,11. I N,601 111111.1.1

et,

£899

PLORER
Its a WIDE BAND MONITOR

Its a FREQUENCY COUNTER

'Ifs a DECODER

a CLOCK/CALENDER

a TUNEABLE RECEIVER

High speed FM Nearfield Receiver

sweeps range of 30MHz 2GHz in

less than 1 second.

 A host of features - too many
to list! - Send SAE for details

OPTO SCOUT ,,3.1
 ;ommz- .Z.G,-1z400
memories e Software for PC inc

 Supplied c/w antenna,
Nicods & charger.

099 £349

CUB!
G7O ;

LCD. Supplied c/w

OPTO LYNX

Universal radio to PC interface computer

control AR 8000, AR 2700, loom R7000,
R7100, R10 plus GPS etc

Price C129.95

OPTO Scan 535
ntercce

,eorrsrrc Pro 2035...£249.95

COMPUTER CONTROL

SYNOP WEATHER PLOTTING
Receive and decode RTY signals on
shortwave to produce live on screen
weather pictures

W LOW PRICE 99
SKYVIEW WX CHART

Same as SYNOP but uses your external
decoder. SYNOP option for FM III users.

Price £49.95
SKYCALL CALLBOOK

Complete UK Amateur call book on disc
including BBS callsign with full SYNOP
details and QRA. Runs witFi-

Price .£19.95

Order Hotlines
TEL: (01705) 662145
FAX: (01705) 690626

Microreader

 Decodes RTTY/AMTOR/CVV/SITOR/FEC

e Includes CW tutor mode  Complete

stand alone unit  12V Supply required.
Price 1.1 120

SONY cis
We are a SONY SHORTWAVE CENTRE
corn/ the full range ci Rece,vers IN STOCK!

- r stock is guaranteed by SONY (UK).

SONY SW1000T NEW Worldwide Receiver .£389.00

SONY SW77 Digital World Receiver £349.95
SONY 5W55 Compact World Receiver £259.00
SONY SW1OOE Miniature World Receiver £199.00
SONY SW76000 World Receiver £179.00
SONY AN 1 Active antenna 150kNz-30Mliz...09.95

SONY AN 3 General purpose ontennc ..£59.95

11111111MT Wii10/,E1111111111111

Connects to the speaker socket of your radio to

"--taroved reception and noise reduction on

AMr0R, PACTOR, Hr PACKET, o-noo.

Price 1199
DSP-59+ - VER. 3.04

Deluxe version of the DSP-9+ above with
555 control servings for the very best
eception under all adverse conditions.

Price /269
DSP-599ZX

RECEIVING RAVE REVIEWS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD!

Tri,s me most POWERFUL DSF' nit on
the market. Variable bandwidth down to
10Hz! Plus a host of features!

SEND IN FOR A FULL LEAFLET.

THE ULTIMATE
SCANNER ANTENNACLP 5130-2

17 element

wideband beam covers 105
1300 MHz with over

I 2dB gain! Transmit &

receive on all frequencies.

ALINCO DJG5
Now an absolute bargain for
the licenced Radio Amateur.
Not only a 2/70cms dual
bond transceiver, but receives
with scan facilities.

 108-173.9MHz
 400-511.9MHz
 800-999MHz

 SPECTRUM CHANNEL DaPCAY
 fvee 1,/i.c/t/f1f Ov.oce,r
 UP ro SW RA' ovrivr

PSU STAND/CHARGER
n-&r.ec ces,..573nc and PSU/

-o'ger for handheld scanners,

Opro counters, Scout, Cub & 3300

Price £34.95

GLOBAL AT 2000
-7wave tuner N.J.'.

an with 0 selector

...L.:uce interference

30 MHz]

Price £95

.

HOWES SHORTWAVE TUNERS
Co,ers-
SOO kHz - 30 MHz

CTU8 .ongw,res :3. coon 'ea d- £49.90

CTU9 above + bal. ant & bypass £69.90

ASU8 3 way ant.switch £49.90

VECTRONICS AT 100
 r.dmonea, %,neoo.e preorrp ono i
active antenna. Boost

reception of your existing 4  lover
antenna or use as a

stand alone indoor active antenna.

300 kHz - 30 MHz £79.90

ripAE Wire Antennas
G5RV size 00 - 10 nItrs1 £45.00
G5RV -all size AO - 10 mks; £35.00
GW40 .Yrndom (40 10 must £55.00
GW80 .,,ndom (80 - 10 masi £65.00
EFW Fed Wire (5/waves! £59.95
DID - re &slurs £39.95
Plastic coated flex weave wire 74p per metre

G5RV FOR THE PERFECTIONIST

- uses 450(.2 ladderline 8 halun for coax feed.

G5RV Plus ,ze i80 - i 0 masj £75

G5RV Plus s' size (40 - 10 mtrs) £65

/ EFW Shortwave Antenna
20 meter s/w receive end fed wire
antenna. Bolun fed, uses high quality

'Flex Weave' copper wire. 130MHZ

Price £59.95

DIA - Shortwave Bolen
Matches end fed long wires to 50Q

coon, helps on rec. to reduce noise &
interference. Transmits up to ICOW. Fully moulded
for full weather protection.

Price £39.95

,11 Order

189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE
SHOWROOMS:- lA MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9BS



p05,47- WE SW MOO WORM
for 245.

>/
Ei LOWEST PRICES

Ei FAST DELIVERY

USE YOUR CREDIT CA
AOR AR 030

An excellent, British made SW rece, --
boosting more than 100 dB of dyna-
range in AM mode!
 Razor sharp selectivity
 Better than 0.3pV sensitivity
 Remote control included

Price t749 £749

SCANNER ANTENNAS

New SW2 Indoor wire antenna
 Wideband coverage
 100 kHz - 1 GHz

 Special VHF/UHF section
 For handheld & base scanners
Vastly improves reception on short

waves - fully adjustable to suit your

room, attic, garden and extends to

45h if required. Supplied c/w
fitted BNC plug, support line and
insulator ready to go.

Price £19.95

DIAMOND D707
ACTIVE WIDEBAND ANTENNA

For the serious listener, active antennas

give the ultimate reception.

 Variable preamp gives 20dB gain

 Covers 500KHz - 1500MHz

Japanese high quality

Price £129.95

WAN/AMER DrLUXI
DELUXE DESKTOP ANTENNA
500161: - 1500MHz
A beautifully engineered top

performance desktop

antenna. Should

substantially improve your

scanners reception when used

at home. Supplied c/w

4.4mtrs of good quality

cable & fined BNC plug

ready to go. May be mounted on the floor,

ceiling, wall or desktop £39.95  AND PAY BY
3 POST-DATED CHEQUES

ON ANY ITEM OVER £100 IN VALUE

Simply divide the price into 3
equal payments. Write 3

cheques dated in consecutive
months starting with

today's date. Write your telephone
ti, cheque card

ti & expiry date on the back of each cheque.

Post them to us, enclosing your
name a address & we

will (subject to status), send your
goods immediately.

The NEW AR_ 5000

NOW
IN

STOC

PROFESSIONAL GRADE ULTRA WIDEBAND SCANNER

jeers 10kHz - 2600MHz. All mode
Eception and a huge ronge of facilities.

DEMAND IS HIGH for this set and supplies
are limited. CALL NOW AND PAY BY 3
POST DATED CHEQUES! ...s.e6 2 1 569

FREE DEREe,

S NGE
ot(ai O JAL

SANGEAN ATS818

 150kHz -29.99MHz  87.5MHz -108MHz
 54 memories  AM/FM/SSB
 AM Wide/Narrow filter  RF gain control
If you are looking for a really good
no nonsense portable SW receiver

that covers SSB - this set represents
unbeatable value for money!

ROBERTS R861
Professional
DIGITAL

MULTI BAND

Radio
Parable Snconcne &

VHF FM rock) with RDS

& SSB reception

 MW/LW/SW
/FM STEREO

 15CkHz -
 307 men aies
 Auto scan
 87.5 - 108MHz
 AM/SSB/FM r

 P6 many more
FEMMES

c4-99.

SAVE £30

£169
£4./5 P&P

a FRIENDLY ADVICE

SERVICE BACK UP

MALAY DESPATCH!
NEWS ICOM 88500

YES, we've got them IN STOCK!

This receiver is everything we hoped it

would be, covering 100kHz - 2GHz and

lots of features including computer control.

PAY BY 3 POST DATED OTAUESI £516 each

our Price .,.1441.00 £1548.00

YAESU FRG 100

yov or have

CHOICE
Of EITHER-

 TRi 100 SUNDAE) Save £150 and buy
standard model at 5449 (£8 p&pl

 ;RG 100 'Sliff3AL' Fitted with FM board

d extended receive coverage from

50kHz to 30MHz. Now you con listen to
the New 740-1z amateur allocation!

f 499 (£8 p&pl

AID

Continuous coverage, 500kHz-1900MHz

 1000 memory channels
 All mode reception - AM, NFM,

WFM, USB, LS, CW
JP Rotary tuning dial
 Selectable steps, 50Hz - 995kHz

Band scope  Twin frequency display
Alpha -numeric display
Data clone facility  Computer control

This set is supplied complete
with these accessories:-

NiCad batteries Antenna

12V cigar plug and lead
Belt clip UK mains charger

Carrying strap

04/ZY 1/M/rt.° OU44/7177ES' 47

PUS PR/CE - SO WRAY/

4 BUDGET PR/CEO
OMMUN/CAT/ONS MEW

Covers 30kHz-30MHz
Supplied c/w Power Supply 1159,9

ROBERTS R827
Multi -bond Digital Pre-set Stereo World Radio

 Receives SSB & CW

 SW, MW, LW, FM
 45 preset stations

 5 tuning methods:

Price £159.95
+54.75 pap

The IllScanalas
linden books

UK SMIREING
DIRECTORY
Now contains over

42,000 VHF/UHF
frequency listings £111.50 +c2.15 p&p

FIJNINT ROUTINGS
A complete listing of all UK lights including

departure & arrival times £3.95 51.25 pap

//CANNIER smuts 2
Shows you how to get more out of your
scanner including explanation of PMR,
digital telephones etc £6 51.25 p&p

-irgleTrnit SCANNING SMUTS
A complete insight to
buying, owning and
operahng a scanner

£111.95 + 52.75 pap

Europe's Number /Wilier
17



The CE Mark - a Layman's Guide

or imported into the
United Kingdom, and
withdrawn if previously
placed on the market;

 Could result in penalties
comprising imprisonment
for a term not exceeding 3
months, or a fine not
exceeding £5000, or
both."

Now before you begin
hastily checking all your radio
equipment to make sure that it
is CE marked, let me reassure
you that as a private owner of
equipment you are not liable
to the penalties I have quoted,
and you won't suffer a knock
on the door late at night and
see your precious receiver
being carted away for
destruction. However, if you
are contemplating buying a
new radio or accessory it
would be as well to check that
it does carry the CE label and
that the dealer or company
selling it to you is prepared to
back it up by confirming that
the label is genuine. Since the
regulations apply to a
manufacturer or importer, and
not a private individual, there
can be no harm in buying a
second-hand item from a
previous owner, and the same
document from which I have
already quoted goes on to
state:

" The Regulations are NOT
retrospective; products
supplied in the EEA before 28
October 1992 are exempt from
the Regulations."

Presumably, this means that
second-hand items originally
sold before October 1992 can
be re -sold by a dealer without
the need for CE marking. This
ought to make second-hand
receivers very desirable items?

Who tests the equipment
to see if it complies?
Larger manufacturers
sometimes have their own test
facilities, but since a good well
equipped test laboratory
currently costs somewhere in
excess of half a million
pounds to establish, I am
talking about large
manufacturers. Smaller
manufacturing and importing

companies make use of
independent test houses who
normally charge for the tests
on a daily time basis and pass
results of the tests to the
manufacturer who will then
make up a technical file as
supporting evidence for a
signed declaration of
conformity, normally signed
by a senior director of the
company. Another user of the
independent test houses may
well be the Trading Standards
Departments when they are
investigating a complaint
against a manufacturer or an
importer, so it is essential that
the test house is truly
independent. I am in the
fortunate position of running
just such a test house here in
North Devon, having been
tempted out of retirement by
the opportunity to use my
considerable r.f. experience to
help small manufacturers.

What tests are carried out?
They fall under two main
headings:

Emission, which checks what
unwanted signals are being
emitted from the equipment
under test, and further split
into radiated, i.e. propagated
by radio type emissions, and
conducted, in which the
unwanted signals are
propagated down the mains
lead or signal leads connected
to the unit under test, and

Immunity, which tests the
ability of the manufactured
unit to withstand interfering
signals which might stop its
correct working, and again
split into radiated, i.e. signals
being picked up via radio type
propagation, and conducted,
where the interfering signals
arrive via the power leads or
signal leads.

EURONORM STIANDARDS

Documerrs

Tests can't be conducted
without applying some actual
levels to the measurements
taken, and these are laid down
in the appropriate EN
(EuroNorm) standards
documents applying to the
type of equipment being

tested. I find it ironic that the
whole basis on which these
tests were laid down, at least
by the British Standards of the
past, related to the minimising
of interference to the free
enjoyment of broadcast radio
and television, but here we are
at a stage when that enjoyment
is seriously threatened by
noise generated by electrical
and electronic equipment -
notably the personal computer,
if only because the PC is
around in such large numbers
and is, in general, being built
down to a price rather than up
to a specification, with only
sufficient care being taken to
get emissions within the limits
laid down in the EN standards
and no more than that.

So one has to ask the next
question: What are the
emission limits, and how
do they relate to real life?
Well, since I run a test house
and have to use computers on
a day to day basis, I naturally
check them regularly to ensure
that their emissions do not
compromise measurements
being taken. To do this I make
use of a screened anechoic
chamber which has a
measured screening
attenuation of about 130dB
and therefore ensures that any
signals I measure in the
chamber are definitely coming
out of the equipment under
test and not from some high
power radio or TV station
outside. Radiated emissions
are measured in the frequency
range of 30 to 1000MHz and
conducted emissions in the
range 150kHz to 30MHz. It may

surprise you to learn that it is
the conducted emissions
which predominate and for
readers of Short Wave
Magazine it is probably the
150kHz to 30MHz range which
is of particular interest.
Without going into the
technicalities of the test setup
just take a look at Graph 1
which shows the conducted
emissions from the mains lead
of the PC. The line on the upper
part of the graph is the test
limit and you will see that the
emissions are below the limit
and the computer has
therefore passed this test and
can be labelled, as indeed it is,
with a CE mark.

CONFUTER Noise

However, consider what this
actually means. The noise
floor of the measuring system
I use is shown along the
bottom of the graph at about
OdB, and the Y axis is
calibrated in dBmV into 500.
Thus, 0dB is 1mV and the
noise generated by the
computer is averaging
30dBmV across the whole
frequency range, with peaks
over 40dBmV at lower
frequencies. 40dBmV is
100mV p.d. which is the same
as a signal meter reading of
S9+6dB, and even the average
30dBmV corresponds to a
reading of almost S8, so is it
any wonder that you can't use
a short wave receiver
anywhere near a computer?
And this, bear in mind, is a
brand new PC which passes
the tests for CE marking.

To show the nature of the
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noises being generates by tne
PC, take a look at Graph 2,
which shows a slice of the
spectrum from about 4.5MHz
to 7.6MHz. You can see quite
clearly the regular spacing of
the noises and they are all
approaching S9 in amplitude.
Is this the end of short wave
listening as we know it?

Sept OF &mot Nom

In essence, these regulations
had to come about sooner or
later, because we are drowning
in a sea of electrical noise,
stretching from long wave to
light frequencies. It may be
selfish to complain that my
enjoyment of the hobby of
short wave listening is being
affected by squeaks and groans
generated by everything from
washing machines to my son's
computer but there are more
serious problems such as the
well documented cases of
mobile telephones stopping
the electronic ignition systems
in adjacent vehicles, and such
is the concern of the military
about radiation from
computers and terminals that
they have a complete
programme (TEMPEST), one
aspect of which is investigating
and preventing this radiation

BuReicainc

The concept of uniform
standards across the whole of
Europe is extremely sensible,
but there is the usual evidence
of engineering standards being
rewritten by bureaucrats so as
to make the regulations almost
incomprehensible to the
average reader.

However, there are some
compensations to be had from
the dry and dusty texts. As I sit
here and study them, as I have
to on a day-to-day basis, I can't
resist the occasional smile. The
standards are drawn up as
either generic (covering all
equipment) or product specific;
for example there is a standard
called EN 55013 which covers
all aspects of testing emissions
from broadcast radio and
television receivers, with a
matching EN 55020 covering
immunity of the same
products. The standard which
contains the most bureacratic,
and hence the funniest,
language is EN 55014, grandly
entitled Limits and methods of
measurement of radio
disturbance characteristics of
electrical motor operated and
thermal appliances for
household and similar
purposes, electric tools and

aust bag in piece. vacuum
cleaners with a mains lead
retracted by an automatic cord
reel are to be measured with
the mains lead pulled out
completely"; on coffee
grinders, food mixers, clocks,
and one which raises a titter
"Massage apparatus shall be
operated continuously without
load" - so no comfort for me
there, just as I was imagining a
session with an attractive
young lady inside the anechoic
chamber!

TffnniG TOASTERS

The list seems endless, and
includes instructions on how to
set up a Scalextric model race
track and a model railway;
defines toaster testing as
"...toasters are to be tested
according to 7.3.4.9.1 or
7.3.4.9.2 using as normal load
slices of white bread about 24h
old, dimensions approximately
10cm x 9cm x 1cm, to produce
golden brown toast." I'll bet
you didn't know that there was
a British Standard slice of
toast, did you? Oh the
information you can find in
Short Wave Magazine. I'm
quite looking forward to most
of these appliances coming
along, but there is one I won't

correctly marked. tquaiiy, as
an individual, there are no
penalties imposed upon you
just for owning unmarked
equipment, and it won't be
taken away and confiscated, so
don't worry, but if you want to
continue enjoying your short
wave listening it would be wise
to at least remember that if the
rules have been observed, the
CE mark should mean that the
equipment you bought has
been checked for radiated and
conducted emissions by a
reputable test house (such as
the one at Bideford in North
Devon). Whatever happens
don't be misled by advertised
statements saying "Only this
one is legal to buy" because it
should actually read "Only this
one is legal to sell" and that's
quite a different matter.

Ann So To OTHER THINGS

My friend HCJW wrote a very
informative letter about my
T2FD article and found an early
reference to the importance of
treating this type of antenna as
a travelling wave system,
which means that the T2FD
should be constructed as a
transmission line with the top
and bottom wired parallel for
their whole length and not

from being picked up and
rewritten to another computer
screen. Similarly, most
financial institutions operate
their data processing systems
inside screened rooms to
prevent information being
picked up outside and also to
prevent outside interference
getting in and crashing the
system.

similar electric apparatus.
Wow - what a title, and you
should see it written in
German!! As you might expect,
this standard tells you how to
carry out emissions testing on
things such as vacuum
cleaners "Vacuum cleaners
....shall be measured while
operating continuously without
accessories and with an empty
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know how to deal with.
Paragraph 7.3.2.9 reads
"Internal vibrators shall be
operated continuously in the
centre of a steel plate container
filled with water, the volume of
the water being 50 times the
volume of the vibrator". Well, it
makes a change from testing
radios, but I do wonder which
bureaucrat drew up that test,
and whether or not it was
intended as a joke that
somehow got printed in the
standards document - but there
it is, and I have to be prepared
to test it for emissions and
immunity.

TIME TO BE SERIOUS

As far as you, the individual is
concerned, it's up to you to
check that the product you buy
carries a valid CE label.
Although a period of time was
allowed for manufacturers and
importers to dispose of stock,
that time has now run out, so
anything you buy should be

brought together to a common
feed point mid - way between
the elements. I also want to
thank all the other folk who
wrote asking me if I could
supply bits and pieces, and the
answer is that I have only just
finalised the construction of
the balun box and the
terminator box - which have to
be separate if they are to fit the
transmission line concept, and
will be in touch with you very
soon. Thank you for your
interest and your patience.
Long live the T2FD.

CE
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Prices correct at time of going to
press and include VAT

All trade marks acknowledged
E&OE

C AOR (UK) LTD, 1997

AOR (UK) LTD
AOR (UK) LTD

AOR MANUFACTURING LTD
WORLD RADIO CENTRE
e-mail: infcA9orco.uk

4E EAST MILL, BRIDGEFOOT, httP;iwww-den"ImukiacwFax: 01773 880780

BELPER, DERBYS DE56 2UA Tel: 01773 880788

* * Table top receiver of the year 1996/7 - World Radio TV Handbook

* * Awarded Five Stars - Passport to World Band Radio 1997

AR7030

* * * * Four star rating - Radio Netherlands; World Radio TV Handbook

* * * * Awarded Four Stars - Passport to World Band Radio

AR3030

AOR AR7030 & AR3030... a wider choice of short wave listening

AR7030 - High dynamic range short wave receiver £799

The AR7030 has established itself at the top end of high
performance short wave receiver league as "the" set to have and
operate. UK designed & built to high standards, 0 - 32 MHz, all
mode, built-in RS232 port and more. Innovative features include
auto -tune synchronous detector and automatic filter alignment.

The AR7030 is ready to go straight from the carton box being
supplied with mains power supply, infrared control (batteries are
included) and illustrated operating manual. The standard I.F. filter
bandwidths of 2.2, 5.5, 6.5 & 9.5 kHz provide excellent selectivity for
casual AND serious DXing on short wave. Of course it is possible
to further customise the receiver with the addition of optional filters,
battery pack etc.

Early April'97 will see the arrival of the NB7030 option. This is a
multi -part option combining a switchable noise blanker, integrated
audio notch filter with auto search for tone, CPU upgrade with 400
memory channels each capable of holding 14 character alpha -tag
comments, auto display of station ident (from stored memory data)
while tuning the receiver, multiple on/off programmable timer etc...
Price is expected to be around £198 inc VAT.

For those who desire the enhanced CPU without the noise blanker
or notch filter, the CPU upgrade will be available separately as the
AR7030 FEATURES CPU.

The IBM PC Windows®95 control package Data -Master is now well
established. It provides computer control for the AR7030 &
AR3030 receivers with "virtual" front panels, data base, logbook,
MufSight propagation prediction, map projections, listening aids,
spectrum trace, learning aids and more. The latest version will
now operate on earlier Windows® 3.1x systems. £129 + £3 P&P

AR3030 - Short wave receiver 30 kHz - 30 MHz £499

The AR3030 receiver combines a classical appearance on the
outside using aluminium extrusion & cases with a high-tech low
noise DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer) design inside with the
legendary Collins 6 kHz AM mechanical filter fitted as standard,
the result is the short wave "CLASSIC" from AOR.

Due to its continuing success,
you can now own a "CLASSIC"

for as little as £499

If you are looking for an easy to use quality
short wave receiver, then look no further.

The list of "standard features" is exceptional:

Frequency coverage 30 kHz - 30 MHz ALL MODE receive AM,
S.AM, NFM, USB, LSB, CW & FAX with true carrier re-insertion
5 Hz DDS tuning 'Fully adjustable BFO on USB, LSB, CW &
FAX 0Unrivalled selectivity offered by the Collins 6 kHz AM
mechanical filter Options of a substitute Collins 4 kHz AM
mechanical filter, Collins 2.5 kHz SSB mechanical filter and
Collins 500 Hz CW mechanical filter (ceramic SSB filter fitted
as standard) TCXO for the ultimate in frequency stability ideal
for data communications and ECSS 0Dual VFOs plus 100
memories which retain all operating data Front panel AGC
fast / slow Standard rear panel RS232C connector, I.F. output,
audio outputs and carrier operated relay Large analogue
S -meter *Direct frequency entry by MHz, kHz or metre band
0Optional VHF all mode converters for AIRBAND (108 -146
MHz) and MARINE (118 - 167+ MHz)
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AR5000 high performance in a single
wide band receiver..

The AR5000 advances the frontiers of performance
providing excellent strong signal handling, high sensitivity
and wide frequency coverage with microprocessor facilities
to match. Features include automatic electronic
preselection between 500kHz - 999.999999MHz. 'True
receive' throughout its range, not an up -converter above
1GHz.

Government departments on both sides of the Atlantic
have carried out extensive trials against rival units and we are
pleased to find they are placing orders for the AR5000,
good sensitivity at frequency extremes, excellent range of
facilities, compactness & light weight leading to great
flexibility in operation.

 Very wide frequency coverage 10kHz - 2600MHz
 All mode reception: AM, FM, USB, LSB & CW
 Automatic electronic preselection of the front end
 Excellent strong signal handling
 NCO (Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning steps down to 1Hz
 TCXO fitted as standard
 Multiple I.F. bandwidths 3, 6, 15, 30, 110 & 220kHz (500Hz optional)
 Auto mode bandplan selection
 Multi -function LCD with 8 character alpha -text comments
 Extensive search & scan facilities
 "Cyber Scan" fast search & scan speeds up to 45 channels

/ increments per second
 Analogue S -meter
 1000 memory channels and 20 search banks with EEPROM storage
 Auto memory store
 Extensive RS232 command list
 Sleep timer / alarm
 Standard DTMF decode / display
 Optional CTCSS search & decode
 Two aerial inputs with programmable switching from the front panel
 Flexible BANK LINK menu with enhanced features such as DELAY,

PAUSE, VOICE etc
 Built-in squelch tone eliminator
 Audio and discriminator out plus tape recorder control
 SDU ready
 More, more, more...!

Optional SDU5000
spectrum display unit for
the AR5000, AR3000A,
ICR7000, R7100 & R9000
receivers

AR3000A Evolution at its very best
It all started in 1983 with the AR2001 which represented the
world's first "no -gaps" high performance wide range receiver.
In 1985 the AR2002 became the worthy successor extending the
frequency coverage into the UHF band. In 1989 AOR released
the revolutionary AR3000 providing all mode receive AM, NFM,
WFM, USB, LSB & CW with smooth tuning in 50 Hz steps and
unbroken coverage from 100 kHz - 2036 MHz... Building on this
success AOR continued the EVOLUTION to bring the AR3000A
to the market in 1992, smooth tuning, faster scan / search rates
& more. The AR3000A became an overnight success and
demand continued to steadily increase, to -date over 70,000 units
have been sold worldwide. Simply there has never been a
serious competitor to the range anywhere close to the price...
truly excellent value for money. Even the world's armed forces
including the largest Airforce and Navy have employed the
AR3000A in its up-to-date high-tech hardware for backup
purposes, performance, quality, reliability and performance -cost -
factor being excellent...

Now is YOUR chance to own an amazing
AR3000A receiver at the extremely
attractive price of £799.00 inc VAT.

AR8000 - wide band hand-held
receiver, affordable RRP £349

The AR8000 UK receiver is an all
mode full featured wide band hand
held receiver offering computer
control and more... Frequency
coverage is from 500 kHz - 1900 MHz
without gaps with all mode
reception... twin frequency display,
alphanumeric text comments.
This has become "the" model by
which all new entries are measured,
used extensively by government
organisations...
why not simply have the best?

AR8000 UK £349.00
CU8232 interface £99
PC -MANAGER software £49
SC8000 soft case £17.95
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Build a VLF

RadioScience

Observing Receiver

Using a Virtual

inductor to Overcome

the Coil Problem.

RadioScience Observing
is an extension of the
short wave and

monitoring hobbies, and
consists of making amateur
science observations of
natural phenomenon
associated with radio waves.
Included in this term are radio
astronomy, propagation
studies, observing terrestrial
natural radio signals (e.g.
'whistlers' and 'spherics'),
recording signals from the
planet Jupiter, and detecting
solar flares by observing their

Antenna

V

Input Filtering

effect on the earth's
ionosphere. In this first part,
Joseph J. Carr describes a
receiver project to allow you
to monitor these
phenomenon.

My three-part series in Short
Wave Magazine (see
References) is a good source
for those who want an
overview of the field. A
bibliography is provided at
the end of Part 3 (January
1995). From the amount of
mail I received, it appears that

I SS92 34 I

RadioScience Observing is a
popular on -air 'sport'.
Among the projects in those
articles were very low
frequency (v.l.f.) receivers
used to observe solar flares
by their effect on v.l.f. signal
levels. Solar events
(Figs. 1.1a and 1.1b) cause
electromagnetic radiation,
relativistic particles and
slower particles that affect the
earth's ionosphere anywhere
from eight minutes to many
hours after the event.

On the short wave bands,

Tuning
Con rol

Gain Block

RF
Output

A

a
Gain

Control

Fig. 1.2: Block diagram of typical v.l.f. t.r.f. receiver.

Rectifier
and

Integrator

DC Output
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Fig. 1.1: a) Solar flare; b) Solar prominence

the effect of flares is the
Sudden Ionospheric
Disturbance (SID) event.
Long distance reception
takes a nose dive that can
sometimes be quite
profound. The event of 12
November 1961 was so
severe that it wiped out all
'skip' reception for days. As
fate would have it, that event
occurred at the first weekend
of the American Radio Relay
League's annual

Antenna

SS9236

Sweepstakes Contest began
for radio amateurs. During
those three days, the US
National Bureau of
Standards (now National
Institute of Standards and
Technology) time and
frequency station broadcast
a 'W2' propagation
forecast...a 'W1' would've
been inaudible.

Oddly, the same solar
event that triggers a massive
suck -out of short wave

a) b)

propagation enhances v.l.f.
propagation, especially
during daylight hours. The
reason is quite simple. The
burst of solar energy causes
heavy ionisation of all levels
of the ionosphere, and
pushes the D -layer even
lower than usual. The heavily
ionised layers absorb short
waves, but act like a
waveguide for v.l.f. signals,
providing easier propagation
over distances. The
waveguide behaviour results
from the fact that the
distance between the Earth's
surface and the D -layer of
the ionosphere is only a few
wavelengths at frequencies
between 10 and 40kHz.

SID hunters use the
sudden increase in v.l.f.
signal levels from distant
stations as an indication that
a solar flare had occurred.
Some people are known to
use a SID receiver, a Geiger
counter pointed skyward,
and optical means for
detecting and observing
solar events.

The Problem With
Receivers
Very few radio receivers go
down to the frequencies that
SID hunters value most.
Even communications
receivers that have very
good v.l.f. coverage rarely
receive below 30kHz...which
is where most of the 'action'
is found. Most people doing
SID hunting home-brew t.r.f.-
style receivers such as
Fig. 1.2.

There are three major
sections to the receiver:
input filtering, 70 to 80dB

Antenna

Virtual
Inductor

Fig. 1.3: a) Input L -C tuning; b) input L -C tuning using a virtual inductor.

Protect

gain block, and
rectifier/integrater. The gain
block is not inordinately
difficult to build at these
frequencies, and several
methods were discussed in
the original series. The
rectifier/integrator usually
consists of a voltage doubler
circuit based on 1N60
germanium diodes (which
are preferred to silicon for
their lower junction
potential), while the
integrator is a 10 to 470pF
capacitor. The integrator
provides a d.c. voltage that is
the time average of the
rectifier output, hence of the
received r.f. signal.

The input filtering on
some of the receivers can be
quite complex, but simple L-
C parallel resonant circuits
(Fig. 1.3a) work quite well.
Indeed, many SID hunters
use only a single tuned L -C
network for selecting
operating frequency. The
problem, however, is that the
high value inductors (60 to
150mH) are difficult to
obtain, especially in forms
that include a means for
adjusting inductance and a
low -impedance winding for
antenna connection. A wide
variety of methods are used
to overcome this problem,
and some were discussed in
my original series.

The original designer of
the SID hunting receiver
used by most American
observers was Art Stokes of
Ohio. He is affiliated with the
American Association of
Variable Star Observers
Solar Division (AAVSO-SD).
Unfortunately, the JW Miller
inductors used in the original
design are 'out of print' (as
publishers would say), and
that forced a lot of receiver
builders to use some odd
substitutes. Mr Stokes came
up with a solution for the
inductor problem: he
designed a receiver based
on a 'virtual inductor'
(Fig. 1.3b).

Virtual Inductors
A 'virtual' anything is
something that works like
another thing, even though
it isn't actually that other
thing (confused?). For
example, on an operational
amplifier, both inputs
behave exactly the same. By
grounding the non -inverting
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Building a VLF Radio - Part 1
(+IN) input, as is done in
inverting follower amplifiers,
its potential is set to zero. A
voltage measurement of the
inverting (-IN) input reveals
that it, too, is at zero volts
potential and thus behaves
as if it were grounded. A
virtual inductor is a circuit
that behaves like an inductor,
but isn't. A virtual inductor
must store energy for a short
period of time, and provide a
voltage/current phase
difference the same as a wire
wound (actual) inductor. In
other words, it must show
inductance.

The circuit shown in
Fig. 1.4 for the virtual
inductor. It consists of two
operational amplifiers (IC1
and IC2) in a rather unusual
arrangement. The inductance
is measured across the
terminals marked (one of
which is grounded). The
actual inductance is a
function of R1, R2, R3, R5
and C1:

(R1 R3 R5) Cl

R2

In Stokes' design, R2 = R3,
so Equation (1) reduces to:

L = R1 R5 Cl

By making either resistor
(R1 or R5), or the capacitor
(C1), variable, one creates a
variable inductor. Recall that
was one of the hardest
requirements to meet in
actual inductors of the values
needed in v.l.f. receivers. In
the Stokes design, the
resistors were all 3.3ka with
R5 being 3.3k to 13.3142
variable, and the capacitor
was 1nF, which evaluates to
an inductance range of about
11 to 43mH. In several
versions that I built from
Stokes' article the values of
the inductance were within
tenths of a mH of these
values. If the virtual inductor
is paired with a 0.002pF
tuning capacitor in the t.r.f.
receiver (i.e. 'C' in Fig. 1.3b
or C2 in Fig. 1.5a), then the
tuning range will be on the
order of 16 to 33kHz.
Experimenting with various
values of C1 (down to 220pF)
and the tuning capacitance
(also down to 220pF - guess
what is the smallest value I
had on hand), I was able to
receive the 60kHz signal from
WWVB, and some signal I
was not able to identify
around 71kHz.

The circuit diagram for my
variation of the Stokes
receiver is shown in
Fig. 1.5a, with the power
distribution portion of the
circuit being shown in
Fig. 1.5b for sake of
simplicity. The virtual
inductor is after the circuit of
Fig. 1.4, and consists of
IC1a and IC1b.

A note on the operational
amplifiers is in order. These
circuits operate well into
what is commonly called the
'ultrasonic' region, so
unconditionally stable,
frequency compensated
models such as the popular
741 will not work properly. I
used an RC -4136 quad op -
amp for IC1 because Stokes
used it originally, and it is
easily available through
mail-order DIY electronics
components firms. The
second amplifier, IC2, was
selected to be a CA -3240.
This device is a dual op -amp
using the same pin -outs as
the popular LM -1458 device,
but with the characteristics
of the Bi m.o.s. CA -3140
devices. Any combination of
op -amps can be used if you
wish to wire your own, but
with the printed circuit board
-See Part 2 you will need to
use those specified (unless
pin -for -pin compatibles are
found). The requirement is
for a high gain -bandwidth
product because of the gains
required at frequencies up
to, say, 71kHz.

Stage IC1c is the main
gain block of the amplifier.
With the values shown, this
amplifier will produce gains
from unity up to 101. A
buffer amplifier (IC2a) is
provided for the 'RF Output'
function, and it has a gain of
two. If this proves to be too
much gain for the 'RF
Output' , then either reduce
the gain of IC1c using the
potentiometer gain control
(R7), or convert the stage
into a unity gain follower
(remove R14 and R15, and
then replace R15 with a short
circuit).

Amplifier IC1d provides
buffering for the rectifier and
integrator stage (IC2b). In the
original design this stage
was not used, but because I
wanted an 'RF Output'
function, it became
necessary because the action
of the diodes in the rectifier
severely distorted the 'RF
Output' waveform. Amplifier

You Will Need

Resistors
Carbon film, 5%, 0.25W
1000 1

1k.(1 2

4

13103kWil 3

1001d2 2

1N112 1

Potentiometers
Multi -turn Preset
10k11 1

1001(52 1

Capacitors
Polystyrene, 5%
100pF 1

Polyester layer
1nF 3

2nF 1

1pF 1

Electrolytic, 16V, sub -min. radial
1pF 4

10pF 1

1000pF 2

Semiconductors
Diodes
1N60 2

Integrated Circuits
RC -4136 1

CA -3240 1

R10
R6

R1, R2, R4, R5
R11, R14, R15
R8, R9
R13

R3

R7

C1

C3, C4, C5
C2

C6

C10, C11, C12, C13
C7

C8, C9

D1, D2

IC1

1C2

IC1d acts as a unity gain, non
inverting follower, and
provides buffering isolation
between the gain stage
(IC1c) and the rectifier (IC2b).

The rectifier used in this
circuit is a halfwave 'ideal' or
'precise' rectifier circuit that
'servos out' the 0.2 to 0.3V
junction potential of the
diodes, producing a nearly
ideal pulsating d.c. output.
The integrator action comes
from the time constant of
R12 and C7. Some people
prefer to alter the time
constant, either shorter by
using a capacitance less than
10pF, or (more often) longer
by using capacitances up to
220pF (however, I found the
10pF quite satisfactory).

The original intent of this
design is for it to be a current
output circuit in order to
drive a 0-1mA strip chart
(paper) recorder, of which
the Gulton model 190 seems
favoured. But the fact that
there is a capacitor and
resistor to ground, also
means that the output is a
voltage as well. I found that,
with signal levels found in

the USA, values of d.c.
voltage between 1.4 and 7.6V
were obtained. As a result, a
voltmeter or voltage -input
recorder could be used.

Another recording option
is to use an A/D converter to
input the signal levels to a
computer. I used the Pico
Technologies Ltd. 16 -channel
model that works through
the parallel printer port of
my computer. I can dedicate
an old MSDOS machine to
this task (which can be
purchased used in the USA
for $50 or so). Also, should
you wish to build your own
A/D converter, check the
Walraven article listed in the
references for an easy
project.

The power distribution
scheme is shown in
Fig. 1.5b. Both +V and -V
are needed. Although Stokes
originally used ±10V for his
power supplies, I elected to
use ±12V because it is more
easily available in small d.c.
power supplies. Note that a
capacitor is used at each i.c.
power supply terminal (C10,
C11, C12 and C13). I used
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1 C1
100p

C2
2n

SS9241

R2
3k3

R3
10k
Tune

3k3

ISS9231 I

L

C1

R5

Fig. 1.4: Circuit for the 'virtual inductor'
a.k.a. 'gyrator'.

0.1pF capacitors in several
models, and they worked
quite well. But in one
version, the circuit tended to
oscillate at some gain
settings unless the values
were increased to 1pF. These
capacitors should be
installed as close as possible
to the body of the i.c. it
protects.

Both d.c. power supply
lines are also decoupled by
large value electrolytic filter
capacitors. Because of the
tendency to oscillate, I
increased the values to
1000pF from the 4701F used
in the original circuit. Note
on both these capacitors and
those decoupling each IC
power terminal that polarity
is important. If the capacitor
carries polarity markings (it
will in the case of C8 and C9,

R5
3k3

and may in the others), then
be absolutely certain to
observe the polarities shown
in the diagram. Otherwise,
the capacitor may short out
rather spectacularly...in fact it
may explode.

In some really intractable
cases of oscillation, a second
set of decoupling capacitors,
on the order of 100pF each,
may be located at some
intermediate point between
Al and A2 on the printed
circuit board. I did not find
this to be a problem, but a
builder who corresponded
with me reported such
problems (and this solution).
I don't know what other
layouts problems may have
contributed to his problem
because he was not using
either my p.c.b or Stokes'
p.c.b. design.

13

IC1c

R7

100k
Gain

R6
k

R14 R15

10k 10k

C5
1n

C4

IC2a

100k

R11

Ok D1

1N60
2

3

RF Output

Fig. 1.5: a) Circuit for the v.l.f. receiver; b) power
distribution scheme.

Because of the tendency
to oscillate, I elected to use
on -board trimmer
potentiometers for the 'Gain'
(R7) and 'Tune' (R3)
functions. This arrangement
doesn't pose any inordinate
difficulty in operation
because SID hunting
receivers tend to be aligned
to one frequency, and then
remain there for a long term.
Thus, the need for a 'diddle
stick' or screwdriver to adjust
the frequency is not too
much of a bother.

Alignment of the circuit is
done initially with a sine
wave audio frequency or
function generator that
covers frequencies up to
35kHz or so. The 'DC Output'
of the receiver can be
monitored on a meter or d.c.-
coupled oscilloscope, or the

'RF Output' can be
monitored on either an
oscilloscope or suitable
audio voltmeter. First, tune
the r.f. generator through the
range to find the resonant
frequency as it exists. Once
you know that, you can
adjust the tuning control (R3)
to both ends of its range to
find the minimum and
maximum frequencies. You
can then adjust the signal
generator for the desired
frequency, and then tune the
receiver (R3) to that point.
The 'Gain' control can be set
to nearly maximum initially,
but may have to be reduced
if output levels are too high.

To Be
Continued
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ANTENNAS, POWER SUPPLIES, ACCESSORIES

AOR
********
AOR AR8000
£289.00 .411ffl
********

AOR AR7030
£689.00

AOR AR5000
£1399.00

AOR AR3000+
£769.00

********
AOR AR3000A
£695.00********

AKD HF-3

£155.00

BEARCAT
* 9000XLT ** imp *
* *

£259.

0
ICOM IC -R8500

£1445.00

JRC NRD-535

11111
£1525.00

RECEIVERS
YAESU

FRG 00
f459.00

ICOM
ICR-10
£375.00

YUPITERU
MVT-9000
£445 .....

REALISTIC
DX -394
£225.00

YUPITERU
********
MVT-7100EX

£250.00

********

MVT-7200EX

£345.00

MVT-8000EX
£325.00 11:2211

11MVT-7000EX
£245.00

MVT-225EX
£225.00

KENWOOD
R-5000
£879.00 7-7.777;Ftaf.'75:E., '

SONY
SW -77
£359.00
SW -55 is
£269.00
£1991 00
£199.00
SW -76001a
£169.00

WELZ
WS -1000
Smallest hand
held scanner
available. £249.00

* * WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT * *ihkllcciLi
. . . Guaranteed!!!

Let us sell your equipment for you. 0% commission.

MULTICOMM 2000 USED
ICOM IC -R7100 25-2GHZ
SSB/AM/FM LIKE NEW £875

YAESU FRG -8800 EXCELLENT

S/W RECEIVER + VHF £425

mril _ at.
SIGNAL R-535 ROLLS ROYCE

CIVIUMILITARY AIR £385

ICOM IC-R71E COMMERCIAL
GRADE SW RECEIVER
PRISTINE CONDITION £550

JRC NRD-535 MINT

CONDITION £1050

ICOM 1C -R100 6 TO CHOOSE

FROM. PRICE FROM £325

AOR 1500EX £150
AOR 1500EX £170
AOR 2002 c/w laptop
+ interface £239
AOR 3000 £500
AOR 3000A £625
AOR 3000A+ £695
AOR 3030 £550
DATONG FL2 £55
ERA Microreader (5 in stock)

from £65
Grundig YB650 £399
Hoka Code3 V5 £325
Icom ICR1 .new £299

KENWOOD R-1000 2 TO
CHOOSE FROM MINT
CONDITION £255

LOWE HF-150 MINT

CONDITION BEGINNERS
RECEIVER £275

YAESU FRG -100 AS NEW. 3 TO

CHOOSE FROM £375

JRC NRD-525 4 IN STOCK
FROM £489

EQUIPMENT

7ft,-,
REALISTIC PRO -2036 AS NEW

BASE SCANNER £150

YUPITERU MVT-8000 6 IN
VARIOUS CONDITION £250

ICOM 1CR-7000 NICE
CONDITION GETTING
RARE £649

PRO -2006 THE BEST

REALISTIC EVER MADE.
MINT CONDITION £169

SONY SW -55 POPULAR

PORTABLE £195

Icom ICR71E £445 Kenwood R2000 £329 Signal R535 £299
Icom ICRI00 £375 Kenwood VC20 £95 Sony Air 7 £135
Icom ICRIO0 £385 Lowe PRIM) £95 Sony SW55 £169
Icom ICR100 SSB £425 Lowe PRI50 £135 Sony ICF2031D £169
Icom ICR71E £499 Momentum MCL1100 £245 Trio 9R59DS £65
Icom 1CR7 100 £950 Ncw 586 colour laptop £800 Yacsu FRG8800 £399
Icom ICR72E £450 Nevada MS100 X195 Yaesu FRG100 £395
Icom ICR72E £499 Panasonic RFB 20 £39 Yaesu FRT7700 £50
ICS FAX 3 £45 Racal RA1772 £1000 Yaesu FRA7700 £55
JPS NTRI £125 Realistic 9506 £145 Yupiteru MVT8000 £265
JRC NRD535 £959 Realistic PRO2006 £175 Yupiteru MVT7 100 £190
Kenwood R1000 £225 Realistic PR02036 £175 Yupiteru MVT7000 £150
Kenwood R1000 £255 Roberts RC8 18 £159 Yupiteru VT1/5 £139
Kenwood R1000 £289 Sanyo RP8880 £135 COLLECTION ARRANGED

12 MONTHS

WARRANTY

ON OUR

USED

EQUIPMENT

100S
OF

DISCOUNTED
BOOKS

5th UK
SCANNING

DIRECTORY

£17.50
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SALES FELINE: 01410 40111Q

HOKA CODE3 GOLD
THE ULTIMATE MONITORING TOOL USED BY PROFESSIONALS

Anyone used to using our professional package, Code30, will be amazed at how we managed to achieve such high performance from so little hardware.
Over a year of hard development work at our Netherlands HQ has resulted in this latest decoder product. Code3 Gold uses the very best of software DSP filtering

and detection technology (borrowed from our professional Code30) and the very latest surface mount miniaturised electronics for the hardware interface.

"The performance is stunning, the compactness remarkable and the price is simply unbelievable!"
We are unique in the decoder market because we put all the DSP software onto the PC. This makes it much easier to fully combine the DSP filters with the

software signal detectors and the system decoders. This makes on -the -fly adjustments to the shift or baudspeed completely seamless to the decoding process. All
decoding is optimised for every possible combination of keying speed and bandwidth. All of this DSP filtering means your receiver does not need to have

expensive narrow filters for RTTY Simply use your wideband SSB setting for SW monitoring and AM or FM for VHF.

Short Wave and VHF
Systems supplied as standard: ACARS, POCSAG, DTMF, PACKET, BAUDOT, ASCII, SITOR, NAVTEX, PACTOR, FAX, SSTV
This allows you to receive nearly every decodable system there is on shortwave and VHF. Diplomatic stations, Customs, Police, Military & Weather Stations
sending 5 figure groups, Decode "Annex 10" Aircraft selcals, Morse, Hellscreiber, ARQ-S, ARQ-E, ARQ-N, ARQ6-90/98, ARQ-E3, ARQ-SWE, ARTRAC,

POL-ARQ, F7BBN Baudot, Twinplex, CCIR242 TDM, CCIR342-2 TDM, FEC-A, FEC-S, Autospec, Spread, HC-ARQ, TORGI0/11, ROU-FEC, HNG-FEC,
COQ8, COQ13, Piccolo Mk6, SYNOP (AAXX, BBXX with 10,000 stations) and GMDSS-DSC.

Upgrading from a previous version of Code3?
We have all the latest upgrades for Code3, or why not upgrade your old decoder for a competitive upgrade to the new Code3 Gold.

THE PRICE FOR THIS REMARKABLE FULL DECODER PACKAGE £399 inclusive.
SEND A LARGE SAE FOR FULL DETAILS. CODE3 AND CODE3O ALSO IN STOCK.

ACCESSORIES
SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS

MILLER HF1 COMPACT £65.00
SONY AN -1 ACTIVE £59.00
SONY SWA-30 £POA
G5RV DIPOLE HALF £25.00
WATSON BALUN £19.95

TIMEWAVE
DSP-599ZX

"MN
£325

VHF/UHF ANTENNAS
BSS -1300 NEST OF DIPOLES £65.00
DSS-1300 DESK NEST £41.00
MSS -1300 MOBILE NEST £41.00
SKYSCAN MOBILE £25.00
SCANMASTER DISCONE £45.00
SCANMASTER D/DISC £56.00
SCANMASTER SBA-100AIR £65.00
DIAMOND D-707 ACTIVE £139.00

MFJ-784B DSP

saiikid:OtOs°

£235

VECTRONICS
AT -100

ATU/Preselector

21T.tif
£75

WHIPS
WATSON REGULAR £12.95

WATSON TELEGAINER £14.95
WATSON SUPER £19.95
DIAMOND MINI £28.00
DIAMOND MICRO £29.95

AOR
LA320

Remarkable
short wave

antenna

£199

CTU-9 ATU £35.00 SCANMASTER SP -55 £69.00 GARMIN GPS-38 £199.00
AA2 SW ACT ANT £8.90 VECTRONICS AT -100 £76.00 GARMIN GPS-45 £289.00
AA4 VHF ACT ANT £19.90 AOR SDU-5000 £599.00 ICOM SP -3 SPEAKER £69.00
ASL5 AUDIO FILTER £29.90 OPTO SCOUT £395.00 ICOM SP -7 SPEAKER £35.00
SPA -4 PRE AMP £8.90 OPTO CUB £135.00 ICOM SP -12 SPEAKER £POA
AB -118 AIRBAND ANT £18.80 OPTO INTERCEPTOR £179.00 LOWE KEYPAD £45.00
AOR SOFT CASE £17.00 AOR CU -8232 INTERFACE £99.00 YUPITERU SOFT CASE £17.00

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
Tel: 01480 406770 E -Mail: multicomm@intecc.co.uk
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Following on from his revelations of floating communication
platforms, John Locker reports on some very mysterious goings

on a quarter of a million miles away.

Hot on the

heels of the
announcement
by NASA that
traces of ice

have been found on the
moon, comes an even more
startling revelation. Scientists
in America have identified an
object orbiting the lunar
surface at a distance of
1000km.

Using high power earth
based telescopes, and digital
imaging from the

Fig. 2: Picture on

PANAMSAT 3R

1 23764U 96002A 96346.44864259 -

.00000263 00000-0 00000+0 0 1161 2 23764

0.0172 31.7433 0002028 207.0742 320.0846 1.00267460

3360 MEASAT 1

1 23765U 960028 96353.78665926 -.00000248 00000-0 00000+0 0

912 2 23765 0.0223 39.8439 0001211 209.1880 213.2839 1.00268320

3419 KOREASAT 2
1 23768U 96003A 96348.52213120 -.00000363 00000-0 10000-3 0 864 2

23768 0.0315 91.7494 0000983 206.8861 87.7448 1.00266269 3342

GORIZONT 31

1 23775U 96005A 96353.39162146 .00000143 00000-0 00000+0 0 2071 2

23775 0.8770 290.8559 0003418 287.9214 49.6634 1.00257531 3307

PALAPA C1

1 23779U 96006A 96349.30515046 -.00000200 00000-0 10000-3 0

1274 2 23779 0.0198 357.3784 0002337 249.2332 96.9520

1.00269325 3 01041997 X

1 23780U 96007A 96348.52315415 .00000123 00000_0

00000+0 0 785 2 23780 0.6942 271.5614 0005174

201.5618 78.1326 1.00101221 015

Par Olnie's TV screen.

Hubble Space Telescope, the
surface of the object was
mapped over a period of six
weeks. Following this, a
group of scientists from the
Californian Space Research
Centre - CSRC - led by Prof.
O'Lail concluded that the
'satellite' was responsible
for the mysterious signals
in the radio spectrum
previously attributed to
certain types of Solar Flare.

Fig. 1: Part of the Keplerian
Elements File including
other spurious info.

A

Data Stream
Meanwhile what appeared to
be a stream of data, similar to
that received in 1977 by SETI,
the Search For Extraterrestrial
Intelligence - showered down
on sensitive military listening
equipment at regular
intervals puzzling staff at the
Cheyenne Mountain HQ of
NORAD. One of the staff
decided to plot the vectors of
the signal source and
identified the pattern as a
lunar orbit.

Shortly afterwards the
Keplerian Elements relating
to the object were released
onto the internet in error
along with a batch issued
daily for earth's own Geo-
stationary communications
satellite - see Fig. 1.

Scandinavian satellite
enthusiast, Par Olnie,
downloaded the batch into
his satellite tracking program
only to find that when this
particular object was fed into
the tracker, identified only by
a standard catalogue number
- a curious pattern emerged
on screen.

Saving the data, he
E -mailed NORAD, who after a
few days came back with an
admission that they had
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Feature

Out The

Fig. 3: Hubble Telescope.

made a mistake, but were
curious as to his findings.
They explained that a 'video'
signal had been observed
and Par promised to monitor
the object whenever its path
took it near to, but beyond
the Clarke Belt.

For a short time in late
February the 'satellite'
appeared to track behind the
arc for a few hours each day.
In a recent article published
in the magazine Euro
Science Olnie admitted that
at first he could not believe
that he had been asked to
keep an eye on an
unidentified lunar orbiter,
however, in true amateur
fashion he spent hours
scanning the skies in the C ,
Ku and Telecom bands. Then
came the breakthrough.
"One morning", said Olnie "I
realised that this object

could possibly be the same
craft that I had read about in
a science journal in
December last year. It was
rumoured that a type of
communications satellite
may have been placed in
Moon orbit thousands of
years ago by an
extraterrestrial civilisation to
monitor activities on earth.
With this in mind, I dug out
an old S -Band LNB, and
mounted it on my 3m
satellite dish, leaving the
receiver tuned to the
frequency of 2.450GHz. I
chose this frequency as it is
the resonant frequency of
water - it seemed an

appropriate
starting point".

"When the
opportunity arose
I again tracked the
satellite, and early
one morning
could not believe
my eyes when an
image started to
break through the
noise on my TV
screen Fig. 2.

Breakthrough

Scientists at CSRC
are now
examining the
image in an
attempt to try and

decide exactly what it
means. They are however
certain that this is the
greatest breakthrough
mankind has ever made in
the search for extraterrestrial
life. They say that it may also
explain why occasionally
strange 'echo' transmissions
are picked up on TV
receiving equipment -
they think that
the lunar
satellite
receives
and
stores
the

Fig. 4: Our Lunar perspective.

signals for a number of
years, then transmits them
back to earth perhaps it is a
way of trying to
communicate with us.

By early April this
mysterious object will, for a
short time, pass tens of
thousands of miles behind
the Astra group of satellites
and in an unprecedented
move, subscribers to the Sky
Satellite TV package have
been circulated, requesting
that they report any 'strange'
pictures that may appear on
their screens.

The findings of the
Science team should be
available during the first
week of April, at this time it
is anticipated that a full
media briefing will take
place!
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This new book, from the
pen of one of the
leading writers on radio,
explains exactly what
short wave listening is,
how radio waves travel,
what you need to
receive a signal, how to
set up and run a short
wave listening station,
and how to obtain an
amateur radio licence.

Each topic is clearly
explained and
illustrated. The
practicalities of short
wave listening are
detailed - the varous
types of transmission
likely to be encountered
on the h.f. bands, new
or second-hand
receivers, making and
erecting antennas and
selecting ancillary
equipment to enhance
your listening.

Readers of Short
Wave Magazine can buy
their copy at a special
pre -publication price of
£13.99 saving
themselves £1.00 on
the normal price of
£14.99.

30

Please send me .... copyliesl of Short Wave Listener's Guide at £13.99 each
plus £1.00 P&P (UK) £2.00 P&P (Overseas).

Name
Address

Postcode
Telephone No
I enclose cheque/PO (payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)
Or Charge to my MasterCardNisa/AMEX/Switch the amount of £

Card No.

Valid from to
Issue No.
Signature
Please allow 28 days for delivery. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

OFFER CLOSES 19 MAY 1997
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON 101202) 659930

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

ORDER YOUR COPY ON OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 01202 669930

li]6A C(D)L
aaii. a Kw o ahoy/ WC379 ,C)GDOLUNCEIicatio
POgGC? GICAMC; COM MO T222 Yob ava77
3a23¢Aplfloa-3 (351.14P platy (2.] cffic3ciall889

his compact, little book contains international frequency listings for
aviation, military, marine, government, space launches, search
and rescue and much, much more. So, what are you waiting for,
place your order now, that way, you'll be sure not to miss out on
this offer. By subscribing to SWM, you'll also make extra savings
on special offers throughout the year.

And don't forget that by subscribing to Short Wave Magazine, you
also get the extra benefits of:

Checking out the Trading Post bargains first!
 Having SWM delivered direct to your door every month.

 Getting your copy before SWM goes on general sale.
 Avoiding cover price rises during the period of your

subscription
 And what's more, when you subscribe this month,
you'll get a free copy of Short Wave Communications!

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THIS OFFER, JUST FILL IN

THE ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 87 OR CALL THE
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
ON (01202) 659930
QUOTING SUBS 4.

aao 15,7

OFFER OPEN UNTIL 25 APRIL '97
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HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS

COM-1C8500
,om "Next generation" technology brings you super wide hand, all mode

'overage from HF to 2611z, including shortwave and VIIF/111IF, while

maintaining a constant receive sensitivity. The IC -R8500 is not simply a scanner

- it's a professional quality communications receiver with versatile features
from high speed scanning to computer control.

RRP S1095 SALE PRICE SP1439
(interest free credit available. Send us jour pus -I -dated cheques fbr.1,M2.50 End PCT I K mainland)

AOR AR -5000
The AR -5000 advances the frontiers of performance providing excellent strong

signal handling, high sensitivity and wide frequency coverage with microprocessor

facilities to match including five independent VFOs, 1000 memory channels, 20

search hanks, "Cyber Scan" fast son and search rates, alpha -tag memory and

search banks, frequency offset, step adjust and auto -mode tuning to name just a

few. AOR have heen synonymous with pioneering receiver design for Marty years

and this tradition continues with the all new AR -5000 "Cvhcr Scan" 10k1 Iz-2600111s.

SALE PRICE 51399.95

ii

AOR AR -3000A
This highly acclaimed receiver has set ils own place in today's demanding

market. Your listening horizons are truly extended by its Rx range of 100kHz to

over 2GHz, and high level performance is achieved by its electronically switched

15 hand pass filter system.

RRP £950 SALE PRICE £695.00

BEARCAT BC-9000XLT
An amazing receiver with (overage from 25-1300111s. 500 memories give

ample storage along with auto store, selectable mode, turbo scan (100

channels per sect alpha numeric facility and much more.

,RRP S.329 OUR PRICE 1299.95

LONDON SHOWR I M & MAIL ORDER: 0181.9b1518112
MasterCard

I

Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL At\
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:HAYDON*COM
HANDHELD SCANNERS

'2.2:

YUPITERU MVT-9000
The ultimate handheld scanner on the
market. Covers 530k11Z-2039M117.

mode). Out performs any other handheld
on the market. RRP

OUR PRICE £395.00
-7100EX our prit c £259.95

YUPITERU
MVT-7100EX (UK)
1(H)hll,-lh50111iz. Widehand scanner with
SSR. RRP,134.9YOr

(,.,1259 95

OR AR -8000 (UK)
e ultimaty held scanner covers

milting In nu 500kHz-I9{0MHz. without R.

ps. All nu, lc Alt, NFM, vrpm. 7..;B.

RRP,W4t1"

0"PR" ' 1299.00
for 800)) uR soli tax £17.95

-5000 ,mint,, rt..1 OM' 11495.95
F-125 ..Airkind filter from AcIR. 529.50

ICOM IC -R10
Wittekind scanning receiver emus 0.5M11./.-

131XiMI Ix tall mody). Full (1)rnptiter access

capability RRI),,c,,P1

R PRICE

£339.95

NETSET PRO -44
50 channel handheld scanner. listen to
aircraft, ham, marine, public ,mires and
much more. RRP114,415-

OCR PRICEX99 95
ONE MONTH 0V1.1 WE ARE GI V (16 1R 1) .1 W.E

CASE WITH EVERY R.41110 SOLD

TSA-6201
Estensit sprakei with volume
01.11( PRICE 14.99

SCANNING ANTENNAS
AIR -44
Prof quality base antenna for AIR. (Civil &

military). Due to popular demand we have
now introduced a SO -239 version of the highly
popular AIR -ON ( I.7m long gain ).5r 2dlii).

AIR -3,3 I As above) lot king (3/(id13i £44.95
P&P S,5

A9
-11K APOLLO 2000

militant new compact indoor antenna that
t over:, 0-100MIU and is )(Est 20" tall (collapsed I
Supplied with coax and IINC plug fitted. Arc you
looking for a 0)111)A1(71 indoor antenna that covers

and slum wave. The Apollo 2(t(X) offers
the best iNissible peiformance available kiln au
nick 'or antenna, II gives ettellent performance on
W. Thanks to its builtin ittagnoic Won Wetting

a multi telem:f pie anal and een greater I IF
Ivrforinan:e can he obtained In utilising the

earth i)oint supplied al the haw of the antenna. IiF
performake is maximised thank to its Amiable. telescopic
dipoles. 7 7

sAn pup;
.

NISSEI HS -8000
Miniature wideh.tnd scanning antenna

covers 25MHz-2.1kiliz. Includes int coat

IIRP5)24 .95 p&p.
t fitted. Fe long).

DB-770H
leleseopic antenna with widetund RY. -- 1504)5111, Rb)'

£24.95 P& Kit

TSC-2602
Flexible widamd beet nn.i 25 1.06111, I

superb fi u ,canner. £22.95 MI' £1

NEW DB-32
A miniature wideband mu -eon -a Rei en es

120011117. MC fitting ooh I S long.

It s superb (for its we)

29.95 P&t I (kfitIffe cbeap copies)

TsA-6671
New ultra small liNC magniount Amazing

Allows You hi use any existing HNC antenna from

Alt scanner to transceiver on your air without
It lied with 3m

Our price at 22.95 WI

SCANNING ACCESSORIES

-TEK HE INDUCTIVE INTERFACE
you own a scanner with short wave coverage? have
ever heard 5%X' signals at Do you find that all
hear is noise? We've now solved your problems,

wing the Q-Tek IIF inductive interface Allows the
lion of any external Itug Wilt of lIF antenna ni

'Amer that has a BNC cuunetir. vu diret t
tact is made with the actual 1 -vetiver so therytorc

the usual overloading and noisy hreakthrough

problems are eliminated. Simply connect the long wire
antenna to the push terminal out the tip of the

interlace and :mach to tour manner in plate of you existing
antenna. AA: guaranwe notice a difference. 0)3Ws11

P&P S I

r MA -339
Nbilnly Milder fin. I landhelds

£9.99
QS -200 Air cent holder £9.99
QS -300 Dtsk stand . . . .419.95

P&P £2 on all mounts

POLICE SME HOLSTER HHC1
Matt hes all handholds can be worn on the belt

or attached to the quick release bialv bolster.

£19.95

Lir

SCANMASTER SP -55
iost reception 44 y011f scanner with this pry.

amp 25-15(5).5 )Ix, variable gain. band crass

filters.

RRP ict69 .95

5th EDITION UK
SCAN DIRECTORY

£18.50
TERs 2 hct, omc 10.1x if, T.,

.01TR PRICE £6.00 P&P!

* THE SONY SPECIALIST
icHniT our price £199.95
ICF. IOU ester poi c £379.95
icF.7(1006 ......our pricy £169.95
KI-SW55 tor price £259.95- our ',rice £359.95

An UK spec. Beware .)f rev imports

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:- TEL: 0181-9515781/2
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL. FAX:- 0181-951 5782NEXT DAY

DELIVERY
(UK MAINLAND)

£10

Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-4pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to Ml, M25, A406.

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681 EllVISA F.1
ICHCrV-1 Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 3L0
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OPTOELECTRONICS

THE XPLORER
&Al

Think about it flow much would you pay
srIN fora -r counter, R-10Interc'r firere q.. recorder. decoder, deviatkm meter and OPS

interface? The Xplorer does it all & more in

one unit! RRIY,L9er SALE PRICE t79900
fsetuiai siamped addressed envelqn fin -a filfi cah04.:14-1.

NEW OPTO SCOUT
3.1-Mk2
Latest mini frequency tinder (nun
Optoelcctronics. It will capture and
memorise up to .00 frequencies that catl

ht' recalled directly into the AR -8000 Supplied with
ant, nicads and fast charger. This month we arc giving:

away a free case worth £16.

RRP..)WAK.

SALE PRICE £349.95

BUY TILE AR -8000 +
OPTO SCOUT

TOGETHER F.

INCLUDING
MODIFICATION

CONNECTING CABLE. RRP

SPECIAL OFFER £659.00

' NEW OPTO CUB
Miniature frequency finder covers
10Mliz-2.861-1z. Includes Meads, charge

CC30 OplO Cam. case 114.95 P&P
OPTOLINX A universal computer interface.

INTRO PRICE £129.

SPECIAL OFFER
ICOM R-10 + OPTO SCOU

I \ CI t DING REACTION

I I \E (MP RRP -
SALE PRI('

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

AOR AR -703
Brilliant new all mode s
\Nall: receiver with

synchronous AM + remote
control.

RRP PRICE 1695.00

YAESU FRG -100
I k  hest .eII;ng "\\
RR ,I...lel-

OUR PRICE i449.00

TARGET HF-3
CotunumicaGun receiver

covers 30k11/. -30M Hi.

Complete with power supply

and long wire aerial.

RRIS15995
Ui,WEit!)Q1SY VP (LIM RIT MY/

OBERTS
B-861

!;),.bit' A' receiver with Still

RRP,),4ser

()1'R PRICE di 1 69 .9 5

SANGEAN
1110 ATS-818

Award winning portahle SA
let:dyer. All mode 0-30Mli,

DEWERV RRP*.c.i4orer,

PRICE 1139.95

-ith built in balm)

1Reidy built 6900 P&P Yti

at .44 shtnwave ATU £49.00 PSI'
AT2000 ATE with Q selector .199 PM' .k:.5

HF ACCESSORIES°

Q-TEK HF-30
An amazing new design concept in compact
antennas. Thanks to its six -stage multi resonant

coil system stacked sViliCally utilising a

magnetic balm) at the base you can obtain

better results than ever. Experienced from a
compact -vertical HF antenna. SO -239 fittinghigh

-damps u,
;

any to 2" dia).

()NI) / .c ,E1

SUPERB HF smiomiR%NI is I is 1

QTEK LW -2
ultimate in high (patty long tyke "t

-:antenna kits. Complete ready to go

ire antenna chart should last forever

thin) forget yon get A hat you pay fort
(0-.5lIMIlz) length  adjustable lip to I5(1'

139.95 MP
(Ay Ntris - ,pktlar awl rep!: fi. cablo

NEW SP -1 SPYWIRE
Ideal for any retener. Receives all short wave hands.
All mode, no AIL required. Built in balun. 50239:,.
(ontiection.

/24.95'

VECTRONICS
AT -100
This is a superb sell( oinained Antonia system

inside the house 11.u. (built in presvIector).
i79.95 P&P
strly .1N .1il INV ifaCtIt1:1 i% it C111 .1;68.14

titan A\ -IUD *It tit: ,inteima .t49.95 PAPA
ti tin \--I pull out atitcium ....... . £9.99 PAP:.

LIGHTNING SURGE PROTECTOR..
SP -3s0" Itghtnin surge pi oiet.tor LSO -23',, .1;19.99 Pg.

D EQUIPME
R-5000 + VHF converter £799.95 MVT-7200 As new e1.95 ew 4229.95
R-5000 As new £649.95 MVT-7100EX Ex demo As new 4129.95
FRG -8800 + VHF converter £399.95 MVT-7000 As new £199.95 BC-9000XLT As new £249.95
FRG -7700 + FRV/FRT-7700 £349.95 AR -2700 Ex demo £139.95 MVT-8000 Immaculate £249.95
FRG -100 As new £379.95 Welz WS -1000 As new £249.95 AR -3000A Ex demo £699.95
R-1000 VGC £299.95 Isom IC -R1 VGC £169.95 IC -8500 VGC £1299.95
HF-225 Incl. FM an new £349.95 IC -PRO 80 As new £169.95 IC -R7000 VGC £549.95
HF-150 As new £299.95 VT -125 VGC £129.95 OPTO SCOUT As new £299.95
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FAX has been in use on the
h.f. bands for many years
and has proved to be a
dependable and cheap
way to transmit a whole

range of images from the latest
press pictures through to satellite
weather images. All but a few of
the press pictures have
disappeared onto satellite but
there remains a copious supply of
weather charts and satellite
images spread throughout the h.f.
bands and from all over the globe.

Before I get too deep into the
program let's take a look at how
the h.f. FAX system works.
Although the images are quite
impressive the FAX technology
used is not exactly high tech and
is derived from the early electro-
mechanical devices that were
used on land -line systems. Don't
even think about hooking -up the
office FAX machine - the
technology's totally different!
Although most modern systems
generate and receive faxes
electronically it's easier to
visualise if I describe the earlier
systems.

The process starts by the
operator wrapping the weather
chart around a FAX drum. This
drum is then spun at either 60, 90
or 120 r.p.m. Running alongside
the drum is a helical thread that
carries a photo -sensitive scanner.
This slowly moves the length of
the drum and produces an output
voltage that varies according to
whether the image under the
sensor is black, white or some
shade in between. The speed that
the sensor moves along the scale
is very important and is defined
by the term Index of Co-operation
or IOC. We don't need to fully
understand this here, just be
aware that selecting the correct
IOC will ensure that the aspect
ratio of the picture is correct and
you don't get elongated or
squashed images! The output
voltage from the sensor is passed
to a special transmitter that can
move its carrier frequency ±400Hz
from its nominal frequency. The
usual standard is to use +400Hz
for white and -400Hz for black.

At the receiving end the
process is the exact reverse,
except the optical sensor is
replaced with some form of
marker.

That's a pocket -book
introduction to FAX, now for just a
couple of frills. To make sure the
receiver knows the correct IOC
and drum speed to use, a simple
sequence of tones and phasing
signals are used. This starts with a
300 or 675Hz tone to showl0Cs of
576 or 288 respectively. This is
then followed by a 30 second
period where a single pulse from
black to white is sent at each turn

Setup process. This is where you
simply put the disk in drive A: and
type run A:setup from the
program manager. The set-up
managed the full installation with
no problems and gave the user
the option to select the
destination drive and directory
and also created a dedicated
program manager group for the
program and help files.

Once installed the review

Have you ever wondered how you can receive
those wonderful FAX charts that often appear in
SWM. If so then read -on, Mike Richards reckons
this new software package from Australia could

be just what you've been waiting for.

of the drum. With this basic
understanding in place I'll now
move -on to look at Easyfax in a
bit more detail.

What Does It Do?

For those, like me, who are
impatient and just want a quick
run down here's what Easyfax has
to offer. The program and
associated hardware runs on a
standard Windows based PC and
supports all the standard h.f. FAX
drum speeds and 10Cs including
the most popular 120 rpm/576 or
288 IOC settings. It also features
fully automated FAX reception
and has its own built-in scheduler
for unattended operation.
Received images can be viewed
and tidied -up within the main
program and subsequently stored
as .PCX files. Easyfax demands a
386 or better processor running
Windows 3.0 or later.

Getting Started

Easyfax comes very well
presented in a neat plastics box
that looks suspiciously like a
video cassette box. Inside are to
be found the manual, hardware
interface, 3.5in disk and a couple
of audio adapters to suit the
various output arrangements that
are to be found on modern
receivers. Although not covered in
the supplied manual, installation
of the software was very simple
and used the standard Windows

version occupied a fairly modest
1.9Mb of hard disk space. The
hardware connections were also
very straightforward with just two
flying leads emerging from the

small (88 x 50 x 24mm) interface
unit. One of these leads was
terminated in a male -female 9 -pin
D -type connector and needed to
be linked to the computer's serial
port. If your PC has a 25 -way
connector (like mine!) you will
need to make sure you've got one
of the 9 -pin to 25 -pin adapters that
are available from any decent
computer store. The program is
only set to work with COM 1 or 2
so you need to make sure one of
these ports are available. The
other lead connects to the speaker
jack of your receiver and was
supplied terminated in a standard
3.5mm mono jack. Once the
connections are complete, you

can double click on the Easyfax
icon to start the program. The
user interface uses all the usual
Windows features, so feels very
familiar. The only unusual aspect
being the range of icons that are
used to short- cut to the various
features of Easyfax. Although
strange at first, the graphics are
very descriptive and soon
remembered.

That First Picture

This proved to be very
simple thanks to the well
thought-out user
interface. For basic
manual reception all you
have to do is click the new
FAX icon and click the
green traffic light - it
couldn't be much easier!
As well as starting to
build-up a picture Easyfax
also displays a tuning
indication system. This
uses an oscilloscope type

display with three horizontal lines.
All you have to do is set the
receiver's tuning so that the
received signal neatly straddles
the two outer lines. Although this
display was very effective, there
was a delay between a change in
the signal and the display being
updated. I found I soon got used
to this and the tuning indicator
certainly helped to get the signal
tuning spot-on. One of the
common problems with computer
based decoding systems is the
poor frequency accuracy of the
system clocks. The stability is
usually okay, its just the absolute
frequency that's out. This results
in the FAX program's drum speed
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being slightly too fast or slow.
The error is only very small but it
gives a picture that slants across
the screen. The solution is to
adjust a correction factor in the
fax program to compensate for
the error. Easyfax have made this
very simple with keyboard
controls to adjust the drum speed
in very fine increments. Once you
have set this up and have nice
straight pictures, the program
automatically saves the settings
for future use. You should
therefore only have to carry -out
this exercise very infrequently. As
soon as the picture is complete
you can then choose to save it to
disk by using the file menu.

set of FAX charts from your
favourite station.

The next sophistication is to
make use of Easyfax's scheduler
facility. This is used in
conjunction with the automatic
reception and lets the operator
preset up to six timeslots when
automatic reception will be
activated. The benefit here is that
you can refer to the transmission
schedule for the desired FAX
station and then choose exactly
which charts you want Easyfax to
receive. You can literally leave the
receiver and PC running whilst
you go about your business and
let it get on with the reception of
just the charts you want. In order
to do this you need to be

confident that the
frequency stability of
your receiver is good
enough to stay in -tune
over these extended
periods. You also need
to make sure the fire
risk is minimised by
using good quality kit
with the correct fuse
ratings in the mains
plugs! However, you
will find that most
modern
communications
receivers are sufficiently
well specified to be able
to handle this type of
operation. For the
review period, I used

Two charts showing North
Atlantic Surface Pressure
Received using EasyFax.

Hands -Free!

Whilst manual reception is great
when you first get your hands on
the program, you soon get fed -up
with having to wait 15-20
minutes whilst the picture builds -
up and then manually saving the
image. The solution is to use
Easyfax's automatic reception
facilities. In its simplest form you
just tune into the desired station
and press the AUTO icon on the
toolbar. Easyfax will then monitor
the incoming signal for the start
tones I described earlier. Once a
tone is detected it will switch to
the appropriate drum speed and
IOC and start the reception
process. When the stop tone
(450Hz) is detected the received
image is automatically saved to
disk and the programs sets itself
up for the next picture. This really
is an effortless way to pick-up a

Interface Secrets

If you've ever tried to run FAX
programs such as Hamcomm in
Windows you will realise that
there must be something special
about Easyfax. This is because
conventional DOS based FAX
programs inevitably crash when
you try to run them under
Windows. The reason for the
failure is tied -up with the
stringent timing needed for
successful FAX reception. All
these other programs rely on
exclusive access to the PC's
internal timers to achieve this
accuracy. Unfortunately,
Windows just doesn't allow this
type of exclusive access and the
ensuing argument usually ends
in some form of system crash!
The only way around this
problem is to employ some form
of external processing to handle
the critical bits of the decoding
process. This is exactly what
Easyfax have done in their
interface which contains several
ICs and a crystal reference
oscillator. The result is a
decoding system which carries
on working reliably even when
minimised with other
applications operating.

Picture Quality

The best way to judge the picture
quality is to look at the examples

Specification

Receive Speeds:
Receive IOC:
Greyscale:
Rotation:
Max Picture Size:
File format:
Picture zoom:
Interface Port:
Min. Audio level:

60, 90 & 120r.p.m.
176, 288, 352, 576, 704 and 928
16 levels
Clockwise & anti -clockwise in 90' steps
Approx 20mins at 1201.p.m.
PCX

x1 & x2
COM 1 & COM 2
10mV r.m.s.

Easyfax with a Lowe HF-150 and
HF-250 with no problems, other
than the apparent insensitivity of
the interface. Whilst the manual
suggested Easyfax would operate
with audio levels down to 10mV,
the review model would not work
from the receiver's line/rec. out
jacks. I found I had to use the
external speaker jack in order to
get sufficient drive for Easyfax.
Some investigation showed that
the transformer coupled input to
the Easyfax interface is low
impedance which would
understandably cause a problem
with line/rec. out jacks.

shown in this review. Whilst the
Easyfax produces perfectly
usable charts, the resolution is
not quite as good as the very best
systems. I suspect this is
primarily due to the
compromises that have to be
made to run a FAX program in a
Windows environment. One of
the very good points about
Easyfax was its built-in image
cleaning utilities. Because a FAX
image takes so long to build-up
interference spikes tend to show -
up as just dots on the picture.
The clean-up utilities have been
specially designed to remove

these dots. The three options
have varying degrees of
coarseness so you have to decide
the best compromise between
removing the unwanted dots and
losing genuine information from
the images.

Lots of Help

Whilst the 15 -page manual
provided some basic help on
using Easyfax by far the best aid
was the on-line help provided in
the Windows help file. This
provided very good detail on all
the operational areas of the
program. This was supplemented
by an excellent HF FAX listing.
Rather than use a conventional
frequency list, Easyfax comes
with a mush more interesting
graphical display. This comprises
a map of the globe with clickable
links on all the FAX stations.
When you click on one of these
links you are presented with a
simple list of the current
frequencies, callsign and
operational times for that station.
This was a really good way to
find FAX stations and to sort out
their location. With so many
stations operating as relay
stations for material originated
elsewhere it's often difficult
where the actual transmitter is
located.

Summary

Easyfax certainly offers
something different as it lets you
receive h.f. FAX images from
within the Windows
environment. The pay-off is a
slight loss of quality, but the
results are still perfectly usable,
especially when you consider
that the major influence on image
quality is h.f. propagation, not
this program. Where the program
really scores is in its ease of use.
The automated software
installation combined with the
simple operation via the tool bar
icons makes it ideally suited to
those just starting in FAX.
Easyfax is available from Martin
Lynch & Son, 140 - 142
Northfield Avenue, Ealing,
London W13 9SB. Tel: 0181-
566 1120. Price £99.95. If you
have Internet access you can visit
the Easyfax home page for more
information at:
http://www.ozemailcom.au/-
ozesportieasyfaxfindex.html
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In 1935, the British Air Ministry
chose a site near the town of
Gander as an airport for land
based planes. At that time, Air

Traffic Control was not a separate
entity and wireless operators
were responsible for landings and
take off. All communications were
carried out by Morse Code.

During the Second World War,
Gander became the transit airport
for planes being ferried from the
United States to Europe and the
Royal Air Force Ferry Command
took control of the station. Apart

7711
from its ferrying operations, the
station also monitored signals
from vessels of the German navy
and passed valuable information
onto Naval headquarters in
London.

After the war, when
Newfoundland had become a
Canadian province, Gander fell
under the jurisdiction of theEl Canadian Air Transport Division,
and in 1957, new and improved
facilities were erected. During the
1990s, a large increase in air
traffic necessitated the
introduction of new transmitters,
receivers and other equipment
and later in 1970, computerisation
arrived and a.m. voice
transmission was changed to
s.s.b.

Gander had now become an

Gander important link in the safe passage
of aircraft between Europe and

Aeradio is North America, and the call "This
is Gander Radio" was soon beingone of the regularly heard in the cockpits of

busiest aircraft crossing the Atlantic.

Aeradio
stations and
has served
the Airline
Industry for
more than
50 years.
Dick Moon
relates the
story of this
important
station.

SERVICES

As part of the world-wide
Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunications Network
(AFTN), Gander provides the
following services to aircraft and
airlines:
1) A continuous guard on 15 h.f.

frequencies and four v.h.f.
frequencies to respond to in-
flight emergencies.

2) Monitoring of status and
control of various navigation
aids such as VORTAC and VOT.

3) Regular communication
between the Air Traffic
Controller and the pilot of the
aircraft.

4) En -route information on radio

aids, the operational status of
airports, actual and forecast
weather and en -route pilot
reports.

5) Providing a 24hr
communications link between
airline offices and their aircraft.

6) Regular broadcasts at 20 and
50 minutes past the hour of
weather information (VOLMET)
over selected areas.
Frequencies used are 3.485,
6.604, 10.051 and 13.270MHz.
These are shared with New
York.

7) The issuing of NOTAMs.
8) The exchange of operational

and administrative messages
via a fixed telecommunications
network. This network consists
of five Aeradio stations,
Gander, Shannwick, New York,
Santa Maria and Iceland and
covers all air routes over the
whole of the selected area.
These stations share the
responsibility of guarding that
portion of the route during
which the messages from an
aircraft can be received most
effectively.
The duties of a regular station

also include designating primary
and secondary frequencies to
aircraft, receiving position reports
and company messages,
transmitting company and
meteorological reports and
handling any emergency
procedures.

Normally, primary guard is
handed over to the next network
station at the FIR, but
occasionally it is necessary to
release or retain guard before or
after the boundary.

The selection of primary and
secondary frequencies is
normally made by the network
station, but should these prove to
be unsuitable, the aircraft or
ground control station may
initiate
alternatives.
Air/ground
frequencies
may also be
used for
message
exchange
between
networks, but
must at no
time interfere

with air/ground communications
with aircraft, which at all times
have priority.

FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT

The following rules apply to the
assignment of frequencies:

Family A is used for all aircraft
flying the Southern NAT routes.
Family B is used for aircraft
registered west of 30°W flying
Central or Northern NAT routes.
Family C is used for aircraft
registered east of 30°W flying
Central or Northern NAT routes.
Family F is used for all aircraft
flying Central or Northern routes.

Southern routes are those which
enter New York or Santa Maria
regions. The Central and
Northern Routes comprise all
others. Aircraft registered in
Australia use families designated
for aircraft registered east of
30°W. If a family overload occurs,
aircraft may be directed to
change to another family.

Normally flights are assigned
Primary and Secondary
frequencies from the same family.
Night time frequencies are often 2
and 5MHz, while between dawn
and dusk, higher frequencies are
used, depending on propagation
conditions.

At certain times of the year, ice
patrol aircraft operate out of
Gander, and are normally
assigned Family A or F
frequencies. The main volume of
traffic at Gander is Westbound
and these aircraft normally have
their frequencies assigned before
entering Gander airspace.

Shannwick requires aircraft to
report on either 8 or 13MHz at
30°W and it is sometimes
necessary for the Gander
operator to re -assign frequencies.

h1;:i5gMr VCIEdIGO
Gander operates on four frequency families as shown:

Family A Family B Family C Family F
3.016 2.899 2.872 3.476

5.598 5.616 5.649 6.622

8.906 8.864 8.879 8.831
13.306 13.291 13.306 13.291

All frequencies in are in MHz.
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The four families of frequencies
are shared with other network
stations as follows:

Family A
Shannwick, New York and Santa
Maria
Family B
Shannwick and Iceland
Family C
Shannwick and Iceland
Family F
Shannwick

New York and Santa Maria also

11
Santa Maria

Casablanca
Canaries

it

Sa.1 tDakar
Conakry

[SAL* \---\

operate on Family F and
Shannwick and Iceland operate
on Family D, together with
lqaluit and Cambridge Bay.
Under the control of the Air
Traffic Services of the Federal
Department of Transport, and
with a staff of 60 well -trained
Flight Service Specialists,
Gander Radio is well equipped
to ensure that trans -Atlantic air
passengers enjoy a comfortable
journey and a safe arrival at
their destination.

Map of the North
Atlantic showing
the various NATs
and how Gander
fits into the
overall scheme.

AB IEEKROOKS

a.m.
AFTN

FIR

h.f.

MHz

NAT

NOTAM

s.s.b.

v. h.f.

VOLMET
VOR

VORTAC

VOT
°E
ow

amplitude modulation
Aeronautical Fixed

Telecommunications Network
Flight Information Region
high frequency
megahertz
North Atlantic Track
NOTice To AirMen
single sideband
very high frequency
VOLume METeorological report
VHF Omni -directional Range
VOR and TACtical air navigator

co -located

VOR test facility
degrees east (of Greenwich)
degrees west (of Greenwich)

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
IT 01327 260178

VISA

..k

_HOWES

SSB & CW Filter - £29.801
Clean up your reception!

Reduce noise and interference!  Sharp SSB/
Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal filters!
 300Hz bandwidth CW filter  Printed and punched
front panel  All aluminium case  Simply connects
between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones
 Suits all general coverage receivers & transceivers
 ARS Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

DC2000 built in HA22R hardware option

HOWES DC2000 Electronics kit: £22.90
(includes either standard 80M, or your choice of band module)

HA22R Hardware (pictured): £18.90

Extra band module kits: £7.90 each.

HOWES DC2000
Beginner's SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90
The ease of construction, the sensitivity and the low quiescent current
consumption make this a great little receiver for both the first time builder
and for holiday and portable use! It covers a single band at a time, but uses
interchangeable band modules to give the choice of any HF band on a
simple plug-in basis. Choose from 160, 80, 40, 30, 20, 15 & 10M
amateur bands. Also suitable for BM1 1 and BM54 HF air -band modules.

The DC2000 can interlink with many of our other kits including digital
counters, "S meter", sharp CW filtering, and TX2000 transmitter.There
are many reasons why building the DC2000 is
a great way to start your station! 11E=MtlICIIIII t? Transmairrfilardware

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!

Multiband SSB/CW Receiver
The DXR20 covers 20, 40 & 80M bands as standard.
You can add any other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as DC2000). Versatile and popular!

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit: £10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

ASU8

CSL4

DCS2

SPA4

RA30

RX ACCESSORY KITS
Antenna Selector & 548 step attenuator £27.90

Internal SSB & CW Filter for our Ms £10.50
"5 Meter" for direct conversion RXs £10.90
Scanner Preamp. 4 to 1300MHz £15.90
Rotary Attenuator Ott 5/3048 £3.90

BOWES ACTIVE ANTENNAS
AA2 150kHz to 30MHz active ant amplifier £8.90
AA4 25 to 1300MHz wideband, compact £19.90
A8118 DX reception on VHF air -band £18.80
MB156 DX reception on VHF Marine £18.50

TRANSMITTERS
DIGITAL READ-OUT AT160 80 0160M AM/DSB/CV 10W PEP £39.90

CBA2 Counter Buffer (fit to Rx to feed DFD5) £5.90 TX2000 QRP Oi with plug-in band module £24.90
DFD4 Add-on Digital Readout for superhets £49.90 LM2000 Links DC2000/1X200b for transceive £16.30
DFD5

PMB4

Digital Frequency Counter/Readout

Adds 5 extra frequency offsets to DFD4

£54.90
Most kits can also be supplied as assembled PCB

£9.90
modules. Optional hardware packs are available
for most kits. Please enquire for details.

. -
*.:1111r.!  ill

Top Value Receiving ATUs
CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches antenna impedance and helps reduce spurious
signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. 50239 sockets.

Factory Built £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATU!

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add £4.00 P&P. or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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roadcasts are unusual on
the airbands. Most
messages are referred to
as 'transmissions' as they

are intended for just one recipient.
Broadcasts, on the other hand, are
transmitted one-way with the
intention that many listeners will
hear. The commonest airband
broadcasts are weather reports.

There are two main broadcasts.
VOLMET covers a wide
geographical area and includes
reports about many aerodromes.
ATIS originates at a particular
airport, is intended for local
reception by aircraft going to or
from that aerodrome, and doesn't
cover anywhere else.

Here are some examples. On
v.h.f. there are four VOLMET
broadcasts in the UK: London
VOLMET (Main) 135.375, London
VOLMET (South) 128.6, London
VOLMET (North) 126.6 and
Scottish VOLMET 125.725MHz.
Each covers different aerodromes
according to which part of the
country is involved.

Coverage is fine when received
from a high -flying aircraft but will
be patchy while at ground level. (I
remember when there was just
the one London VOLMET). On h.f.
with wider coverage (but only
operational at certain times of
day) is RAF VOLMET on 4.715 and
11.253MHz u.s.b.

Whenever I mention VOLMET,
I'm deluged with letters from
readers who think it means
VOLume METeorological report
(VOLume as in hearing the signal
at good volume on the radio).
Then I get another postbag from
rival readers who have decided
that VOL comes from French voler
(to fly or steal, only one of which
applies in this case!). They agree
on the MET part, thank goodness.
Well, it's lost in the mists (if that's
appropriate to an article on

Airband weather broadcasts can confuse the un-
initiated! By the time you've read this article, Godfrey
Manning G4GLM will have shown you that all such

broadcasts follow a set
pattern. Once 'in the
know,' you too can
deduce useful
information - just like a
pilot!

weather) of time, so please don't
write in again. I accept that both
could be correct. Let's call it a
score -draw!

All are speech transmissions,
computer -generated from the
digitally pre-recorded distinctive
voice of Mr. West. If
simultaneously broadcast from
more than one ground relay
station, VOLMET can appear to be
a few kHz away from the nominal
channel centre. Some receivers
will therefore give a weak
rendition of the signal unless fine
tuning is available.

ATIS, on the other hand, is a
tape-recording made by a
controller at the appropriate
aerodrome and doesn't have this
trouble. London (Heathrow) is on
123.9MHz, for example.
Sometimes, ATIS is also
broadcast from a nearby v.o.r.
beacon so as to improve
coverage.

Heathrow's broadcast can also
be heard on the Biggin Hill 115.1
and Bovingdon 113.75MHz
beacons. A v.h.f. airband receiver
that doesn't cover the 108-118MHz
navigation sub -band could
therefore be a disappointment!

WHAT'S To HEAR?

VOLMET, with which I'll start, is
slightly different to ATIS as no
operational information is sent.
The recording cycles through
each airport in turn and then
returns to the identifier before
starting at the first airport again.
For example: "This is London
VOLMET Main. This is London
VOLMET Main. Amsterdam at
0930..."

So the first numerical
information is the time of the
weather observation, in this case
half -past nine in the morning.
Times are in UTC lalso known as

Z, Zone, time in the aviation
world) 24 -hour clock.

Note that numerals are spoken
in an accentuated fashion so as to
avoid confusion. They are nearly
always quoted as separate digits:
"Amsterdam at zero niner tree
zero..." The bulletin may,
however, use 'Hundred' or
'Tousend.' No, I haven't spelt any
of these incorrectly - they really
are pronounced in that
exaggerated way!

WIND

Then it's straight in with the wind,
degrees (magnetic) of the
compass from which it comes,
and speed in knots: "Too seven
zero degrees zero fife knots." It
might be variable in direction (in
which case the extremes through
which it varies are given) and
speed might also be variable. In
severe conditions the maximum
recorded gust is also quoted.

A catch is that the direction is
magnetic when observed at an
aerodrome. Winds at altitude are
presented as true direction. Why
is this critical? Runways are
numbered as the first two digits of
their compass heading.

Example: runway 27 requires a
take -off or landing heading of
270° and the pilot needs to relate
this to the wind. Ideal wind is a
head -wind, on the nose. An
aircraft carrier can sail in the
necessary direction to achieve this
- at an airport, it's a matter of luck!
Runway 27 would be exposed to a
pure head -wind from 270°.

Usually, wind comes from a less
favourable direction. In Fig. 1 the
runway 27 is subject to a wind of
300° 10kt. This is coming from 30°
to the right of the flight -path.
Trigonometry can resolve the
wind into two components. The
actual wind is equivalent to the p.42 
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FAIRHAVEN EkgrONICS Ltd. 47 Dale Road;Spondon, Derby DE2I 7DG (01332) 670707

The RD500 is a new kind of high
specification receiver. It can hold
station names and information
on every signal it encounters,
and takes station identification
and scanning into a new era.

The RD500 can store an entire scanning

directory with room to spare, it has S I 2K of
RAM as standard or 2 megabytes which gives
57,000 20 character records. Type in a clue and
the receiver finds the stations for you.

CW signals are spread into a panorama of sound.
so that individual signals can easily be focused

upon. It has a variable notch and peak filter,
digital sound sampling, noise blanker,
cassette control, aerial switching, S -meter
(60 levels), tuning meter, AVC (to smooth out
audio level variations), selectable AGC speed,
and pass band tuning. All modes are supported
including sync -AM and FM, and it is upgradable to

stereo WBFM and video. It has a real time clock
which can be set to any time zone by city name,
and it has 4 programmable timers and a sleep timer.

The receiver's frequency agility is second to
none, with step sizes from 5 Hz to SMHz including
9KHz for broadcast bands. 99 bands, 26 VFO's and
a number of scan modes and auto tuning.

It has a 45 key alphanumeric remote and
supports PC keyboards and RS232, and comes
complete with a Windows software package.

Download a database from your PC then switch
it off and listen to the DX again!

Specifkation:30KHz-40MHz, MDS <0.1511V,
/P3>+ 10dB. Size 205w a 65h r 193d, Weight600g
Price: 099 inc. postage

FAIRHAVEN
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Come to the Frontier of

Global Communications
Subscribe to Monitoring Times and
Satellite Times Magazines

Do you own a radio, a shortwave receiver, a scanning
receiver, or a ham radio? Then Monitoring Times is your
magazine! Each monthly issue of MT offers 20 pages of

worldwide, English language, shortwave broadcast schedules; departments on
aero, military, government, public safety communications; broadcast band,
satellite television, long -wave coverage; reviews of new products and radio -
related software; technical articles and projects for the hobbyist; feature articles,
and much, much more.

If it's on the radio, it's in Monitoring Times!
Satellite Times is the world's first and only full -

spectrum satellite monitoring magazine, exploring all
aspects of satellite Communications, including
commercial, military, broadcasting, scientific,
governmental and personal communications as well as
private satellite systems. The satellite industry's most
respected experts contribute to every bi-monthly issue of
Satellite Times, addressing both amateurs and experts
alike.

If it's in orbit, Satellite Times covers it!

PLEASE VISIT OUR SITE ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB:
www.grove.net

Mail this subscription form to:

PW Publishing Ltd., Freepost,

Arrowsmith Ct. Station Approach,

Broadstone, Dorset BH188 PW.

Subscription rates include speedy Air Mail

Service!

1 1 year Monitoring Times - £38 (12 issues)
Ti 1 year Satellite Times - £32 (6 issues)

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW
Publishing Ltd.) £

Or charge to my Access/Visa Card the
amount of £

Card#
Valid From

Signature

Tel

Thru

Credit Card Orders taken on (01202) 659930

FAX orders taken on (01202) 659950
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Waters &Stanton0 615-01765La
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS

Price Match - and 10 -Day Approval!
We Promise to try and match or beat our competitors'
prices. Most of our staff are licensed either class A or B
- so we understand your needs. G30JV / GOPEP

---- -- .O' --fie
AOR

I I I I Ica _ - ..... . _

0 - 32MHz
 SSB CW AM FM Data
" AM Synchronous
 100 Memories
 4 filters fitted
 Switched Pre -amp
 2.655Hz steps

Wide dynamic range

50kHz - 30MHz
SSB CW AM
2.4kHz & 6kHz filters
Reverse CW
50 Memories
16 B'cast bands

Variable CW pitch
Passband tuning
Enhanced AGC
Noise spike compression

 Six level attenuator
 Bar S -meter

Smooth tuning control
AC adaptor included

 10Hz minimum steps
 250Hz CW filt. option
 3 x AGC times
 Large clear display
 12V DC operation
 AC adaptor option

KENWOOD R-5000

100kHz - 30MHz
 SSB CW AM FM

100 Memories
10Hz steps

 3 IF Filters
 Analogue S -meter
 Dual AGC

* Dual Noise Blanker
Wide dynamic range
Notch filter

 IF shift control
 Built-in timer
 Built-in AC supply

Ext. 12v DC operation

Lowe HF-250

 30kHz to 30MHz
 SSB CW AM FM
 AM Synchronous
 225 Memories
 100Hz readout
 8 Hz tuning steps

variable speed tune

* Four IF filters
 250Hz audio filter

RF attenuator
 Good dynamic range

Noise Blanker
 Analogue S -meter
 Beautiful design

Icom ICR-8500

100kHz - 2GHz
SSB CW FM WFM AM

 1000 Memories
4 IF Bandwidths

 Alphanumeric
Analogue S -meter

 10kHz - 2.6GHz
 SSB CW FM AM

1000 Memories
2100 Pass channels
5 Independent VFOs

 Auto pre -selector

Roberts R-861

RS -232 interface
 IF shift & Audio filter

Keypad entry option
 Min tuning step 10Hz

Sleep timer & record
 12v DC supply

 Alphanumeric
1Hz min steps
6 IF bandwidths

 45 ch. per sec. scan
Duplex monitor mode
RS -232 Port

USB LSB AM ' Lovely little receiver  153kHz to 30MHz * RDS Built-in
AM Synchronous  Well reviewed in press  FM Broadcast * Pre-set BC stations

 30kHz to 30MHz  RF Attenuator  SSB CW AM  Built-in whip
" 2.5 & 7kHz filters Hi & Lo impedance Ant 306 Memories ' Ext. Antenna socket

8Hz tuning steps  1kHz readout ' Alphanumeric storage Very sensitive portable
 Variable speed tune  Flywheel dial 1kHz dial readout  Inc. case, ant. & Freq. list
 Good dynamic range AC adpator included  49Hz tuning steps ' Powered from AA cells

Orders:

Enquiries

FAX

0500 737388
01702 206835
01702 206835
01702 204965
01702 205843

Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Complete Frequency Guide

W&S
£12.95

The Most
Complete Guide
Available

The VHF - UHF
Scanning

Frequency Guide

500kHz to 105GHz
Ring bound in easy flat format style

30kHz to 30Mhz
SSB & AM

 kHz steps
 Clarifier
 3.8kHz filter

1kHz readout
 Lovely display

Icom IC -R10

* S -meter included
 Memory channel
 Very nice tuning dial
 SO -239 ant. socket
 Built-in speaker
* Very easy to use
 12v External DC

Special

1)47
£349

 500kHz - 1300MHz
 SSB CW AM FM WFM
* Real-time bandscope

1000 Memories
* Alphanumeric display
 Improved front-end design
 Voice scan function
 Large clear LCD
* Memory edit and copy
 100Hz resolution
 Noise blanker

Yupiteru MVT-9000 Vas
£399

 530kHz to 2039MHz
 1000 Alphanumeric Memories
 Duplex monitoring & tracking
 USB LSB CW AM FM

Channel spectrum scope
Blistering scanning speed
Good performer on the SW bands

 Totally programmable
 Multiple tuning steps
* Extremely sensitive front-end
 Good strong sugnal performance

Includes AC charger and Ni-cads

1997 CATALOGUE - 144 PAGES £2.50 Post Paid



EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mall Order Sales

Welz WS -1000 Scanner

was
£299

World's smallest scanner
 FM, WFM, & AM
 500kHz - 1300MHz
 Fast scanning speed
 Clear LCD readout
 400 Memories
 Super sensitivity
 Good strong signal handling
 Runs from just 2 x AA cells
 Battery saving mode

AOR AR -8000 Scanner

 500kHz - 1900MHz
WFM, NFM, SSB, AM

 1000 Memory Channels
 20 Search Banks

30 ch. per second search
 Band Scope Display

Password Protect
 Computer control outlet
 Signal Strength meter
 Illuminated Display
* Programmable Steps

Ni-cads and AC charger.

Yupiteru MVT-7000 Scanner

II £249

 100kHz - 1300MHz
WFM, NFM, AM

' 200 Memories in 10 banks
 20 channels per second speed

Programmable Steps
Illuminated Display

 Audio and Carrier Search
Signal Strength meter
RF atenuator switch

 Ni-cads and AC charger

Yupiteru MVT-7100 Scanner

was
II £269

100kHz - 1650MHz
 NFM, WFM, SSB, AM

1000 Memories
 Signal Strength Meter
' Illuminated keypad - display
 500 Ch. pass memories
 30 Ch. per second speed
 Unique mode scan
 Ni-cads & AC Charger

Yupiteru MVT-7200
!was
II £359

 100kHz - 1650MHz
 WFM, NFM, SSB, AM

1000 Memories
Illuminated kepad - display

 Signal Strength Meter
 Narrow AM mode

Built-in ferrite AM aerial
 Narrow band SSB filters

Improved battery consumption
 Improved SW reception
 Improved selectivity
 30 ch. steps per second

Unique mode scan
 Ni-cads & AC Charger

AT -2000 Listener AT

Handles Coax, balanced feed and, long wire
' Covers 500kHz to 30MHz
 Includes unique "0" switch for best selectivity
' Gets maximum signal into your receiver
' Improves front-end selectivity
 Reduces intermodulation and cross modulation

MFJ-784B DSP filter
MF.J tunable DSP filter

 CO ' 10.-).

Works with any receiver or transceiver
' This filter is fully programmable with memories
 16 factory pre-set positions for easy use

Plugs directly into the headphone socket
Drives speaker or headset to good volume

 Requires 12v DC at approx. 500mA.

OptoElectronics Cub
' 1MHz - 2.8GHz WaS
 1Hz readout

Hold feature
£139

 BNC antenna supplied
Ni-cads and charger

Scout
10MHz - 1.4GHz

 400 Memories
 255 hits record
' Auto store and recall
' Interfaces with AR -8000
 Ni-cads and charger

W&S
£349

Mobile Speaker
Up to 10 Watts

 4" Driver unit
111 x 111 x 64mm
Mobile mounting bracket Was
3.5mm plug terminated

WATsON

WATsON

WATsON

WATsON

W6S
£4.95

£14.95

GPS Active Antenna

W&S
1.6GHz GPS ant. 9.9E

 Low profile for car
Magnetic mount design
6dB gain design

 Guarantees improved range
BNC terminated coax.
OK for Garmin etc.

WEP-400 Earpiece
- Improved

W&S-Soft pad
' Left/right fit £14.95
' 8 Ohm driver

Extremely comfortable
 Fitted with 3.5mm plug

QS -200
0,11111)A,65

£9.95
 Mounts handy on dash grill

The safe way to go mobile
 Attaches in seconds
 Doesn't use nasty adhesive!

QS -300 Desk Stand

was
£19.95

 Handheld Desk Stand
' Firmly holds handheld

Adjustable angle
 BNC plug to SO -239 socket
 Superbly made unit.

1997 Catalogue
144 pages full of
rigs accessories
and articles
Send £2.50
in stamps, or
cheque or credit card. Cat

a/o n
/997
utie

FC-128 Counter
1MHz - 2JEIGHz

This new model has a wide
frequency range and is pow-
ered by internal ni-cads.
External BNC socket with
aerial makes it very sensi-
tive. Supplied with AC charg-
er, it is very well built. Don't
be fooled by the price!

WSM-1900 Antenna

Mini -Magnetic
Scanning Ant.

VV4.5
£29.95

 25MHz to 1.9GHz Car Antenna
 29cm super magnet that really sticks!
 Low profile 400mm long black whip
 2.75m of coax fitted BNC plug
 Out -performs all helicals!
 Scanning whilst on the move

Airband Civil & Military model WSM-225

Portable Scanning Whips
' 25MHz to 1900MHz

Fully flexible with BNC fittings
 Out -perform factory supplied models.

Tele-Gainer 41cm long rigid tele-

scopic whip with knuckle joint £14.95

Regular -gainer 21cm flexible whip that
is ideal as replacement whip £12.95

Super -Gainer 40cm flexible model for

the ultimate in gain £19.95

OptoElectronics Xptorer
25-1300MHz
Nearfield Monitor

W&S
£798

 Complete FM Receiver
 Spectrum scan in 1 second!
 Reads out exact frequency

Records "hits" and multiples
Shows tones and deviation
Computer interface option

' Ni-cads & AC charger

WEP-300 Earpiece
 Watson design
 8 Ohm driver
'Easy and secure

Fitted 3.5mm plug
For Kenwood order WEP-300K

Quantity discounts available
Phone for quote.

W&S
£9.95

We PRICE MATCH
* Give you 10 days approval

Have 4 Service Engineers
Still offer help after the sale!

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - Phone for a id=ai



                                           

simultaneous action of a
headwind of 10cos(30) = 8.7kt (9kt
is near enough) and a crosswind
from the right of l0sin(30) = 5kt.
The headwind is less important
(all but the lightest tailwind is
best avoided, though).

Rule of thumb: wind from 30°
to the side, crosswind equals half
the reported windspeed. If you
don't believe me, take a 300/60°
set -square as sold by stationers
for school geometry; measure the
longest and shortest sides.

It's the crosswind that causes
steering difficulties. It tries to
push the tail fin, in this case to
the left; the aircraft pivots around
the undercarriage and so the
nose swings right. This is called
'weathercocking' and you can see
why! Failure of an into -wind
engine (one on the right) makes
things worse, so this is called the
critical engine.

VISIBILITY & CLOUD

Can you see to land (or even take
off)? The next figure is the
horizontal visibility in kilometres
(metres if it's misty). If visibility is
really good the report is "Ten
kilometres or more." Inclement
weather that limits visibility is
specifically mentioned: "Fower
hundred metres in drizzle." Other
significant weather is also
introduced, including recent rain,
thunderstorms, hail, indeed any
of the interesting conditions that
you might find during a British
summer - if you're not careful.

Fig. 1:
Vector

resolution
of wind

direction.

Low cloud also
makes it hard to see
the runway on
approach. CAVOK
(pronounced almost
like the word
'Cavalcade') is short
for Cloud And
Visibility OK, so you'll
have no problem
landing there.

Any other low cloud
is reported as oktas (eighths of
sky cover) and height above
ground. The height refers to the
lowest part of the cloud, the
cloud base; the cloud tops are not
mentioned. "Six okta too
tousand feet' is a thick
layer, but high enough
up not to matter.
Alternatively, cloud can
be 'Few' (1 or 2 oktas),
'Scattered' (3 or 4),
'Broken' (5, 6 or 7) or
'Overcast' (8 oktas).

TEMPERATURES &
PRESSURES

Flying instructors remind you to
check 'Ts and Ps' meaning
Temperatures and Pressures (on
the engine instruments). Well,
weather has temperature too.
Actual outside air temperature is
given in degrees Celsius:
"Temperature plus air," a rather
chilly 8° above freezing. Dew
point is next: "Dew point minus
wun."

At the moment, the air can hold
its moisture content. Should the
temperature drop to the dew
point, the air becomes saturated
and fog could form. At just below
freezing, as in this case, there's a
risk of freezing fog that sticks to
your wings as an ice layer -
dangerous!

Pressure comes in two forms:
QFE and QNH. The actual Q -
codes are a remnant of the old
Morse days. It's amazing how
much information can be

exchanged by two radio
operators, with no language in
common, just by sending
appropriate Q -codes. All
international air traffic control is
in English, spoken, not Morse -
yet the quaint old Q -codes are
still with us and long may they
last!

The altimeter is actually
pressure -sensitive. Air pressure
changes with height in a known
way, for example it halves on
ascending from sea level to
18000ft. It also changes with the
weather. Hence, altimeters have a
pressure compensation scale;

incorrect adjustment of this
enables the altimeter to read
anything you like!

Only two settings are usually
relevant near an aerodrome. They
are as follows. QFE is the
altimeter setting that causes the
instrument to read zero feet on
touchdown. It's actually the
pressure shown on an ordinary
barometer at the aerodrome. The
QNH setting is usually greater
and forces the altimeter to read
elevation above sea level. If you
dug a hole in the runway that's so
deep that the bottom is at sea
level, you would be unpopular
with the airfield manager. You
could lower a barometer to the
bottom of the hole, read it with a
telescope, and find that it shows
QNH.

All pressures are in millibars,
sorry, I mean hectopascals. A bar
is one atmosphere so a millibar is
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a thousandth of that. Trendy
meteorologists tell us to use
hectopascals instead, being the
scientific unit of pressure. The
numbers work out the same, so
who cares?

Note why QNH matters. It
enables you to read altitude
above sea level. Your charts also
show heights of terrain in feet
above sea level. If you're
approaching an airport at 1500ft
(on the QNH setting) and a
nearby hill rises to 1600ft, watch
out or you'll hit it!

ATIS BROADCASTS

Now that you've understood the
principal weather measurements,
you'll find that you can follow
most of an ATIS broadcast. There
are a few pieces of extra
operational information, though.

It all started when air travel was
rare and controllers coped with a
civilised workload at a steady,
easy pace (does this remind you
of the bowling of a well-known
cricket team?). Nowadays, of
course, airports can't build extra
terminals fast enough, carriers
squabble over how many slots
they're getting and controllers are
under stress. That's progress.

One way to ease controller
workload is to take away the task
of having to repeat up-to-the-
minute aerodrome weather each
time a flight calls in. This is also
safer, the controller transmits less
and so there's more chance of a
pilot finding a gap in which to get
a word in edgeways. The weather
is broadcast by a continual tape
loop and each bulletin is given an
identifying letter.

First of the day might be A,
then B, and so -on. You might
have "Luton information Alpha,
the wun six tree zero weather."
An hour later, it could be updated
to "...information Bravo, the wun
seven tree zero weather." Letters
A and B are spoken phonetically
(Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, etc.)
to avoid confusion.

Having copied the ATIS, a pilot
has simply to call in as follows:
"Luton Radar, Shortwave fower
niner seven, Viscount with
information Alpha." (Not that
there are any more passenger
flights by Viscount, I just like the
sound of the engines! Well, if the
Editor lets J.W. reminisce about
wine and old radios, I can be
nostalgic over aeroplanes - but
don't worry, I won't digress about
chocolate). The controller is thus

reassured that the pilot
has copied weather
bulletin A on the ATIS. If
the weather has just
been updated to issue B,
the pilot is advised
accordingly.

Other ATIS
information would be
the runway: "Landing
runway too seven right,
departure runway too
seven left." This usually

follows the main weather
parameters. Any other
operational information might
follow. Heathrow likes to remind
us that wingtip clearance is not
assured on taxiways,
after two pilots found
this out the hard way
(this incident made
the national
television news).

The classic end to
an ATIS is of the
form: "Would all
pilots please report
their aircraft type,
and that information

Abbre
ATIS

CM
ft

h.f.

kHz

kt

MHz

u.s. b.

UTC

v.h.f.

V.0.1.

viations
Automatic Terminal Information

Service

Civil Aviation Authority

feet

high frequency

kilohertz

knots

megahertz

upper sideband

Universal Co-ordinated Time

very high frequency

omni-directional radio range
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Foxtrot has been received, on
first contact with Coventry
Approach." You know what to say
- I just gave you the answer two
paragraphs previously!

Information Source

The Get Met leaflet is free of
charge from CAA Safety
Promotion Section, Aviation
House, Gatwick Airport, West
Sussex RH6 OYR, but you must
send a self-addressed pre -paid
envelope to accommodate 105 x
150mm weight 17g. It mainly lists
(rather expensive) pre-recorded
telephone weather bulletins
(some are by facsimile). These
telephone services are based on
TAF (Terminal Area Forecast) and
METAR (METeorological
Aerodrome Report), which are
respectively forecasts and current
(actual) weather for selected
aerodromes. Also available are
area forecasts. These are in a
slightly easier format that
VOLMET or ATIS, but the weather
terminology that I've now
explained will help you to
understand these.

Finally, the Get Met booklet
lists which aerodromes are
covered by which VOLMET. Pilots
are expected to check en -route
and destination weather as part
of pre-flight planning. Now
you've no excuse to get caught
out! To see how altimeters etc.
work, visit my Museum (for
address, see my 'Airband'
column on page 70 of this issue).

111
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CONFIDENtIAL
FREQUENCY

This popular, well read, frequency list compiled by
Geoff Halligey continues to go from strength to
strength and is now in its 10th Edition. This 'Top _

Secret' confidential listing covers 1.6 - 30MHz and
it's spirally bound A5 format makes for easy

T - - - 40:77.740.

reading and reference. duarw"'
Included within its 350 plus pages are frequencies -----

covering all modes, utility services and for the first Pr -

time NAVTEX. Also featured is the reverse
frequency list showing every known frequency
against each callsign, who's using what frequency
and mode.

Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List is one book
that every listening enthusiast should own
and at £19.95 it's well worth every penny.

COMPILEDBY GEOFF HALLICEY

Intluding Full Revem GalIsign List

AFRO
CW
COAST
FAX
FIXED
EMIASS1
MIUTARY
NAVIES
TIME
VOIMUT

CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON (012021659930

Radio Receiver Trainer
An Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters

The Radio Receiver Trainer contains nine receiver
building blocks and a comprehensive training manual.

Simply connect the building blocks to
build AM, SW, Superhet and Direct Conversion
receivers. Decode SSB, CW and FM!. Use proven
building blocks to develop and test your own designs.

Pricing: Complete £129.00
Kit £89.00
(Kit excludes case & headphones)

P&P is £5 (UK), £8 (EC), fl2 (World)
Add 17.5% Vat to Total Price

Building Blocks:

The manual contains complete schematics and theory of operation of al
the building blocks. Use this trainer to receive frequencies from 500kHz
to 110MHz!

A set of proven alternate building block designs are included in the
manual to get you started with your own designs. There is no need to get
your complete receiver design working all at once. Build and test each
block one at a time.

RF Input Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Filter
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Amplifier

Mail Order To: Pyramid Electronics LTD.
204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, London SW9 8AG
Phone (017 I) 738 4044 Fax (0171) 274 7997 (Out of office hours ordering by answering machine)
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THE RF SPECTRUM TERMINATOR
Covering 100kHz-2GHz, all mode, IF Shift, APF and direct RS -232C compatibility.

Icom have once again set a "standard" to which all other base station scanners must be judged.

Offered with 5 years parts and labour including accidental damage, worth £126.

Order during May and June and receive an Icom SP -21 matching speaker

and an AD -55 mains PSU - ALL FREE OF CHARGE.

RRP: £1695
Deposit £295, and 24 payments of £70.14. Total cost of loan £283.36. (APR 19.9%)

OR: 36 payments of £50.86. Total cost of loan £431.03. (APR 19.9%)
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THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

To place your C-311C1Ir for a new IC -128.500, c -a11 the
Marti in l_tyinicla on 01 81 - .5645 1 120

Martin Lynch & Son is a Licensed credit broker. Full written details are available upon request. ENE



KENWOOD TS-570D/M
NEW F:" Ft CO LJCI

.4111

- ivaana: :1ST

One of of Martin Lynch & Son's best selling HF rigs is
the new TS -570D, from Kenwood. So why mention
it in a Short Wave Magazine. Simple! Its got the
best receiver for short wave we've come across
for many years. We have disconnected the trans-
mit section (easily re -enabled) to safe guard
against accidental transmission and to ensure non
licensed users can legally own and use the trans-
ceiver.

16 bit AF -stage DSP delivers superb audio quality
III Digital filtering gives you the edge when the going

gets tough
II Large clear easy to read display, showing all major

operating parameters
II Set up operator engineered features using the new

menu system
 CW auto tune - A world first, altering the VFO to
your preset pitch

100 memories. Extensive Memory functions
including browsing of contents
Compact size 270x96x271. Weight 6.8kg

Supplied with Mains PSU for receiver
operation. ML Price: £1329. Available on
finance, £229 deposit and 36 payments of
only £39.96, cost of loan £338.66

ICOM ICR-10E
When Icom introduce a new scanner, the competition
take a deep breath. The amazing ICR-1E introduced
over 5 years ago stopped all other scanner sales in
their tracks. With the introduction of the new ICR-10E,
looks like Icom are about to continue a tradition. Just

la look at these features:

u All mode FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM
500KHz-1300MHz

I Real Time Bandscope
 1000 memories
V Alphanumeric tag to each memory
 Tunable bandpass filters employed
for

0
excellent RX performance
Multi function dot matrix display
Full Computer access capability.

Now available from stock
RRP £379.

CALL FOR THE UK'S
BEST PRICE!!!
Available only from Martin Lynch
with 5 years warranty, including
accidental damage, for only £50!

NEW... Icom ICR-8500
Covering 100kHz-2GHz, all mode, IF
Shift, APF and direct RS -232C
compatibility. Icom have once again
set a "standard" to which all other
base station scanners must be
judged.

Offered with 5 years parts and labour including accidental damage,
worth £126. Order during May and June and receive an Icom SP -21

matching speaker and an AD -55 mains PSU - ALL FREE OF CHARGE.

RRP: £1695. Deposit £295, and 24 payments of £70.14.
Total cost of loan £283.36. (APR 19.9°/0)

OR: 36 payments of £50.86.
Total cost of loan £431.03. (APR 19.9%)

Welz WS -1000

specification
 500kHz-1300MHz
 AMINBFM/WBFM
 1/5/6.25/9/10/12.5115/20/25/30/50/100kHz steps
 400 memories Skip search
 Power voltage from only 2.2-3.5V DC

10, Dimentions in mm: 58(w) x 97111) x 24(d)
10. 16mA power save 1 sec.
 Weight: 200 grams incl. batteries & antenna

C10101-1
OCCIFI
11011101.1

NOW
AVAILABLE

FROM
STOCK

SPECIAL
OFFER
ONLY £299
incl. VAT 8.
FREE postage

The best scanner on the market. Don't argue. My scanner man Graeme
said so. To find out why, give him a call. Even if he does spell his name
rather strangely.
RRP: £410.

ML PRICE SLASH: NOW ONLY £309.

The New
AOR AR -7030

11144-iaii

0"eCif
Probably the best engineered
receiver in the world.

NOW AVAILABLE ON FREE FINANCE.

RRP: £799
Deposit: £99.
12 payments of £58.33.

AKD TARGET
RECEIVER
The ideal way to
starting off
the wonderful
hobby of Short
Wave listening.
Offered with
mains PSU, Short wave
aerial wire and operating manual.

£159.95 p&p £7.50

Opto Electronics
Scout
The most innovative
product for scanners of
1995? Connect this little
frequency counter up to
your AR -8000 and see it
make the scanner jump
onto a frequency that its
literally just "sniffed" out of the air!
Termed "Reaction Tune", it has many
uses both for the hobbiest and
commercial user.
RRP: £449. ML Price: £369 Super low cost
finance available from only £27.50 p/m!

New AOR AR -5000
For those who take the
entire radio spectrum
very seriously. The AR -
5000 covers 10kHz
through to a
staggering 2600MHz!
All mode base receiver,
setting new standards in all band
performance.

RRP: £1749. Lynch Price: £1569.

Deposit £269, 12 payments of
£119.39. Cost of loan: £132.70 or
Deposit £269, 24 payments of £65.13.
Cost of loan: £263.12. (APR 19.9%)

0

WEB SITE: http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk
MARTIN

nLYNcN& So
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

Martin lynch can also offer finance terms upto 36 months. Deposits from a minimum of 10',. We welcome your part exchange

against any newt or used, I product, provided its clean and in good working order Call the Sales Desk today APP. 13 9', Payment

protection is also available.

All units are brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers RIB warranty. All prices quoted for cash/cheque or

Switch/Delta card.

Finance an all products is also available. ISubiect to status'.

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE , EALING, LONDON W13 9SB



BAYGEN
"FREEPLAY'
WIND-UP RADIO

wind-up!
Invented by an
Englishman,
Trevor Baylis,
this new AM/FM
& SW receiver
needs NO
BATTERIES or
External power!

Wind the cranking handle and sit back
and enjoy up to 40 minutes of listening,
without lining the pockets of your local
battery provider! When its run out,
simply wind the handle up again.

Exclusive to Martin Lynch
£69.95. p&p £10

NEW...0p10 Xplorer...
OW AVAILABLE

The all new Xplorer. Hear it,
see it, Decode it, Map it &
record it. A high speed FM
close proximity receiver that
sweeps continuously from
30MHz to 2GHz in less than
one second. All mode
decoding includes: CTCSS,
DCS, DTMF, LTR, Latitude &
Longditude, FM deviation.

DIGITAL SIGNAL
SORS

DSP 9+ DSP 59
* DSP 599zx 

NEW LOW PRICES MFJ-784B
Digital Signal Processing will enhance
any receiver performance by removing
one main ingredient - NOISE! If you
haven't heard a DSP unit work, then
call into the London Showroom for a
demo. MFJ-784B All mode Tunable DSP..£249

DSP 9+ All mode DSP at only £189

DSP 59+ As above but more features £249

DSP 599zx NEW! Hyper speed processor, alpha

display and more £349

Lowe HF-150
AMMO&

We sell as many to commercial
users as we do to enthusiasts. The
best built, best performing
receiver under £500.

RRP: £419. Deposit £59, 12 payments
of only £30, ZERO APR.

Why not add a keypad for fast
frequency access? only £44.95.

Mt NM V.

-  V S.

AR-1500EX
My favourite sub -£200 handie scanner. All
mode incl SSB/CW (BFO), easy to operate
and supplied with Nicads & charger.
RRP £289 Limited stock.
ML Price: £189 p&p £10

pig Real ASE1

Look-alikes
Police look -alike Lapel
speaker
Suitable for most
scanners on the market.
Only £11.50 incl.
delivery.

Police look alike
Earpiece. MyDEL P-300
As used by many government
establishments throughout
the world, the new MyDEL P-
300 easy to wear "over the
ear" earpiece is available now, including FREE
P&P.
(State which scanner the P-300 is for when
ordering).
ONLY £9.95 p&p FREE!

Lowe PR -150

Matching the
HF-150, a
preselector can
greatly enhance
reception of
weaker signals,

that would otherwise be lost in the
noise caused by stronger signals. They
really do work. Suitable for most other
receivers.
Ask for details.

NEW LOW PRICE: £199.

NEW MVT-9000
"A thoroughbred
amongst scanners"

1.1' i MI
The new MVT-9000
scanner offers
performance that is
usually reserved for
commercial operators.
Pocket size and a host
of important features.
NOW AVAILABLE
FROM STOCK

PRICE: £439

NOISE Garmin GPS-12XL
IUDUC I ION Includes Active Compass

Suffering from power line
noise? Got a noisy street

lamp or thermostat
clicking away?

Slip in line the ANC -4 and
see it disappear.

If not send it back and get
a refund!

RRP £195
incl. p&p.

Similar spec to its
predecessor, the
GPS 45XL, except
this one works at
aircraft speed!

ONLY £249.

5th EDITION UK
SCANNING DIRECTORY

Available from
stock. Order yours

now, before they ban
it from sale!
ONLY £18.50 P&P £2

Yaesu FRG -100
Retailing at £599, the new
receiver from Yaesu takes
some beating. At £469, its
an even better buy!
RRP: £599.
NEW LOWER ML price
CASH/SWITCH £469. Super
low cost finance available
from only £36.66 p/m!

4 N1c191t ,..
ort

USED EXAMPLES
AVAILABLE FROM

ONLY £399
Call for

availability

datong active aerials
AD -370/270 The pair of Active Aerials were
originally designed for the Royal Navy several years
ago and to date, no other manufacturer has been
able to offer such performance from a compact
design.

If you are stuck for space and need a good high
performance SHORTWAVE ANTENNA then order
yours today!
Datong AD -270 (internal) £69.95
AD -370 (external) £94.95 p&p £10.

E-MAIL: sales@martin-lynch.co.uk
CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

TEL: 0181 - 566 1120

WI 1E1

FAX: 0181 - 566 1207 Martin lynch es a licensed credit broker Full wrrnen details MI
are available on request. Finance subject to status. MOE Eld

CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566 P&p on all major items.

OPEN I N( "I'l NIES \ ION - SAT : 9.30 - 6.00 LATE NIGHT THURSDAY BY APPOINT-

RSGB

11181

1120



414 The Royal Airforce Benevolent Fund's International Air Tattoo 1997

8.111.0.

alp

..r.,,J -11.)11). 2_11. irr_Lel_iy ,:i1J li :i./ - Milli
twill need your walking shows to see all the
aircraft in the two mile static line-up, and to
take in the 500 or more attractions of RIAT 97
- action -packed arena, roadshows, virtual
reality rides, marching bands, craft fair, motor
show, exhibitions, street entertainers and
strolling players. The romance of ballooning
will be remembered, too, with a Sunset
Festival to release up to 40 hot air balloons.
And there are food villages, beer tents, lots of
ice cream vendors, picnic areas and a crèche
for 2 to 10 year olds running special shows
for children.

Tiger 97 e aircraft of the NATO Tiger
ssociation, formed in 1961, are

united by a common emblem of strength,
determination and efficiency, but they also
glory in some of aviation's most creative
paintwork. The Tiger 97 static display will
dazzle and intrigue - an exceptional
opportunity to get a first-hand look at Tiger Art
and to find out more about this distinctive
Squadron Association.

s the scene For
hter, air

defence and AWACS meet. The skies above
RAF Fairford become a Theatre of the Air for
flying demonstrations from the elite of solo and
aerobatic team pilots - the real -life Top Guns -
as they go through their electrifying routines.
Many of the Fighter 97 aircraft will also be on
static display, with crews standing by, in an
impressive show of international military air
power.

FThetreit,ling. Fi.ghter, Challenge will
see RIAT 97 ig ter pilots 'strapping in' for a
knock -out, one-to-one, simulated aerial combat
competition to find the Champion Fighter Pilot
of the World. All the action will be relayed to
spectators on a giant screen - more Top Gun
thrills for Tattoo visitors.

-The might of the United
States Air Force is in the spotlight for Britain's
official 50th anniversary tribute at RIAT '97.
After becoming an independent air force in
1947, the USAF embarked on a remarkable
50 years of development. The Spirit of the
Eagle will be captured in a unique flying
display tracing landmark USAF operations
from the early Cold War years to more recent
campaigns like Operation Desert Storm. In a
show -stopping finale the RAF Red Arrows fly
with USAF to wish the world's biggest air force
a very happy birthday.

Big skies, big flying displays, big
family spectacle
the fast paced action of The Royal
International Air Tattoo, as over 400 aircraft
from 35 nations fly in to take part.
Breathtaking aerial routines, a two mile static
park, vintage aeroplanes and modern jets, the
eccentric and the rare, an exciting blend of
entertainment to give you the best day out of
the year!

THE HOT NEWS LINE - (0891) 122999
Just a 'phone call away - information on aircraft, facilities,
attractions and RIAT 97 booking arrangements, including
grandstand seats and the VIP Aviation Club (275 per guest).
How To Book RIAT 97 Tickets
Save £4 buying tickets in advance from branches of
Waitrose or by writing to RIAT 97 Tickets, PO Box
1940, Fairford, Glos. GL7 4NA. Credit card sales on
the Ticket Hotline, phone (0891) 122997. Adult advance
tickets are 216 (220 on the day), accompanied children, 15
and under, free!
Calls on (0891) numbers are charged at 50p per
minute of which 15p per minute is donated to the
RAF Benevolent Fund Enterprises, PO Box 1940,
Fairford, Glos. GL7 4NA

It sounds a great day out doesn't it!
now's your chance to win a ticket
(children aged 15 and under are now
free if accompanied by an adult).

All you have to do is answer the ten
questions set out opposite, fill in the form
and send your entries to us here at
Short Wave Magazine, Air Tattoo
Competition, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW.
CLOSING DATE IS 2 MAY 1997.

So,

It2t1T. Lc.

I
The gates to RAF Fairford open at 6.30am and the flying programme runs from 10.30a
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01: Which Air Force is celebrating its 50th Aniversary this year?
02: Which Anniversary is Supersonic flight celebrating this year?
03: What does AWACS stand for?
04: How many miles will the static aircraft display cover at RIAT 97?
05: What is the name of the Royal Air Force's aerobatic display team?
06: What is the name of the Royal Air Force's parachute team?
07: Which country has an aerobatic display team called The Patrulla Aguila?
Q8: What is the name of the aircraft flown by the Red Arrows team?
09: Which plane is known for its vertical take -off and landing?
Q10: What are the French Air Force aerobatic display team called?

A

to 6.15pm.

AMA

ENTRY COUPON
From time to time the RAF Benevolent Fund may wish to send you details of other events or services, which
they feel may be of interest to you. Please tick the box if you do not wish to receive this information.

01: 06:
02: Q7:

03: 08:
Q4: 09:
Q5: 010:

Name Address

Post Code
4e+ Short otoPOST TO: Wave Magazine, Air Tattoo Competition, Arrowsmith
Net -.\t/ \#1

0/'
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH 18 8PW
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-HEMS Express
Newspapers SA 365N
Dauphin has become a
familiar sight in

London's skies as it speeds
rapidly to accident scenes.
Purchased five years ago and
converted into the best equipped
medical helicopter in Europe, it
carries a crew of two pilots, a
doctor and a paramedic. This
allows the arm of the hospital to
reach the accident site and
administer the essential life
saving treatment to badly
injured victims that otherwise
would not be available until
reaching hospital.

The helicopter can also rapidly
transport the patient to the
correct hospital for the injuries,
which could otherwise be
several hours away by road
ambulance. The aircraft and it's
pilots are provided at no charge

to the public by Express
Newspapers, with all
maintenance, fuel and aviation
costs being met by the Royal
London Hospital Trust.

The doctors come from the
National Health Service and the
paramedic from the London
Ambulance Service (LAS).
Tasking is through the LAS
Control Centre in Waterloo,
where a special HEMS
(Helicopter Emergency Medical
Service) desk is manned by
helicopter paramedics and
constantly monitors all 999 calls
for the serious accidents which
requires the teams medical
expertise.

PRIMARY ROLE

The aircraft started operations in
its primary role in May 1989,
operating initially out of Denham

and then Biggin Hill. August
1990 saw the completion of the
helipad on top of the Royal
London Hospital in Whitechapel
and the aircraft positions daily to
the hospital to operate from the
roof top helipad.

The Royal London Hospital
has been equipped as the most
advanced trauma centre in the
UK and there is a dedicated lift
from the helipad to the
resuscitation room and patients
are being dealt with by a trauma
team within two minutes of the
helicopter landing.

To date September 1993 the
aircraft has carried out over 4000
missions, In 1992, 395 patients
were carried or escorted and a
further 328 treated at the
accident site of those carried
out. Twelve would definitely
have died if HEMS had not been
scrambled. Many more have
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spent less time in Hospital and
have recovered with less
disability because of the aircraft
intervention.

This year, 1993 alone, over 374
patients have been carried or
escorted and further 205 treated
at the accident site. The
'Scramble' takes two minutes
from initiating by London
Ambulance Service on a
dedicated telephone and any
part of the London and the M25
can be reached in ten minutes
and less.

LANDING SITE

The landing site at the scene of
the accident is the discretion of
the captain who chooses the
nearest and safest. In the case of
the Cannon Street incident, the
aircraft landed between the
railway lines at the end of the

Short Wave Magazine, April 1997

John O'Toole G7UYT

says the London

Crusadar and other air

ambulance in this

country need our

support, read on and

find out why!
track and subsequently carried
the most injured back to the
Royal London Hospital.

The aircraft, built by
Aerospatiale in France, is twin
engined and cruises at 150
knots, giving an effective radius
of action of 50 nautical miles in
20 minutes. It is equipped to
carry two patients, medical
equipment which includes
oxygen, defibrillator, oxycap
Propaq 106 Lifestat 100 and a
Thomas pack with drugs.

Many other countries have
been using medical helicopters
for years and have proved the
added value of the service they
offer to the normal ground
ambulance. The UK, as usual, is
slow to catch up. Helicopters are
expensive to operate, but when
used in a life saving role, the
expense justifies the end result.

-1\ALTAD

The London Crusader and
other air ambulances in this
country need the support of
the general public.
Remember, one day you
could be the person who
needs their expertise.

Donations and
information:- Helicopter
Emergency
Medical Service,
The Royal London
Hospital,
Whitechapel
Road, London El
1BB, England.
Registered
Charity No.
232968, Tel:
0171-247 6722.
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Yes
we are having a

SALE yAESU
We would like to give you the best prices

and service in the UK.
So, if you are thinking of purchasing any short

wave or scanning equipment call either: -
ROD, RICHARD OR MARY ON

0121-460 1581 or
0121-457 7788

or please call into our retail shop. We are open
six days a week - 9.30-5.30 Monday to

Saturday
Free advice always available from

our expert staff.
PLEASE PHONE

sick
RADIO 114/
SHACK
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Feature

Grand Prix
Racing Cars
- keeping In touch with the pits
With the 1997 Formula One season now under way a lot of SWM
readers will be following the fortunes of World Champion Damon Hill in
his new Arrows car. However, he won his crown in a Williams racing
car, which also won the Constructor's Championship - an achievement to
be proud of. Philip C. Mitchell has been looking at the role radio
communications plays in the Williams team.

Communications between the
driver, his car and those
unsung heroes, the

engineers back in the pits, played
an essential part in Williams'
remarkable 1996 success. If you
are at the wheel of a Formula 1
racing car, with over 750b.h.p.
under your right foot and capable
of over 200m.p.h., the last thing
you want to be bothered with are a
lot of pretty dials telling you hoW
your car is behaving, like we
mortals do crawling along the M1
at seventy.

So, to allow the driver to
concentrate one hundred percent
on driving he has a minimum of
instrumentation to look at and act
on. Therefore, it makes sense to
transmit the maximum amount of
information possible about how
the engine and suspension are
coping with so much punishment,
back to the technical wizards in the
pits for evaluation purposes.
Hence the need for an efficient
communication system that, in
principle, will at least give some
advance warning of a problem and

allow them to
keep the
driver up to
date with any
possible
action that can
be taken to
overcome it. Also, in trying to keep
ahead of your competitors, it helps
if you have some form of
summarised information recorded
about the car's performance during
race and practice laps.

Systems Used
On the Williams Fl racing cars
there are two communications
systems for the transfer of data
(telemetry) in addition to a v.h.f.
radio link between driver and pit
staff. The latter uses the
conventional p.m.r.
communication frequency of
168MHz within the Base TX
allocated band of 165.05 -
168.25MHz, but all traffic is digitally
encrypted - just in case the
opposition are listening in!
Communication between driver
and race engineers usually

Damon Hill in his 1996
Rothmans Williams Fl car.

The v.h.f. and telemetry
antennas are just in front of

Damon on the chassis top.
Copyright Williams GP Engineering

concentrates
on tactics and such factors as
when or whether to come in for
fuel, tyres, etc. and for a dialogue
to be established in the event of a
mechanical problem. The simple
p.t.t. button for v.h.f.
communication is on left hand side
of the driver's cockpit.

Telemetry Systems
The two independent telemetry
systems are concerned with the
transmission of essential data from
the engine and the chassis back to
the race engineering staff in the
pits. The engine performance data
concerns temperatures at various
points such as cylinders, coolant,
transmission, etc., pressures within
the casing and engine speed are
monitored by some 50 sensors at
approximately 100 samples per
second. The information from the
sensors is stored by an on -board
computer, ready to be transmitted
from the car on every lap as it
passes the pits. The race engineers
receive about 0.5Mb of
performance data per lap,
depending on length of circuit, to
be processed by their computers.
The engine telemetry system
operates at approximately 3.1GHz,
again depending on the circuit, is
manufactured by Magneti Marelli.

Real Time
As the telemetry requirements for
the car's chassis parameters are
not the same as that of the engine,
there is a need for a different
system capable of handling more
data in real or semi -real time, i.e. a
continuous flow of data back to the
pits. The chassis telemetry system
can handle up to 1Mb of data per
lap with its sensors monitoring
such data as suspension
movement (of which there is so
much during a lap of, say, a short
twisting circuit such as Monte
Carlo), considerable G forces
during fast cornering and overall
speeds. Apart from the continuous
nature of the data transmission,
post processing of the data is the
same as that for engine telemetry.
Some channels of data are
however further processed to give
summarised information for future
assessment on certain aspects of
car performance. The chassis
telemetry system is manufactured
by Telxon in conjunction with Pi
Research and Plextek and operates
via an omni-directional antenna on
approximately 3.8GHz, varying
according to circuit topology.

The telemetry and communications suite at the
Silverstone motor racing circuit.
Copyright ICN UK Bureau
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Roberts

 RDS Multi -band digital preset stereo world radio  PLL digital tuner with FM/MW/LW/SW wave band
coverage  307 memories - (261 on SW, 18 MW, 18 FM, 9 on LW plus priority station)

 RDS (Radio Data System) station name  SSB (USB/LSB) 40Hz/step fine tuning AM RF gain control
 Five tuning methods - direct frequency tuning, auto scan, manual tuning, memory recall, rotary tuning

 ATS (Auto Tuning System) - auto scan and pre-set stations in signal strength priority (FM/MW/LW)
 Continuous AM coverage 1 53kHz - 29.999MHz. RRP £200.00

 PLL multi -band digital preset stereo world radio
 Automatic tuning system scans the band and puts the 9

strongest signals into memory automatically (not on SW)
 5 tuning methods and 45 preset stations
 Dual time clock/alarm with precise setting
 Complete with auto dual voltage AC adaptor, portable

short wave aerial, stereo earphones and soft carrying pouch
 Continuous AM coverage 1 53kHz - 29.999MHz

R827

RRP £130.00

 PLL multi -band digital preset
stereo world radio
 5 tuning methods: direct
frequency keying, auto -scan,

manual scan, memory recall and

rotary

 45 preset stations  Dual
time clock/alarm  Receive single
side -band and CW transmissions
 Continuous AM coverage
150kHz - 29.999MHz

RRP £160.00

R809

 PLL multi -band digital preset stereo world radio
 5 tuning methods and 45 preset stations  Dual time
display  Clock/alarm  Complete with soft carrying pouch
 Continuous AM coverage 1 50kHz - 29.999MHz

RRP £100.00

RC828

 PLL multi -band digital
preset stereo world radio
cassette recorder  5 tuning
methods: direct frequency
keying, auto -scan, manual scan,
memory recall and rotary

 45 preset stations
 Time recording start
 Dual time clock/alarm
 Receive single side -band and
CW transmissions

 Continuous AM coverage
150kHz - 29.999MHz

RRP £220.00

Contact Roberts Radio Ltd. for further details or local stockists
Tel: 01709 571722 Fax: 01709 571255
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How to use the success below this frequency probability of success for the determined by the values of

Propagation Charts. are very slim. path and time. the intersections of the plots
The middle line indicates

the optimum working frequency
To make use of the charts

you must select the chart most
against frequency.

The charts contain three plots. (OWF) with a 90% probability closely located to the region Good luck and happy listening.
The lower dashed line of success for the particular containing the station that you
represents the lowest usable path and time. wish to hear. By selecting the
frequency (LUF), or ALF Lastly, the upper dashed time chosen for listening on the
(Absorption Limiting line, represents the maximum horizontal axis, the best
Frequency). The chances of usable frequency (MUF) a 50% frequencies for listening can be
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Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY16 1ZZ
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Life is real, life is earnest", says
the scribe. And, alas, it is. The
pressures are on for the

commercial interests to pinch the
amateur bands. In a way, we're the
victims of our own success - the
OSCAR series sparked the thoughts
leading to the 'Little LEOs' - Low
Earth Orbital satellites whose aim is
to take our bands for international
mobile telephones.

The RSGB isn't perfect, Heaven
knows. But - it's all we've got at
national level to defend us, and to
help defend amateur radio at
international level. They need more
members, simply because greater
numbers mean more clout - as any
trade unionist knows. Seriously, we
are talking about the very survival
of amateur radio. Please help.

Letters

Our 'starter for ten' this time comes
from Cliff Stapleton in Torquay
who finds himself quite amazed at
the lists of some other contributors.
What's wrong? Well, for one thing,
a noticeable absence of solar
activity, though it seems almost
certain we have now turned the
corner and can look to some years
of improving conditions; for a
second the knack of picking the
right times to be around.

There are some parameters here:
firstly, is there propagation between
here and our target? Secondly,
given there is propagation, will he
be buried under the European
QRM? Thirdly, given you can
resolve these two, is your man
curled up asleep in his nice warm
bed at the time you're listening?
Fourthly, does your antenna 'see'
your target area? It follows then
that a serious scratch for a
particular area takes all these things
into account. Look at the
propagation listings for the month
to see when there is propagation to
your chosen area. Bearing in mind
that most DX is either East or West
does your antenna favour these, or
can it be made to? You can always
hang up an impromptu wire
antenna for the rare African. If your
man is likely to be in bed and
asleep, then look for an alternative
propagation time when he could be
operating and listen then. If you're
really keen, buy an alarm clock and
be prepared to jump out of bed in
the middle of the night, log your
man and hop back into your pit
again! One of the propagation
programs (if there is one for your
particular computer) is a Godsend
here. However, the computer

s you
Tateurs Let's have all your news and comments, sent as usual for the start of the month.

program only tells us about the
'positive' factors - given specified
flux or sunspot number it gives you
a possible forecast; but it cannot
take into itself the unpredictable
negative factors like magnetic
storms. If at 0800UTC the program
predicts JANK/ZL by the bucketful,
and you switch on and hear only a
tired old band emitting a noise like
frying eggs, then you deduce a
negative has entered the system
and switch off!

A welcome return to the fold by
Karl Drage near Kettering, who
has discovered the joys of QSLing.
QSLing direct is an expensive
game, the more so as so many of
the rarer stations ask for return
postage in terms of 'green stamps'
(dollar bills) rather than IRCs. Even
IRCs can be a problem; they aren't
usable in a few countries. Add to all
that the problem that, while our UK
postal system is almost free from
deception, in many parts of the
world they catch on quickly to the
fact that a letter addressed to
'WX2YZ' will contain dollar bills or
IRCS so such letters will be
routinely opened, the money stolen
and the rest burned. Personally, I
refuse to QSL other than via the
Bureau system, unless I am aware
that the station is having a very -first
contact or something of that nature.
OK, so the Bureau system is slower,
but that is down to the users. Have
you got envelopes at your Bureau?
Do you write out your QSL card
immediately and send it off to the
Bureau smartly? Most important of
all for an s.w.l. is the report from
your station worthwhile? For
example, how does his signal
compare with others from the same
area if any: is the signal fading and
if so by how much and over what
period of time. While so many
listener reports over the years have
been pure dross (You're 5 & 9 from
next door; please QSL), the good
ones stick out in memory and one
feels they are more worthy of a card
than the guy we were in contact
with! One might compare signals
against others from the same part,
or show signal strength graphically
over a couple of hours or maybe
even note he was being called by
some rare d.x. and not hearing it.

Newcastle, Staffs, is home to Ted
Hearn who has done more
listening as a result of being on the
sick -list from work - a mixed
blessing! using the same antenna
but coupled now through a Global
AT2000 tuner, Top Band came up
with AB4VV, KD3PX, K2WK, VE2RP,
WA1OXT, and of course umpteen

Europeans. Turning to 3.5MHz we
find among the Europeans AD6C,
CU8AH, EA8PP, LUs OD5PI, OD5NH,
0Y6CQQ, OY9JD, PY2ROB, TA3J,
TF3HP, VE3FKK, VO1WIZ, VO1FB,
VO1SA, VY2ROB, XE1FLY, YV1D1G,
ZL1ANJ, ZL1IU, ZUNK3DZM,
ZP5Y0E, Z32AF, 1A0KM, 4X1VF,
5T5DB, 6Y5PA, and 9K2MU. Up
again, to 7MHz and we find AP2RP,
CO6RQ, CU2HI, CP2DD, CP6UA,
FM5GU, HK4CYR, HK6/P/N2ZLG,
HR5AAP, HI8PLE, HS1NGR,
HL5BDD, HP1XVH, HC4L,
KF4AME/TI6, LU3HYS, OD50D, PS,
PT, PYs, PZ1EL, SU1GS, TI4CF,
TT2JIC, TT8WL, XE1NUA, XT2DP,
YVs, ZPs, and a brace of 9H1s. On
14MHz A71BH, DH2JD/H13,
DL5MLB/EA6, EA9AU, FK8GM, PYs
and LUs, SU3AM, TA6C,
TA4/DF2LM/P, VR2IP, VUs assorted,
VK, ZP5PIB, ZL2000, 3V8BB, a
couple of 4Xs 5B4BH, 9H1ZE and
9H40M, while a final lift to 21MHz
gave no more than NC4Z and
ZS5PT.

Another return to the fold is
John Collins in Birmingham who
sticks to 7MHz Phone. On January
20, the band produced 9K2MU,
UXOLZ, J69B(direct QSLs only),
GWOGEI, Z32XX, 4K6KM, YO3GDA,
3E1DX, XF4CA, EX8VZ and
9A1HDE. From 0400UTC John
noted the Voice of Turkey
broadcasting to North America on
7100kHz - which should make
Turkey pretty popular! Finally, the
Royal Signals net control station,
around 0140, GM4FDZ was a
maximum meter -reading signal in
Brummagen, beating even the
French stations under.

A very nice letter came in from
Dean Lewis, WA3WGV, 1193
Azalea Lane, Palatine IL 60074,
whose roots lie in South Wales, and
I have answered him direct.
However, if you happen to be a
s.w.l. in the southerly part of GW I
guess Dean will respond to a decent
report.

Now to Ted Trowell in Minster,
Isle of Sheppey, all logged on c.w.
On Top Band OHO/OZ1FG, 9H1BT
both around 2100Z while an hour
later WW2Y came in. For 3.5MHz
nothing is noted but on 7MHz
around 1900 VK2APV, 5X1P, and in
the 2200 slot TI4CF, KP2J and
FM5FJ. In the morning on 10MHz
(0800) Ted found ZL4NB, while
around 1600 A71CW, VE3X0, while
around 2200 ZS6QU, TU4FF, and
KP2J were noted. Next 14MHz
where trade peaked, with logging of
A71CW, 7Z500, 8P9EM at 1100,
followed at 1600 by NX7K, ZS6ME,
9Y4VU, W6IJ, VQ9CH, K7ZZ,

-U

9K2MU, W9KNI/6, W6TZD, ZS4XJ,
VE7SR, N6XMW, ZS1AAX,
W4MJ/MM, W60V, plus at 1800
P40WA. At 2000Z we find PY2FM,
PY5BLG, LU4FD, PY1VOY, PY6GE,
6W6JX, and KC4AAA, the US Base
at the South Pole where the
operator was Nick UY3YH. Up again
to 18MHz where at 1100 Ted noted
9K2MU, and at 1500Z FY5YE,
3DAOCA, 9L1KA, FM/F5NBX, 5X1P,
5N3/SP5XAR, PT7WX, VP5/WQ7X,
VKOIR, 9L1KA, CT3/DJ10J and
KP4Y. Finally, 21MHz where ZS6SA,
EA8AOY were entered in mid-
morning and FM5GS in mid-
afternoon.

Heard Island

VKOIR has come and gone. As they
racked up some 80 000 contacts
from the island they must qualify as
the most successful DXpedition of
all time, and I am surprised that
only Ted Trowell gives them a
mention. Nearly thirty months of
preparation went into this one.

Yemen

Some of you may have noticed
701A between December 14 and
21; this was a demonstration station
set up by DJ9ZB and JH1AJT, all
sideband, with a view to persuading
the Yemen authorities to sanction
amateur radio operation again. We
live in hope on this one; the last full -
throttle efforts from the country
were 701AA by some 9K2
operators and 708AA by a couple
of French ops, both back in 1990.
Since then it has climbed up the
'most wanted' lists to number four.
Incidentally, the American 5919) DX
Report say they have seen a copy of
the 701A licence document.

Andaman

Mani VU2JPS has finally received
the gear sent by Jim Smith and the
HIDXA group, so this is another rare
one to be activated.

1-Hn(s

The Editor, Dick Ganderton G8VFH
and Yours Truly attended the RSGB
Presidential Installation of GI8AYZ
at Belfast.... and our mutual interest
(trains, Ed) led us to the Ulster Folk
and Transport Museum- WELL
WORTH A VISIT.

Letters as usual please, to me at
PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY16
1ZZ, to arrive by the beginning of
the month - and the more the
merrier!
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LONDON, ,AD  Tel: 0171.637 0353/0590  Fax: 0171-637 2690

SONY RADIOS ARE ON
SPECIAL OFFER

1YOUR SONY
SPECIALIST
X411 products covered by a
otal manufacturers
uarantee

EW FROM SONY
F-SW1000T RRP £449 . . . . ASK price £360.00

As reviewed in Short Wave Magazine April issue

ICF-SW77150-29995kHz, usb/lsb cw, 160 mem-
ories & labelling facility, 5 event timer, world timer
RRP £399.95 ASK price £329.00
ICF-SW55 RRP £299.95 ASK price £235.00
ICF-SW100E RRP £219.95 . . ASK price £159.95

F-SW100S KIT inc active antenna
RP £299.95 ASK price £235.95

F-SW7600G RRP £189.95. ASK price £129.95
F-SW33 RRP £149.95 ASK price £135.00

F-SW10 RRP £49.95 ASK price £39.95

F-SW40 RRP £119.95 ASK price £84.95
N1 Active SW antenna
RP £74.95 ASK price £59-95

N-71 Wire antenna £4.99
N-100 Active antenna for
F-SW100 or ICF-SVV7600G £49.95

AN -102 Compact active antenna £59.95

ROBERTS
RC -828

R-827

R-861

R-617

R-621

R-101

GRUNDIG
Satelit-700
Yachtboy-500

ASK price GARMIN RRP ASK price

£195.00 GPS 38 £229.95 £145.00
£145.00 GPS 40 £249.95 £130.00

£185.00 GPS 45XL £290.00 £220.00

£120.00 GPSII £290.00 £220.00

£49.95
£49.95

GPS-12 New h/held

GPS-65 Fixed marine

GPS-75 Fixed/portable h/h

£290.00

£399.95

£399.95

£220.00
£215.00
£255.00

GPS-120 Fixed £429.95 £269.95

£320.00 GPS-175 H/held plotter £799.95 £615.00

C160.00 GPS-95 Aviation £499.95 £295.00

SW
Receivers

HF-150 £385.00
KEY PAD £39.95
PR -150 £205.00
IF -150 interface £39.95
HF-250 £700.00

requency Guiaes
and Books

UK Scanning Directory 5th edition £18.50
Scanners 3 £9.95
UHF/VHF Frequency Guide £12.95
The Shortwave Listeners Hand Book £19.95
Passport to World Band Radio 1997 £14.95
World Radio TV Hand Book 1997 £18.95

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME ON THE
ABOVE PHONE NUMBERS.

FAST -EFFICIENT -CONVENIENT TO
YOUR DOOR STEP!!

How TO
INTERPRET

FACSIMILE

WEATHER MAPS

& CHARTS

£8.95

WEATHER

REPORTS FROM

RADIO

SOURCES

£6.00
Global Radio Guide £3.95
The Worldwide Aeronautical Communication Frequency

Directory £19.95
The Worldwide Aeronautical HF Radio Handbook ,.£6.95

International Airband Radio Hand Book £9.95
How to Interpret Facsimile Weather Maps & Charts£8.95

Weather Reports from Radio Sources £6.95
Ham Tool Kit (CD ROM) £9.95
Simple GPS Navigation (Land, sea & air) £9.95
Air Band Radio Hand Book 6th Edition £9.95

AOR
AR7030 Voted best tabletop HF rcvr

1-769-.99" £700.00

AR5000 Wide band rcvr £.1.749:95 £1495.00

AR3000A Wide band rcvr£.799:95- £680.00

AR3000+ Wide band rcvr with SAT & AM filters
£899:95 £780.00

AR8000 Best H/held wide band rcvr available
L.34995" £299.95

SDU5000 Spectrum display for AR3000/
3000+,%5000 £299:95 £629.95

WA7000 Active wide band antenna
.£149795- £130.00

SA7000 High quality passive wide band antenna
£138700" £115.00

CU8232 Computer interface for AR8000/
2700 £99.95

SAC8000 Link for AR8000 to Opto Scout no mod
req £24.95

OPTO SCOUT Instant reaction frequency counter
_£3.49795- £369.95

SCANNERS
YUPITERU
VT -12511 Air bancL£199:95 £169.95

VT -150 FM Marine.£499-15" £169.95

MVT-225 Civil & Military airband1299735- 1250.00

MVT-7000 100kHz-1300MHz (no gaps)
£299:9.5 £255.00

MVT-7100EX 500kHz- 1650MHz £349:95- £265.00

MVT-8000 Home base 8MHz-1300MHz
£399795- £335.00

MVT-9000 New wide band rcyr_f_499:95 £450.00

UNIDEN
UBC-220x1t Budget priced rcvr

£149.95

UBC-3000XLT Wide band rcvr£349:93 £215.00

UBC-65XLT Pmr/Marine/UHFNHF rcvr
EID995- £65.00

UBC-9000XLT Wideband base receiver _1279.00

O
ICOM

IC -R10 New wide band rcvr inc SSB
_£449795 £345.00

IC -R8500 Professional base receiver
I749 -CD £1490.00

REALISTIC
DX -394 HF receiver £349:95- £229.95

PRO -26 Wide band receiver. 29915" £199.95
PRO -2042 Wide band receiver home base
f.429795 £309.95

All products are subject to a
posting & packaging chargee

TAX FREE FOR EXPORT.

MAIL ORDER IMMEDIATE DESPATCH.

GOVERNMENT & LOCAL AUTHORITY

ORDERS WELCOME

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD

um ate mamas fiim 144 a cedi Of7A637P
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Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
TWO-WAY RADIO  AMATEUR RADIO  AUDIO VISUAL  SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ. Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: (01908) 216373
E -Mail:- 100304.71@Compuserve.com

A quality British made communications receiver
at an affordable price

R10 FROM ICOM
* All modes
* 500kHz-1300MHz no
gaps
* 1000 memory channels
with Alpha Tag
* Real time band scope
* 100Hz resolution
* tunable band pass filters
for the very best image and
intermode rejection
* Noise blanker and auto
noise limiter
* Full computer interface
compatability.

£379.00
(plus £6 P&P)

* NEW * NEW * NEW

The first of a whole new range. Target HF
receiver for the shortwave listener.

 Frequency range 30kHz-30MHz  1kHz steps with clarify
control  Audio output 2 watts  Bandwidth SSB = 4kHz, AM
= 6kHz  Modes USB/AM/LSB  Signal strength meter
 Favourite frequency memory  Large, silky smooth tuning
control knob  Fully synthesised employing a phase lock loop
VCO to ensure stable and accurate signal reception
 Headphone socket.

£159.95 inc VAT. Add £6 P&P.

THE ABOVE PRICE INCLUDES 12V POWER SUPPLY AND AERIAL

ICOM R8500

Covers 100kHz-2GHz
All modes
Includes IF shift. APF direct

RS -232C computer capability

£1449.00

DSP IF for AR7000
The all mode, 100kHz
to 2GHz, AR7000 is
another pioneering
receiver design from
AOR. Confirming the
arrival of the digital
revolution, the new

radio employs true Digital Signal Processing.
Demodulation and filtering are performed at high speed
by a 16 -bit DSP. Down conversion is performed digitally
also. The AR7000 features a 16 -colour 8.5mm LCD
(similar to the SDU5000) for all display data, including
frequency, squelch and volume levels, AGC speed, mode
and filter selection. Also provided are visual scan, search
and spectrum display. The receiver can also drive an
external PAL or NTSC video display. RS -232 control is
built-in and the AR7000 comes supplied with an infrared
remote control. The AR7000 is expected to be available
during the first quarter of 1997.

£TBA

* SPECIAL OFFER *
The AR8000 UK
receiver is without
doubt the most full
featured wide band
hand held receiver on
the market today.
Frequency coverage
is from 500kHz-
1900MHz without
gaps. All mode
reception. AM, NFM.
WFM, USB, LSB
and CW. Twin
frequency display,
alphanumeric text
comments, optional 8AR 000UK
computer control etc.

£329.00 v. ,6

AOR AR -7030 T  new AR -5000

An excellent British made SW
receiver, boasting more than 100dB
of dynamic range in AM mode!

 Razor sharp selectivity

 Better than 0.3pV sensitivity

£729.95
Can £10

 Very wide
frequency
coverage 10kHz-
2600MHz  All
mode reception:
AM. FM. USB.
LSB & CW
 Automatic

electronic preselection of the front end 
Excellent strong signal handling  NCO
(Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning steps
down to 1Hz  TCXO fitted as standard 
Multiple IF bandwidths 3, 6. 15. 30 110 &
220kHz (500Hz optional)  Auto mode
bandplan selection  Multi -function LCD with 8
character alpha -text comments  Extensive
search & scan facilities  "Cyber Scan" last
search & scan speeds up to 45
channels/increments per second  Analogue S -
meter  1000 memory channels and 20 search
banks with EEPROM storage  Auto memory
store  Extensive RS232 command list  Sleep
timer/alarm  Standard DTMF decode/display
 Optional CTCSS search & decode

£1569.00
AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE

SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF

RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, THURSDAY 9.30 - 12.00, SATURDAY 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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Graham Tanner, 64 Attlee Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB4 9JE. Internet: gmt@delphi.com

SS3
This month, I have some
answers to more readers
letters, and also a few more

items for your diaries. I seem to
have received quite a few
messages and bits of news from
the Internet, which just goes to
show how useful it really can be.

First up is Carl Hender who
wrote to say that he heard the
Virgin Challenger balloon working
Portishead early in the morning
after its launch. He has his own
web -site, and says that it contains
a transcript of the contact between
Richard Branson and Portishead
Radio on 5.610MHz, and it is also
available as a Real Audio3 file (so
you can hear the action as it was
recorded live). The URL:
http://www.flexnet.co.uk/-hen
der/-radio.htm is the one to
point that browser at.

Letters

Arthur T from Kent writes to say
that he has just returned to utility
listening after quite a few years
away, but now finds that most of
the stations he used to listen to
have disappeared. He says that he
does not want to buy a new copy
of Klingenfuss, only to find that
the stations he used to listen to
have really gone, not just changed
frequency.

Well, Arthur, a lot of stations
have moved away from short
wave towards land -line
connections and (more recently)
also an increase in the use of
satellite links. However, there are
still thousands of stations to listen
to, and whether you can hear
them (or not) depends upon your
radio equipment and your skill as
a listener. If you can't afford a
copy of Klingenfuss, why not try a
copy of Ferrell's Confidential
Frequency List? It's about half the
price of the Klingenfuss Utility
Guide, but does not contain quite
so much details about all the data
transmission modes. Both are
available from the SWM Book
Store, so look in this issue of the
magazine for ordering details.

Arthur also asked if I had any
information sheets relating to
utility listening. I must admit that I
have been considering this idea
for a few months. I would like to
be able to provide some sort of
fact -sheet, similar to those offered
by Godfrey Manning's 'Airband'
column. At the moment, I'm still
trying to think about the areas that
each fact -sheet would cover, but if
anybody has any suggestions,

listening
please write with details. So far, I
have thought of the following
areas: what are utility signals,
getting a suitable receiver,
antennas, maritime frequencies,
aeronautical frequencies, other
frequencies. Naturally, some of
these are going to be quite large!

Peter G from Glasgow writes
in response to the recent listing of
military exercises mentioned a
few months back. He wants to
know why I did not mention any
frequencies to be used during the
exercise. Well, Peter, these are
military exercises, and they like to
use random or one-off frequencies
for these kinds of events, so as to
avoid casual listeners.

That does not stop people
searching for their signals though.
Most of the exercise only last a
week, and it usually only takes a
day or two for details of their
active frequencies to be found and
passed around (usually via the
Internet). In fact, almost all their
frequencies are quite well-known,
and have been published several
times over. Probably the best book
for this kind of frequency
information is Eavesdropping on
the British Military, which is also
available from the SWM Book
Store. To find the air defence
frequencies, listen to the Architect
broadcasts at H+00 and H+30 on
the regular Architect frequencies;
at the end of the broadcast, they
will transmit the two -letter
codes for the active frequencies.
There are plenty of sources of
the frequency list for these
two -letter codes (including the
above named book); when
you hear the codes being
broadcast, tune -in to the correct
frequency, and you should start to
hear signals.

Peter also asked a few other
questions which I will be covering
in the next few months.

WUN

It would appear that a number of
readers have recently discovered
the Internet, and the World Utility
Network (WUN). I imagine that
this is the result of people
acquiring computers over the
Christmas period, starting to use
the Internet, and then hearing
about WUN. Within the space of
one week I received three E -mails
from people with questions and
comments about WUN. One E-
mail asked how to join, and two
went to great lengths to explain

what it was all about, and how to
join.

This all made me think that it
was time for a reminder about
how to join the WUN. The World
Utility Network is an Internet
group dedicated to spreading
news and information about utility
signals in the shortwave bands. It
is not restricted to voice comms.,
as it also covers all those digital
modes. There are over a thousand
members around the world who
receive between ten and twenty E -
mails per day with information
about signals heard, and advance
information about events to listen
out for.

So, how do you join this
group? Quite simply,

if

you

utilittvs
coNFIDENT
FREQUEN L

cy

- aicV-1

send a
simple E-mail message
to majordomo@grove.net,
leaving the subject line completely
blank, and just the message
subscribe wun in the body of the
E-mail. That's all there is to it! By
return, you will receive a list of
rules, and details of where to send
your information. Within a few
hours, you will start to receive E-
mail messages from all around
the world.

I have been a member of the
group for over two years, in fact, I
joined very soon after the group
was set-up at the start of 1995.
Every month they produce a
Newsletter, WUNNEWS which
combines members logs and
articles of interest to its members.
If you're a utility listener and on
the Internet, this is one group that
you should be a member of.

Diary Dates
For those of you who listen to air
traffic across the North Atlantic on
the NAT tracks, the summer has a
few interesting flights to listen for.

A few weeks back I happened
upon an advertisement from
Swissair announcing that in
celebration of the 50th
anniversary of transatlantic
services to North America, they
would be undertaking two DC -4
flights across the Atlantic. The
Spirit of Swissair DC -4 will
operate one way New York -
Gander -Shannon -Zurich on both
trips, the return is from Geneva or
Zurich to New York on the more
usual jet aircraft.

The schedule was outlined as
follows:

New York (JFK) to
Gander, departing 10 May;
Gander to Shannon,

departing 12 May; Shannon
to Zurich, departing 14 May.
New York (JFK) to Gander,

departing 12 June; Gander to
Shannon, departing 14 June;
Shannon to Zurich, departing
16 June.

This will be a rare
opportunity for h.f. civil aero
enthusiasts to try to log a DC -4.
The Douglas DC -4 is a four-
engined piston powered aircraft
from the early 1940s. The final
seating layout for these flights is
not known, but there is not likely
to be more than 100 passengers
on each flight. Also, these aircraft
are very slow when compared
with today's jet aircraft, and since
they are not pressurised, they will
be flying much lower than normal.
Both these factors mean that it
should be very easy to identify the
flights as they cross the Atlantic.
The flight numbers have not been
announced yet, so I cannot say
which callsigns to listen for, but
any low and slow Swissair flights
across the Atlantic on the dates
mentioned must be the
anniversary flight.
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John Griffiths, c/o 22 Ffordd Beibio, Holyhead, Gwynedd, North Wales 1.1.65 2EH.

Sc,nru
This month, as promised,
we'll take a look at base
station sets and what's what.

Like the previous month, it's not a
definitive listing but rather a look
at what's available and what you
should look for with a short list of
sets 'known' to me.

I'll start by looking at what
facilities are available on existing
sets and give a brief outline of
what you should look for when
purchasing a base. Then a peek at
some of the 'die-hard' sets still
doing the rounds and available
second-hand.

Like the first outline on hand-
helds, it may make sense to
commit the readies on a second-
hand set if you're new rather than
buy something brand new that
you may not get full use out of.
Like cars - my other hobby! - it
makes sense to buy something
second-hand after you've passed
the test rather than rushing out to
buy the latest Porsche 911 turbo!
So you can drive - but how much
experience have you got?

My Mailbag
Thank you to all those readers
who wrote in to say they missed
the military airband section of this
column. The new section, by Peter
Bond, is proving to be really good
and my advice is to send stuff in to
Peter. I will handle the scanner
stuff, however. Yes, I miss it too,
but this is a scanning column after
all!

Thanks to Miles Foreman, of
Redruth for the clipping from 'The
West Briton' of 16 January '97
regarding the prosecution of two
scanner users. The pair were
noticed driving around Devoran in
a manner described as
'suspicious'.

Police stopped their vehicle and
a scanner was found under the
passenger seat tuned into nine
police channels. They were each
given a conditional discharge for a
year and ordered to pay
prosecution costs. Both admitted
listening to messages they were
not authorised to receive.

This underlines what I've
always said about scanners and
the police. They are interested.
They will prosecute. You will be
charged!

Without getting on my soapbox
again I'll end this bit with the
following information: If you listen
in public or act in a manner likely
to attract attention, then you
deserve what you get. Be aware.
Be cautious. Be very careful!

Help Needed
Can anyone help Patrick O'Brien
GW1SXN of Caernarfon who is
looking for an instruction manual
for a PRO -44 by Netset? Patrick is
also looking for frequencies local
to his area. He is on BBS and can
be contacted there at GB7ABB or
GB7OSP. His home address is: 12
Church Street, Caernarfon,
Gwynedd LL55 1SW. Any help
would be appreciated.

Also, info. required on the
following: Tracker system
frequencies. Skynet 2000, Autocall
and Recall. Are they all the same?
All answers to me at the masthead
address please!

Reader News
John Kerr writes in with news
about a.t.u.s on hand-helds,
something I touched on in my last
column. John uses a 10m long
wire antenna with a Global a.t.u.
to an MVT-7100 and reports
excellent results. He reports that
the same wire length with a balun
also works well but says he
prefers the a.t.u. set-up.

John also experimented with a
3m length of wire attached to the
'7100's telescopic by a crocodile
clip. He tells me it worked well in
his conservatory. It goes to show
that you experiment and find your
best from that! Then, isn't that
what radio is all about?

Peter Peck writes in from
Llangefni, in Anglesey, with news
that he is interested in marine
communications and can he be
pointed in the direction of what
can be heard and where. Firstly,
you can hear ship -to -ship comms
on channels
6,8,9,10,13,15,17,67,68,70,72,75,76,
77 and 78.

The marine v.h.f. band runs
from 156.000 to 162.000MHz and,
in Llangefni, you're going to need
one brilliant antenna to get much!
Spend your weekends in
Holyhead or Amlwch....or move!

On board ship hand-helds,
which are u.h.f., operate on three
channels and these are: CH1 -
457.525 paired with 467.525, Ch2 -
457.550 paired with 467.550 and
Ch3 - 457.575 paired with 467.675.

You will hear berthing
instructions from, typically, bridge
to deck, cargo op's between Mates
and crew and so on and if they
use the ship's boat for a jolly, then
probably that as well!

Thanks to Paul Wey of
PROMA for the disk. I'll get
around to reading it soon. For

those interested in contacting
PROMA, which deals with
frequencies and is a good source
of reference, they can be
contacted at: 2 Icknield Way,
Baldock, Hertfordshire SG7
5AJ.

A quick mention to SH of
Warwick. Thanks for the info on
the new Short Range Business
Radio (SRBR). Those interested
can hear transmissions on
u.h.f but where? Anyone with
any idea contact me and we'll try
to publish a list!

Emergency Services
News in also reports that we may
see, in the not too distant future, a
'joint' going on between Police,
Fire and Ambulance
communications under the Public
Safety Radio Communications
project. Briefly, this is about the
emergency services, using digital
communications, on the proposed
380 - 400MHz u.h.f. band. It will be
encrypted, of course. A pilot
scheme may operate with
Lancashire Constabulary with a
system phasing in between 1999 -
2003 nationwide. It is believed
Racal, NTL and BT are being asked
to submit the plans for this
system.

Illegal Transmitting
Now the ultimate in news stories!
From the Daily Mail of 25 January
'97 comes the story of a Belgian
youth who was transmitting to
aircraft and adopting the role of
the control tower, illegal, of
course. The child, who was 15 at
the time, managed to transmit
messages which resulted in
aircrew being asked to repeat their
instructions.

In one case the pilot of an
Alitaia 737 was told to "go down
to 10000 feet" but controllers at
the airport at Zaventem managed
to intercept the dud message and,
in the words of the Daily Mail, to
"avert a catastrophe". If that
wasn't scary enough, two days
later the pilot of a Sabena jet was
told to change course. Controllers
once again managed to foil a
disaster.

Eventually tracked down, the
child had been give a radio
scanner and a transmitter,
allegedly an amateur radio
transmitter, as presents by his
father, and his rationale in pirating
the airwaves? "To see what would
happen". Currently held in
custody, the child faces up to two

years for "interfering with air
safety and endangering the lives
of passengers". Two years?

As a student Social Worker I
know the courts can be lenient
and sometimes don't take full
account of what's what, but just
two years? It makes my blood boil
to think the Europeans are as
lenient as this. If this happened in
the UK I would hope, sincerely,
that the criminal involved would
be looking at at least 10 years,
with remission after public review
at five. However, it should be
longer.

Imagine what would have
happened if just one aircraft had
listened to the false
instructions and no, to the best
of my knowledge, the infamous
'Glasgow' transmitter still hasn't
been located. He's the idiot who
uses air frequencies to do the
same as the Belgian. I've also
heard about the same happening
at Manchester. Apologies to
Godfrey Manning on that story, it's
in your domain I believe, but it
mentioned the awful word
scanner.

Main Menu
What's a wideband scanner? is the
first question you may ask.
Simply, it is a very versatile bit of
kit as it covers a huge whack of
the spectrum with no gaps.

For example, AOR took this into
practice with their venerable
AR2001 which covered 25-550MHz
with no gaps and could be
a.m./f.m. programmed. Their later
AR2002 went up to 1300MHz, and
I had one many years ago, being,
as it was then, the ultimate in
radio receivers for the 'high'
frequencies above 30MHz.

Some sets are serious, being
able to discriminate signals
properly and also being sensitive
enough to tweak out good
reception. Some are not. My
advice here is pretty biased, buy
only from a reputable
manufacturer and do not believe
all you read on ability!

Be aware of step rates or
'tuning increments'. Typical
channel steps in the UK are
12.5kHz and you should purchase
a scanner that has this step, many
US sets do not. Ideal sets will offer
a 1kHz step rate, and this is
brilliant. If it offers the ability to
tune 0.5kHz, snap the salesman
hands off at the wrist and part
with the money - this step rate is
the perfect one!

RF Attenuator (also known as
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FIRE 32 rwse colour
COMPUTER CATALOGE

FR32 page full colour
Computer Equipment Catalogue

with the Winter 96/97 Cirkit Catalogue

The Winter 96/97 Edition brings you:

Even further additions to the Computer section
extending our range of PC components and
accessories at unbeatable prices.

WIN!. a 28,800 Fax Modem in our easy to enter
competition.

100's of new products including; Books, Connectors,
Entertainment, Test Equipment and Tools.

New Speakers, Mixers and In -Car
Amplifiers in the Entertainment
section.

£25 worth discount vouchers.
+ 30p p&p

248 Page main Catalogue, plus 32 Page full
Colour Computer Catalogue, incorporating 24
Sections and over 4000 Products from some of the
Worlds Finest Manufacturers.

Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and most
large newsagents, or directly from Cirkit.

Get your copy today!

Access

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7NQ

Tel: 01992 448899  Fax: 01992 471314
Email:mailorder@cirkit.co.uk

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

PCB
SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for SWM constructional
projects are available from the SWM PCB Service.!
The boards are made in 1.5mm glass -fibre and are
fully tinned and drilled. For a list of boards see May
'95 issue of Short Wave Magazine (p.48).

Orders and remittances should be sent to: Badger
Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton
Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 0956 374918 (Mon -Fri
9am-5.30pm) marking your envelope SWM PCB
Service. Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to Badger Boards. When ordering please
state the Article Title as well as the Board Number.
Please print your name and address clearly in
block capitals and do not enclose any other
correspondence with your order.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Only the P.C.B.s listed are available.

BADGER BOARDS, 87 BLACKBERRY LANE,
FOUR OAKS, SUTTON COLDFIELD B74 4JF

Telephone 0956 374918

Why
not subscribe

to

Short Wave
Magazine

in time for Easter?

Phone Michael on

01202 659930
NOW

for details
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local/DX) gives you the chance to
block out local channel or strong
signals which will otherwise
intermodulate with the one you
want. It's a filter, in effect,
although its downside is that it
may miss weak signals.

Again, look for one with the
standard BNC fitting. There are
still scanners on the market using
odd antenna connectors! The
universal BNC allows you to
connect up to most of the add-on
external and internal antennas on
the market, which increases your
listening range. If you're staying
with base sets, then you do need
an outside antenna.

What's Available?
What's available? Wow, what a
choice! What's more, what a
question! Like hand-helds, the
choice is staggering and ranges
from entry level to professional
grade receivers more at home in
GCHQ than in 15, The Drive,
Middle England!

Two good starters are the
Bearcat UBC860 XLT at £140 and
the Realistic PRO -2037 at £180.
Both offer a.m./f.m., and both
have the TV section docked out,
leaving you to tune from 66-
960MHz, which should cover most
of what's out there.

An ultimate scanner looks like
the AR5000, which covers from
10kHz to 2.6GHz, all modes, that's
a.m./f.m./s.s.b./c.w. It would need
a family of antennas to keep up
with its abilities and costs a cool
£1500. That's right, one and a half
grand....however, orgasm springs

to mind when I see this particular
set! It has everything you could
possibly wish for in a set, can be
computer controlled and can
whizz through channels at 45
channels per second....my bet is
that GCHQ has a few of these!

Second -Hand Market
On the second hand market are
sets like the AR2800, which covers
500kHz to 1.3GHz with gaps, and
covers the a.m./f.m./w.f.m./s.s.b.
spread. This means that it can
pick-up short wave. Remember
the a.t.u. however, and it's a good
buy if you get offered one at a
reasonable price. What's
reasonable? Around £150.

The AR3000A is another
venerable beast which will be
established on the second hand
market now. How do you sum this
up? Well, Peter Rouse, who is
sadly no longer with us, reckoned
this one was a 'must' and I'd
agree with him. Well built, solid
and ideal, this set was used for a
while by certain UK Government
departments, a damn good
recommendation if you needed
one!

Icom market their IC -R100 as a
scanner covering 100kHz to
1.8GHz and this is still available
for both new and second-hand
markets. A tiny, lovely little set it
would appear to be suited to the
serious user. Fitted with an
Automatic Frequency Control
IAFCI this is a feature which some
enthusiasts will find useful when
trying to keep up with the doppler
shift and no, I haven't the word

space to describe what this is, so
don't start worrying about it!

Huae Selection
Like hand-helds, there is a huge
selection available and the proviso
I'd go with is that "you pays your
money and you takes your
chance". Having said that, you
need to keep an eye out for
bargains. These can be had in the
Trading Post section in the back of
this magazine or in local or
dealers showrooms.

Sometimes, manufacturers like
AOR have 'sales' and advertise the
same. Can I hear someone saying
this section is biased towards
AOR? It looks like it, but then, they
are a prolific manufacturer and do
some great gear.

I've had an AR2000 for a good
few years now and while it's
showing its age it is still a good
little set. I started scanning off
seriously with an AOR set anyway
so maybe I am a bit biased! Why
not? However, in the interests of
fairness, I also rate Yupiteru as
makers of excellent kit. So there!

Base Sets
Lastly, as an airband anorak, no
mention of base sets would be
complete without mentioning the
Signal R-535. This is the beast
amongst lesser animals and is
about as specialised as they come.
It looks like something from the
cockpit of a warhorse, being
functional and no nonsense. It
covers 108-143 and 220-380MHz
with a.m. only and has 60

channels. It is still regarded as
being brilliant kit and, as I've said,
is worthy of mention simply
because it's a specialist bit of radio
and dedicated to airband, civil and
military. If you're seriously into
airband, then this is the one to go
for.

What's Next?
What can you expect next? I'll take
a look at the frequency spread
next month, in a general way, so
that you can map out what's
where. It's up to you to find it,
however! I'll point you in the
direction and after that, go the
hobby way and scan!

Maybe, over the next few
months, we'll open a forum on
what you find is good and bad
about the scanners you use. I'd
like to hear what you say about
the kit you use. The column is
read by manufacturers, so any
groans, moans and praise you
may have about kit can be
certainly aimed in the right
direction. If you have any tips or
points you want to raise with
other users then send them in too.
Remember, this is your column
and your input helps it get along.

Lastly, I'm back on disk, but
cannot accept computer disks as I
use a dedicated word processor
and not a PC! As yet I'm still
unable to access a PC so, for the
time being, can you desist from
sending me copy on disc?

Until next month then, keep
scanning, and catch you down the
log sometime.

Kevin Nice, c/o SWM Editorial Offices, Broadstone
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Ron's barometric pressure chart for the month of February 1997
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28.4 961

Watch out next month for a change to this page. We will be bringing you a series of charts that show valuable solar
and geophysical information that relates to prevailing radio propagation. Data for the charts will be gathered during
the calander month prior to the cover month of the issue.
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Practical Wireless has
teamed up with the
nationwide communication
specialists - Odyssey
Corporation PLC, to give
away a free Ericsson mobile
phone, with free connection
to readers of the magazine.

The Ericsson GA 318 is
one of the smallest and
most reliable digital mobile
phones on the market. Just
130 x 49 x 32.5 millimetres
in size and a lightweight 248

grams, the GA 318 fits
snugly into your pocket or in

the palm of your hand.
Calling line

identification, phone book
and call waiting are just
some of the many features
of the GA 318. In

conjunction with computer
and fax lines, the phone can
be used to send and receive

data.
The GA 318 is a digital

phone, so you can take it abroad and use it on your
travels. Digital technology also makes it impossible to
tap into your conversations.

Each phone has a retail value of approximately
£300, and comes with a 14 day trial period during
which you can judge it for yourself. If you do not want
to keep it, simply return the phone in perfect condition
and its original packaging to Odyssey.

Monthly line rental is as little as £15 per month,
plus VAT. Peak calls are 30 pence per minute and off
peak calls are 10 pence per minute plus VAT. Calls are
charged by the second, and not by the minute.

How to get your free mobile phone
Simply fill in the cellular agreement form and send

your details to us before 30 April 1997.
Phones are offered subject to status, new

connection, direct debit, itemised billing and a 12
month airtime agreement. Offer applies to UK only.
Phones are normally delivered within 48 hours after
the necessary status checks have been completed.

All sections of the contract must be completed
including the telephone number.

YOU MUST ENCLOSE WITH YOUR

APPLICATION one proof of address and one proof
of signature. Address - driving licence or bank
statement, utility bill, i.e. gas, electricity, telephone or
a credit card statement, addressed to the applicant
only, at the current address and dated within the last
three months. Signature - copy of credit card or
cheque guarantee card, UK passport or driving
licence.

Photocopies are fine, any original copies sent will
be returned.

Please post your completed application to'
PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

If you have any enquiries regarding the mobile
phone, ring the Odyssey Help Desk on

0181-740 0040

ODYSSEY

SPECIAL READER OFFER FROM PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Be practically wireless with this FREE mobile phone offer - worth over £300!!

cellular agreement securicorcellular services
subscriber details (BLOCK CAPITALS)

Name:

Address:

Town:

County Postcode:

How long at this address? Years: Months:

Home telephone no:

charges (excluding call charges).

Monthly subscriptions

Standard subscription:

If less than 3 years previous address

Town

County Postcode

How long at this address Work telephone no

If an individual date of birth

Company registered no:

Tariff option Regular Caller Plus One

15.00 VAT at he standard rate is payable on the applicable charges.

Itemised billing: 2.95

an agreement between
Securicor Cellular Services Limited of Aquila House, London Road, Redhill Surrey RH1 1NR ('the Company') and the party described above
('the Subscriber'), whereby it is mutually agreed as follows: 1. The Company shall provide cellular telephone services subject to the terms
and conditions overleaf. 2. This agreement shall come into effect upon connection of the Subscriber's equipment to the system. 3.
Securicor Cellular Services may carry out a credit check with credit reference agencies which will retain a record of that search. If You
default on your account. We will record this fact with an agency. This information may be used by lenders in assessing applications for
credit by You and members of your household, and for debt tracing and fraud prevention

I understand that this agreement is for a minimum of 12 months service. Subscriber's signature:

Full name:

Monthly charges are invoiced monthly in advance.

Position: Date:

Securicor Cellular Services Limited. Registered no. 569829. Registered office: Sutton Park House, 15 Carshalton Road, Sutton, Surrey SM1 4LD

for office use only (This section does not form part of the agreement) Administrative office (tick one)

Mobile no:

Credit approval no: Dealer Code 8ODl:

New account no: SIM Card:

IMEI no.

Redhill

Instructions to your bank or building society to pay direct debits
Please fill in the whole form and send it to Securicor Cellular Services Limited,

Aquila House, London Road, Redhill, Surrey RH1 1NR

1. Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society branch:
To the Manager, Originator's identification number

Bank/Building Society.

Address:

2. Name(s) of account holder(s)

Leeds

DIRECT
Debit

1 9 1 9 1 3 14 13 17 1

4 Bank or Building Society account number:111111111
Postcode: 5. Securicor ref. number:1

6. Instructions to your Bank or Building Society:
Please pay Securicor Cellular Services Direct Debits
from the account detailed on this instruction subject to
the safeguards assured by The Direct Debit Guarantee.

3. Branch sort code:

11 I- I

(From the top right hand corner of your cheque.)
Bank and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit
instructions for some types of account.

1

Signature(s):

Date

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PROVISION OF CELLULAR SERVICES
I. Definitions

"Cellphone' - the mobile telephone(s) used by you for provision of the Service
'Charges' the charges payable try you to us fa provisron of the " - uce
'Network'  the cellular telephone system operated by Telecom Securicor
Cellular Radw Ltd ("Celine( )
"Sense" - the cellular air lime service enabling you to use your celtphone and
additional services.
'SIM Carcl'_- your identity module card with a unique telephone number for
use with a GSM carlphone gam access to the Sense
"We' r Us' Securicor Cellular Services Umrted with rearstered office at
Sutton Park House. 15 Carshalton Road Sutton. Surrey 941 4LC (registered
number 569829)
'You" - the customer named oveheal responsible for payment of the Charges

2 Provision of Service
2.1 We will endeavour to make the Sense available to you provided that

you observe year obliotas under this contract
2.2. You be entitled to the quality of iseeAceczneravailable to our

cellular oslerners. It is not atrarys
service free ot faults as quarry aft service may bli-aFfe-etriesdVmalt:irs
beyond our control inducing the specifoation of your earphone. the
performance of the Network and atmospheric and topographical
cenditions

2.3 Any time aroted for proosion of Service s to be treated as an estimate
We will endeavour to meet estimated times but vita not be table to any
fafture to do so

3. Variation of Charges and Service
We may
3.1 Vary charges payable by you from time to time by grarng prior written

notice to you
12 Sce the Service in an emergency or fa repines or manlenance of

the Wwork and equipment used in -provision of the Sense
3.3 Alter any axle or number issued to you in connectien wrth and Service
s4 Vary the maximum amount of Charges which may be incurred by you

and which may remain unpaid at any one time
3.5 Make charges for some administrative actions brought about by You not

complying with your obligations under this agreement
36 Make an additional monNy charge if You cancel your direct debit

payment Instruction and pay in a difiefent way.
17 Raquest that You mare an Interim payment to Us when hour

reasonable carrion your current call usage or amount history arse us
justification

4 Celine! Equipment
You are responsible for obtaining a cellphone and any other necessary
equipment to enable us providelhe Service eil VAll ensure
equipment s of a type approved by the relevanttoyou reguLVaray authoritythat

such

5 Misuse of Service
5.1 You will not use the Sense in breach of any instructors issued by us or

drowse tail to comp), with . ,, - -

the Sense
5 2 You must take all reasonablemees..ues to e -,s.., -e tna pr one s

only used by persons authorised by you
6 SIM Card

6.1 SIM cards *sued by us wil remain the property of Celina
6 2 You must inform us immediately If your SIM card is be. stolen or

damaged We will issue a replacement card as soon as possible but we
reserve the right to charge Sr doing so You wiA be table for all Charges
incurred until we receive notice of the loss theft or damage

7 Payment of Charges
7 1 You must pay for all charges tnvoiced to you withon 15 days ot the date

of our invoice.
7 2 VAT at the applicable rate vAll be payable on all

hr7.3 We may charge interest al 4% per annum abrytheCse rale for the
time being olarationa Westminster Bank plc horn the due date of
payment until the date of actual payment.

8 Limit of Liability
81 We do rot exclude or limrt our !ability for death or personal injury arising

horn our neghgence
B 2 Subject to 81 above. our bailey will not exceed £500 in respect of all

dams arising in any one calendar year
8 3 We will not be table (warether in contract. tort or othenase) for any kiss

of profit or for any indirect or consequential loss
9 Term

The naral period of this contract wit be 12 months or such other period as
man be agreed in vmtIng. After expiry of the initial period. the contract all
(abject to 10 and 11 below) continue until temlnated by either of us ening
not less than 90 days written notice

10 Disconnection
We may disconnect you front the Network. -
10 1 On termination of this contract under 11 below
10 2 1101J telecommunications licence is revoked a terminated for any

reason
10 3 It you are in breach of any of the terms of this contract which are

capable of remedy warn 14 days. If you remedy the breach within 14
days. we war reconnect ycu to the Network ionsoon as pract cable and
after you have paid the aporicabie reconne fee

10 4 I1 we have reasonable grounds to suspect that hard or mouse has
occurr

10 5 If we have
ed

reasonable grounds to suspect that You will not be able to
Day your bin

11 Termination
11 1 This contract may be terrnnated by us with immediate effect d you

commit any breach of yea obligations under be agreement which
cannot be remedied within 14 days or (n Ole case of a breach which *

:arable of remedy within 14 days) which is not so remedied. or (being
an. ,nanclual) you commit an act 01 bankruptcy or (tang a corporation)
a receiver or artninistraler is appcinted over your assets a if you make
any deed or or composition with arty of your aecktors

11 2 We resent the r. not to release for re -use the electronics serial
number of your until you have paid to us all outstanding
Charges under this contract.

11 3 We wit if requested Hair you and upon payment of our applicable charge.
release your mobile ber(s) for re -use where the mobile number has
not been re -allocated.

12 Emergency & Reverse Charge Calls
12.1 No charge wt be made to you in respect of calls for emergency

sennoes mace avalable through the public telephone network.
12 2 We may temperate, suspend fhe Service dung such penod as we

consider necessary to gee priority on the Network to those dealing with

12 3 Val musrPlcintate reverse charge calls on the Network
13 Restriction on Transfer

This contract is personal to you must not assign tto any third party
toWe reserve One ngbt assign our s and obligations under this contract to

a third party on grAng wtten notice o you
14 Entire Agreement

This document corstrtutes the entire agreement between you and us It
replaces the provisions el any previous agreement warranty or representation
made a given relating to the service

15. Modifications
No modification to this contract war be valid unless confirmed in varmg by one
of oar &actors or our contract manager on our behalf

16 Legal Construct on
Tris contract will be construed in accordance with the laws of England and the
owns of England will have exclusive jurisdiction in relation to any matter
arising out of it

17 Force Majeure
We will not be iable for any breach of this contract if caused by act of God
war emergency. compliance with any statutory obligation. industrial disputes
fire lighting flood exceptionally severe weather, acts or omissions of persons
far whom wt are not responsible a arty other cause beyond our reasonable

who
18 Notices

Any notice under this chntract must be given in writing and delivered by hand
Cr sent by prepaid oust to the following address (or such other address as
may be roared from she tc time) To us Cutomer Service Department.
Sauna Cellular Senses bolded at the address shown on your invoice.
To youess the address son:tied overleaf You must tell us if you change your
addr
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Next time
use a hands -free

car kit, sir

aDILL

a keting

Why risk an accident or prosecution while using your mobile

phone in the car ?. Get a TADCOM in -car kit and leave your

hands free to get on with driving.

Choose from a professional installation at your home or place

of work, or self -installable kits, with a choice of glass, body or

magnetic mount aerials, available for leading phone makes.

NOKIA DA MOTOROLA ERICSSON 50:,

(0 Easy to install and use
Co Superb hands -free audio
Co Intelligent battery charging
Co Unique mounting bracket
G Uses external aerial

Call

1(9,t(Dt' ogCgt®
Specialist Media & Marketing, Arrowsmith Court,Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Specig t \ledid
-

SM&M has been specially created to help you take
your business into the next millennium.

Our service includes:-
* Advertisement design
* Specialist marketing and advertising
* Corporate hospitality
* Exhibitions and conferences
* Professional CV service
* Letterheads and business cards

We allow you to concentrate on your business whilst we help
you increase your share of the market!

Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach

Broadstone
Dorset BH18 8PW

Tel: (01202) 659920
Fax: (01202) 659950

Advertising and
Marketing Specialists

alININNOSMIA

INN=
MEP

CALL NOW WITHOUT
OBLIGATION
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Kevin Nice
G7TZC

This month, a big thanks go
to 'MC' of Bath, for some
very interesting digital logs.
Unfortunately, space
constraints this month, only
allow a selection to be
published. More to follow....

1) 11_1:11_1\
v

1_1 Kc

Mhz Mode Time Call Location Monitor Notes

2.23750

2.23750

2.23/50

2.47400

2.49050

2.65551

2.65591

2.84500

312140

3.16850

3.16850

3.16850

SITOR-A

5110R -A

SITOR-A

Baudot

SITOR-A

PICC-6

PICC-6

Baudot

UNID

SITOR-A

SITOR-A

SITOR-A

2141

2141

2142

2027

2025

2149

2149

2151

2029

2234

2235

2235

RETXX***

RETYVA***

RE11111***

PBC

REL..***

???

???

PBB

???

ROMP***
RETXX***

RETYWA***

Sponish MOI, Madrid

Goode Civi, Alicante

Goo* Cml, ???

Dutch Nary, Goatee Island

Guardia OW, ???

British Mil, ???

British Mil, ???

Dutch Navy, Den Helder

???, ???

Guar& Cwil, Cuenca

Spanish MOI, Madrid

Guardia Cml, Murcia

me

nit

nx

me

me

me

nx

nx

mc

ax

nra

inc

1006d/400/I, Crypto to RETYVA, Alicante and UNID station PfV1.

100bd/400/1, MSG in SS to MOI Madrid.

100bd/400/1, Calling MOI Madrid selcol TXXX.

75bd/850, CARB.

10061/400/1 Calling sekols TWVB, PR.

VFT. 2ch of liaolo-6, eig ch idle.

OFT: 2ch of Naolo-6, crypt°.

/5k1/850, CARB.

150bd/400 FSK VOID System, sync, cont, ACF=0.

100bd/400/1, MSGs in SS to RETXX Madrid and RETYVM Murcia.

1006d/400/I MSGs to REIMV Cuenca.

100bd/400/1, MSG to RETXX Madrid.

3.17500 cw. 2204 r- WEB me "V" continuously.

3.19500 a.w. 2159 Tr** %DB me 'R" continuously.

3.27534 RIA40 1817 ??? ??? ??? me 240bd 8 -tone, crypt°.

3.32100 m.cw. 1947 r** Slliffi me "r continuously.

3.480 us.b. 1820 &LAW 96 &Issas? km Asking Ops about H/row slots via Portishead

3.81000 RSARO 1850 ??? ???, ??? me 228.7bd/150, 5LGs.

3.81000 SITORA 2022 ??? ???, ??? me 100W/300/f, Selcals BYUY continuously.

3.84051 PICC-6 2031 MKK Royal Or Force, London me OF" 2ch of Piccolo -6, erg ch 'muh 04 de mkk lolololololo pal kkilo'.

3.84091 PICC-6 2038 MIDI Royal Air Force, London arc OFT 2ch of Piccolo -6, crypto tic.

4.742 u.s.b. 1625 59K 7 bon Requesting we for Kinloss and Waddington from Architect.

4.742 u.s.b. 1715 Ascot 2670 ? bon Sekal checks with Architect.

5.535 u.s.b. 0025 Speedbird 068 Cairo bon Seriously ill passenger. Possible diversion Cairo. Requesting status of BA staff in Cairo. Eventually

continued to LGW(26/2/97).

5.610 u.s.b. 1925 Atlantic 653 France bon 006 rolling ops* Portishead.

5.661 u s.b 2029 AEROFLOT414 ? tot wkg Molto and requesting WX.

5.680 u.s.b. 1245 Sorex 41/137 North Sea bon Practice SAR with Kinloss.

5.685 u.s.b. 1139 C141 83 53N004W boa Position report to MI615.

5.685 u.s.b. 1141 CW1.8 549005W bon Postion report to MKH5.

5.696 u.s.b. 1145 K98/X92 ? bon Radio check with (uldrose.

6356 u.s.b. 1611 Malaysian 137 Australia bon Position report to Perth.

6.657 um. SYN2 ? bon Numbers Station.

7.99051 Pla.6 1930 VIIC Australia kn Op (hot with GFII also crypto tfc on 0.91 offset.

3.88600 131110 0837 ??? ???, ??? me 240bd 8 -tone, idle on beta.

3.98800 CROWD -36 1045 ??? Russian Diplo, ??? me crypto.

4.30000 MS5 0918 ??? Russian Mil,??? me 12 tone youder (3300Hz pilot), do onl.sb.

4.38230 Baudat 608 Dor.. Bulgarian MFA, Sofia me 150bd/500, Press review in Bulgarian.

4.38500 CROWD -36 245 ??? Russian Diplo, ??? me 10bd, opchat ends 'OK OK".

4.38730 Baudet 519 Dor.. B *don MFA. Sofia me 15017d/500. MSGs and 5FGs to Embassy Havana.

4.43203 SITOR-A 450 ??? laire PIT, Lubumbashi me 1001x1/170/1, MSG in EE about cobalt shipment to Antwerp.

4.44800 CROWD -36 041 ??? Russian Diplo, ??? me uypto.

4.52074 ROU-FEC 017 ??? Romanian Embassy, ??? me 218.3bd/400, crypto (btmask=01.

4.52390 SWED-ARO 031 SAM Swedish MFA, Stockholm me 100bd/400/22/1, Opchat to Dhaka.

4.52390 SWED-AR0 031 SMI57 Swedish Embassy, Dhaka mc 1005d/400/22/f, MSGs in SS signed "ombassaden dhako'.

4.52500 AR0690 0845 Dl Pt*** French MFA, Pads mc 200hd/400/E, 51Gs carat. carrier btw bursts.

4.53205 MS5 0920 ??? Russian Mil, ??? nx 12 -tone vocoder I3300Hz pilot), tfc (on I.s.b.).

4.5351/ 11C-100 455 ??? French Embassy, ??? nx 192bd/400/I, SLGs.

4.58100 3630 337 ??? Russian Nary, ??? mc 36b0250, idle.

4.59351 PICC-6 115 MIS RAF Port Stanley, Foldands mc Piccolo -6, "de mts plse to qsy to the f61 f61 f61 mote k zub 1108z".

4.60700 RSARO 0847 ??? ???, ??? nx 228.7bd/150, ALIS busts.

4.61163 UNID 035 ??? ???, ??? mc 250bd/110 FSK VOID Fast ARO System, ACF=75.

4.61700 FEC1 00 440 TAD.. Turkish Emb, Addis Ababa nx 1446d/850/E MSG in TT to MFA Ankara hooded lmacdis.ababo".

4.61904 RS-ARO 0951 TAD Turkish MFA, Ankara mc 240bd 8 -tone, File transfer 107513.001' ends 115 SCA PSE++'.

4.61904 RS-ARO 112 TAD.. Turkish Embassy, Moscow mc 240bd 8 -tone, MSGs in TT starts 'tad de moskova".

4.61904 RS-ARO 221 TAD.. Turkish Embassy, Baku mc 240bd 8 -tone, file transfers to Ankara start130-18-01.111).

4.64000 CROWD -36, 117 ??? SOU() Station, ??? nx opchat "all ok will qsp".

4.65500 36-50 001 ??? Russian Navy, ??? not 50bd/200, tfc.

4.68900 UNID 042 ??? ???, ??? nx 250bd/170 FSK UNID Fast ARO System, irregular busts.

4.69900 Baudot 122 41070 INA News, Baghdad mc 75bd/400, NO RI Ad*.

4.70852 PICC-6 119 MKK Royal Air Force, Akrotid nK fiaolo-6, 'de mkk rgrgrgrg m8 kkilo'.

4.71200 CROWD -36 0741 ??? Russian Diplo, ??? r* crypto.

4.73500 UNID 1527 ??? ???, ??? tar 15bd/850 FSK UNID System, sync, cont, revs, ACF=64 leod-in, ACF=0 tfc.

I5.700 a.m. 24Ix INT Stoke -On -Trent It Trent VOR Beacon.

1 8.050 a.m. various B'ham ft Airport, Approach AK.

1 8 300 a m. various - B'ham ft Abort Tower ATC.

121.800 a.m. various - B'ham ft Airport, Ground ATC.

126.275 a.m. various - B'ham tt Airport, ATIS.

131.325 a.m. various - B'ham ft Airport, Director ATC.

166.675 n.f.m. various B'ham ff Eadywood Taxi Finn.

441.175 n.f.m. various - B'ham ft Wheel Clamping company, City Centre.

453.050 n.f.m. various - 8'hom ft Taxi Firm.

453.200 n.f.m. various - B'ham It Taxi Firm, Digbeth area.

455.475 n.f.m. various Thom It Airport Ground, Rebroadcast of 121.800MHz.

455.575 n.f.m. various - B'hom ft Airpoo Fire Crews.

455.100 n.f.m. various B'hom It kraut Apron.

456.425 n.f.m. various Foxtrot B'ham it Britiso Roil Transport Police.
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Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street, Romsey, Hants 5051 8F8
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Iwrite this month's article having
experienced the first house
move in 25 years. House moving

is one of life's most stressful
experiences, in my case not
helped by Gastric 'Flu on the main
move day! I still sit amongst
boxes and chaos. First problem is
that the back garden has been
rotavated and turved, it's like
walking on jelly and will take
months to settle, so my dish
remains off its stand until a new
concreted -in dish post is sorted
out. I'm dishless, antenna -less and
signal -less.

Another regular contributor to
this column is John Locker, who
has also recently moved within
Wirral, but to a prewar house with
an established garden, so his 1.2m
offset system is already up and
running. Fortunately he can still
sight across to 68.5°E and PAS -4
and west to PAS -1 @ 45°W. John
comments how an increasing
number of satellite circuit feeds
are going digital though he has
enjoyed some success via Eutelsat
I F4 @ 25.5°E.

There is, however, happier
news on the digital TV front, as
I've seen on reader Tom
Cardwell's video tape. Tom lives
in Wiltshire and is using a
Nokia/Kirch 'D Box' feeding from
an 800mm dish and reports
success both with digital
broadcast programming and with
news feeds ex Intelsat K 121.5°W).

Tom Cardwell operates his
Nokia digital receiver to
display this parameter listing
for a Reuters feed on Intelsat
K.

Australian tennis feed vi
Eutelat II f4 @ 7°E using a
SIS/EBU decoder.

The important point to note is that
normal broadcast digital TV has
digital parameters completely
different to those on lower grade
news feed circuits and Tom's
reprogrammed the receiver to lock
a wide variety of each signal type.
This is not an enthusiasts' (DX)
operational tool as much
reprogramming is necessary.

All is not lost, however, as a
German company is producing
the Mascom 9500, a digital
receiver that will automatically
self -lock onto digital signals once
tuned in, be they news feeds or
broadcast TV. You only have to
tune the receiver to the exact
frequency and the 9500 does the
rest. The unit is now being
upgraded and should be available
shortly - watch this space!

Bandula Gunasekera (Sri
Lanka) confirms the increasing
number of digital feeds but both C
and Ku -bands are on stream in
that region in analogue in a big
way, one new entry is an Iraqi TV
channel taking up transponder
space via AsiaSat-2 in extended C -
Band - 3.644GHz.

David Lindsey Gilroy from St.
Albans is a very happy man with
France 3 now 'blasting in' from
Telecom 2B at 12.732GHz/audio
5.8MHz in Secam - they've been
carrying full time live Rugby
Union coverage, whereas
suffering Brits only saw - hours
later - recorded highlights. "C'est
bon, monsieur"! The 5°W slot is
becoming crowded now with
Telecom 2D also on station, a very
active hot spot in the sky for both
programming and news/sports
feeds.

Roy Carman (Sandown, loW)
also comments on the 5°W spot,
though with thoughts on the
neighbouring 4°W slot presently
occupied by the Israeli Amos bird
and comments that 4°W may only
be operable in Ku FSS and into
DBS bands as the adjacent 5°W
Telecom satellite slot will spread
over with mega strength Telecom
band signals. Roy comments on
the Hot Bird 2 on station at 13°E
with various new TV services now
on stream including Portugal's
RTP, which departed Eutelsat II F2
at 10°E. An interesting end of
January sighting was via Intelsat
K with a live report from the tree
and tunnel folk, protesting at the
A30 construction work, January
23rd was the transponder firing up
day for Telecom 2D and Roy
logged nine downlinks with
various test cards and other
adjustments, frequency moves,

etc. The Turkish AN programme
appeared this same day at
11.643GHz horizontal on this same
bird.

Christmas wishes from
Edmund Spicer who has recently
left Worthing 6th Form College for
Egham University. Whereas
Worthing sported a single tracking
dish from 30°W to 23.5°E, Egham
has three fixed receivers on
Telecom 2B/D 5°W, Eutelsat 13°E
and Astra 19°E. Edmund
comments that RTL-9 and RTL-Ni
on 5°W are encrypted in
Smartcrypt other than 1800-
2000UTC on RTL-9. We'd like to
hear of other experiences of
satellite TV within education.

The February '97 edition of
SatFACTS, the New Zealand
satellite magazine for trade and
hobbyist has the following
disturbing comment following the
report on the SPRSCS '97 satellite
trade show..."The era of 'TVRO as
a hobby' is plainly on the wane,
going the way of laser discs and 8 -
track tape" and goes on to say
that dealers relying on hobbyist
purchasing as their livelihood
were finding that sales are down
and disappearing rapidly
compared with a year ago.
Personally, I feel more optimistic
as European activity is totally Ku -
band orientated, there's still a long
life with many analogue channels
and you don't need a large dish
such as our New Zealand
counterparts use for C -Band. It's
likely that the new second
generation of auto -locking digital
MPEG receivers will hit the market
within the year and I feel the long
term potential is exciting. I'm
much happier than a year ago
regarding hardware!

Space News

Good news for our Asian readers
with Intelsat signing with Matra
Marconi to purchase and launch a
new 'K' series bird slotting at 95°E
and offering 30 Ku -band
transponders for TV-DTH use
across India, SE Asia and
Indonesia. Completion is expected
Autumn 1998. Elsewhere in the
region India's public broadcaster
Doordarshan is re -considering its
involvement with Turner's CNNI
service. Currently CNNI downlinks
via INSAT 2B, 2C - having paid
Elm for transponder access - but
the agreement ends this July and
CNNI content doesn't include
sufficient Indian programming.
Australian Kerry Packer has
offered £95m (49%) for access to

tuVrtgrielintr*"."1111 MOO. MAtt 1"1
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The Hot Bird 2 two-day test at
29°E also confirmed
Eutelsat's claim to this slot.
Astra are seeking a 28.2°E
slot for their digital services,
but Eutelsat's historical claim
and actual transmissions
tend to confirm they will get
29°E.

ATHENS
pRY CHRISTMAS

&
HAHPY NEW YEAR

TEL. .aeaal 3311837
FAX ;00301 3311838

Happy greetings via Intelsat
K at 21.5°W.

Doordarshan's DD3 English
language service, which needs
reviving. The Indian government
are very touchy on foreign
involvement with home
broadcasting affairs.

As from December '96, a
satellite receiving licence has been
necessary in India, this is a
government attempt to subdue
unregulated DTH growth. Star N
is targetting India with a 40 -
channel package (ISKYB) from
April/May '97. This will rival the
DirecTV and Modi Entertainment
satellite packages also starting
this year. Sony is reckoning to
enter the Indian satellite market
with an investment of nearly £40m
and at least three music channels,
all based in India with a high level
of local input.

Sony Japan have expressed an
interest in taking 33% of
Murdoch's (News Corporation)
JSKYB (Japan Sky Broadcasting)
which takes the air April/May '97
initially with 12 channels
increasing to 150 within 12
months via the JCSAT-3. JSKYB
are in discussion with PerfecTV to
use a common receiving standard.
PerfecTV reckon to have over 100
channels on -air by year's end
before rival DirecTV appears in the
sky with their 100 -channel service
in October '97.

Yet another RTL satellite 1+
cable) channel will be on -air over
Europe before mid -Summer. RTL-
Plus will offer time delayed and
repeat programmes from the
other RTL channels (RTL; RTL-2;
Super RTL).

Medium power Israeli bird
Amos at 4°W will soon offer
European viewers Venezuelan
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Keith Hamer IL Garry Smith, 17 Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS.

DX e
Although January is
traditionally a quiet month
for long-distance TV

reception, the current period was
particularly notable with plenty of
activity to satisfy most
enthusiasts. A good bout of
Meteor -Shower activity occurred
during the first few days of the
month thanks to the Quadrantids
shower. Various snatches of
signals were seen, mainly of test

evlso
cards from Sweden and Denmark;
the latter was easily identified
during the many brief 'pings' of
signal. Tropospheric reception
occurred on the 24th, 25th and
also the 30th with signals from as
far away as Denmark. Sporadic -E
openings occurred on the 19th
and 20th; the latter lasting from
late morning until early evening.
All in all, an interesting month.
Let's hope that the trend

continues!

Reception
Reports

Peter Barber
(Coventry) noted
Sporadic -E signals
on the 19th between
1705 and 1747UTC.
These included TVE-
1 (Spain) and several
Eastern European
Channel R2 signals.

Fig. 1: The Spanish Canal Sur TV network
The opening on the20th

was more
operates at u.h.f. throughout Andalucia. impressive with the

Danish test card on
Channel E3 and
weak unidentified
video on R2 at
1129UTC. By 1300,
Icelandic
programme
schedules (Channel
E4), the Swedish test
card (Channel E4)
and Italy on the
news (RAI UNO on
Channel IA) had
been logged. Various
colour -bar patterns
and programme
schedules were seen

Fig. 2: Many pages of Teleinf, the Russian around midday on

ORT teletext service, are in English. This Channel R2 but

was received from St. Petersburg via could not be

tropospheric reception by Pertti Salonen in identified. At

Finland. 1644UTC, Estonian
pictures were
resolved on Channel
R2 from the Tallinn
outlet. RAI UNO
returned with the
'tg1' news
programme at 1716
on Channel IA;
Channel IB was
active a little later in
the evening. Many
unidentified signals
were received
throughout the other
Band I channels but
by 2005 the band
was completely
empty.

Shaun Taylor
(Howden) also
logged Italy on
Channel IA from

1

Twieinf bo.ls working in the WorldSystem Teletext Standard,which most
contries use. We broadcast on the 1 TV
Channel and we can be watched InRussia, CIS, Central and West Euratom*.
Scandinavian Peninsula and some otherregions. Technical parameters forAtlantic Region, 14 grades WOO,recelp,
tion frequency 4125 MHz and 11 grades
WOO, recelption frequency 3675 MHz.
Great geography plus the WorldSystem Teletext Standard abilitiesmakes possible international coopera-

tion. Teletext can give you an *Art
of information you can wish, politicsand economics, currency rates,commercial proposals of russian and
foreign firms, sports and much more.Editor

GrigorOva OxanaPhone 09S-217-8216 see next page >>>
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Fig. 3: Typical `Senderdia' caption as
radiated by the old DFF transmitters
throughout East Germany.

183OUTC on the 20th. Other
Sporadic -E signals included TVE-
1 Spain (Channels E2 and E4) and
RTP-1 (Portugal, Channel E3).
Both networks were broadcasting
their news programmes at 1930.

Stephen Michie (Bristol)
identified signals from Slovenia
(SLO-1 on Channel E3), Sweden
(SVT-1, Channel E3(, Denmark
(DR -TV, Channel E3) and Belarus
(TkB, Channel R2) around midday
during the opening. Germany
(ARD-1), Italy (RAI UNO) and
Croatia (HRT-1) were present
between 1800 and 183OUTC.

Tropospheric Reception
Tim Bucknall (Congleton) was
astonished to find signals from
the new Telefis na Gaelige
network which opened at the end
of 1996 throughout Eire. The new
network operates at u.h.f. and
there are several high-powered
outlets which should be easy to
receive in the UK. Tim logged
signals from Cairn Hill (Channel
E50, 800kW e.r.p. Horizontal
polarisation) and Spur Hill
(Channel E63, 10kW e.r.p. Vertical
polarisation); RTE -1 and RTE -2
signals were also seen from
Kippure on Channels E40 and E43
respectively. The mystery signal
received from the west on
Channel E59 by Andrew
Burfield (Braintree) in
December seems likely to
have originated from the
new network. The Irish
networks use system I (the
same as the UK) so you
will have no difficulty
receiving the sound on a
normal British TV set.

Stephen Michie reports
many French and Dutch
transmissions throughout
Band III and u.h.f. on
January 14th. The Danish
TV -2 network outlet was
received on Channel E40.
Unfortunately, co -channel
interference from a UK
transmitter marred the
picture. Peter Barber
logged French Canal Plus
signals throughout the
day. Belgium (RTBF-1 E8)
was also present with a
news bulletin around
midnight. On the 15th,
conditions improved and
the distinctive DR -TV test
card from Denmark on
Channel E7 was seen.
French Canal Plus
broadcasts were present
on Channels L7, L8 and
L10.

FM Reception
Mike Gaskin (Cornwall) heard
several f.m. stations during a
period of tropospheric activity
between January 13th and 15th.
These included all the usual
London stations, Channel 103 FM,
a 3.8kW outlet in Jersey, Radio
LM FM at 95.80MHz from the
north-east of Eire. There were
Radio France stations
everywhere! The Sporadic -E
opening on the 20th provided
Swedish 1 and 3 networks at
87.60MHz and 97.30MHz around
midday. The band opened up
again to Croatia at 1815UTC with
HRT-1 from Psunj on 97.30MHz.

Mike also reports an
unwelcome intrusion into Band I
consisting of several strong
carriers using both n.b.f.m. and
a.m. transmission modes. No
doubt this is the start of the new
p.m.r. network that has been on
the cards for some time. Test
tones and taped speech were
heard.

Other Points
The Fremont Point transmitter
photograph featured in the
February issue brought back
memories for B.M. McKeowen
(Sheerness). He was one of the
gang who erected it.

Fig. 4: Japanese station TKU during
test transmission. Photograph
supplied by Hokykoky Maggnomito.

Fig. 5: TKU opening caption.
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CDM-800 MULTISYSTEM DIGITAL

CONVERTER

 Professional quality, full digital processing
 Accommodates input systems of NTSC 3.58,

PAL and SECAM (optional 4.43 available)

 Output systems NTSC 3.58, NTSC 4.43 and
PAL

 4M bit field memory, Static resolution 500
lines, dynamic resolution 300 lines

II Accommodates two inputs and two outputs

 Built-in time Base correction (T.B.C.I
 Line conversion: 525 to 625 lines, 625 to 525

lines

 Field conversion: 60 to 50 and 50 to 60
fields

O AC mains powered

£449.00 inclusive of VAT

AC/DC

230V/

12-240

ROADSTAR PORTABLE COLOUR TV
CTV-1007 Multi -System

10 inch colour television/monitor, multi -

system IPAL B/G-I,SECAM B/G-D/X-1.1, 40

preset memories. On screen display,

hyperband and full function remote comrol.

Double AN socket (SCART RCA) and AC/DC

230V/12.24V operation. PAL system 1 dor WO:

PAL system B/G for Europe); SECAM 8/G (for

Middle fast etc.); SECAM (far Eastern

Bloc); SECAM L Ion France).

£349.99 inclusive of VAT.

HITACHI 21 -

MULTI -SYSTEM

COLOUR IV
PAL/SECAM/NTSC
IS 8 2fr models
also available).

lie  Multi -System Reception System:
RP B/G/D/X/F1/1-PAL, B/G/0/X/r-

SECAM M-NTSC

VIDEO: NTSC3.58, NTSC4.43,

NTSC50 PAL60 SECAM 60

immg  Square Hat picture tube
 Preset tuning (Voltage Synthesizer.

auto, manual, fine)

0 II 40 -program preset

 Rainbow colour on -screen display
 Preset volume on each program

igtAV terminals  Channel skip
. Blue back  Auto off
 On/otf alarm timer I0,00-24,00/
 Game function (Slot Machine, Black

Jack)

II Infra -red remote control
£399.00 inclusive of VAT

asi

I
Worldwide covers 10 Standards'

AKAI VS X480 EGN MULTI -SYSTEM VCR
Covers PAL I; PAL 13/0; PAL D; SECAM BIG,

SECAM D/K; SECAM L for FRANCE), NTSC

3.58MHz end NTSC 4.43MHz. VHF/UHF

Hyperband Tuner. DX4 head with Long play.

NTSC playback on a PAL TV. 8 Event, 1 year

timer. Auto voltage selector for use
worldwide. Complete with infra -red remote

control.
£499.00 inclusive of VAT

(All above rices are inclusive of VAT, delivery by courier £10.00)
COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
Features all the usual popular specialist
products, together with many new items,
Satellite, Multi -system TV's & VCR's,

Converters, Decoders, Amplifiers and Aerials.

AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR ONLY f1,
Or ring with your credit card.

11 Kent R
Tel

Parkstone, Poole, Dorset 131112 2EH
01202-738232 Fax: 01202-716951

d MOMENTUM
Communications

MCL 1100
DATA DECODER
FOR THE SERIOUS UTILITY

LISTENER WITHOUT A COMPUTER.

From

£255 Optional monitor

STANDARD FEATURES:

 SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
 Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication
 Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, FEC (NAVTEX) and ARQ.
 Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
 Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
 Connection for a parallel type printer

* SYNOPTIC UPGRADE

CL -1100 and DM -1000'sv

FREE

Syr saintly as

all products

sold
PHONE FOR DETAILS
Callers by appointment only

RECEIV RS

ISCOUNTE
PRICES

/r\11-zr 01384 896879
& 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road,

1E3 Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL =,

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
PKTMON12 DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 'D' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version (as above, with variable hysteresis) £19.99

TRANSMIT version (Pocsag Rx + Fax/SSTV/HamComm Tx) £24.99
25 to 9 way Adaptor £3.00. Shareware on 3.5" HD Disks

JVFAX7 + HAMCOMM3.1 + PKTMON12 + POCSAG (PD2.03) £2.50
DL4SAW SSTV £2.50 (Minimum 386 + VESA - REVIEWED PW JAN '97)

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
DL4SAW SSTV £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99 POCSAG £19.99

All prices UK/Eire inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum Credit Card order £15.00 Outside British Isles add £2.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: 101494) 448236
http://www.pervisell.com e-mail ham@pervisell.com
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Attention Radio
Dealers!

Would you like to stock our best selling titles
like the World Radio TV Handbook &
Passport to World Band Radio? If the
answer's yes then telephone Michael
Hurst in the PW Book Store on (01202)
659930 for the best quantity discounts.

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Now published approx even' tbree months containing 100s of out of print old and

collectable wireless and TV books and magazines and now incorporating "Tbe Vintage
Hardware List" that contains for sale - vintage domestic radios. communications

receivers, audio equipment, valves, vintage components etc. Send sky first class stamps
for list No 10 or 14 for next four catalogues.

NEW BOOKS
Valve Communication Receiver Handbook. Contains circuits and technical information for valve
communication receivers both commercial and of military origin. 1940s - 1960s. Incorporates a
surplus/commercial cross-referenced valve guide. large format. Approx 100 pages. 516.50 P&P £3.50.

Messenger Gods of Battle by Tony Devereux. The story of electronics in War and the development and

military use of radio and sonar, particularly WITH applications. Contains drawings and photos of some of the

early wireless equipment and radar installations. An informative study of a little known subject. 322 pages.

brand new hardback, published at £32. Our price 114.50 P&P £2.50.

HRO Communications Receiver Data. A facsimile reprint of circuits and data for models, HRO, HRO-5, HROJR.

HRO-5T, HRO-5R, HRO.M, HRO.MX. HRO.M-RR. HRO-TM, HR -SR. 35 pages. Large format 19.25 ind. P&P.

Janes Military Communications 12th edition 1991-1992. A vast volume of 814pp. Large format, wraps.

Contains descriptions. photographs and basic details of the wodcFs military communications equipment.

Brand new. Published at over £100. SPECIAL PRICE 130 postage .£5.50. Overseas postage extra.

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-1970. A facsimile reprint of the circuit diagrams.
general description and some service notes for sets from 1950-1970.50 pages. 19.75 incl p&p.

Radar. P. S. Hall (et al). An absorbing and informative study by authors from The Royal Military College of

Science. Covers the origin, development and operation of military radar from Chain Home to Patriot, etc.

Numerous photos and illustration of equipment and its principles of operation. rOpp. Published by Brasseys

Weapon Technology series at £25. Our Price 17.50 p&p £2.50.

Racal RA17 Communications Receiver Technical Service Manual. Facsimile copy, contains general
descnption includes circuit diagrams, layout and alignment and brief fault finding notes. large format. Ib

pages. 19.50 incl p&p.

Wireless Set (Canadian) No 19 HUI Technical Manual. Facsimile copy, contains detailed description.
layouts. circuits. operating instructions, etc. 62 pages. Large format. 11150 p&p £2.50.

VINTAGE WIRELESS COMPONENTS

2 -gang 0.0005µF Tuning Caps. Standard size, made by Jackson. £3.95 each, p&p £1.20.

1 -watt Carbon Resistors. Useful values. Pack of 50 mixed £2.95 incl. postage.

Electrolytics. 32+32p.E. 350V, can type. 14 each incl. post. Two for £7 post free.

0.05µF 600V Tubular Caps. Five for 12.50 incl. postage.

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FYI 2EU

Tel: (012531 751858. Fax: 1012531 302979.

Telephone orders accepted.
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DX TV Continued From R67

Fig. 6: From the archives! The BBC 'Bat's
Wings' Clock radiated in the Fifties.

Dr. G.L. Manning (Edgware)
queries a small white square dot
which is sometimes
superimposed in the left-hand
corner of his local ITV picture. The
dot is to help transmitter
technicians identify the source of
a signal in areas where a split -
network operates. For instance, in
the Central TV area, the Waltham
(East Midlands) transmitter (and
its dependent relays) occasionally
superimposes a white dot to
distinguish it from broadcasts
from West and South Midlands
transmitters.

Interference
Dave Lauder (Barnet)
is writing a major
feature on the subject
of TV and video
interference for a
future issue of RadCom
magazine. One of the
findings concerns a
four -set distribution
amplifier covering 40-
860MHz. Apparently it
is also sensitive to
3.5/7/14 and 28MHz
signals getting in via
the mains cable!

Some of the more
modern TV receivers
are causing

interference to the h.f. bands.
Conversely, Peter Barber has
problems with a scanner which
produces spurious patterning to
local Sutton Coldfield BBC -1
transmissions on Channel 46.
Certain satellite receivers cause
severe diagonal patterning on
Channel 46 even when the
antenna is plugged directly into
the TV. Adjusting the satellite
receiver's modulator does not
solve the problem but the
interference can be reduced if the
r.f. lead between the satellite
receiver and VCR is carefully
positioned.

Service Infornidtion
Eire: The following 'Telefis na Gaeilge' transmitters are now
operational throughout Eire: -

Station Channel Power (kW) Polarisation
Mullaghanish E31 500 H
Kippure E59 500 H

Clifden E32 10 V
Castletownbere E63 10 V

Holywell Hill E33 20 H

Spur Hill E63 10 H

Cahirciveen E49 15 V
Ballybofey E64 0.5 V
Casia E49 5 V
Crosshaven E65 2 V
Cairn Hill E50 800 H

Maghera E68 500 H

Lahinch E50 0.1 V
Three Rocks E55 25 H

United Kingdom: Central Television has a regional teletext service,
i.e. East, West and South Midlands. This is broadcast by the
appropriate transmitters serving the sub -regions.

Channel 5 Transmitters

The network should open on 30
March. The Channel 35
transmitters will not be
operational until later in the year.
No further frequencies will be
added to the terrestrial network
once these come on -air.

Keep On Writing!

Please send DX -TV reception
reports, equipment news, off -
screen photographs and general
information to arrive by the 3rd
of the month to:- Garry Smith, 17
Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22
4FS, England.

SAT TV NEWS Continued From P.66

Check Eutelsat II F2 @ 10°E for unusual news items. With
several broadcasters departing for 13°E, 10°E may well become
busier for news and corporate feeds.

soaps via the 'Telenovela Channel'
intended for Rumania, Hungary
and Poland, running up from an
inital 8 hours to almost 24 hours a
day. Russian and Czech sound
tracks will be added later. The
service is being administered by
London group 'Zone Vision'. New
arrival on Amos is Turkish
broadcaster ATV who will have
their main ATV1 service
supplemented with a second
channel carrying children's and
film programming.

Ted Turner is looking to
improve his programming

services across Europe with
general entertainment channels
similar to his TBS Super station
ex -Atlanta, USA. Talks are in
progress, but nothing concrete
has been announced. With the
Warner Channel dropping out of
the Sky Multi Channel package
and Warner merging with Turner
Stateside, Ted Turner may offer an
entertainment channel based
around Warner programmes.

Better news for RTVE Spain
with the government confirming
financial backing of £117m and
entering the digital TV arena. TVE

011:1011.
EONS

rinerrirtiel.
Jerusalem

Roy Carman (Sandown, loW) snapped a traditional PM5544 test
card ex -Italy on Eutelsat II F2 0 10°E.

Tematica will join with Teleconica
on the Hispasat satellite and offer
services to rival Canal Plus
Espagne.

Keep a check on your local
Sainsbury for new dishes, a
digitally compressed MPEG
business network is being
constructed across 364 UK stores
for product news and staff
training, the first digitally
compressed satellite TV 'service'
in food European retailing. The
service is based around Scientific
Atlanta's PowerVu compression.
Both Safeway and Vauxhall

Motors currently have corporate
hookups running (witness the
dishes on their stores and
garages) but their services use
MAC analogue technology.

Check out for new Arab uplink
stations on your dials with
Arabsat now having completed
construction and testing of new
sites at Riyadh (Saudi) and in
Tunisia. The stations will generally
work into Arabsat birds.
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM, c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 BPS

Air Do
As promised, the results of
the Christmas Quiz (see
January's 'Airband'). Entries

were received from Andrew
Green (Barnsley), Peter
Johnson (Hastings), Roger
Preston (Rickmansworth) and C.
Sutcliffe (Sunderland). The low
turnout and the delay between the
quiz appearing and any entries
being received suggests that this
must have been more difficult
than previous years!

So, well done all who entered,
just shows that it's worth a try
even when effort is required.
Some of the answers have
appeared in previous issues of
'Airband.'

Question 1: QNE is the
altimeter reading that would be
indicated when landing at the
aerodrome with standard pressure
setting, 1013.25 hectopascals (was
millibars) or 29.92 inches of
mercury (in the USAI. This is only
necessary when the day's
atmospheric pressure is so low
that it is off the scale of most
altimeters. With the bad weather
associated with such conditions,
should you be flying anyway?

Question 2: QFF is set on an
altimeter only under extremely
cold conditions. This compensates
for an error that would occur had
QNH been set. In fact, at
temperatures below -13°C the
altimeter would over -read on
QNH. Rarely needed under
operational conditions, this is
mainly of academic interest to
meteorologists.

Question 3: With two co -
channel v.h.f. relays, each
transmitter leg. for VOLMET) is
offset by 5kHz from the published
frequency. Other offsets are
required for different numbers of
relays sharing the same
frequency.

Each entrant only managed to
get one answer correct at best. In
particular, QFF was not a misprint
for QFE. I'm not sure what the US
military mean by 'pressure
altitude' in this context, Roger, it
might be QNE or more likely
actual airfield elevation above sea
level (relevant to QNH).

As my decision is final, I have
chosen Mr. Sutcliffe as the winner
by randomly selecting from the
entries with one correct answer.
Well deserved as he presents a
clear explanation of QNE
including specifying its use when
air pressure is below 950
hectopascals. This applies in the
USA, British specification
altimeters can work down to 800

no
hectopascals. I've passed his
address to the Editor so as to send
a suitable reward.

ACARS Explained

Andrew has only been interested
in the airbands for 18 months.
With his quiz entry he asked a
question about Aircraft
Communications Addressing and
Reporting System (ACARS). In this
country, it explains the quick
bursts of rasping noise on
131.725MHz. Each burst is
digitally -encoded information, that
is, the information is passed over
the air in a format similar to that
found in a computer system.

To decode ACARS you actually
need to link a computer to your
radio and specialist products to
enable this are advertised in this
magazine. Unfortunately, each
airline adopts its own variations
on the coding scheme and so
results are disappointing as the
computer software can't be
programmed to 'know' all the
possible schemes. A friendly
request to Mike Richards' Decode'
column might get him to print
some more details.

ACARS is bidirectional. The
crew can initiate messages from
the aircraft to ground, but the
most common transmissions are
automatically invoked by the
aircraft itself. An example is take-
off time.

Aircraft have microswitches
rigged to the undercarriage legs.
When the aircraft weight
compresses the oleo shock -
absorbers, the switches close land
among other things inhibit the
'Gear Up' lever in the cockpit).
Weight coming off the switches
means the flight has taken off.

The operating company can
send messages to the crew as
well. So far, ACARS is mainly used
for communication between
aircraft and the airlines, never for
air-traffic control.

Receiver Hardware

As you'll see at any control tower,
airband v.h.f./u.h.f. antennas are
vertically polarised. A transmitting
aircraft could be anywhere, its
signal arriving from any direction
and indeed any angle of elevation.
That's why directional antennas
(including log-periodics) are
unsuitable for the airbands, even
when mounted on a rotator.

What alternatives are available
to Stefan Allum (Framlingham)?
Readers have sent favourable

Control Tower at
Benbridge.

reports on the Air -33 as advertised
in this magazine, a discone is an
option if broadband coverage is
required (you can even transmit
on several amateur bands), but I
haven't yet had any reader
comments on the Air -44.

Whatever you put up, make it
weatherproof, safely attached
(away from overhead cables) and
do not forget to check third -party
liability cover in your house
insurance policy.

Flight Operations

I'm told by Euan Smith
(Helensburgh) that North Atlantic
h.f. circuits (example: NAT -A
5.598MHz) can carry military
traffic when air force flights liaise
with naval vessels during
exercises at sea. With operations
conducted below 6000ft
(presumably altitude) I hope the
weather was kind!

I hope that T.A. Brodie
(Plymouth) enjoys the trip to
Heathrow that the family are
arranging as a treat. The viewing
area is on top of Terminal
2/Queen's Building but, as the
apron has grown over the years,
seems far from the runways.

On 123.9MHz, a.t.i.s. will tell
you which runways are
operational. Clearance delivery is
121.7 or 121.975; Ground
Movements Control 121.0, 121.7,
121.9; Tower (Aerodrome Control)
is 118.5, 118.7 or 124.47MHz.
Between them, these frequencies
control everything that can
actually be seen in the vicinity.

Information Sources

Please would all readers note that
'Airband' is a spare -time paid
hobby, I'm not an employee of the
magazine. I'd like some time to
develop my Museum, too! So I
can't provide a direct
correspondence service. Any
question worth asking is worth
printing in this column for all to
share.

If you want frequencies and
charts of airways, why not buy the
same publications that pilots
carry? Various suppliers including
the RAF sell to the public by mail
order and I list these organisations
in Airband Factsheet which is
yours, free for the asking, if you
send a reply -paid self-addressed
envelope to the Broadstone
Editorial Offices Ito hold two A4
sheets).

For example, Ronald Howe
(Sittingbourne) would like a list of

frequencies for over -the -pole
flights. All you need is listed on
the front cover of the Aerad Polar
Chart (High Altitude).

I recommend getting the
Factsheet which tells you how to
contact Aerad for the latest prices.
You will be interested that most
Polar frequencies are part of the
North Atlantic (NAT) h.f. network
(there are too many to list here).

Perhaps cheaper than the Aerad
Supplement at £4.99 (includes
inland postage, an extra £1.75
should cover overseas airmail),
but less detailed, is Frequency
Guide from Air Supply, 83b
High Street, Yeadon, Leeds
LS19 7TA, Tel: (01132)
509581. It's your choice. Thanks
to Air Supply for kindly sending a
review copy. It only seems to
cover the UK (Aerad gives you
Europe etc.).

Those mysterious LATCC
sectors are listed in full detail, but
not the Scottish ones, which were
by now out of date anyway! Good
news is that updates are planned
every six months. Unlike Aerad
there's the added bonus of
military u.h.f. assignments.
Reverse frequency lookup is
always useful but you can't find
company frequency when only the
airline name is known.

I find it hard to validate large
reference books although I did
note the authors were caught out
by AFIS (rather than a.t.i.s.) at
Coventry - then they're not alone!
If really hard -up then this book is
cheaper and smaller than Aerad
and RAF supplements and the
presentation is easy to read.

Follow -Ups & Foul -Ups

Updating this month's article on
'Airband Meteorology,' AIC 4/1997
from the CAA introduces
improved wind reporting. Large
airports will quote the short-term
averaged wind strength but light
aircraft pilots sometimes prefer to
be told the instantaneous reading.
In this case, the controller will
now prefix the information with
the words 'Instant wind.'

Page 70, February, asks about
128.825MHz and Bob de
Savigny-Bower (Woking) notices
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that Rhein Radar,
Frankfurt/Wurzburg Upper Sector,
is on this frequency.

The photo on page 72 in
February wasn't a DH.89 Dragon
Rapide and R.G. Taylor (Henley-
on-Thames) should know as he
flew in the Dominie military
version just before the war.
Having studied the reference
books I agree that the photo
actually shows a DH.84 Dragon.

Frequency &
Operational News

As promulgated in GASIL 1 of
1997 from the CAA, Sumburgh's
radar (includes offshore service
for helicopters serving oil rigs)

changes to 131.3 (was 126.1MHz).
I'm sad to see that Ipswich Airport
(I had flying lessons there) is
closing. By chance, it's the only
grass runway from which I've
flown, at one time
accommodating Suckling's
Dornier 228 scheduled flights.

Last month I summarised the
extensive changes to Scottish
airways frequencies. AIC 15/1997
explains that this re -arrangement
was necessary to increase
capacity, especially as many north
Atlantic flights will start operating
at reduced vertical separation
(1000ft instead of 2000ft).

Scottish Air Traffic Control
Centre issues a chart of the new
sectorisation (but no frequencies

are shown, you have to match it
up to the Aerad or similar
Supp/en7enti. Sectors are: Antrim,
Central, Dean Cross, Forth (Low
and High), Hebrides, Moray, South
West, You can obtain this single
A4 sheet from: Manager ATC
(Airways), National Air Traffic
Services Ltd., Scottish and
Oceanic Area Control Centre,
Atlantic House, Sherwood
Road, Prestwick, Scotland
KA9 2NR. Don't forget the pre-
paid self-addressed envelope.

LATCC frequencies have been
affected too and it's been difficult

for me to keep up - without
becoming a rival to Aerad! A
helpful clarification from A.H.
Harrison (Chester -le -Street)
suggests that, in the Pole Hill
sector, 131.05 has been withdrawn
but 118.775, 126.875, 129.1, and
135.575MHz are current.

Abbreviations

AFIS

AIC
a.t. i.s.

CAA
ft
GASIL

h.f.

kHz

LATCC

MHz

QFE

ON H

u. h. f.

v. h .f.

VOLMET

The next three deadlines
(for topical information) are
April 14, May 19 and June
16. Replies always appear
in this column and it is
regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible.

Aerodrome Flight Information Service
Aeronautical Information Circular
automatic terminal information service
Civil Aviation Authority
feet
General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet
high frequency
kilohertz
London Area & Terminal Control Centre
megahertz
altimeter pressure setting, reads zero when on aerodrome
altimeter pressure setting, reads height above sea level
ultra high frequency
very high frequency
VOLume METeorological report

THE

AVIATION

HOBBY

CENTRE

VISITOR CENTRE

MAIN TERMINAL

BIRMINGHAM

INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT

B26 3QJ

TEL: 0121-782 2112

FAX: 0121-782 6423

Why not send for our free Mail Order Catalogue full

of Aviation Books, Videos, Scanners, Antennas, Maps

& Charts. Always available are the UK POCKET

VILF/UTIF FREQUENCY GUIDE at £3.95 + 50p

P&P. THE MIRAN") JARGON BOOK -Explains

what exactly is being said and the instructions being

given over 'our aiihand radio between ATC and the

aircraft - Price: £6.95 post free.

AVIATION VIDEOS - PIANE FOOTBALL

CRAZY - see the aircraft such as Martinair B747 +

MD -11, Corsair 1374-, Czech 11.-62 and 111154's plus

lots lots more when visiting fans arrived at BHX in

June for one of the biggest football events held at

Villa Park. 90 Minutes Plus Extra Time of aircraft

action! Price: £1699 + P&P. FIVE DAYS IN

MAY- BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIR-

PORT -a video 'diary' including the aircraft that

visited BHX for the Western European conference

including German AF VFW614 and A310 Airbus,

Polish AF YAK40, Slovak & Czech T1 154's as well as

various Military and private exec jets. Also features

BHX's regular traffic'. The best of the five days com-

pressed into a 2 hour action video. Price: £14.99 +

£1 P&P.

ON THE FLIGHTDECK VOLUME ONE -Five Wal-

led flights including overhead join and landing at

Welshpool in a Cessna 152. An approach and land-

ing at Prague in a CSA B73--500. lamaca-Beirut-

lamaca great aerial footage of Beirut and its airport

from a Cherokee Archer IL Price: £14.95 + P&P.

HONG KONG '96A 2 hour all action video.

Includes footage of aircraft making the last minute

45 degree turn onto finals into Kai Tak. See aircraft

such as B74-, 8'57 and 8- plus Airbuses A300,

A310 Cathay, ANA, Air China, Dragonair, JAL,

Mandarin, Thai plus assorted freighters such as UPS,

Polar, Atlas etc. With ATC. Price: £16.99+ P&P.

We accept visa. Access Salta visa Delta Cheques Postal

Orders and Lash ofcourse( And we are open 7 days a

week Sam - 7pm

Look [ONWARD 10 liPARING NOM IOC

JAVIATION
THE AIRBAND SPECIALISTS

CARLTON WORKS, CARLTON STREET, BRADFORD BD7

01274 732146
Frequency & Callsign List - Together

The latest edition of our most successful publication ever is due to
be published during December 1996 - in time for Christmas and
the New Year. Fully updated with this years frequency changes
together with a comprehensive update on the Military Callsign sec-
tion. Same format as all previous editions and from customer feed-
back still the best airband guide there is.

.02.50 including postage

ideR7000 OW-ae/14,
Want to improve performance on the AM Broadcast bands?

We now have available a small PCB that fits internally within the
AR8000 and allows the narrower SSB filters to be selected when in
AM mode. This can greatly assist with AM listening on crowded
Shortwave bands. Once the PCB is fitted the narrower filters can
be selected by pressing the LOCAL button and deselected in the
same way.

For further details please give us a call.

Robust leather carry cases also available for the AR8000 - £15.00
inc P&P.

If you have internet WWW access then surf along to our Web Site
at:- http://www.demon.co.uk/javiation
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Peter Bond, c/o Editorial Offices, Broadstone

Mi lAi r
No UHF Changes
The letters I received voicing
concern over possible future u.h.f.
frequency changes, prompted me to
do a little investigating, (see
December issue of Short Wave
Magazine). Having approached
various sources, I eventually spoke
to an 'informed source' who very
kindly did some checking for me.
The outcome was that as of early
February the situation was that
"There are currently no plans for
any major changes of this sort". For
the immediate future I am sure all
airband enthusiasts will all agree
that this is good news.

Actually, if you think about this
situation logically it would seem a
pointless exercise to change all the
frequencies for anything other than
logistical operational reasons. The
purpose of the last changes in 1992,
was to make more available
frequencies by allocating a much
higher number of new frequencies
utilising three decimal places,
251.225 for example. If you link this
policy of more available channels
with the base closure programme
over the past five years, there must
be more than enough frequencies
available for all the necessary
needs. Since 1992, at least fourteen
civil and military airfields that had
u.h.f, frequencies in use have closed

Brims Norton Radar Frequencies 128.25 Radar 338.65 Primary
133.75 Approach & Radar 344.0 NATO Common

119.0 Primary 133.9 Radar 356.875 Primary
123.3 NATO Common 134.3 Primary 376.625 Into Fairford
123.55 Radar 257.1 Primary 379.125 Withdrawn?
123.725 Radar 268.5 Withdrawn? 385.4 NATO Common
127.25 Radar 277.35 Radar

I

or been reduced in status. If each of
these had say an average of 15
frequencies in use, then over 200
frequencies have been made
available for re -allocation. With all
this in mind, I would hope that any
significant changes could be
avoided in the near and perhaps the
distant future?

Brize Norton
Dave from Woodstock, near Oxford,
writes to me with some questions
about Brize Norton and in particular
their radar frequencies. He asks why
Brize Radar seems to have so many
frequencies compared with most
other radar units, and follows this
by asking what frequencies are in
use as he feels he is missing a
number of discrete frequencies.
Firstly, I would assume that Brize
has a larger number of radar
frequencies available as it can
provide the Approach and let down
facilities for a number of adjacent
airfields. This includes airfields such
as Benson, Fairford and Lyneham,
and before their closure, others
such as Kemble and Upper Heyford.
Also it is almost directly under the
Westcott corridor which may
necessitate the use of their radar
facilities for aircraft climbing into or
leaving this airspace. The actual
Westcott corridor is controlled by

London Military using frequencies
such as 133.9 or 275.35. Also, I
think a fair amount of civil light
aircraft also contact Brize for a
Lower Airspace Radar Service,
(including those into Oxford
Kidlingtonl, so all in all it can be a
busy radar unit. Having checked my
records the Brize Radar frequencies
I have listed are shown below, I see
from my notes that some have not
been heard in use for some time so
they may have been withdrawn?
Can anyone update the list?

NATO Common
Frequencies
Incidentally, having just typed the
section about Brize Norton it
occurred to me that it is worth
making a comment about the NATO
Common Frequencies. Those of you
who have been airband listeners for
years will take this as read, but
others who are new to the hobby,
may not realise their significance.
These v.h.f. and u.h.f. frequencies
remain constant throughout all
NATO airfields, the Air Traffic
control allocations are as follows :
Tower 122.1/257.8, Approach
362.3, Approach - Radar 123.3.
Radar 344.0/385.4. Almost every
military airfield will utilise these
frequencies at some time, some as

their main frequencies others as a
standby. Experience has shown that
the v.h.f. frequencies are most likely
to be heard in use, from my home I
regularly hear 123.3 in use with two
adjacent airfields. If you have half a
dozen free channels, it is well worth
putting these frequencies into
memory.

Thunderbirds

News has reached me that the US
aerobatic team the Thunderbirds
are due to display at the Mildenhall,
USAF 50th anniversary show.
Consequently, so you can listen to
them in action, next month I shall
include a list of their display
frequencies. With the airshow
season almost upon us, if readers
would like to send in any other
recently noted frequencies in use by
other Aerobatic Teams, I will
hopefully include a listing in the
next couple of months.

Information Lastly, I am in debt to
Keith who has written in with a most
comprehensive log of aircraft movements.
Unfortunately, I do not have the space to include
extensive movement details, so I would like to
repeat my earlier request. Please keep sending
in your logs, but it would help me greatly if you
could highlight any items that you feel are
unusual or perhaps provide new frequency or
other topical information - thanks - see you next
month.

AIR SUPPLY
97 HIGH STREET, YEADON

LEEDS LS19 7TA
Consult the airband experts for
personal and friendly service

FLIGHT SIMULATOR SHOW
to be held at

Yorkshire Aeroplane Club,
Southside, Leeds Bradford Airport
Sunday 13 April, 10am to 4.30pm

L

Send for our new "NO FRILLS"
Frequency Guide. Only £4.99 inc P&P.

Revised 1997 Catalogue and PRICE LIST;
ONLY £1.50 (refundable). Quote 'SW'

Ken Cothliff on 0113-250 9581
Fax 0113-250 0119 J

GAREX ELECTRONICS
PREAMPURERS Miniature (only 34 x 9 x 15rrm1, any frequency in the range 40-300MHz, up to 25dB gain.

Assembled, but unboxed pcb. Stock versions: 6m, 4m, 2m, 131MHz 1W -Sat) E12.95. Airband 1118-136MHz)

(reduced gain due to frequency spread) E12.95. Other spot frequencies 40-300MHz to order: E14.95.

VHF AIRBAND PREAMP 118-137MHz 16d8 gain, boxed ready for use, powered by internal battery or ester-

nal 9-15V DC, BNC connectors and patch lead E29.95.

VHF MARINE BAND PREAMP 156-162MHz 20dB gain, (other details as Airband model) E29.95.

VHF WEATHER SATELLITE PREAMP 137-138MHz 25dB gain (other details as Airband model). BNC or

F conns. (please state) E79.95.

WIDEBAND PREAMPUFIER Model GA4-B. Covers 25-1300MHz, typical gain 12d8 (at 500MHz) (other details
as Airband model( £35.95.

MAINS ADAPTOR Suits our preamps. Active "NOMAD", etc. 3/4.5/6/7.5P3/12V at 300mA E8.95

Write, phone or fax for lists. Callers by appointment only, please.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS[MI Unit 8, Sandpiper Court, Harrington Lane, Exeter EX4 8NS wSA

Phone: 1013921466899 Fax: 1013921 466887

LIGHIDECt
For ALL your AIRBAND needs.

Scanners, Aerials, Accessories, Software etc
and much more. If it's worth having - we sell it!

Also exclusive suppliers of

FLIGHT DATABASE 2
A.C.A.R.S. Decoding & Analysis

Software for 'Air Master' users.
Catalogue £1 from Flightdeck, Dept SW., 192 Wilmslow Rd,

Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 38H. 3 miles from
M/C Airport. Tel: 0161499 9350 Fax: 0161-499 9349

E-mail: 101543,661@compuserve
9.30am - 5.30pm Mon -Sat. Closed Weds.
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Lawrence Harris, 5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 5QB E-mail: lawrenceh@ndirect.co.uk
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The first test transmission
from METEOSAT-6 of a
GOMS image dated 17

February 1997 at 0600UTC - see
my image Fig. 1 - was made at
1054UTC on 18 February. GOMS is
the geostationary WXSAT
operated by the Commonwealth of
Independent States. Together with
METEOSAT, GOES and GMS
image retransmissions,
METEOSAT WEFAX is really giving
value for money! Announcement
of the test was made after last
month's press deadline for 'Info',
as often seems to be the case.
Another three test transmissions
were made but I had to stow my
dish immediately after the above
slot because of imminent storm
force winds. George Newport of
Canterbury sent high quality
GOMS prints a few days later.

Current WXSATs
METEOR 3-5 was transmitting
images of somewhat improved
quality during early February. I
noticed the change during
January, then comments about it
began appearing on an Internet
WXSAT mailing list. Around mid -
February my images degraded,
then recovered their quality on 19
February. Visible -light images from
NOAAs 10 and 12 are rapidly
improving as spring arrives and
the sun's elevation increases.

METEOSAT-6 became the
European operational satellite
from 0800UTC on 13 February,
when operations were transferred
from METEOSAT-5. There was a
short scheduled delay, then at
0838UTC a METEOSAT-5 0800UTC
image was disseminated. The first
METEOSAT-6 image was the D2
(European infra -red format) image
transmitted at 0858UTC.

As is widely known,
EUMETSAT encrypt almost all of
METEOSAT's primary data,
requiring an expensive decryption
unit, hardware interface and
licence to be obtained if all the
images are to be used. With plans
for the additional retransmission
of GOES -9 and GOMS images
being recently revealed, I asked
EUMETSAT to clarify the situation
- would the new re -transmitted
images remain unencrypted?

Volker Gaertner of
EUMETSAT User Service
responded - "From 1 April 1997
onwards all foreign satellite
formats (GOES -8, GOES -9 and

Or pit

GMS) will be disseminated in
unencrypted form unless the
operators of the other spacecraft
would explicitly require that those
formats have to be encrypted. The
GOES -9 and GMS digital formats
will be available from early May
1997 onwards".

Following this clarification, we
now have the interesting situation
that anyone with PDUS equipment
should soon be able to receive
clear primary data images from
Japan, America and Russia, but
may not be able to receive clear
METEOSAT images (other than the
very few unencrypted
transmissions!).

World
Radiocommunications
Conference - 1997
Some commercial satellite
interests are once more seeking
access to bands below 1GHz,
including the amateur allocations
at 146 and 430MHz. Little 'low -
earth -orbiting satellite' (LEO)
interests have proposed adding
219-225MHz to their list of desired
allocations for the non -voice, non-
geostationary mobile -satellite
service (MSS). The AMSAT News
Service Bulletin 047.01 issued by
AMSAT HQ at Silver Spring on 16
February, says that the move was
contained in the industry's so-
called 'flexible allocation
proposal,' delivered at the 13
February meeting of the FCC
Informal Working Group (IWG) 2A.
Little LEO targets now include 146
to 148, 219 to 225 and 430 to
450MHz. The ARRL and AMSAT
were among those objecting to the
concept. The 1997 World
Radiocommunications Conference
(WRC-97) is to be held later this
year. 'Info' will feature details at
they become available.

Letters & Pictures
Peter Schoen wrote from
Germany to send a selection of
images from GOMS, METEOR 2-20
images (transmitted by GOMS),
and NOAAs-12 and 14. Peter
monitors GOMS directly, using a
TH2 loop Yagi and has heard the
transmissions, as well as those
many periods when GOMS is not
disseminating imagery. Peter uses
a Timestep h.r.p.t. set-up located in
his backyard (sounds familiar!)
From a large selection I have
included a summertime h.r.p.t.

Fig. 1: GOMS infra -red image
on 17 February (from
METEOSAT-6).

(high resolution) image of Sicily,
with the island of Malta and the
coastline of Tunisia included in this
channel 2 image.

George Newport of Canterbury
regularly sends me sets of high
quality pictures. I have selected
Fig. 3, a summer picture from
NOAA-14, showing the UK totally
cloud free on a July day.

Roger Ray of Telford sent in
several images from which I
selected one from May of last year.
Roger has assembled a portable
WXSAT receiving system to

Fig. 2: NOAA-14 image of Sicily
from Peter Schoen 28 July 1996.

provide live images while away on
holiday. This system is based on a
laptop computer, portable
Timestep two -channel receiver,
and a rebuilt crossed -dipole
antenna.

Bulletin Boards (BBSs)
There are a number of BBSs
providing information on satellites
and allied subjects, and some also
carry software. Probably the best
non-commercial sources are the
RIG BBS and Starbase 1.

The RIG (Remote Imaging
Group) BBS is on (01344)
874140 and provides probably
the cheapest instant source of
Kepler elements. When you dial in,
the elements of our favourite
satellites are dumped on the
screen before the sign -on
invitation arrives. This means that
you can dial -in and then exit - for
the cost of a short phone call.
Some software and images are
also available for members to
download.

Starbase-1 BBS is run by Nick
Stevens and can be contacted on
either: 0171-703 3593 or 0171-701
6914. If you register and subscribe
to the BBS you get significant
privileges including the use of the
off-line reader (OLR). This allows
you to set up groups and forums

Fig. 3: NOAA-14 image of UK from
George Newport.

for monitoring on the BBS (I
monitor astronomical societies'
astronomy pages, amongst
others). You can then log -in at any
time and download a compressed
file containing the postings in each
group. This can be uncompressed
after you leave the BBS, making it
an economical process to keep up-
to-date with all the chat and
information. I joined Starbase-1
some years ago and find it an
excellent source of software and
HST images.

MIR Operations During
1997 (March to May)
Many readers have expressed an
interest in MIR activities so I shall
include occasional notes.
VideoCosmos have provided a list
of the operations scheduled for
MIR during 1997. The following
extract covers the period until
May.

March EVA (extra -vehicular
activity - US program)

26 April Progress M-35
(11F615A55 No.235) launch

27 April Progress M-34
undocking and deorbit

28 April Progress M-35 docking
to PkhO port

These launches and flights may
be heard by monitoring the
frequencies previously published
for MIR and its associated support
activities.

Beginners - Kepler
Elements
There have been many letters
asking for explanations of Kepler
elements; as it is some years since
I covered this topic, I am providing
some notes during the next few
editions. Let us start right at the
beginning by referring to an
example of a launch - the
American WXSAT NOAA-14, which
was launched a few years ago.
Being a member of the NOAA
constellation (that is, it was joining
NOAAs 10, 11, 12 and 13), several
facts were already known about its
planned orbit. Launch was to place
it into an 'afternoon ascending'
orbit - one in which it would pass
over any given place on earth,
travelling northwards during the
afternoon. The term 'ascending'
refers to its direction (northward)
when crossing the equator, so that
NOAA-14 passes over the UK
travelling northwards during the
afternoon. NOAA-12 is in a
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Frequencies

NOAA-14 transmits a.p.t. on 137.62MHz
NOAA-12 transmits a.p.t. on 137.50MHz
NOAAs transmit beacon telemetry on 137.77 or 136.77MHz
METEOR 3-5 (or 2-21) use 137.85MHz
OKEAN-4 and SICH-1 occasionally use 137.40MHz
METEOSAT-5 (geostationary) uses 1691 and 1694.5MHz for WEFAX
GOES -8 (western horizon) uses 1691MHz for WEFAX
MIR 145.55 and 143.625MHz.

'morning descending' orbit. These
descriptions remain valid (for a
long period after launch) because
the NOAAs are essentially 'sun -
synchronous', that is, their orbits
remain nominally synchronised
with the sun. METEORs, on the
other hand, are non -sun -
synchronous; their orbital planes
constantly rotate with respect to
the sun. This is the reason that
orbits of the METEOR WXSATs
change so occasionally the solar
panels receive limited illumination
for several days. This requires the
operators to power down some of
the onboard systems.

All satellite orbits are defined
by a set of measurements, and
these parameters are called Kepler
elements, after the astronomer
Johannes Kepler who first
described the orbits of planets
around the sun, in terms of these
parameters. Each parameter has

Fig. 4: NOAA-14 from May 1996
from Roger Ray.

been given a name - some more
unhelpful than others! The
parameters are Epoch, inclination,
Mean Motion, Mean Anomaly,
Right Ascension of Ascending
Node, Eccentricity, Argument of
Perigee, and optionally, Decay and
Epoch Revolution. The optional
parameters can be used if
required, as will be explained in a
future edition.

As mentioned a month or so
back, the American Department of
Defence uses radar to measure a
satellite's position and movement.
The time at which a set of Kepler
elements is computed is called the
Epoch, and can be expressed
either as a decimal (of a day), with
an associated day number, or in
normal fashion. Most satellite
tracking programs permit this
entry in either format. For routine
monitoring I often use Instant
Track running on my PC, and the
current MIR elements, as on 21

February, have the Epoch
97049.4096 (etc.), which converts
to 18 February 0949UTC - give or
take a few seconds. These
elements are therefore 3.3 days
old. Due to external influences -
such as solar activity, or even the
proximity of the Moon - satellite
orbits land therefore the
associated Kepler elements)
change. Always use recent
element sets to ensure your
program remains accurate.

FENG YUN 2B
The planned Chinese
geostationary WXSAT Feng Yun
2B (FY -2B) is officially due for
launch sometime this year; it will
be located at 105° East.
Operationally similar to GMS (the
Japanese WXSAT) it will have high
resolution stretched VISSR
(Visible/ Infra -red Spin Scan
Radiometer) data (5km infra -red,
5km water vapour and 1.25km
visible), together with low
resolution WEFAX (analogue), DCP
(Data Collection Platform)
capability and a new digital S -band
FAX service (CCITT G3) for
domestic distribution of charts and
imagery.

For beginners wondering what
some of these terms actually mean
- firstly the position given above
(105° East) means that the WXSAT
will be stationed over that
longitude and will therefore not be
receivable from the UK. We can
expect that the data may
eventually be made available for
dissemination by METEOSAT. This
has become an agreed practice, as
seen from the schedules for
METEOSAT, GOMS and GOES
which also disseminate images
from other WXSATS. The term
VISSR refers to the high resolution
data stream obtained by the
satellite's radiometer (which
produces raw images prior to
processing). WEFAX is the lower
resolution image format, produced
by reducing the primary resolution
to a level for transmission within a
short time scale. DCP capability
refers to the collection of data
from ground -based transmitters
such as buoys, which measure
parameters of the local
environment and transmit the
information to the satellite.

Table 1: FY -28 downlink characteristics
Channel Frequency Modulation Power Bandwidth

(MHz) (dBm) (kHz)

LR-FAX 1691.0 MHz a.m./f.m. +57 260
S -FAX 1699.5 MHz a.m./f.m. +46 26

LA -FAX -low resolution - WEFAX

The Australian Bureau of
Meteorology is working with the
China Meteorological
Administration on the Feng Yun 2B
satellite, and is providing a Turn
Around Ranging Station to
support FY2AB operations, as it
does for the Japanese GMS
satellite.

The down link characteristics
are shown in Table 1. My thanks
to Mike Kenny of Satellite
Engineering, Bureau of
Meteorology, Melbourne,
Australia, for providing this
information.

TRAKSAT Version 4.01
Another well-known DOS based
satellite tracking program is
TRAKSAT, written by Paul E
Traufler. TRAKSAT is a general
purpose tracking program, using
the usual NORAD, NASA 2 -Line
element set. New with this version
are two fully rendered 3D earth
views with full colour sun and
shadow. These views are
impressive. This version is a fully
protected mode program with no
DOS 640K limits, and uses
extended or expanded memory,
requiring only 250K of free RAM.
This is the fourth major re -write.

The program runs on IBM AT,
PS/2, 286 and above computers
with 2Mb RAM. HIMEM or some
other memory manager should be
installed. As is usual for tracking
programs, a maths co -processor is
highly desirable, and MS DOS v5.0
or above is required.

For testing purposes, I ran the
program under Windows 95. The
menu has multiple options and
can be configured for different
stations - I added Plymouth, UK to
the other Plymouths already in the
database! The satellite database
can be modified to permit further
additions or name changes. Up to
six satellites can be
simultaneously displayed, and the
alternative of a tabular display is
available.

Software Availability
When I obtain WXSAT and
associated software (tracking,
display or image processing), I
usually provide some details in

.01fo, fOofort.. Of %muff ator
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Fig. 5: Tracksat 3D view.

this column. Many readers have
asked about the availability of
software on different platforms so
I recently obtained collections of
DOS, Windows 3.1 and Windows
95 programs. When requesting
software please mention which
platforms you are using. Most
DOS and Windows 3.1 programs
run under Windows 95 but not
vice versa. I can now provide

Kepler elements - MIR
and Shuttle

1) For a print-out of the latest
WXSAT elements, MIR, and
the Shuttle (if in orbit), send
a stamped addressed
envelope and secured 20p
coin or separate, extra
stamp. Transmission
frequencies are given for
operating satellites. During
Shuttle operations I send
Kepler elements by return -
of -post.

2) I also send monthly Kepler
print-outs to many people.
To join the list please send a
'subscription' of £1
(secured, plus four self-
addressed, stamped
envelopes) for four editions.

3) You can have the data as a
computer disk file
containing recent elements
for the WXSATs, and a large
file holding elements for
thousands of satellites. A
print-out is included,
identifying NASA catalogue
numbers (for the WXSATs,
Amateur Radio satellites,
and others of general
interest), ideal for automatic
updating of your tracking
software. Please enclose
50p with your PC -formatted
disk and stamped envelope.

Finally, thanks to many readers who
wrote such complimentary letters
about the 'Space Special', long after
its publication. I continue to receive
requests for further information
about MIR, the Shuttle and GOES
WXSATs from 'Info' readers all over
the world. Meanwhile brother John
(see last month's Info') continues to
make progress back to normal
health.

whichever version is requested. I
recently obtained the latest
shareware versions of Graphic
Workshop - the 32 -bit (Windows
95) version and 16 -bit versions,
together with Lview and other
software - all in their latest
versions. This should enable
readers to convert files from native
formats (such as BMP) to more
compressed formats, such as
JPEG or GIF, as well as image
enhancement.

Shuttle Launch
Schedule
Leif Lindeskov of Denmark has
been monitoring Shuttle and other
transmissions and tells me that he
believes he has monitored
WA3NAN using 14.395MHz (the
official re -transmission frequency
is 14.295MHz1. Leif also reports
hearing interfering transmissions
on 14.295MHz.

The next scheduled launches
are: STS -83 (Columbia) on 3 April
at 0701UTC into a 28.45°
inclination orbit. STS -84 (Atlantis)
on 15 May at 0805UTC into a 51.6°
inclination orbit for a MIR linkup.

A comprehensive listing of all
Shuttle flights and payloads,
together with associated
information is available from me
as the Shuttle Pack (an A4
booklet). Please include a secure
£1 and stamped s.a.e.
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Timestep
PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D.
direct temperature readout, lati-
tude -longitude overlays and coun-
try outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported.
NOAA images contain full resolu-
tion visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Timestep PO Box 2001 Newmarket
Tel: 01440 820040

CB8 8QA
Fax: 01440 820281

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction soft-

ware. Full screen colour graphics
and 6 simultaneous satellites are

just some of the amazing features.
For the ultimate in detail we offer

HRPT digital systems with five
1.1km ground sensors, towns and

rivers are clearly visible. For
everyday use we also have the
PDUS digital Meteosat system
that takes 2.5km data every 30

minutes. Timestep PDUS colour
animate is used several times a

day by Anglia Television because
of its very high resolution com-

bined with spectacular colour.
Forecasters will appreciate temper-
ature calibrated 30 minute interval

images.

A full range of separate Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers

and accessories are held in stock.

England

Most advertisements are legal, decent,
honest and truthful. A few are not,

and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about

how to make complaints, please send for
our booklet: 'The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority. /
We're here to put it right.V

ASA Ltd., 2 Torrington Place, London WC I E 7HW

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising.
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NEM IS FAIR. II.I. ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH. DORSET B1123 21.1 KENWOOD

,Authonsec
Dealer Phone Fax 01202 490099  Mobile 0836.246955 c""reZr"

THE SCANNER AND RECEIVER SPECIAUSTS
Scanners and Receivers from 17$ - 15000.
Call 8 discuss which part of the Radio Spectrum you wish to monitor
8 we will advise you on the most cost effective way of doing ft

 Full range of new & secondhand equipment available.
 We stock all famous brands:-
AOR.YUPITERU. ISEARCAT, SCANMASTER

* Au. Tsn ACCESSORS

. AND WE GIVE FRIENDLY ADVICE!!

Suppliers of comunications equipment
and accessories to enthusiasts countrywide.

CB  Amateur  SWL - Novice  Airband  Marine

SAME DAY DESPATCH
on ill postal pits quoting pun

04:RiciAttesi number

Call for

BEST
prices on

equipment

We are the Rensiood main dealer for the
South Coast and appointed dealers for

Yaesu 8 Item equipment

4 MILES FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON B3073

300 YARDS FROM CHRISTCHURCH RAILWAY STATION. FOREGOER] PSIthING FOR DISABLED

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ

Day Tel: 0181-743 0899 Fax: 0181-749 3934
VALVES WANTED - NEW AND BOXED

KT66 GEC £40.00 ea ECC83 £3.50 ea
KT88 GEC £60.00 ea EF86 £3.50 ea
EL34 Mullard £15.00 ea GZ34 Mullard £5.00 ea
EL84 Mullard £4.00 ea GZ32 Mullard £5.00 ea
EL37 Mullard £12.00 ea ECC33 Mullard £5.00 ea
DA30 GEC £80.00 ea ECC32 Mullard £5.00 ea
D030 £100.00 ea 6SN7GT £3.00 ea
PT15 £10.00 ea B65 £5.00 ea
DA100 GEC £150.00 ea L63 £3.00 ea
4212E STC £150.00 ea 53KU £5.00 ea
PX25 Globe shaped....£100.00 ea GZ37 £2.00 ea
PX4 Globe shaped £60.00 ea

Values must be W European to achieve price
PLEASE PHONE, POST OF FAX USTS, FOR PROMPT DECISION AM) PAYMENT. LARGE STOCK OF
VALVES AVARABLE. Also AR88 SPARES AND RAI 7 SPARES. PLEASE SEND SAE FOR USTS.
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Mike Richards G4WNC, PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD. Internet: mike.richards@dial.pipex.com

Decoc
All the Data Modes

Death of Morse?
Towards the end of February there
were a number of features on the
major news channels announcing
the end of Morse code. If you
missed the full news reports
you're probably wondering what
all the fuss is about. So I'll bring
you up to speed. What has really
changed is the formal cessation of
the Morse code distress watch
system on February 1, 1999. This
is where ships at sea and other
professional users of maritime
radio have an obligation to keep a
watch on the agreed distress
channels. A typical example here
is the long established 500kHz
emergency frequency. Just writing
about it takes me back to my
youth when I remember admiring
the design for a very early
transistorised 500kHz c.w.
transmitter in one of the famous
Mullard circuit books. That was in
the days of 0071 transistors when
an 0C35 was considered quite
revolutionary.

Enough reminiscing, back to
Morse code. The use of Morse
code for distress and other
emergency signals has a very
long history incorporating such
famous events as the sinking of
the SS Titanic and the tracking
and successful arrest of Dr.
Crippin! It has really survived very
well, primarily because it is a very
simple system requiring only very
basic equipment. In the hands of
trained operators it also offers the
facility to communicate reliably
through the most awful r.f.

e

most major shipping lines.
The significant change for this

year is the decision to make
GMDSS the primary distress
system and the introduction of
new maritime laws and
international agreements that
require all ships over a certain
displacement to carry and operate
GMDSS equipment.

As well as offering a very
reliable communication system,
the other attraction of GMDSS is
its ease of use. This means the
whole crew can be trained to use
it successfully and you don't have
to rely on having a radio operator
to hand before you can make a
distress call. The other attraction
is that GMDSS distress signals are
automatically routed to an
appropriately located emergency
centre complete with the ship's
precise location. The Morse based
system relied on a local ship
hearing the distress call and then
signalling ashore to get further
help. So you can see that GMDSS
is a potentially much safer system
that even enables solo yachtsmen
to be accurately located and
rescued in the most remote areas
of the oceans.

Clear evidence of this is to be
found in the rescue of the British
yachtsman that made the
headlines a couple of months ago.
That rescue just would not have
been possible with the old Morse
based system. The sad point
about the closure of the Morse
stations is the loss of the highly
skilled radio operators that have
reliably communicated good and
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Fig.1: US Coastguard Web site.

is also still being taught in the
services and remains one of the
most secure inter -ship
communication systems in times
of war.

BARTG 97

I always seem to forget to
mention this popular rally, so I
thought that I'd get a really early
plug in for this year! For those
that haven't heard of BARTG, this
is the British Amateur Radio
Teledata Group which is set-up to
promote and support the use of
data signals by amateur radio
operators. Whilst this in itself is
not directly of interest to 'Decode'
readers, the type of trader that
exhibits at the show is. If you want
to get your hands on some
decoding equipment or maybe
want to find out more about some
of the old electro-mechanical
teleprinter and FAX systems, this
is the place to go.

In addition to the trade stands,
this year's show sees the
introduction of DataStream '97.
This is a series of lectures on a
range of subjects that may well
prove of interest to readers of this
column. The provisional list of

readers letters will soon reveal
that the most popular area for
utility monitoring is weather data.
This is probably due to the
hopelessly unpredictable weather
we get in the UK and everyone's
belief that, with a bit of live data,
they can beat the forecasters!
Well, the new Meteocode program
adds another weapon to your
armoury. The program has been
designed to transform the
SYNOPTIC type data that's
broadcast by the many RTTY
weather stations that are to be
found on the h.f. bands.

These stations send out
monotonous streams of five digit
number groups, often 24 hours a
day. This data is a coded form of
the raw weather observations that
feed into the massive mainframe
computer systems used to provide
the major weather reports. The
format used to encode these
weather reports is very well
publicised and I've given
examples of how to manually
decode it in previous 'Decode'
columns. You will also find that
many of the better RTTY decoding
programs such as Hamcomm
feature a basic decoding system
that can convert the five digit
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conditions. If it's so good, why are
the authorities pulling the plug on
Morse code? The answer lies in
the stars or satellites to be more
exact. Satellite communications
systems now feature highly
reliable, global communications
that are immune to the vagaries of
h.f. propagation that cause us so
many problems. No more worries
about where we are in the sunspot
cycle or trying to make sense of
MUFs, it's all just a push-button
operation thanks to the new
GMDSS. This is an acronym for
Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System. This system has
been available for some time now
and is used in varying degrees by

bad news to ships throughout the
world. In the UK, the prime
example is our own Portishead
Radio. The operators there have
been real survivors in the
rationalisation of the UK radio
stations and I'm sure all the
'Decode' readers would join me in
wishing them the very best of luck
for the future. However, all is not
lost as Morse is not going to
disappear from the h.f. bands,
there will remain lots of activity,
not only amongst radio amateurs,
but also from third world
countries where the combination
of simplicity, low cost and
effectiveness make it a system
that just cannot be ignored. Morse

topics to date is: Data comms. for
beginners, satellite data comms.,
advanced data comms. and a
question and answer session. If
you'd like to go, the rally is being
held on Sunday September 14 at
Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher,
Surrey. My thanks to Ian
Brothwell for keeping me up-to-
date.

Meteocode
Yes, another new program for the
PC, but this one's a little bit
different. Thanks to Andrew
Jefferys for sending me a review
copy.

A look through a selection of

Table. 1: RTTY Figures to
Letters Look -up Table.

groups into plain language
reports. Whilst this is extremely
helpful, there's still a lot of work to
do before you can use the
readings to help see what the
weather's going to be like.

Meteocode could well be the
answer as it takes the decoding a
step further and presents the data
in graphical form. For example, it
will take a stream of weather data
for the UK and produce a map
showing the variation in cloud
cover across the country. It can be
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set to do this for a wide variety of
reporting systems. As you can see
from the examples in the column,
this makes the RTTY weather data
at least as useful as traditional FAX
charts. Meteocode is designed to
operate from a disk file containing
all the data rather than directly off -
air. Although this may at first seem
a little long winded, there are a
number of advantages. The most
important of which can be to
cleanse the data.

One of the problems with RTTY
as a communications system is its
susceptibility to corruption from
noise and other propagation
problems. If you store the received
text to a log file first you can then
check it out using a simple text
editor to remove/correct any
errors. The most common error is
an inversion from figures to letters
due to a corrupt shift character.
This can be put right very quickly
by referring to a simple look -up
table like the one I've shown in
Table 1.

Saving received data to a text
or log file is easy to do as most of
the better decoding programs
include a log file (available in the
registered version of Hamcomm)
where you can capture all the
received text for later processing.
Meteocode includes a specialised
conversion routine so that it can
directly handle data from a
Hamcomm log file. This special
routine is needed because the
Hamcomm logging system
precedes each line of text with the
time it was received. As you can
image, leaving this in would cause
great confusion in the decoding
process. If you really must decode
off -air, Meteocode does support
this providing you have a stand-
alone RTTY decoder that can
supply the data to the PC in ASCII
format via the serial port. As well
as being a very useful decoding
tool Meteocode makes very
modest demands of the PC. The
minimum requirements are a very
modest, XT compatible (80861 with
640Kb memory, VGA or SVGA
graphics capable of displaying 640
x 480 in 16 colours. You will also
need around 5Mb of free hard disk
space and MS DOS 3.3 or above.
This should be considered an
absolute minimum requirements
and a 386 processor based system
would be much more comfortable.
Still, I must congratulate Andrew
on keeping to such modest
requirements when many
programmers are bringing out
massive packages that struggle to
run on a Pentium!
The program comes supplied on
two 3.5in disks, the first of which
contains all the program files and a
few examples, whilst the second
disk holds the main reference
database. The review version used
a basic manual installation system,
but Andrew reports that all new
versions will be supplied with a
fully automatic installation routine
which I'm sure will please many

air

Fig. 2: Meteocode cloud cover chart.

users. Once installed, the program
is controlled by a series of 3D
push-button menu systems as you
can see from the screen shots I've
shown in the column. The first area
to go to is the set-up option where
you can change a few basic display
parameters, select file directories,
printer options and set the external
decoder configuration.
The facility to customise the
directories used is very useful to
keep the various input and output
files separated. The printer set-up
catered for Epson compatible units
and featured drivers for both 60
and 120d.p.i. image resolution. The
final set-up option covers the use
of an external decoder for direct
off -air decoding. The options
provided were very comprehensive
and included support for COM
ports 1 to 5, baud rates of 110 to
9600 with all the usual stop bit and
parity options. With everything set-
up the next step is to start
decoding from a previously saved
data file.
Here there are basically two
options - decode to text or to a
chart. Starting with the text option
the program will scan the data file
and present the operator with a list
of all the message types that have
been found within the data.
Discrimination between decodable
and non-decodable systems is
shown by using different text
weights. All you then have to do is
select the required message and
start the decoding.
Progress of the decode is shown
on a thermometer type scale and,
once complete, you can view the
result on the screen or save it to a
disk file for further processing. The
option to decode RTTY weather
data to a chart is a real bonus and
sets Meteocode apart from other
systems that just use text
decoding.
To decode to a chart you start by
selecting the required file in the
same way as for text decoding.
You then use the chart menu to
select the type of chart you want to
display. The options available are
very comprehensive and include;
air temperature, air pressure, air
pressure tendency, sea surface
pressure and cloud cover. Once the
decoding is complete you can then
choose to view, save or print the

a

file. I've shown a couple charts in
the column and you can see the
detail is very good.
The full screen display is in colour
and is well presented. By now you
will have worked out that I enjoyed
using Meteocode and think it a
worthwhile addition for any
listeners with an interest in
decoding weather data. Meteocode
is available from Andrew Jefferys
at £18 all inclusive in the UK or £25
for delivery outside the UK. For
this you get the two disks plus a
full printed manual. Send your
orders to 7 Oakes Close, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 6C1E.
Andrew is also available via E-mail:
sis5322@pbs5.milton.port.ac.0
k. My thanks to Andrew for
supplying the review copy.

Readers' Slot
SWM certainly seems to span the
globe with its coverage. The latest
'DX' letter for me comes from Jeff
Bell in Riverdale, Western
Australia. He's been following this
column for some time and has put
together a good decoding set-up.
The antenna is the much talked
about (you heard it here first!)
T2FD which is set-up to operate
between 5 and 30MHz. This is
supplemented by a 13MHz dipole
for specialist monitoring. The
receiver is the ever popular !corn
R71A which feeds an old
Telereader CWR-670 decoding unit
that he picked -up cheap from a
local radio amateur.Although the
set-up works very well Jeff is
hoping to be able to upgrade one
day.

F. Binnington of Onehouse
has written asking if I can help him
receive his first FAX picture with
JVFAX. He reports that he's been
operating very successfully with
HAMCOMM but can't get a thing
with JVFAX. The fact that
HAMCOMM works is a good sign
that there's nothing wrong with the
interface so the most likely
problem area is the way the
program's been set-up. One of the
common mistakes is to use the
wrong interface settings. Here's
what would normally be the
correct settings if you have a
standard HAMCOMM interface

connected to COM port 2 on the
PC. To begin with you need to set
the first section of the
configuration screen as follows:
Demodulator: 8 bits comparator,
Addr: 02F8 IRQ: 3. If your interface
is connected to COM port 1 you
need to change the Addr: to 03F8
and the IRQ to 4. Now tune close to
a decent strength FAX signal press
F for FAX and A to start the
decoding you should now start to
see some signs of a signal building
up. For new users its well worth
using the Auto tune function as
this will do all the fine tuning for
you and should get you some sore
of image. Once you've mastered
the basics you'll find that manual
tuning is best as it gives you very
fine control over the image quality.
One other useful tip for new
listeners is not to use narrow
filters, audio or r.f., when receiving
FAX. Any reduction of the receive
bandwidth effectively reduces the
resolution of the final image. There
are times when you do have to use
filters to cut out interfering signals
but you should leave them out
whenever you can.

Internet Hot Site
If you want to know more about
GMDSS or maritime radio
systems/regulations and you have
Internet access it's well worth
taking a look at the US Coastguard
site. The US freedom of
information laws mean that the
range of information freely
available is quite amazing. The
site's URL
is:http://www.naycen.uscg.mil/

Readers Special Offers
If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer with
the Public Domain and Shareware
Library (PDSL). They have put
together a library set of all five
disks for just £12.00, all inclusive.

Using PDSL also makes
ordering simpler as they accept
all the usual credit cards so you
can order by phone - you don't
even have to write a letter. Please
direct all orders and enquiries
about this disk set to PDSL,
Winscombe House, Beacon
Road, Crowborough, Sussex
TN6 1UL. Tel: (01892) 663298
and request library volume:
H008739abcde. IBM PC Software
(1.44Mb disks): Disk A - JVFAX7.0,
HAMCOMM3.1 and WXFAX3.2
Disk B - DSP Starter plus Texas
device selection software. Disk C -
NuMorse 1.3 Disk D - UltraPak 4.0
Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.
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UNIT 5

PARSONS GREEN ESTATE

BOULTON ROAD

STEVENAGE, HERTS SG1 4QG

Target HF receiver for the shortwave listener
Made in England by AKD

A communications receiver at an affordable price
The receiver is fully synthesised
employing a phase lock loop VCO to
ensure stable and accurate signal
reception
* Frequency range 30kHz-30MHz
* CE approved
* 1kHz steps with clarifier
* Audio output 2 watts
* Headphone socket

AKD HF Converter

£159.95 ind VAT-"' includ;ds 1d,t£'6inPfr.supply

and aerial

* Band width SSB = 4.0kHz * Modes USB/AM/LSB
AM = 6kHz

Model HFC1/BNC
The HFC1/BNC Converter is designed for use with various scanners and is supplied with BNC
termination (12V DC). The converter uses
a SBL1 (double balance mixer) with a
low pass filter on the input which '!"!
cuts off around 65MHz. The insertion `^'

oscillator is at 100MHz making it easy to
translate the receiver frequency by simply tuning the
scanner within the range 100MHz to 160MHz. This will enable recep-
tion between 100kHz to 60MHz. No RF pre -amp has been employed to
ensure good large signal handling capacity" is achieved.
Model HFC1/FRG
This Converter supplied as HFC1/BNC but with adaptor to allow Converter to be connected to
the FRG9800/965 (8 - 9.6V). Price £52 .40 inc. VAT + fl. P&P.

\silltraa

1111°.1

TVI PROBLEMS?
Are you having trouble receiving a watchable picture on your TV? If so, the cause may be
aerial -borne interference. For many years AKD has manufactured a low cost range of in -line
interference suppression filters that are easily inserted into the aerial system to help
reduce the effects of interference from local taxi radio, CB. amateur radio, airport radar,
etc. Each filter is terminated in standard aerial co -ax plug and socket and requires no
external power. Fitting could not be more simple. No technical knowledge is needed. There
are 13 standard stocked filters in our range. but individual filters can be tuned to reject
interference at specific frequencies if required. If you are not sure which filter type to order
or have any questions regarding interference phone our helpline on 01438 351710 and
ask for John who will be pleased to assist you in making the best choice of filter.

Tel no: 01438 351710
Fax no: 01438 357591

1997 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE
worldwide broadcast and utility radio stations! ..--
484 pages £ 23 or DM 50 (including airmail) ,-,....p.p.., py.
Finally ... a really up-to-date handbook with the latest 1997 broadcast ,...,,..,
schedules compiled end November and available here in Europe only ten
days later! Modern layout allows easy use and quick information access. - - -
User-friendly tables include 11,500 entries with all clandestine, dome-
stic, and international broadcast stations worldwide from our 1997 Super
Frequency List on CD-ROM (see below). Another 13,800 frequencies .-,...s.9
cover all utility stations worldwide. A solid introduction to real short-  
wave monitoring is included as well, plus 1,160 abbreviations. The right =___
product at the nght moment for worldwide listeners, radio amateurs and ti
professional monitoring services alike - at a sensational low price!

1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST ON CD-ROM
includes broadcast
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now all stations worldwide!
E 27 or DM 60 (including airmail)
11,500 entries with latest schedules of all clandestine, domestic and inter -
national broadcasters on shortwave, compiled by top expen Michiel Schaay
front the Netherlands - now available as a standard .dbf file for open access!
13,800 special frequencies from our international bestseller 1997 Utility Radio
Guide (see below). 1160 abbreviations. 14,100 formerly active frequencies. All
on one CD-ROM for PCs with Windows". or windows95". You can search for
specific frequencies, countries, stations, languages, call signs, and times, and
browse through all that data within milliseconds. It can't get faster than this!

1997 GUIDE TO UTILITY RADIO STATIONS
includes latest Red Cross and UNO frequencies!
588 pages £ 36 or DM 80 (including airmail)
The international reference book for the really fascinating radio services
on SW: aero, diplo, maritime, meted, military, police, press, and tele-
corn. The conflicts on the Balkan and in Afnca and Asia are perfectly
covered. 13,800 up-to-date frequencies from 0 to 30 MHz are listed,
including the very latest frequencies used now during the sunspot mini-
mum. We are the world leader in advanced teleprinter systems monitor-
ing and decoding! This unique reference book lists just everything:
abbreviations, addresses, call signs, codes, explanations, frequency band
plans, meteofax and NAVTEX and press schedules, modulation types,
all Q and 'L codes, and much more. Thus, it is the ideal companion to
the publications above for the "special" stations on shortwave!

......... 0
11117 WM 19

UTILITf NAM STAMM

...-......

.

Special package price: CD-ROM - SW Frequency Guide = L 45. More package deals available.
Alas: Internet Radio Guide = f 23. Worldwide Weatherfax Services = f 27. Double CD Record-
ing of Modulation Types = f 45 (cassette f 27). Radio Data Code Manual = f 32. Sample pages
and colour screenshots can be viewed on our superb Internet World Wide Web site (see below).
We have published our international radio books for 28 years. Payment can be made by cheque or
credit card - we accept American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa. Dealer discount rates on
request Please ask for our free catalogue with recommendations from all over the world' ©

Klingenfuss Publications Hagenloher Str. 14 D-72070 Tuebingen - Germany

Fax 0049 7071 600849 Phone 0049 7071 62830 E -Mail 101550.514@cornpuserve.com

Internet http://ourworld.compuserye.com/homepages/Klingenfuss/

W. V '.,.' NI NW   \le

SCA NCAT GOLD, for Windows
Since 1989, The Recognized
Leader in Computer Control

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio,
. Cr i you'll NEVER use your radio again

WITHOUT SCANCAT]
SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by:

AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU and JRC (NRD)
Including AR-8000/2700/PRO-2005/6/35/42 (with 0S4561535),

Lowe HF-150, Watkins HF-1000.and -Johnson

SCANCAT GOLD FEATURES-
Link up to 100 frequency disk files. Link up to 100 search banks

 D -BASE IMPORT w/DUPLICATE liters.  IMPORT virtually any database.
 Scan HF & VHF Icorn's simultaneously. Search by CTCSS & DCS TONES
 PRINT to ANY printer, or disk file. witH FR02005.6/2035 (& ICOM/DC440).
 Automatic BIRDIE LOCKOUT.  MULTIPLE search filters.

WINDOWSEXCLUSIVE FEATURES
All the features you EXPECT from a true Windows application such as:

 NO MORE CONVERSION! DIRECT scanning  Exclusive 'SLIDE RULE' tuner. Click or 'skate'
of most DBASE. FOXPRO, ACCESS. BTRIEVE your mouse over our Slide -Tuner to change
files WITHOUT 'importing". frequencies effortlessly! OR use our graphical

 UNIQUE database management system with tuning knob.
moveable SPLIT columns for easy viewing.  MAPS - Load virtually ANY map or GRAPHIC

 VERSATILE "Functional" spectrum analysis. image In 'BMP" format (several included with
Simply "mouse over" to read frequency of Scancat). Program 'hot spots' with your
spectrum location. 'CLICK" to immediately tune favorite frequencies.
your receiver.

SCANCAT is not copy protected - use on as many computers as you need"
Requires windows 3.1 or greater - 8 meg ram - 4 meg harddrive space - (dos version requires
a 640K MS DOS computer), RS -232C serial port. Manufacturer's interface not included.

SCANCAT GOLD
FOR WINDOWS $99.95 + .sh
SCANCAT GOLD
FOR DOS $94.95 + ..sh

UPGRADE TO GOLD $29.95
Iron, any version

Shipping & Handling 55.00 USA
$7.50 FOREIGN

INTERNET WEB ADDRESS - http://www.scancat.com WEB E-MAIL - scancatit scancatcom

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES
r--1,1

P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138
- - (318) 636-1234 (24 hrs) FAX (318) 686-0449 (24 hrs)
Also available in the UK from your favorite dealer inc. LOWE ELEC. & JAVIATION
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Andy (tidier, 28 Romney Avenue, Golden Valley, Folkestone, Kent a20 301.

OF it rNe
Long wave, a band that many
considered to be in terminal
decline appears to be making a

comeback. Following the
outstanding success of Irish station
Atlantic 252 with their broadcasts to
Britain, a new Dutch station, Delta
171, propose to run a similar
service when planning difficulties
over their transmitter site are
overcome.

With 2MW of power, they are
clearly looking for an audience
beyond their national boundary.
Not to be outdone, the Radio
Authority are reported to be
considering advertising a new
national commercial station on
225kHz.

Previously United Christian
Broadcasters (UCB) had wanted to
use this frequency for a high power
station on the Isle of Man. However,
UCB suggested that this frequency
along with 549 and 6.203MHz has
been given to them by Russia.

Just how Moscow can give a
christian organisation the use of
frequencies for use in another
geographical area must be
questionable, particularly as both
Britain and Russia are members of
the European Broadcasting Union.
Indeed, Russia still uses 225 and
549kHz, at very high power, for their
domestic services and 6.203MHz is
a shipping channel. In the UK, the
frequency of 225kHz was originally
allocated to the BBC for
reinforcement of the Radio 4 long
wave service, but for years has
remained unused.

Ding...Ding
The familiar callsign of Radio
Caroline, two strokes of a ships bell,
could well be returning to short
wave. A fairly hefty valve
transmitter has been constructed
for land based use outside the UK.
This facility is intended to have dual
frequency capability using short
wave during daylight and possibly
medium wave at night.

The s.w. frequency is unlikely to
be in any of the usual pirate bands
but in an over spill area of the 49m
band that is predominately used by
international broadcasters. Another
interesting project is a move to get
Caroline on the Internet, the
address of the web site is not yet
available, but the information could
well bring world-wide support and
be an excellent public relations and
revenue raising facility.

The latest Caroline news is
available on their premium rate
'phone line (0839) 669990, calls
are charged 39p per minute cheap
rate and 49p at other times. The
profits from this service are used in
the maintenance and restoration of

Recorc
their ship the Ross Revenge.

Turning The Tide
Are the DTI loosing their teeth? In
recent months there have been an
increasing number of instances
where British court judgments and
government ministerial decisions
have been overturned by European
law. Indeed, the European Court of
Justice has ruled that "Every
national court must apply
Community law in its entirety and
must accordingly set aside any
provision of national law which
may conflict with it".

The Marine Offences
(Broadcasting) Act of 1967 and the
Broadcasting Act of 1990 both
contain penalties for British
persons involved in offshore pirate
broadcasting. European law
encompasses everyone regardless
of their country of origin so all
citizens are subject to the same
regulations.

While Europe does have anti -
pirate legislation, their preventative
measures do not include boarding
ships on the high seas, arresting
British persons and dismantling the
station using as much force as may
be required. Nor does European
law give an immunity against the
prosecution of those conducting
such a raid in British courts, which
is the case under UK law.

Clearly much of this legislation is
now completely flawed as
discrimination on grounds of race
or nationality are now taboo. With
the intense competition in radio I
don't suppose there will be a rush
of new offshore stations encircling
our coastline, but a legal loophole
would at least appear to exist.

Pirates Of Olde
Radio Atlantis only broadcast for
just over a year, owing to the
introduction of the Dutch marine
broadcasting legislation. Originally
Atlantis programmes were
transmitted from Radio Caroline's
ship the Mi Amigo commencing on
15 July 1973. By December a vessel
previously used by Radio Condor
had been obtained, renamed
'Janine' and was on air on 270m
with programmes in Flemish and
English.

Disc jockey Steve England and
radio engineer Andy Anderson
plus a small devoted gang of radio
personalities succeeded in putting
fun back into broadcasting.
Programmes were punctuated by
zany jingles, hilarious commercials
and radiated a continuously happy
and carefree atmosphere.

Atlantis closed on 31 August
1974, the MV Janine was sold for

scrap to ship breakers Van de Marel
in Holland. This same company
that broke up Vie Radio Scotland
ship Comet and the Caroline North
ship MV Caroline.

Offshore Echo's and Alphasound
Productions have very recently
produced a new CD called The
Story of Radio Atlantis, this is a
remastering of the vinyl album of
the same name with additional
material added. If you have never
heard this station you will get from
this CD a taste of a unique sound
that recaptures those exciting days
when the skull and crossbones flew
freely above the waves of the North
Sea.

The CD is £14.99 inclusive of
postage anywhere in Europe, from
Offshore Echo's, PO Box 1514,
London W7 2LL.

Radio Free London
Radio Free London (RFL) first came
to the air in August 1968 on the first
anniversary of the Marine Offences
Act, which had caused the closure
of many offshore stations. A
medium wave transmitter was set-
up in a flat at Shepherd's Bush,
London, where many of the former
Radio Caroline staff had taken
refuge.

The antenna was a long
horizontal wire which ran across a
road and a railway track and was
attached to the fire escape of a
building which happened to be
used by the BBC! Radio Free
London received much publicity
due to their involvement with the
Free Radio Association's Rally in
Trafalgar Square on 17 August
1968.

Over the years RFL has
broadcast to the capital rather
spasmodically, later moving to f.m.,
which continued until November
1995. Since then the service has
been carried on s.w. to give
Europeans the chance to hear the
UK's oldest land based pirate.

Radio Free London's short wave
presenters are more or less the
same as those of North and West
Kent Radio (WNKR). I didn't
manage to hear the marathon
broadcast planned for last
Christmas, but their spokesman
Andy Walker claims RFL to be the
most listened to s.w. pirate, he
could well be right.

Pirate News
German station Radio Dr. Tim has
recently been raided by three PTT
officials and two police officers. The
raid happened on a Sunday during
a relay of Radio Wonderful, the
120W transmitter, modulator and
crystal were all seized.

Radio Natalie is a new station
from Estonia, some programmes
are relayed via other operators.
Future plans include running their
own transmitter and a mail order
business.

The station takes its name from
the operators daughter.
Transatlantic Radio has made the
trip to Chile with a SINPO of 32333.
London m.w. pirate Radio Argus
has been heard with very strong
signals in Kent, particularly as the
claimed power is just 10W.

Former pirate radio operator
Eddie Austin, now a director of
South East Radio, has just
succeeded in obtaining an eight
year community radio licence for
two frequencies in the Folkestone
and Dover areas of Kent. Pilots
using Staverton Airport near
Gloucester have experienced
difficulties with their navigational
aids, the problem apparently came
from a transmitter carrying BBC
Radio 4.

On 17 November, Radio Caroline
started their successful 28 day RSL
at Bristol, from a ship -board
nightclub on the MV Thekla. There
is speculation that this venture may
lead to them bidding for a full time
licence for the Bristol area, due to
be advertised next year - the station
says this is untrue.

And Finally
A letter from John Parr of
Bradford saying he had just got
back into the world of amateur
radio and was surprised to read
columns like 'Off The Record' in
SWM and it was a refreshing
change from years ago. The credit,
of course, goes to the Editor who
started this page as an experiment
back in July 1991.

For a future article I would like to
know how readers first became
involved or interested in what can
loosely be described as hobby
radio. For myself I can recall
making crystal sets for fellow pupils
at boarding school where these
things were outlawed.

The transistor radio had not yet
been invented, but a close
proximity to the Brookmans Park
transmitter, a heating pipe earth
and a bed spring antenna were just
some ingredients in this
clandestine schoolboy operation.
How about you?
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Solid State Electronics (UK)

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES

FOR SCANNING, MONITOR RECEIVERS

1. JIM PSU-1 01A Mk5. UK manufactured regulated 230V
AC power supply with ADJUSTABLE radio base holder,
combined. For use with most pocket scanners. (Please
state radio type). 2 DC output sockets, one for radio the
other for accessories. 12 volt DC output. A 9 volt output
version for Tandy, Comte!, Netset etc available. (PSU -
101ATA). PRICE £34.95. CE Approved

2. JIM PSU-1 01AC Mk5. As above but includes 12"
fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with BNC
plug and socket for base antenna connection.
PRICE £36.95.

3. JIM BH-A3A. Universal base holder. With
ADJUSTABLE radio base holder, combined.
Convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable
front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. TWO
models "If you don't need the cable why pay
for it". PRICE ONLY £13.95.

4. JIM BH-A3AC. As above includes 12" fitted 50ohm
coaxial cable assembly with professional BNC
plugs and sockets for base antenna connection
TNC type plug available on request. Ideal RX and TX
up to 4GHz. PRICE ONLY £17.95.

I 

Payment by postal order or cheque. Price includes
postage (UK). Other high quality products available:
Car Holder, S Meter, Notch Filter, Flexi Antenna &
Wire Antenna. For further information on SSE prod-
ucts, send A4 SAE to:

Solid State Electronics (UK)
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton S016 3NA
Tel: (01703) 769598

PSU-101A Mk5

8H-A3A

The ®J1 logo is a registered trade mark of 1=1:44 (UK)

SiortWaVe alarititne Communications

Shortwave Eavesdropper CD-ROM
A huge step forward in the accessibility of shortwave utili-
ty information has been made with the Shortwave
Eavesdropper CD-ROM. It gives instant access to well over
32,000 frequencies and 42,000 callsigns listing military,
tactical, ships - naval and merchant, embassies, aeronauti-
cal, press agencies, weather stations and countless more.

In-depth country by country information containing QSL addresses, sched-
ules, examples of traffic, and maps, DX Edge are also included.

Price: £19.50 including UK post and airmail worldwide.

Scanner Busters 2
Explains the new technology and encrypion used in the VHF/UHF £5.00

Scanning the Maritime Bands
lists all the VI -IT channels and frequencies in UK and Europe and shows
how to monitor local shipping £930

UK Scanning Frequency Chart
Full odour chart showing whore to scan £3.00

World's coastal stations and shipping frequencies are listed as well as
detailed chapters on how best to monitor all the maritime hands £15.50

EAVESDROPPING ON THE muse IIRHARY
The only book that shows you how to monitor the military, their communi-
cation systems and has large frequency lists £18.75

Satellite Hackers Handbood £18.75
Prices include UK post.Overvas post extra. Allow 14 days delivery.

Special Spring Offer 0,,ti

International Callsign Directory left
The !mist ,sitatiqi% t lint of tactical callsigns and identifications

now only £10.00 incl. UK post

Ask for FREE catalogue of all books ID
INTERPRODUCTS (S47)

8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland
Tel & Fax: 01738 441199

UNIVERSAL MAGNETIC BALUN T2FD
The T2FD is now easy to build using readily available materi-
als and the new 9:1 Balun fitted with a 500 ohm 5W
Terminator. Simply connect the Balun and create a superb
antenna. Details supplied. £27.95 £2 P&P
Create a Low noise antenna from a length of wire. The
UMB130 is the first Balun designed to reduce noise by isolat-
ing the antenna from the feeder. Use with the FEEDER ISO-
LATOR and reduce mains noise (TVs etc) by up to 40dB com-
pared to other Longwire Baluns.

S.A.E. (1st class stamp for Data) EACH £18.95 £2 P&P

WELLBROOK COMMUNICATIONS
Wellbrook House, Brookside Road, Bransgore
Christchurch BH23 8NA. Tel: 01425 674174

Hear VLF "NATURAL RADIO" Emissions!
Listen to natural radio phenomena in the 0.1-11kHz radio spectrum using Stephen P.
McGreevy's WR-3E handheld VLF/ELF natural radio receiver. Hear lightning storm
atmospherics, whistlers, auroral and dawn "Chorus", tweaks and other natural elec-
tromagnetic emissions from high in the Earth's magnetosphere.

Just £89.00 + £2.50 P&P (UK) or £5 P&P (airmail).
Includes receiver with telescopic whip, 90 -minute demonstration cassette, manual
and tips sheet. Size just 11.5 x 6.5 x 3.7cm (excluding whip). Full specs available.

Also ... MS -Windows HF Propagation Software

MUFsighr
MINIMUF propagation prediction on colour -
shaded world maps.

f25.00

IPS Radio and Space Services
ASAPS Propagation Prediction
Full feature professional HF predictions using
CCIR and IPS ionospheric models f170.00

Please add £2.50 P&P (UK or £5 P&P (airmail) per order.

For details send a large SAE to:
Simon Collings, Radio Commun'cations Consultant, 46 St Michaels Road.

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51 SRR. Tel/Fax: 01242 514429
E-mail: scollingsapphire.win-uk.net Website: httpllwww.sapphire.win-uk.net/

VISA, ACCESS, MASTERCARD, EUROCARD, DELTA CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Is noise a problem?
THEN TRY ONE OF THESE!

NRF-2 Noise Reduction Filter Simply plug it in with your headphones or LS. No batteries required. Cuts down hum,
hiss and sideband splatter. £16.50 plus £1.00 postage.
CT400 Long - Wire Coupling Transformer (Sometimes known as a "Magnetic Balun"). Use your wire
antenna with a screened down lead ONLY £6.75 plus £1.00 postage.
TU3 Antenna tuning unit. A very versatile ATU with a special mode switch. Quality aluminium case.
£54 plus £4.00 postage. Low frequency version (below 500kHz). Only £64 plus £4.00 postage.
SEND SSAE FOR BROCHURE OF OUR COMPLETE RANGE (Callers by appointment only)

LAKE ELECTRONICS, DEPT SW, 7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX
0115 - 938 2509 - E-mail 100775.730@compuserve.com

VISA
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Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

[WS
Long, Medium and Short Waves

My first review of reception in
the 'Long, Medium & Short'
wave broadcast bands was

published ten years ago this month in
the first issue of the redesigned Short
Wave Magazine dedicated to the
listener. Several of the contributors to
that article have sent reception reports
to me every month since then and I
thank them most sincerely for their
loyal support.

A great many listeners, both here
and overseas, have have played their
part in making 'LM&S' such a success
by sending details of their reception to
me either on a regular basis or from
time to time.

Long Wave Reports
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz;
s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC (=GMT).
Unless otherwise stated, all logs were
compiled during January.

The reports suggest that the sky
waves from the Radiotelevisione
Italiana (RAI) 10kW outlet at
Caltanisseta, Italy on 189kHz seldom
reached the UK in January. They were
detected after dark on one occasion by
Paul Bowery in Burnham -on -Crouch
but most of the listeners who searched
for them were disappointed.

Medium Wave Reports
Quite often the propagation conditions
at night in January were favourable
for the reception of m.w. broadcasts
over transatlantic paths. During the
first week John Slater (Scalloway,
Shetland) found that some stations in
E.Canada and E.USA could be clearly
received at dawn and even later! The
band was searched from 2300 until
0200UTC on several occasions by
Darren Beasley in Bridgwater and he
logged more stations than ever before.
Over in Co.Down Robert Connolly
(Kilkeell listened between 0100 and
0230. Most often heard was CHAM on
820kHz, which rated SINPO 22222 at
0230 on the 4th.

Frequent checks were made by
David Edwardson in Wallsend. On
the 8th he heard his first ever
Venezuelan - R.Vibracion on 1470,
which rated 25552 at 0140. Next night
he heard another - R.Dos Mil on 1500
at 0130. Three stations in Colombia
were logged by Paul Crankshaw in
Troon: HJKH on 650, rated 11111 at
0752 on the 15th; HJAT on 1100 -
32232 at 0806 on the 18th and HJJX
on 770 - 22222 at 0800 on the 27th. The
conditions on the 21st were so good
that David Sayles (Doncaster)
received WJDM on 1660 from 0445
until 0600 continuously! On February 1
Harry Richards (Barton -on -Humber)
listened to a discussion programme
from WNRB in Boston, MA on 1510.
Their signal rated 24233 at 0030.

A surprising number of m.w.
stations in the Middle East and
N.Africa were heard after dark - see
chart. The sky waves from the

numerous low power outlets in Spain
made reception difficult from some
areas. There were some reports of
unusual reception during daylight -
quite often George Millmore
(Wootton, loW) logged Vatican Radio
on 1530 as SI0444 at 0930!

A test transmission on 1485kHz by
Classic Gold was received on January
17 by Brian Keyte in Bookham. He
logged it as 32432 at 1435. Their new
transmitter is located 8km south of
Newbury and has an e.m.r.p of 1kW.
The station is to be renamed 'Classic
Gold 1431 & 1485'. No doubt reports
from other areas will be welcome at
P.O.Box 210, Reading, Berkshire RG31
7RZ.

In the Midlands the BBC Asian
Network is now carried by the
transmitters at Sedgley on 828kHz,
Freeman's Common on 837 and
Langley Mill on 1458.

Short Wave Reports
There are indications that sunspot
cycle 23 has now commenced but it is
unlikely that broadcasters will be able
to provide a reliable service in the
25MHz (11m) band for some time to
come.

The propagation conditions in the
21MHz (13m) band are unstable and
daily variations in the strength of
signals received during daylight have
been evident. Sometimes R.Australia's
broadcast to Asia via Darwin on 21.725
(Eng 0630-1100) has reached the UK. It
was rated 25532 at 0912 in Wallsend;
34233 at 1004 by John Eaton in
Woking; 33333 at 1045 by Thomas
Williams in Truro.

Also received here during some
days were the Voice of Turkey 21.715
(Tur to W.Asia, Australia 0500-1000),
noted as 44444 at 0746 by Rhoderick
Illman in Oxted; RFI via Allouis?
21.580 (Fr to Africa 0900-1600) 34222
at 0945 in Scalloway; UAER, Dubai
21.605 (Eng to Eur 1030-1055) 24333 at
1035 by Tony Hall in Freshwater Bay
loW; BSKSA Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
21.665 (Ind? to S.E.Asia 1000-1150)
15432 at 1045 by Fred Pallant in
Storrington; UAER, Dubai 21.605 (Eng
to Eur 1330-1355) 55545 at 1330 by
Simon Hockenhull in E.Bristol; RFI
via Issoudun 21.620 (Fr to E.Africa
0800-1500) 22222 at 1320 in Kilkeel;
BBC via Ascension Is 21.660 (Eng to
W/E/S.Africa 1100-1700) 34333 at 1430
by Stan Evans in Herstmonceux; BBC
via Limassol, Cyprus 21.470 (Eng to
S/E.Africa 1300-1700) 45444 at 1432 by
Michael Griffin in Ross -on -Wye;
R.Portugal Int via Sines 21.515 (Eng to
M.East, India 1430-1500) 43333 at 1433
by Ron Damp in E.Worthing.

The conditions in the 17MHz
(16m) band are also unstable.
However, it has often been possible to
receive broadcasts from stations in
several continents during the day.
Noted before noon were the BBC via
Woofferton, UK 17.640 (Eng to S.Africa

Long Wave Chart
Frey Station Country Power listener
(kHz) 11(W)

53 Bechar Algeria 1000 H'
53 Donebach DLF Germany 500

53 Rod Romania 1200 A

62 Allouis France 2000

71 Nador Medi-1 Morocco 2000 A,11-

71 Fshalorno etc Russia 1200 AC*.r.H.J
77 Oranienburg Germany 750 AC',0,1*.6.11.1`
83 Saarlouis Germany 2000

89 Caltanissetta Italy 10 A'
98 Droitwich BBC UK 500 A.C.E',F',G,J*

207 Munich DLF Germany 500

207 Azilal Morocco 800 A'.H'
216 Roumoules RMC S.France 1400

225 Raszyn Resv Poland

234 Beidweiler Luxembourg 2000

234 Arkgelsk etc Russia 500 F'
243 Kalundborg Denmark 300

252 Tipaza Algeria 1500

252 Atlantic 252 S.lreland 500

261 BurgIRRopal Germany 200

261 Taldom Moscow Russia 2500

270 Topolna Czech Rep 1500 A,C',D,F',G,H.J'
279 Minsk Belarus 500 A.C*.D.P.G.H.J"

Note: Entries marked ' were logged during darkness. All other

entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners - (0) Rhoderick Illman. 111) Fred Pallant, Storrington.

(A) Paul Bowery, Burnham -on -Crouch. (El Stephen Jones. Oswestry. (I) Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.

(B) Simon Hockenhull. E.Bristol. (F) Eddie McKeown, Newry. (J) Norman Thompson. Oadby.

ICI Sheila Hughes. Morden. (0) George Millmore. Wootton. loW

0500-07001, rated 35553 at 0530 by
John Parry in Larnaca, Cyprus;
R.Australia via Darwin 17.715 (Eng to
Asia 0000-0830?) 34432 at 0800 in
Oxted; R.Slovakia Int 17.485 (Eng to
Australia 0830-0857) 35232 at 0839 by
Eddie McKeown in Newry; DW via
Rwanda 17.800 (Eng to Asia, Australia
0900-0950) 44444 at 0933 in
E.Worthing; AIR via Bangalore 17.387
(Eng to Pacific areas 1000-1100) 34333
at 1000 in Scalloway; V of Russia
17.860 (Eng [WS] to S/S.E.Asia 0900-
1400?) 44333 at 1000 by Clare Pinder
in Appleby; BBC via Woofferton, UK
17.640 (Eng to N.Africa 0700-1500)
25432 at 1017 by Tim Allison in
Middlesbrough; Israel R, Jerusalem
17.545 (Heb [Home Sce rly] to W.Eur,
N.America 0800-1425) 44444 at 1038 in
Truro; R.Pakistan, Islamabad 17.900
(Eng to Eur 1100-1120) 43424 at 1100
by Norman Thompson in Oadby.

After mid -day, Africa No.1, Gabon
17.630 (Fr to W.Africa 0700-1600) was
noted as 44544 at 1239 by Ross
Lockley in Galashiels; BBC via
Ascension Is 17.830 (Eng to W/C.Africa
0730-2100) 44444 at 1340 in Kilkeel;
R.Prague, Czech Rep 17.485 (Eng to
E.Africa 1400-1430) 33233 at 1425 by
Peter Pollard in Rugby; RFI via
Moyabi, Gabon 17.560 (Eng to M.East
1400-1500) 43433 at 1430 in
Herstmonceux; BBC via Antigua,
W.Indies 17.840 (Eng to N/C.America
1400-1700) 34333 at 1500 by Vera
Brindley in Woodhall Spa; RCI via
Sackville, Canada 17.820 (Fr to Eur,
Africa 1500-1600) 25433 at 1520 in
Storrington; Monitor R via WSHB?
18.930 (Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa
1600-1900) SI0422 at 1714 in Woking;
VVYFR via Okeechobee, USA 17.555
(Eng to Eur 1600? -1900?) 24322 at 1741
in Bridgwater; R.Nederlands via
Bonaire 17.605 (Eng to S/E/W.Africa
1830-2025) 44444 at 1845 by Vic Prier
in Colyton.

The conditions in the 15MHz
(19m) band are more reliable. In the
morning the BBC via Masirah Is,
Oman 15.310 (Eng to S.Asia 0300-
0915, 1000-1400) was 24422 at 0757 in
Oxted; BBC via Ascension Is 15.400
(Eng to Africa 0700-1130) 34332 at
0915 in Middlesbrough; Voice of
Armenia, Yerevan 15.270 (Eng to Eur,

M.East 0930-1000 Sun only) 45554 at
0933 in Wallsend; V of Russia 15.490
(Eng to S/S.E.Asia 1000-1200) 44333 at
1000 in Appleby; AIR via ? 15.050 (Eng
to NE.Asia 1000-1100) 54444 at 1043 in
E.Worthing; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
15.470 (Eng to Eur 1100-1120) 43433 at
1115 in Herstmonceux; R.Finland via
Pori 15.245 (Eng to Australia 1130-
1200) SI0555 at 1135 by Philip
Rambaut in Macclesfield; DW via
Rwanda 15.410 (Eng to W.Africa 1100-
1150) 42432 at 1145 in Ross -on -Wye;
VOIRI Tehran 15.260 (Eng to Asia 1100-
1200) 34232 at 1154 in Newry.

During the afternoon RFI via
Allouis? 15.155 (Eng to Eur, Africa
1200-1300) was rated 44444 at 1210 by
Sheila Hughes in Morden; RNB Brazil
15.445 (Eng to N.America 1200-1320)
32222 at 1245 in Scalloway; BBC via
Rampisham & Skelton, UK 15.575 (Eng
to Eur, M.East, W.Asia 0600-1800)
35423 at 1245 in E.Bristol; R.Romania
15.390 (Eng to Eur 1300-1356) 54444 at
1324 by Tom Winzor in Plymouth; RCI
via Sackville, Canada 15.425 (Fr to
C.America 1300-1400) 34433 at 1345 in
Kilkeel; RCI via Sines, Portugal 15.325
(Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa 1430-1500)
45544 at 1430 in Bridgwater; RFI via
Allouis? 15.530 (Eng to Africa 1600-
1700) SI0444 at 1600 by Tom Smyth
in Co.Fermanagh; China R.Int via Mali
15.130 (Eng to E/S.Africa 1600-1657)
24232 at 1618 in Woodhall Spa;
Channel Africa via Meyerton 15.240
(Eng to CAN Africa 1600-1700) 33333 at
1630 by Bernard Curtis in Stalbridge.

Later, VOA via Selebi-Phikwe,
Botswana 15.445 (Eng to Africa 1630-
1800 [Sat/Sun add 1600-163011 was
35433 at 1712 in Freshwater Bay;
KTBN Salt Lake City, USA 15.590 (Eng
to N.America 1600-0000) 43333 at 1720
in Colyton; WWCR Nashville, USA
15.685 (Eng to Eur 1100-0000) 34243 at
1730 in Woking; RNB Brazil 15.265
(Port, Eng, Ger to Eur 1630-2020)
22222 at 1750 in Truro; RAE Buenos
Aires, Argentina 15.345 (Eng, Fr, Ger,
It, Sp to Eur, N.Africa 1900-2300) 32322
at 1945 in Rugby; RTV Marocaine via
Tanger 15.335 (Ar to W.Eur 1100-1500,
2200-0000) 21121 at 2250 in Oadby.

Noted in the 13MHz (22m) band
during the morning were SRI via
Sottens? 13.685 lIt, Eng, Fr, Ger, Port to
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Medium Wave Chart
Free Station Camay Power Listener Free Station Country Power Listener
(1dtz) (kVA (kHz) (Wi9

520 Hof/Hurzburg IBRI Germany 02 J' 900 Milan Italy 600 B',C',J*,K
531 Ain Beida Algeria 600/300 C',K* 900 COPE via? Spain 1 B'
531 Leipzig Germany 100 B',J*.K 939 Omens PldB8C5) UK 140 K,P

531 RNE5 via ? Spain 7 B'.J" 909 M'side Edge1BBC51 UK 200 H

531 Beromunster Switzerland 500 K 918 Plesivec1SlovennR) Slovenia 600/100 B',C'...1',K.0'
540 Wavre Belgium 150/50 B',C.F1'.J*.K 918 Madrid(R.Intl Spain 20 B'
540

540

Solt

Sidi Bennour

Hungary 2000

Morocco 600

C
BJ'X'

927

927

Wolvertem

EvoraIRREI

Belgium

Portugal

300

1

B',C,J*.K
C',J

549 Les Trembles Algeria 600 B*.J",K 936 Bremen 100 B*,C.JX
549 Thurnau IDLE) Germany 200 B',C,J*.K 936 Venezia

yrmany

halt' 20 C' K'
549

558

Beli Knz

Espoo

Slovenia 20

Finland 100

C'
Fr

936

945

RNE5 via ?

Toulouse

Spain

France

7

3oo

.1B',.K`
J'X',P

558 Rostock(NDR) Germany 20 J' 954 Bmo ICRo21 Czech Rep. KC 13'.C
558 RNE5 via ? Spain 954 MadriclICI) Spain 20 BO'.K
567

567

Berlin

Tullamore(RTE1)

Germany 100

Ireland (S) 500

C',J*,K 963

B.C,F.H.I.P 963

Pori

Paris

Finland

France

600

8

13 ',C*,F,J'X'

567 RNE5 via ? Spain ? B'X' 963 lir Chonaill Ireland(S) 10 K'
576 MuhlackerISDR1 Germany 500 8',C,J',K 972 1-Lamburg(NDR) Germany 300 13',C,J'Y'.0"
576 Riga Latvia 593 K' 972 RNE1 via? Spain ? B'.J`
576 BarcelonaIRNE51 Spain 50 BX.0 901 Alger Algeria 600/300 B",CO'X'
585 PariHEIP) France 8 C.J 981 Coimbra Portugal 10 5'
585 Madrid(RNE1) Spain 200 8',J*,K*,0' 9% Berlin Germany 300 B*,C,,1*
585 Durnfries038CScotl UK 2 IX 9% R.Bilteo(SER) Spain 10 B',K',P
594

594

FrankfurtIHR)

Oujda -1

Germany 1000/400

Morocco 100

B.C.J'X' 9%
B*.C.K 9%

Redmoss(BBC)

TywynIBEICI

UK

UK

1

1

J'
I

594 Muge Portugal 100 B',J'X' 999 Schwerin (BIAS) Germany 20 J'
603 Lyon France 300 G.K,P 999 Grigoriopol Moldova 1000 C'
503 SevillalRNE5l Spain 50 B.J*.K 999 MadridICCPEI Spain 50 B'.J'
603 Newcastle(BBC) UK 2 I 008 SERvia? Canaries/Spain ? B'.J'
612 AthloneIRTE21 Ireland (SI 100 B.C',G.I,K 008 FlevolHilv-5) Holland 400 B.C.J*.K.0
612 Sebaa Aioun Morocco 300 C' 017 RheinsendenSWF1 Germany 600 B',C,J',K,P
612 RNE1 via? Spain 10 B' 017 RNE5via? Spain ? 13".J'X'
621

621

621

Wavre
RNE1 via?

BarcelonalOCRI

Belgium BO

Spain 10

Spain 50

B',C,J.K
8'
J'X'

026

035

044

SERvia?
Lisbon1Prog3)

Dresden1MDRI

Spain

Portugal

Germany

?

120

250

13'.J
J'
8',J*

630 Vigra Norway ICC 044 Thessalonki Greece 150 C'
630 Tunis-Ojedeida Tunisia 600 B*.J',K* (144 Sebaa-Aioun Morocco 300 J
639 Praha(liblice) Czech 1500 044 S.Setestian(SER) Spain 10 B.K
639 RNEI via? Spain ? 053 Zarogoza(COPE) Spain 10 B',J
648 RNE1 via? Spain 10 B',.1' 053 Talk RUK via ? UK ? H,K.P,R

648

657

657

657

OrfordnessIBBC)

Neubrandenburg1NDRI

Napoli

MadridIRNE51

UK 500

Germany 250

Italy 120

Spain20

B',C.K.P

B',J
K'
B'X'

062

071

071

071

Kalundborg

R France via ?

Brest

Lille

FranceDenmark

France

France

250

?

20

40

B',C.J'X'
B.J
K

C'
657 Wrextem(BBCWalesl UK 2 KJ' 071 Bilbac4E0 Spain 5

666 MesskirchRohrdISWF) Germany 150 B",C,J 080 Katowice Poland 1500

666 Sitkunai(R.Vdnius) Lithuania 500 J' 080 SERvia? Spain ? B',J',K'
666 Lisboa Portugal 135 089 Krasnodar Russia 300 J'
675 Lopic11310 Gold) Holland 120 B*,C,F,J',K 089 Talk Radio UK via? UK ? K,P

684 Sevilla(RNE11 Spain 500 8',J',K 098 NitralJarold Slovakia 1500 C.J*.K
684 Avala(Beograd-1( Yugoslavia 2000 8'.C,J'X' 098 RNE5 via ? Spain 7 8',K
693

693

Tortosa(RNE11

Droitwich(BBC51

Spain 2

UK 150

B,,l'
H.K.P

107

107

AFN via ?

RNE5via?via ?7Spain

Germany 10 13',I.J'.0'
B',J

702 Flensburg1NDRI Germany 5 107 Talk RUK via 7 UK ? K

702 Monte Carlo Monaco 40 K' 116 Bari Italy 150 B',C',0'
702 ZamoraIRNE1) Spain 10 J' 116 PontevedralSER) Spain 5 B',G.J
711

711

Rennes 1

Heidelberg

France 300

Germany 5

B.C.F.J.K
13',C'...1'

125

125

La Louviere

Deanovec

CBeroalgtivam 20

100

13'.C,J*.K
C'

711 Laayoune Morocco 600 K' - 125 RNE5via? Spain ? 13'.J'X'
711 Murcia(COPE) Spain 5 B' 125 Llandrindod Wells UK 1 I

720 Lisnagarve,IBBC41 Ireland (NI 10 K' 134 COPE via? Spain 2 B.G.K
720 Norte Portugal 1CO C.,.1* 134 ZadarICroatian RI Yugoslavia 600/1200 8*.C.G",,1.K
720 Lots Rd.Ldn(BBC4) UK 0.5 C,K, 143 Stuttgart(AFNI Germany 10 B',I,J*,K"
729 CorkIRTE11 Ireland (SI 10 B*.C',F,I,J'X'.1' 143 BolshakcnolMayald Russia 150 C

729 RNE1 via? Spain / B',J'X' 143 COPE via? Spain 2 13'..1X
738 Paris France 4 C,J*,K 1 52 Cluj Roumania 950 C'
738

738

Poznan

Barcelona(RNE1)

Poland 300

Spain 500 B'...1X',P
152

161

RNE5via?

Strasbourg(FInt) FSrPaineFrance

10

200

B',K'
li',C,J',K,P

747 Flevo)Hilv2) Holland 400 B.C,J',K.P 170 Lipacy Belarus 150 C'
747 CadidRNE51 Spain 10 179 SERvia? Spain ? B'
756 Braunschweig(DLF) Germany 800/200 179 Solvestorg Sweden 600 A',13',C,F,.1',K,L',0*
756 Bilbao(Ell Spain 5 B'X' 188 Kuume Belgium 5 B*.C,J',K
756 RedruthIBBC) UK 2 J'X 188 ReichenbachIMDRI Germany 5 B'
765 Softens Switzerland 500 1:: Szolnok Hungary 135 J'X'
774

774

774

Sofia

Enniskillen)08C)

RNE1 via?

Bulgaria

Ireland (NI

Spain

50 197

197

206

Munich(VOA)

Virgin via?Bordeaux100
Germany

FranceUK?

300 C'
F,K

13',C,J
1 J

B",G,J,K*
783 Leipzig(MDR) Germany 100 206 Wroclaw Poland 200

783 Miramar(R.Porto) Portugal 100 215 Virgin via ? UK ? H.K,ER

783

792

Dammam

Limoges

Saudi Arabia

France

100

300

K
Er.e.K

224

224

Min
Lelystad BHolland

500

50

K'
B',C,J'

792 Lingee)NDR) Germany 5 J',0 233 Liege 5 B'.J'
792

792

Sevilla(SER)

Londonderry(88C1

Spain 20

UK 1

B*...1X
P

233

242

Virgin via?

Marseille
alncgiuem

France

?

150

F

B',G,J*
801 Munchen-Ismaning Germany MO B",C*.J',K* 251 Marcali Hungary 500 13*.C.J"

801 Ajlun Jordan 2000 K' 251 Huisberg Netherlands 10 El',J
801 RNE1 via? Spain ? B',J',K 251 Dubai UAE 600 K'
810 Madrid(SER) Spain 20 260 SERvia? Spain ? 6'..1'
810 WesterglenlBBCScotl UK 100 13',C,E',F,I.K.P 269 NeumunsterIDIS) Germany 600 B',C,J,K
819

819

Batra

Toulouse

Egypt 450

France 50

8',C,K 269

278

COPE via?

Strasbourg FSrPineFrance

?

300

13'

J'
819 Warsaw Poland 300 278 Dublin/ConeTE21 Ireland (S) 10 E3'.1,K*.P

828 Hannover(NORI Germany 100/5 B",J 287 RFE via? Czech Rep 400

828 Rotterdam Holland 20 C.J 287 Lerida1SER) Spain 10 B'.J'
828 Barcelona(SER) Spain 50 B' 2% Kardzali Bulgaria 150 K'
837 Nancy France 200 B.C.J',K.P 2% Valencia1COPEI Spain 10 B',J'X'
837 COPE via? Spain ? B-,J*,K* 2% OrfordnessIBBC) UK 500 1,P

846 Rome Italy 540 B',C',J*.K` 305 Rzeszow Poland 100 J',K,P
855 Berlin Germany 140 B, ..1' 305 RNE5via? Spain ? 13' K'
855 RNE1 via? Spain ? 314 Kvitsoy Norway 1200 B*.C.F.J

864 Santah Egypt 500 C'X' 323 Wbrunn (V.Russial Germany 1000/150 13'.C...1",L.P

864 Paris France 300 C.J',K 332 Rome Italy 300 B.C',J'X'
864 Socuellamos(RNE11 Spain 2 8',K' 341 Lakihegy Hungary 300 C',J*,K*
873 Rank( urt(AFF11 Germany 150 9',C'.1.J,1(,0' 341 LisnagarveyIBBC) Ireland (NI 1% 8',C*.EG.1,KN.0`.0
873 Zaragoza(SERI Spain 20 9,C 341 TarrasalSERl

SPain

2 8',G',K
873 EnniskilleraRUI) UK 1 P 350 Nancy/Nice France100 13',J
882 COPE via? Spain B',J'X' 350 Pecs Hungary 10 C
882

891

Washford(BBCWales)

Algiers

UK

Algeria

100

600/300

A',C,H,I,K,P

B.C",J*,K. 335950 ArCegasvandaine(IKRNulEd-iF9Sal LaSpalviina

50

600

K'

891 Huisberg Netherlands 20 C...1X" 368 Foxdale(Martx RI

l. Msoo Brno(CRo21 Czech Rep 25 J' K' 377 Lille300France.20 B',C',J',K,P

hip Station Country Power Listener
(kHz) IkW)

1386 Athens Greece 50 C'
1386 Bolshakovo

ARIbassniaia

21000500 BB:.C.G',J*,K*,0*
13% Lushnjellirana)
1395 Lopic Netherlandsacne(1120/40 B*.C',K.
1404 Brest France 20 BL',J',K
1413 RNE5 via ? ?

1422 HeusweilenDLF)

1431 Kopani

Germany 1200/600
500 B',J'

1440 MarnachIRTLI

Ukraine

Luxembourg 1200 A',13',CD',1,KI',R
: 1440 Damman

. 1449 Squinzano

111449 Redmoss(BBC)

1 11458 Rlake

11467 Monte Carlo(TWRI
1476 Dubai

1485 SERvia? Spain 7 B'
1494 Clermont-Ferrand France 20 13'.C,K*

1494 St. Petersburg 1000

Saudi Arabia 1600 3'
Italy 50 VC'
UK 2 C

Albania 500 8'
Monaco 1000/400 AEr.C,D',J',K
UAE 1500 VC'

PRoulssaniad

300 K'1503 Stargard

1503 FINE5 via '7 Spain / B'
1512 Wolvertem 600 Ali'L.01U'J'X'00'Belgium

1521 KosicelCizatice) SlovakiaBem 600 B'
1521 Ouba Saudi Arabia 2000 B*.CX
1530 Vatican A

1539 Mainflingen(ERF) 700 13'.C,DJ'X'
150/450 B'.C,D',G',J'',K

1539 Valladolid(SER) 5 B'
SSGItw:elrmayitzinenYrIand 3001566 Samen

1575 Genova 50

1584 SERvia?

Spainltaly

2 B',K'
1575 SEA via?5
1593 Holzkirchen(V0A) GermanySPin 150

1602 SERvia? Spain / B',K
1602 Vitoria(E1) S n 10 B',K'

Note: Entries marked  were logged (GI Sheila Hughes, Morden.

during darkness. All other entries were (H) Stephen Jones, Oswestry.

logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk. (I) Brian Keyte, Bookham.

(J) Eddie McKeown. Newry.

(K) George Millmore, Wootton loW.

(A) Tim Allison. Middlesbrough,
(L) Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.Listeners:.

(M1 Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber,

(B) Darren Beasley, Bridgwater. IN) Chris Ridley. Co.Sligo. Eire.

(C) Paul Bowery, Burnham -on -Crouch. 101 David Bayles, Doncaster.

(0) Bernard Curtis. Stalbridge. IPI Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh

(E) Francis Hearne, N.Bristol. 101 Thomas Williams. Truro.

i (F) Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol. (RI Tom Winzot Pymouth.

1

Australasia 0830-1100) 45433 at 0901 in
Middlesbrough; R.Norway Int 13.800 (Norw [Eng
Sun] to Asia? 0900-0930) 34333 at 0915 in Scalloway;
R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp
to Eur 0400-1800) 35433 at 1049 in Bridgwater &
55555 at 1330 in Appleby; Monitor R, via KHBI
Saipan, N.Mariana Is 13.840 (Eng to Asia, Pacific
0900-1058) 24443 at 1056 in E.Worthing; R.Kuwait via
Kabd 13.620 (Ar to Eur, N.America 0930-1605) 44433
at 1134 in Oxted.

After mid -day R.Australia via Darwin 13.605 (Eng,
Chin to Asia 0800-1430) was 33343 at 1241 in
Macclesfield; Croatian R, Zargreb 13.830 (Cr, Eng to
Eur, N.America) 54444 at 1303 in Plymouth; UAER,
Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 1330-1355) 54544 at 1330 in
Herstmonceux & 34453 at 1330 in Cyprus; R.Prague,
Czech Rep 13.580 (Eng to E.Africa, N.America 1400-
1427) 55455 at 1403 in Newry; AIR via ? 13.710 (Eng
to Asia 1330-1500) 25333 at 1455 in Storrington; SRI
via Softens? 13.635 (Eng, Fr, Ger, It to S.Asia 1500-
1645) 34443 at 1500 in Kilkeel VOA via Sao Tome
13.600 (Eng to Africa 1600-1800) S10353 in Doncaster;
UAER, Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 1600-1640) 45445 at
1630 in Oadby; WWCR Nashville, USA 13.845 (Eng to
E.USA 1400-0100) 34343 at 1702 in Woking; VOA via
Selebi-Phikwe, Botswana 13.710 (Eng to Africa 1600-
2230?) 44444 at 1832 in Colyton; WHRI South Bend,
USA 13.760 (Eng to E.USA, Eur 1500-2200) 33333 at
2015 in Truro.

Quite often the conditions in the 11MHz (25m)
band have enabled R.New Zealand's broadcast to
Pacific areas on 11.905 (Eng 0459-0815 Mon -Fri, 0459-
0758 Sat/Sun) to reach our shores. It was rated 24522
at 0640 in E.Bristol and 34433 at 0806 in Wallsend.
Also received here during the morning were Channel
Africa via Meyerton 11.900 (Eng to W.Africa 0500-
0555) 45444 at 0550 in Newry; Voice of Turkey,
Ankara 11.925 (Tur to W.Asia, Australia 0500-1000)
44344 at 0746 in Oxted; Slovak R.Int, via Velke
Kostolany 11.990 (Eng to Australia 0830-0857) S10444
at 0846 by Francis Hearne in N.Bristol; KTWR (TWR)
Agana, Guam 11.830 (Eng to S.Pacific 0855-1000)
33333 at 0900 in Scalloway; FEBC Bocaue, Philippines
11.635 (Eng to Asia 0930-1100) 33333 at 0946 in
Plymouth; R.Almaty, Kazakhstan 11.840 (Eng to Eur
1030-1100) 44444 at 1046 in E.Worthing; HCJB Quito,
Ecuador 12.005 (Eng to Caribbean, N.America 1100-
1600) 44333 at 1130 in Morden.
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Transatlantic DX Chart
Freq Station Location Time OXer

(kHz) (LTC)

USA
660 WEAN New York, NY 0600 C.D

670 VVMACI Chicago, IL 0746 C

770 WABC New York, NY 0125 D

780 WBBN Chicaago, IL 0848 C

790 WAXY S.Miami, FL 0755 C

820 WBAP Fort Worth, TX 0836 C

840 WHAS Louisville. KY 0810 C

850 WEEI Boston, MA 0058 A,D,G

870 WWL New Orleans, LA 0826 C

0 WCBS New York, NY 08313 C,0

1010 WINS New York, NY 0015 A.0
1030 WBZ Boston. MA 2319 D

1050 WEVD New York, NY 0004 D

1080 WTIC Hartford, CON 0000 C

1100 WTAM Cleveland. OH 0831 C

1100 WWWE Cleveland, OH 0840 G

1120 KMOX St.Louis. MO 0827 C

1130 WBBR New York 0110 A.C.D.G

1180 WHAM Rochester. NY 0100 A,C

1190 WOWO FtWa(ne, IN 0832 C

1440 WLPZ Portland, MA 0053 C

1500 WTOP Washington, DC 0235 B.C.D.F.G

1510 WLAC Nashville, TEN 0020 F

1510 WNRB Boston, MA 0030 A,C,D,E,F

1520 WWKB Buffalo, NY 0020 C,F,G

1540 WDCD Albany. NY 0105 AC
1560 WOEW New York. NY 0345 C,D.F

1590 WAKA Akron, OH 0117 C

1590 WARY Warwick. RI 0100 C

1590 WSMN Nashau, NH 0115 C

1660 WJDM Elizabeth, NJ 0046 C,F

CANADA

560 CH1/0 Carbonear, NF 0207

580 CJFX Antigonish, NS 0005 C.D.G

590 VOCM St.John's, NF 2344 A,C.0

620 CKCM Grand Falls, NF 0040

640 CBN St.JohnS, NE 0002

650 CKGA Gander,N1 0030 A,C,D

680 CFTR Toronto, ON 0835

680 CKXG Grand Falls, NF 0830

710 CKVO Clarenville, NF 0200 A,B.C.D

740 CBL Toronto, ON 0810

740 CHCM Marystown, NF 0019 C,E)

750 CBGY Bonavista Bay. NF 0055 A

780 CFDA Dartmouth, NS 0620 C,D

820 CHAM Hamilton, ON 0100

920 CJCH Halifax, NS 0120 C.D.G

930 CJYO St.John's, NF 2323 A.B.C,D,G

940 CBM Montreal, PO 0147 C,D

950 CKNB Cambellton, NB 0850

990 CBY Corner Brook. NF 0220

1010 CFRB Toronto, ON 0001 C.D

1070 CBA Moncton. NB 0912

1140 CBI Sydney, NS 0905

1270 CJCB Sydney, NS 0920

1370 AFO St.Pierre/Miquelon 0115

1380 CFDA Victoriaville. PO 0001

1400 CBG GanderNI 0800

1540 CHIN Toronto, ON 0100

1600 CHNR Simcoe. ON 0809

SOUTH AMERICA

650 I-LICH km32 Bogata. Columbia 0752

770 HJJX RCN Bogata. Colombia 0800

1100 HJAT Caracol Barguilla,Colombia 0806

1470 B Vibracion Carupano. Venezuela 0140

1500 Ribs kill 120001 Cuintria, Venezuela 0130

DKers:-

(A) Darren Beasley, Bridgwater.

(B) Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.

IC) Paul Crankshaw, Troon.

ID) David Edwardson, Wallsend.

IE) Harry Richards, Barton upon Humber.

IF) David Sayles, Doncaster.

IG1 John Slater, Scalloway.

After mid -day R.Australia via Darwin 11.660
(Eng to SE.Asia 1130-1300) was SI0433 at 1220 in
Macclesfield; R.Romania Int, Bucharest 11.940
(Eng to Eur 1300-1400) SI0333 at 1300 in
Co.Fermanagh; R.Jordan via Al Karanah 11.690
(Eng to W.Eur, E.USA 1400-1630) 43334 at 1400 by
Gerald Guest in Dudley; Voice of Greece, Athens
11.645 (Gr, Eng to Eur, N.America 1400-1450)
44444 at 1445 in Woodhall Spa; RCI via Sines,
Portugal 11.915 (Eng, Fr to Eur, M.East, Africa
1430-1600) 34332 at 1455 in Middlesbrough;
R.Australia via Darwin 11,660 (Eng to Asia 1430-
1800) 45554 at 1500 in Cyprus & SI0454 at 1540 in
Doncaster; VVWCR Nashville, USA 12.160 (Eng to
N.America, Eur 1400-2300) 34443 at 1505 in Kilkeel;
Israel R, Jerusalem 11.605 (Eng to Eur, USA 1500-
1530) 54544 at 1515 in Herstmonceux; RFI via
Allouis? 11.615 (Eng to M.East, Africa 1600-1700)

990

1 999

43333 at 1610 in Stalbridge; RFI via ? 12.015 (Eng to
Africa 1600-1700) 43233 at 1630 in Rugby;
R.Australia via Shepparton 11.880 (Eng to Asia 1700-
2058) SI0332 at 1722 in Woking; R.Nederlands via
Meyerton 11.655 (Eng to Africa 1730-2025) 45444 at
1750 in Bridgwater; Monitor R.via WSHB 11.550
(Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa 1800-1958) 34333 at 1812
in Freshwater Bay; R.Kuwait via Kabd 11.990 (Eng to
Eur, N.America 1800-2100) 33233 at 2000 in
Appleby; SRI via ? 11.640 (Eng, Fr, It, Ger to Africa
2000-2200) 44333 at 2015 in Colyton; AIR via
Bangalore 11.620 (Eng, Hi to Eur 1745-2230) 44345
at 2145 in Oadby.

Some of the broadcasts in the 9MHz (31m)
band before noon come from R.New Zealand Int on
9.700 (Eng to Pacific areas Mon -Fri 0816-1206,
Sat/Sun 0758-12061, rated 22432 at 0905 in
Galashiels; R.Australia via Shepparton 9.860 (Eng to
Pacific, Asia 0600-1200) 33333 at 0920 in Morden;
HCJB Quito, Ecuador 9.445 (Eng to S.Pacific 0700-
1100) 45434 at 0930 in Ross -on -Wye; R.Nederlands
via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles 9.830 (Eng to Pacific 0730-
1025) SI0333 at 0951 in N.Bristol; SRI via
Schwarzenburg? 9.885 (Eng, Fr, Ger, It to Far East
1100-1245) SI0344 at 1111 by Peter Gardner in

Local Radio Chart

Glasgow; Croatian R, via Deanovec 9.830 (Cr, Eng to
Eur 0600? -1230144545 at 1130 in Oadby.

Later, R.Norway Int on 9.590 (Norw [Eng Sun] to
Eur 1300-1330) was 22222 at 1300 in Truro; R.Veritas
Asia, Philippines 9.555 (Ben to Asia 1430-1425)
45444 at 1425 in Cyprus; R.Australia via Darwin
9.615 (Eng to Asia, Pacific 1500-1755) 34333 at 1527
in Woodhall Spa; TVVR Manzini, Swaziland 9.500
(Eng to C.Africa 1600-1830) SI0211 at 1825 in
Macclesfield; Voice of Greece, Athens 9.375 (Eng to
Eur 1900-1910) SI0444 at 1906 in Doncaster; Voice of
Indonesia, Jakarta 9.525 (Eng to Eur 2000-2100)
32333 at 2025 in Rugby; RCI via Sackville 9.805 (Fr,
Eng to Eur, Africa 2000-2230) 32243 at 2130 in
Colyton; AIR via Delhi? 9.950 (Eng to W.Eur 2045-
2230) 44444 at 2138 in Plymouth; BBC via Skelton,
UK 9.410 (Eng to Eur, N/C.Africa 0300-2300) 44444 at
2155 by Martin Cowin in Kirkby Stephen; R.Cairo
via Abis 9.900 (Eng to Eur 2115-2245) SI0222 at 2200
in Co.Fermanagh; VOFC Taiwan via VVYFR USA
9.985 (Eng to Eur 2200-2300) 43333 at 2200 in
Stalbridge.

Noted after dark in the 7MHz (41m) band were
R.Thailand via Udon Thani 7.295 (Eng to Eur 1900-
2000) 45544 at 1937 in Wallsend; VOIRI Tehran 7.260

Freq Station HA tiosrp Listener
(kHz) BBC (kW)

558 Spectrum. London

585 R.Solway

603 Cheltenham R.

603 InvictaSG,Litt'brne

630 RBedfordshire(3CR)

630 R.Cornwall

657 R.Clwyd

657 R Cornwall

666 Gemini AM, Exeter

666 R York

729 BBC Essex

738 Hereford/Worcester

756 R.Cumbria

756 R.Maldwyn, Powys

765 BBC Essex

774 R Kent

774 Bleeds
774 3 Counties SG, Glos

792 Chiltem SG,Bedford

792 R.Foyle

801 R.Devon & Dorset

828 Chiltern SG. Luton

828 Magic 828, Leeds

828 2CR CG, Bournemouth

837 RCumbria/Furness

837 Asian Netwk Leics

855 R.Devon & Dorset

855 R.Lancashire

855 R.Norfolk

855 Sunshine 855.Ludlow

873 9. Norfolk

936 Brunel CG, W.Wi Its

945 S.Coast R. Bexhill

945 Derby (Gem AMI

954 Gemini AM. Torquay

954 Wyvern AM, Hereford

963 Asian Sd.Manchester

963 963 Liberty (Viva)

990 R.Devon & Dorset

990 Gt.Yks G. Doncaster

WABC, Wolverhampton

Gem AM. Nottingham

999 Red Rose G. Preston

999 R.Solent

017 WABC, Shrewsbury

026 R.Cambridgeshire

026 Downtown. Belfast

026 RJersey

035 RTL Country 1035

035 R Sheffield

035 N. Sound. Aberdeen

116 R.Derby

116 RGuernsey

116 Valleys R.

152 Amber, Norwich

152 Clyde 2. Glasgow

152 LBC 1152

152 Pic'ly 1152.Manch'r

152 PlymSnd AM,Plymouth

152

161

161

161

Xtra-AM, Birmingham

RBedfordshirel3CRI

Brunel CG, Swindon

Gt.Yks, Hull

aso
zoo
0.10

0.10

0.20

2.00

2.00

aso
0.34

080
0.20

0.037

1.00

0.63

0.50

0.10

050
0.14

0.27

1.00

2.00

0.20

0.12

0.27

1.50

0.45

1.00

1.50

1.50

0.15

0.30

0.18

0.75

0.20

0.32

0.16

1.00

1.00

0.25

0.09

0.25

0.80

1.00

0.70

0.50

1.70

1.00

1.00

1.00

018
1.20

050

0.83

3.06

23.50

1.50

0.32

3.00

0.10

0.16

0.35

Note: Entries marked' were logged during

darkness. All other entries were logged during

daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners: -

(A) Tim Allison, Middlesbrough.

101 Paul Bowery. Burnham -on -Crouch.

Freq Station HA arose Listener
(kHz) BBC (kW)

B.E.IX 161 Southern Counties R B 1.00 B,F*.I.K

161 Tay AM. Dundee 1.40

B.C.D.G.I.K 170 Amber SGR, Ipswich 0.28

B,F,I,K 171) SCR. Portsmouth 0.50 I,K

B.E.I.K 170 Signal G,Stoke-on-T 0.20

C.I.K.N 170 Swansea Snd.Swansea 0.58 J

C.I,K 170 1170AM.High Wycombe 0.25 B,C,I

CX 242 InvictaSG,Maidstone 0.32 REA
242 loW Radio, Wootton 0.50 K

C.I 251 Amber SGR.Bury StEd 076 B.C.G'.I

8,F,I,K 260 Brunel CG. Below) 1.60 K

C.I.K 260 Marcher G. Wrexham 0.64 L

B",C,I,J 260 R.York 0.50 C

C.H.I 296 Radio XL,Birmingham 5.00 B,C,I.J.XL

305 GtYks G. Barnsley 0.15 C

305 Premier via? aso 8,I,J.K

C.I 323 S Coast RSouthwick as° B,l.K

C,G 323 SomersetSnaristol 0.63 Er

B,I,K 332 Premier, Battersea 1.00 B,C,I,J

C.N 332 CG 1332. Peterbor' 0.60 B,L.M

C.E.I.K 332 Wiltshire Sound 0.30 K,L

B,I 359 BreezeAM.Chelmsford 0.28 B',I
359 CG 1359, Coventry 0.27 1,1.

0,6X 359 R.Solent 0.85 I,K

359 Touch AM, Cardiff 0.20 I.

B,C,I,K 368 A. Lincolnshire 2.00 B',I

368 Southern Counties R 0.50 B',F'.1.K

368 Wiltshire Sound 0.10 LK

8,1 413 Premier via? 0.50 13',C.D.I.J.K

6,6,1 431 Breeze AM, Southend 0.35

B,I 431 CI.Gld 1431 Reading 0.14 I,J,K

IX 449 R.Peterboro/Cambs 0.15

458 R.Cumbna 0.50 C

458 R.Devon & Dorset 2.00 C.I.J.K

I,K 458 1458 Lite AM Manch' 5.00 L

OF',1 458 RNewcastle 200 1,k1'

C 459 Sunrise. London 50.00 13.E.I,J,G*,K,L

B,I,K 458 Asian Nevi( Langley 5.00 E,I

C,I,K 476 CountySnd,Guildford 0.50 B.C,D,F.G',I.J.K,L',M*

485 CI.Gld 1485 Newbury 1.00 r.I.J
1 485 A. Humberside (Hull) 1.00 B,P,G',1.

8,1 485 R.Merseyside 1.20 B.C.D.F*,6*.N

485 Southern Counties R 1.00 8,1,K

503 R.Stoke-onTrent 100 B.C.I.J

H,I,J 521 9.1521 Craigavon,Nl 0.50 C,L,N

8.I.J 521 Fame 1521, Reigate 0.64 A'.13,EG',1,J,K,L

530 R.Essex 0.15 B,r,I.K
LK 530 Gt.Yks G,Huddersf'd 0.74 C,I,J,L.N

530 Wyvern. Worcester 052 A',G,I.J,K,L

'548 R.Bristol B 5.00 I,K.L

A'.J.L '548 Capital G, London 97.50 13,6'.1,K,L

'548 City G, Liverpool 440 C.I.L.N

'548 Max AM, Edinburgh 2.20 6.1.J.1

J.E 1557 R.Lancashire 0.25 C,L

13,6',J 1557 Mellow, Clacton 0.0 8,6.1

J.L 1557 Northants CG 0.76 VAL
B,I,K 1557 S.Coast B, So'ton 0.50 I,K

C,L' 1584 KCBC, Kettering au 6,1

0 1584 London Turkish R ? B 6' I K
1584 R.Nottingham B 1.00 B,G.I.L

0.I 1584 R.Shropshire aso C,I

1584 Tay, Perth 0.21 I.J,L

6,1* 1602 R.Kent B D.25

(CI Robert Connolly, Kilkeel. )J) Ross Lockley, Galashols.

IEU Francis Hearne. N.Bristol. (K) George Millmore, Wootton, IoW.

Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol. (L) Chris Ridley, Co.Sligo, Eire.

IF) Sheila Hughes. Morden. (MI David Sayles, Doncaster.

(GI Nicola Hutchings, Wellington. (NI Tom Smyth. Co.Fermanagh.

(HI Stephen Jones, Oswestry. 101 Tom Winzor. Plymouth.

Ill Brian Keyte. Bookham.
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Tropical Bands Chart
Iraq
(MHz)

Station Country UM DXsr Frog

(NW
Sidi= Cooky Inc Urn

2310 ABC Alice Springs Australia 2048 EIN 4.830 China Huavi BC China 2300
2 325 ABC Tennant Creek Australia 2000 E,I,N 4 830 R Bangkok Thailand 1505

2.485 ABC Katherine Australia 2048 I,N 4830 R.Tachira Venezuela 0205 C.E,S

3200 TWR Manzini Swaziland 1920 V 4 832 R.Reloj Costa Rica 0807 L.S.0

3 210 Em.Nacional. Maputo Mozambique 2015 E.S 4 835 ABC -Alice Springs Australia 0105
3.220 CPBS 1, Beijing China 2140 N 4.835 A Tezulutlan, Cohan Guatemala 2345

3.220 Channel Africa SAfrica 1745 M.0 4.835 ATM Bamako Mali 2156

3230 SAI3C Meyerton SAfrica 1700 U 4.840 Heilongjiang, Harbin China 1115

3/40 TWR Shona Swaziland 0318 M 4.840 AIR Bombay India 0035 C.E.S.V

3245 AIR lucknow India 1500 S 4.845 RTM Kuala Lumpur Malaysia 1646 V

3255 BBC via Maseru Lesotho 2050 B,E,M.N.Q.S.V 4.845 ORTM Nouakchott Mauritania 0010

3.270 SWABC 1. Namibia S.W.Africa 2118 E.M,N,S.U.V 4.850 R.Yaounde Cameroon 2035 EMS
3.280 VO.Pujiang China 1455 S 4850 CNR 1 China 1653 V

3.287 A. Malagasy Madagascar 1858 B.V 4 850 AIR Kohima India 1555 EL.N.O.S
3290 Namibian BC.Windhoek S.W.Africa 2118 E.M.N.S 4860 AIR Delhi India 1556 H,N.O.S.V

3.300 R.Cultural Guatemala 0318 M 4.855 PBS Lanzhou China 2153 E.I,N,S

3306 ZBC Prog 2 Zimbabwe 2118 B,E.M.N.U.V 4 870 R.Comnou Benin 2120 H,N,S

3.315 AIR Bhopal India 1710 S,U 4.875 R.Roraima. Boa Vista Brazil 0105 EMS
3.316 SLBS Goderich Sierra Leone 2117 E,H,N 4 879 R.Bangladesh Bangladesh 0045

3.320 SAM (RSG) Meyerton SAfrica 1740 B.E.N.S.U.V 4.885 A.Clube do Para Brazil 0341 M,S

3.325 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 2121 N 4.>:5 R.Difusora Acreana Brazil 0040

3330 Christian Voice Zambia 1905 B.M 4.1385 KBC East Sce Nairobi Kenya 1925 S.V

3.335 CBS Taipei Taiwan 2158 1..N.V 4.890 RP! Paris via Gabon 9402 M
3338 R.Maputo Mozambique 1940 V 4.890 R.Port Moresby New Guinea 1907 IL.N S
3340 FL Uganda. Kampala Uganda 2053 N,V 4.890 OATS Dakar Senegal 0545

3.345 AIR Jaipur India 0027 E,S 4 895 RTM Kuching Sarawak 2320

3345 RRI Temate Indonesia 2150 N,V 4 soo Haixia 2 China 1528 HIS
3.345 Channel Africa S.Africa 1907 B.V 4 900 SLBC Colombo Sri Lanka 0050 E.V

3.356 R.Botswana Gabarone 2139 B,M.N 4 905 R Nathlgjamena Chad 2154

3365 GBCR2 Ghana 2102 C.L.M,N 4 905 CPBS', Beijing China 2309

3.365 AIR Delhi India 1445 K,L,S,V 4910 RIG Conakry Guinea 1748

3.375 Em Nacional.Mulenvos Angola 1910 B 4910 AIR Jaipur India 1345

3.375 R.Nacional S.Gabriel Brazil 003) E 4910 R/ambia. Lusaka Zambia 1942 K.M.N.S.V
3377 R.Nacional. Mulenvos Angola 2124 EN 4915 R.Anhanguera Brazil 0915

3.395 RRI Tanjung Karang Indonesia 1452 V 4 915 R.Difusora. Macapa Brazil 2140 N

3 900 Hulunbeier, Hai lar China 1455 SV 4 915 GBC-1. Accra Ghana 2136 E.K.M.N.S.V
3 915 BBC via Kranji Singapore 2050 F.J.LMQV 4 915 KBC Cent Sce Nairobi Kenya 1814 N.V

3 925 NSBIATampal Japan 0830 S.V 4 920 R. Quito. Onto Ecuador 0650 H,K.L,S

3 945 AIR Gorakhpur India 1520 S 4 935 KBC Gen Sce Nairobi Kenya 1813 EM,N.S.V
3 945 R.Tanpa 2, Tokyo Japan 0803 S 4 940 AIR Guwahati India 0040 ES,V
3 950 Qinghai PBS, Xining China 1320 H,S,V 4 950 Ft Nacional. Mulvenos Angola 2148 E,N,V

3 955 BBC via Skelton England 1940 A.E.H.J.M.T,U 4 950 AIR Srinagar India 1725 S.V

3.960 Xinjiang PBS, Urumqi China 1430 H,S.V 4950 R.Pakistan, Peshawar Pakistan 1720 V

1965 RFI Paris France 2200 E,M,U 4.950 VOA via Sao Tome Sao Tome 2052 N,S

3.970 R.Korea via Skelton England 2147 C,M.P 4.955 R.Nac. de Colombia Colombia 0100 ES

3975 R.Budapest Hungary 2005 E.F.11,K.L.M.U.V 4.960 Hanoi 2 Vietnam 1315

1976 RRI Pontianak Indonesia 1605 V 4970 PBS Xinjiang China 0055 E.G

3.985 Nexus, Milan Italy 0700 K.L.M 4.970 AIR Shillong India 0055 E V

3 985 China R via SRI Switzerland 2200 A.L,T.U.W 4975 Fujian 1, Fuzhou China 2305

3 990 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China 1400 S 4975 R.Uganda, Kampala Uganda 1805 M,N

3.995 OW via Julich Germany 1913 B.D.E,F.H.L.M0 4.980 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi China 1455 E.G

4.003 RRI Padang Indonesia 1650 V 4.980 Ecos del Tarbes Venezuela 0006

4.005 Vatican R Italy 0740 B,E,J,L.P 4 985 R Brazil Central Brazil 0010

4035 Xizang PBS, Lhasa Tibet 1305 E.G 4.990 A.Animas, Chocaya Bolivia 0915

4330 Xinjiang BS. Urumqi China 1509 H,S 4.990 AIR Ext.Senace India 0036 M,S

4460 CPBS 1, Beijing China 1330 S.V 4.990 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 2040

4.500 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China 1558 E.H.M.S,V 5.035 R.Nacional, Bata Eq.Guinea 2300

4.725 R.Myanmar. Yangon Burma 1437 S 5.005 R.Nepal. Kathmandu Nepal 0115 E,S

4.735 Xinjiang, Urumqi China 1556 E.H.M.S.V 5.009 R.1V Malagasy Madagascar 1807 NV
4750 Xizang BS, Lhasa China 1442 E,S 5.010 A.Garoua Cameroon 1800

4.753 ARI Ujung, Padang Indonesia 1450 S.V 5 010 AIR Thiru'ouram India 0030 E.G

4755 R.Educ CP Grande Brazil 0020 E.S 5 020 PBS -Jiangxi Nanchang China 0007 D.EM.N.S
4760 AIR Port Blair India 0015 S.V 5 020 La V du Sahei,Niamey Niger 1755 EL,M,S,V
4765 R.Imegracao Brazil 0030 E,S 5 025 ABC Katherine Australia 2117

4.765 R.Flural, Santarem Brazil 0030 E 5025 R.Parakou Benin 1810 EM.N.S,V
4.765 Brauaville Pep.Rep.Congo 2240 U 5.025 R.Rebelde. Habana Cuba 0050 E.S

4.770 Centinela del Sur Ecuador 2320 U 5025 ROganda, Kampala Uganda 1755 V

4.770 FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 2151 5030 RTM Kuching Sarawak 2202 N,S

4.775 AIR Irnphal India 1510 11-1.S,V 5.035 R.Aparecida Brazil 0235

4.775 RRI Jakarta Indonesia 1634 V 5.035 R.Bangui CAfrica 2145

4.715 R.Tarma Peru 0230 5040 PBS Fujian, Fuzhou China 0055 E.S

4.777 R.Gabon. Libreville Gabon 2115 5.040 RRI Pekanbanz Indonesia 2315

4.783 RTM Bamako Mali 2141 5 045 R Cu Jura Jo Para Brazil 0330 E.H.M.S

4.790 Azad Kashmir A. Pakistan 1445 S.V 5.047 A Togo. Lcme Togo 2115 M.N.S

4.790 IRAtlantida Peru 0245 5.050 Guangxi FOS, Nanning China 1521 N,S

4 800 CPBS 2 Beijing China 0005 E.S 5.050 Haixia I China 1515 D.H

4.800 AIR Hyderabad India 1535 E,N,S 5.050 AIR Aizawl India 0100

4.800 LNBS Maseru Lesotho 2021 B,E,L.M.N.V 5.050 A Tanzania Tanzania 1820 G.M,N.S,V

4.805 R.Nac.Amazonas Brazil 2315 5 055 RIO Cayenne(Matouryl French Guiana 2135 E.L.N.S

4.815 R.Difusora. Londrina Brazil 2353 5.060 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi China 0008 D.E.M.S
4.815 R.diff TV Burkina Ouagadougou 2010 B.C.H.M.N.S,V 5075 Caracol Bogata Colombia 0640 E.K.L.M.S

4 820 E.Proy Huila Angola 1944 N 5.090 Taiwan 2 Sce.Beijing China 1322

4.820 R.Botswana, Gabemne Botswana 0608 M.V 5 125 Taiwan 1 Sce,Beijing China 1320

4.820 La Von Evangel ica Honduras 0225 5.163 CPBS 2, Beijing China 1310

4.820 AIR Calcutta India 0020 5.295 CNR 1 China 2026 V

4.820 Xizang, Lhasa Tibet 1135 5.320 CNR 1 China 2026 V

4828 ZBC R-4 Zimbabwe 1942 M.N.S,V

DXers:- (H) John Eaton. Woking. Clare Pinter, while in Appleby.
(A) Tim Allison, Middlesbrough. David Edwardson, Wallsend. al Peter Pollard. Rugby

ff81 Robert Arnelot, Beau -Bassin. Mauntius. Simon Hockenhull. (Bristol. RI Vic Prier, Colyton.

ICI Paul Bowery, Burnham -on -Crouch. (K) Sheila Hughes, Morden. SI John Slater. Scalloway.
ID) Vera Brindley. Woodhall Spa. III Ahoderick Inman, Coned. Tom Smyth. Co.Fermanagh.

IEI Robert Connolly. Kilkeel. (M) Eddie McKeown, Newry. Uni)I Norman Thompson, Oadby

IFl Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge. IN) Fred Pallant, Storrington. Mahendra Vaghjee, Rose Hill. Mauritius.

IGI Ron Damp, Worthing. 101 John Parry, Larnaca, Cyprus [WI Thomas Williams. Truro.

(Eng to Eur, M.East 1930-2028) SI0433 at 1947 in
Doncaster; R.Tirana, Albania 7.270 (Eng to Eur 1930-
2000) 44544 at 1950 in Galashiels; DW via Sines
7.285 (Eng to Eur 2000-2050) SI0444 at 2004 in
N.Bristol; Voice of Nigeria, Ikorodu 7.255 (Eng to
W.Africa 1900-2100), heard at 2015 in Oadby; Israel
R, Jerusalem 7.465 (Eng to Eur, N.America 2000 -

2030) 44334 at 2015 in Rugby; R.Bulgaria via Plovdiv
7.335 (Eng to Eur 2000-2100) 44334 at 2030 in
Colyton; VOA via Selebi-Philme, Botswana 7.415
(Eng to Africa 1900-2230) SI0444 at 2101 in Kirkby
Stephen; RCI via Skelton, UK 7.235 (Eng to Eur,
M.East, Africa 2100-2230) 43333 at 2115 in
Stalbridge; AIR via Aligarh? 7.410 (Hi, Eng to Eur

1745-2230) 43233 at 2125 in Newry; China R.Int via
Russia 7.170 (Eng to Eur 2200-2257) 33333 at 2200
in Morden; Monitor R.Int, via WSHB 7.510 (Eng to
S.Eur, W.Africa 2300-2355) 33333 at 2305 in Truro;
R.Bulgaria via Plovdiv 7.375 (Eng to N.America
0000-0100), heard at 0030 in Glasgow; R.Yugoslavia
via Bijeljina 7.115 (Eng to Eur, E.USA 0100-0130)
55545 at 0115 in E.Bristol.

The following broadcasts to Europe were
logged in the 6MHz (49m) band in addition to
those noted last month: R.Nederlands via Julich
6.045 (Eng 1130-1325) rated SI0444 at 1130 in
N.Bristol; SRI via Lenk 6.165 (Fr, It, Ger, Eng 0500-
2100) 55555 at 1326 in Plymouth; BBC via
Rampisham, UK 6.195 (Eng 1600-2330) SI0444 at
1600 in Co.Fermanagh; Bayerischer Rundfunk,
Germany 6.085 (Ger) 54544 at 1615 in Oadby;
R.Estonia, Tallinn 5.925 (Eng 1620-1630 Mon -Fri)
43333 at 1620 in Morden; R.Slovakia Int 5.915 (Eng
1730-1757) 43444 at 1741 in Freshwater Bay;
R.Tirana, Albania 6.270 (Eng 1930-2000) 54454 at
1935 in Kirkby Stephen; RAI Rome 6.030 (Eng 1935-
1955) 54544 at 1940 in Ross -on -Wye; R.Budapest,
Hungary 5.970 (Eng 2000-2030) 42232 at 2016 in
Newry; REE via Noblejas 6.125 (Eng 2000-2100)
43344 at 2020 in Rugby; Polish R, Warsaw 6.035
(Eng 2030-2125) 44444 at 2033 in Woodhall Spa;
R.Romania Int, Bucharest 5.990 (Eng 2100-2200)
32233 at 2100 in Dudley; RCI via Skelton, UK (Eng
2100-2230) 23433 at 2125 in E.Bristol; R.Ukraine Int
6.010 (Eng to Europe 2200-2300) 34543 at 2219 in
Bridgwater; R.Sweden via Horby? 6.065 (Eng 2230-
2258) 33333 at 2230 in Truro.

EQUIPMENT USED - SFetxuary, #March. 'April'97

8' cm Allison. Midtlesborough: Lowe if -tt5. rw.

Robert Amelot. Beau-Bassm. Mums: Yaesu FRG.?  r.w.

Si* Darren Beasley, Bridgwater Yaesu FRG -100  alu .15m wire

Si' Paul Bowery, Burnham -an -Crouch Sargon ATS-RGA  30m wire.

St' Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa. Sony CAF -320 a Sangean ATS-8034. rw.

S Kenneth Buck. Edinburgh Lowe HF-225  rw. in loft or I.w loop

St' Robert Connolly. Kilkeel. JAC NAB -525. Datong A0370

5' Martin Conan. Keith, Stephen Hitachi TRK-5854E. built-in whip

St' Paul Gankshaw. Tropp AOR AR7030  Mag Balun 3Crn ware or loop.

SF' Bernard Curbs. Stalbndge. Bush portable a Tatung TMR7602.

S Martin Dale. Stockport: Grundg Satellit 3000 or Sagean ATS-8034, at.u..23m

wireaCagoloop.
Si' Ron Damp, Worthing JAC NR3-525  Mag Balun  144n wire

I Eric Duncan, StAntrews. AOR AR7030 or AOR AR5000 balun 50m wire or WO

m.w. loop.

Si' John Eaton. Waking. Lowe H6225 Datong AD210 or a to  rw.

St' David Edwardson. Wallsend Trio R-600  P-Balun  invert V Yap dipole or 2.5m X

2.5n m w loop

Sr Stan Evans. Rersonorceux Kernscod R-a1C0  Balun  11m rare in loft.

Peter Gardner, Glasgow. Yaesu FRG -8900 indoor rw.

Si Michael Gnffm. Ross -on -Wye Lowe HF-225  a tu. v 45m woe.

t Bill Gnffith, while in Oho& Qatar. Sony ICF-SW55 5m wire.

S' Gerald Guest. Dudley Roberts RC818. rw (location 300m a.s.I I

St' Tony Hall, Freshwater Bay, loW Yaesu FRG -7 r rw. or R11345

St Ted Hams, Manchester. Roberts RC818

Francis Hearne. N Bristol Sharp WEIT370. r.w.

Simon Hockenhull. E.Bristol. Roberts 8817, ITT Colt Bush TR130.

Si' Sheila Hughes. Morden Sony ICF-7600DS  loop or Panasonic 0048.15m wire.

Nicola Humhings. Wellirgton Sorry Walkman.

Si" Rhodenci !Oman, Wed: Kemsood R-5000  rw. or Sony ICF-76000S.

St Ronald Jeff enes. Berkely Kerwood R -S000  a.t.u.  15mVAT

' Stephen Jones. °sweetly Sanyo OCX W7 Hi-fi  rw.

S' Brian Keyte. Bookham: CA117 radio in car  loop above survcol

S' Ross Lockley. Galashiels Realistic 00-303, a.t u  40m wire or Sargent ATS-803A.

S David Matthews, Llandnrclod Wells: Lowe RE -125  30m WW2.

Si' Eddie McKeown. New Tatung TMR 7602.

Si' George Whore. Wootton. I oW Racal R417L loop or Sargon ATS-8034

Si' Fred Pallant. Stonington. Trio R-2000 if Hawes CTUB atu.  rw.

S' John Parry. Larnaca, Opus Realistic DX -403. tw.

S Roy Patrick. Derby. tone HF-125 nm wire.

$t Clare Pinter. while in Appleby JAC NR0525 atm.. rw.

Si' Peter Pollard, Rugby Sony ICF-2931D  rw

Vic Pner, Corral- Not stated

SI FTklip Rambaut Macclesfield IntManne Rade R.700M r r

S Richard Revnolds. Guildford. Sampan ATS-8034  a tu +10nT.

Si Harry Richards. Barton -on -Humber: Grundig Satellit 700.00270 or tw.

SI' Chris Ridley, CoSligo. Eire. Morphy Richards 4124 loop or Philips 8242 car radio

t Alan Roberts, Quebec. Canada. Lowe HF-225  I lm vertical dipole

S Alan Roberts, while at St Bernard de Lacolle, Canada Beverage antenna aimed at

NEEurope.

S' David Setts, Doncaster. RX rot sated, Tmewave DSP5992X processor

St Enc Shaw, Chester Love HE -225.7m Ore.

St Chris Shorten. Nonvich Matsui MA -4099,10m wire

Si' John Slater. Scalloway, Shetland Lace Hf -150 . a.t.u.. 20m yore

St' Tom Smyth. Co.Fermanagly Sangean ATS-8034 or Morphy Rdards11191

Si Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath Yaesu FRG -7703.20m wire or loop

Tarry Stidells,wbile in Lore Valley Yaesu FRG -7703 rw.

S' Norman Thompson. Oadby. Matsui MR 4099.20m wire in loft.

Pnil Townsend. London: Lowe HE -225. preselects r.w. or loop.

Mahendra Vaghiee. Rose Hill Mauritius: Lowe HF225E . Dressler ARA 50 a rw.

$ Ted WaldenVincent, Gt.Yarmouth Sangean ATS-13034.

Si' Thomas Williams. Truro Sharp 5454 or Gundig Yacht Boy 206
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PHOTAVIA PRESS
AIRWAVES 97

THE NEW FOURTH EDITION OF THE UK'S MOST
COMPREHENSIVE AND UP TO DATE HFNHF/UHF

AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
TOWER - APPROACH  RADAR - GROUND - CLEARANCES

AIR TO AIR - SQUADRON OPERATIONS - RANGES - STUDS - ATIS
AIR REFUELLING - VOLMET - AIRLINE OPERATIONS - AFIS

AIR DEFENCE RADAR - GROUND OPS  AEROBATIC TEAMS
SAR - UK AND EUROPEAN CIVIL/MILITARY AREA RADAR

PLUS - RUNWAY DESIGNATORS - SSR SQUAWK CODES
ICAO 4 LETTER CODES  MILITARY UNITS - PLUS MUCH MORE

MAPS INCLUDE- UK TRANSMITTER SITES AND FREQUENCIES  MILITARY TACAN ROUTES
AND AIR REFUELLING AREAS - UK AREA RADAR SECTORS AND FREQUENCIES - UK PRIMARY

AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS - UK OCEANIC ROUTES AND FREQUENCIES
WORLDWIDE MILITARY AND CIVIL HF DIRECTORY - IINCLUDING MANY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES
AND CHANNEL IDENTIFIERS) - RAF ISTCICSI - ROYAL NAVY - NATO UNITED NATIONS - US
MILITARY GLOBAL NETWORK - MYSTIC STAR - US NAVY - US COAST GUARD - HURRICANE
HUNTERS - VOLMET - SEARCH AND RESCUE - SPACE SHUTTLE  MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTES
COMPANY OPERATIONS/LONG DISTANCE OPERATIONS CONTROL - DOMESTIC CIVIL HF - ETC

FULLY UPDATED TEXT
MANY SECTIONS
ENLARGED WITH
HUNDREDS OF

ADDITIONS & CHANGES
ALL THE LATEST

AIRBAND INFORMATION
PUB HED

14 97

UK PRICE £8.95/EIRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P

CALLSIGN 9 7 PUB
THE NEW 1997 EDITION OF OUR CIVIL AND
MILITARY AVIATION CALLSIGN DIRECTORY 1 AR 97

FULLY UPDATED AND EXPANDED BY 14 PAGES - OVER 2700 ADDITIONS & AMENDMENTS
AS/WIRE SPIRAL BOUND - 156 PAGES - OVER 5400 MILITARY & 2200 CIVIL CALLSIGNS

MILITARY DIRECTORY - INFORMATION INCLUDES CALLSIGN - AIRCRAFT TYPE CODE
OPERATOR & SQUADRON HOME BASE - GENERAL REMARKS - THE MILITARY CALLSIGNS
ARE LISTED IN BOTH ALPHABETICAL CALLSIGN ORDER AND ALSO AIRARM OR SQUADRON ORDER
CIVIL DIRECTORY - CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM 189 COUNTRIES ARE LISTED IN BOTH ALPHABETICAL
ORDER AND ALSO BY 3 LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PREFIX - INFORMATION INCLUDES: CALLSIGN
3 LETTER ATC PREFIX - AIRLINE/OPERATOR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX

HED

UK PRICE £8.95/EIRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P

AIRWAVES EUROPE
OVER 5000 . L HF CIVIL & MILITARY AVIATION FREQUENCIES FROM 38 COUNTRIES IN BOTH EAST AND

NEST EUROPE  AIRFIELD AND FREQUENCY ORDER - AS/VVIRE SPIRAL BOUND

UK PRICE £9.50/EIRE & EEC £10.50 INCLUDING P&P
(SORRY - NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEQUES/EUROCHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS/PAYABLE TO:

PHOTAVIA PRESS/DEPT SW - SUNRISE BREAK
CHISELDON FARM - SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM

DEVON T05 OAE - UK Tel: 01803 855599

SERVICE MANUALS
& Technical Books

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model.
Technical Book and Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM.

Return the coupon for your free catalogue.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (SWM)
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon OX9 4QY.

Tel: 01844 351694 Fax: 01844 352554
Please forward your latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 it 1st class stamps or £4.11 for the

complete Service Manuals Index on PC disc plus catalogue.

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE
Photocopy this coupon if you do not wish to cut the magazine

Simba AN2
r .0k: Arokenre flaw

Tune 3 aConvv4

ATC17

Miniaturised receiving antenna
tuner with full size performance &
variable `Q' control 5001(Hz-
30MHz. 50 ohms coax and long
wire terminals. NOT A KIT but a
factory built ATU.

INTRO PRICE/39 95
85 x 85 x

P&P
f2.00

Send a large SAE for our catalogue of HF/VHF/UHF signal splitters and
combiners of superb quality all built into die-cast alloy cases and silver/grey

hammer finished. New and used receivers, HF/VHF/UHF antennas etc.

Simba Communications
Tel & Fax 01325 374229

PO BOX 35, RICHMOND, NORTH YORKS DI.11 7YX

VALVES WANTED KT88, £48, PX4, £50, PX25, £85,
KT66, £35, KT77, £15

Must be W. European manufacture to achieve price. Any audio valve
considered. Top prices paid, prompt decision and payment. 'We will always
equal any genuine rival offer on the above valves'. Please ask for our new

Wanted List. Visitors strictly by appointment only please.
Billington Export Ltd., Billingshurst, West Sussex RE114 9EZ.

Tel: (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519

YAESU, ICOM, AOR etc.
SALES & SERVICE Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. Inc. 1952, Yoesu Agents since

1972. 03111.40-syears in electronics. Best prices for callers (try us with cheque or
'real money' if you want to isarwin) only xyl and self to pay so we can
afford to Tee good prices - eaWs and CW filters for old Yoesu eg.
Phone, normally open Thursday, Friday and Salunlay.
Lund, 1100-1.30 but phone first we enjoy a few holidays)

G3UI HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, BB2 I EF

(01254) 59595

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF

Tel: 01592 756962 (Day or Night)  Fax No. (01592) 610451
Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

NORTHERN SHORTWAVE
CENTRE

BLACKDYKE RD, KINGSTOWN IND EST., CARLISLE, CUMBRIA CA3 OPJ

Phone/Fax: 01228 590011
David Brown G4KFN

New and used short wave receivers, scanning radios, amateur radio
equipment and accessories plus books and magazines.

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home study course.
For details write or phone:
THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,
Dept JV400, Tuition House,
London SW I 94DS.
Tel:01819472211. RRC

RADIO SHACK DX -394 RECEIVER £260 (RRP f350)

SPY WIRE RECEIVING ANTENNA £25

PC-RTTY/FAX/CW/NAVTEX DECODER £30 (Free with DX -394)

ALL '.0 P&P. SENO CHEQUE/P.O. TO. -

CHARLES HARRISON ELECTRONICS
22 Sherburn Gate, Sheffield S30 4EU

Tel/Fax 0114-246 6457 for full list

HARD TO FIND SPECIALISED AND
UNUSUAL PC SOFTWARE

We have the largest range of specialised technical, scientific and rare programs for
DOS and Windows in Europe, on CD ROM or Floppy disk.

1000s of programs in 250+ categories including Electronics, Radio, Audio, Maths,
Chemistry, Music, Education, Engineering etc.

SEND STAMPED SAE FOR FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE OF 4000+ ITEMS.

PUS). Dept S. NN inscombc I Beacon ltd. Cross bionm141). TV, II I.

Td: 01892 663295 Fax: 111892 1,57473

Please mention

Short Wave Magazine
when replying to

advertisements.
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NEW RATES. £4.00 SUBSCRIBERS, £6.00 NON -SUBSCRIBERS
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For Sale

AOR AR3000A, modified for SDU-
5000, as new, £495. Also SDU-
5000 as new, £545. Both units
have seen vert little use, also
M400 decoder, £295, boxed,
unused. Tel: Leamington Spa
(01926) 651772.

AOR AR7030, as new, complete
with p.s.u. and manual, £625. Tel:
W. Midlands (01538) 372877.

AOR AR8000, as new, boxed with
carry case, only six months olds,
top of the range wide band
receiver, up to 1.9GHz, cost £400,
will sell for, £260. Tony, Banbury.
Tel: (01295) 277614.

AR2000 hand-held receiver,
500kHz to 1300MHz, a.m./f.m., in
mint condition, boxed with soft
case and all accessories, £130.
Also digital portable short wave
radio with timer, £20. Tel:
Guernsey (01481) 52417.

Eddystone 730/4, good condition,
£65. Barlow Wadley XCR-30 Mkll,
good condition, £40. Buyer
collects. Ron Pearce, Stanley
Cottage, Boyscott Lane, Bungay,
Suffolk NR35 1DG. Tel: (01986)
894270.

Eddystone 730/4, £95.770R,
AR88D, AR88LF, HRO from £70.
HF-225, all extras, C0M205,
Commtel base scanner, as new,
CR100, £40. AR88 mains trans.,
new, £20. Philips PM3200X scope,
£40. Tel: Essex (01702) 522929.

Eddystone communication
receiver, model EC10, 550kHz to
30MHz, recently overhauled,
excellent condition with
handbook, £80. D. C. Doughty,
Herts. Tel: (01442) 823336.

Extremely rare external 4 -valve
receiver, maker AJS
(Birmingham), circa. 1926, in
original sloping front cabinet,
with correct external tuning
coils, valves, meter, etc., fine
example of classic early radio,
working order, £325. Tel:
Yorkshire (01482) 869682.

FRG -7700 with FRT-7700 and FRV-
7700, all with manuals and in
good condition, bargain at, £220
o.n.o. Tel: East Riding (01405)
763410 evenings.

HF-225 with keypad, as new with
box and manual, could pos.
demonstrate and deliver, 75 mile
radius Harrogate, £325. John, N.
Yorks. Tel: (0973) 820279 or
(01423) 865203.

Icom IC -R7100 h.f. wideband
receiver, Icom approved h.f.
conversion, CT-17/RS-232
interface, 1000 memories, multi
scan functions, etc., £750. AOR
3000A Plus, full AOR
modifications for use with SDU
5000, etc., £650. Boxes, leads,
manuals, etc. Peter on (01803)
855544.

Icom R7100E top class scanning
receiver, 25-2000MHz, 900
memories, little used, with
receipt, manual, accessories,
box, Icom discone, 31m URM-67
coax, £700. Tel: London 0171-222
7480 anytime, five mins from St
James's Park Tube Station.

JRC NRD-535 BWC narrow filter,
mint condition, all leads, manual,

r

inspection invited, accept, £850.
G5RV antenna included. Tel:
Swindon (01793) 611411.

Junghans Mega 1 radio
controlled watch, mint, boxed,
£35. Tel: (0831) 537099 (mobile).

Racal RA17L receiver, 1-30MHz,
v.g.c. with manual, £150. Also
Racal RA66B panoramic adapter
for use with RA17, v.g.c., with
manual, £150. Wanted Racal
RA1218, RA366, RA298, RA337.
Chris, Windsor. Tel: (01753)
840534.

Rare Bendix RA -1B WWII RX,
150kHz-15MHz, manual, £115.
HRO coils, p.s.u./speaker,
manual, £120. R1155A, £75. R209
1-12MHz + spare set, £70. Scarce
R210, .2-16MHz, £75. AR88D and
AR88LF, cabinets, manuals, £110
each. All in g.w.o. Tel: Yorkshire
(01482) 869682.

Sony ICF-2001, good condition,
£60. Also Sony TR8460 air band
receiver, 108-136MHz, no box.
Tel: Surrey (01932) 340468 after
1730hrs.

Sony ICF-SW7600G, unused, £100
or exchange for Realistic 2006
scanner. Discone antenna,
unused, £20. Passport To World
Band Radio 1997, £10. UK
Scanning Directory 1997, £10.
Both mint. Cyril, Kent. Tel: (01474)
363284.

Timewave DSP9+ digital filters,
£75. Lake TU3 antenna tuner, £30.
MFJ 1700B 6 -way antenna
switch, £30. Datong v.l.f.
converter, £20. Tel: York (01904)
658928.

Timewave DSP9+ plus digital

audio filter, excellent for RTTY,
c.w., u.s.b., etc., as new, compete
with original packaging and
manual, £90. Tel: Bournemouth
(01202) 302050.

Trio TR9 receiver, serviced,
revalved, £40. Tono terminal unit,
RTTY/c.w., etc., TX/RX as new,
£40. Tel: Surrey 0181-876 1108
anytime.

Wireless World 1943-1984, many
complete years, 434 magazines in
total, offers. Delivery within 70
miles could be negotiated. Tim,
Bournemouth. Tel: (01202) 433323
evenings or work on (012021
205801.

Yaesu FT-101ZD, WARC, excellent
condition, full h.f. station, original
box and manual, £300 o.v.n.o. Tel:
(01482) 814912.

Wanted

Restoring an AR88LF, large cover
over r.f. stages wanted. Vic Prier,
Devon. Tel: (01297) 553523
evenings.

Signal R535 or R532, v.g.c.
required. Tel: Kings Lynn (01553)
840924 evenings only.

Top prices paid for your German
gear of WWII vintage. Looking
for receivers, transmitters,
accessories. Will collect. Lissok,
Rue M. Poedts 9, B-1160
Brussels, Belgium. Tel: 00-322
6737115.

Universal M400, complete with
manual, leads, must be in perfect
working order and mint
condition. Dennis, Hull. Tel:
(01482) 813439.

PLEASE WHITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

I enclose amque/P.O. for £ (E4.00/£6.00)

Mode payable to PIM Publishing Ltd.

Name

Address

Post Code

Credit Card Details 0 Ell 0 = 0
Card Number

PLEASE INSERT THIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE NEXT MADAM

ISSUE OF SNORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Signature

Expiry date of card

Subs No
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L

FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words

(30)

CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6 MONTHS
J £13.15 (UK) J £16.00 (Europe)

J £17.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) J £19.50 (Rest of World Airmail)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE -1 YEAR
J £25.00 (UK) 1 £30.00 (E Joe)

J £32.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) J £37.00 I Rest of World Airmail)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH
PRACTICAL WIRELESS (1 YEAR)
J £45.00 (UK) J £54.00 (Europe)

J £58.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)

Please start my subscription with the issue.

SUBS OFFER (Page 30)

LI Please arrange a one year subscription to
SWMstarting with the issue and send
me my free copy of Short Wave Communications. 21

STAR BUY

Please send me copy(ies) of More Out of Thin Air
together with my Free copy of 25 Simple Indoor &
Window Aerials for £7.95 inc. P&P (UK),
£8.95 inc P&P (overseas).

Please send me the following books

Postal charges.
UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more.
Overseas:
£2.00 per item.

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received before noon) £4.00 £

GRAND TOTAL

Please

enquire

for

airmail

rates

ORDER FORM
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours
your order will be recorded on an answerphone

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

Or
Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of

Card No.

Valid from to

Signature Tel.

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices

correct at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR ANTENNA!
If you order a copy of More Out Of Thin Air - a compendium of antenna
theory, design and construction that no antenna enthusiast should be
without, this month you will also receive a FREE copy of 25 Simple
Indoor & Window Aerials!

More Out Of Thin Air contains 112 pages on the theory behind all types
of antenna, for all frequencies, together with constructional features to aid you
in building your own h.f., v.h.f. and u.h.f. antennas. Also included are designs
from the late Fred Judd G2BCX such as the Slim Jim and ZL Special as are

articles on Antenna Ideas for Novice, Antenna Data and much more. If you
enjoy designing, building and experimenting with antennas, then More Out Of Thin
Air is an essential book for your book shelf.

Copies of More Out Of Thin Air are available from the SWM Book Service for just £6.95
.1 including £1 P&P (UK), £2 P&P (overseas). So, what are you waiting for? Place your order today!

HURRY! Offer open until 25 April 1997.
To order your copy of this essential antenna book please use the order form above or call the

Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote SWM4.
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B K STORE
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.

They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

Access

VISA
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:

E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

TEL: (01202) 659930 (24 HOURS)

FAX: (01202) 659950 (24 HOURS)

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 87

AIRBAND
MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. David J. Smith. 192 pages. £9.99

MR TO GROUND RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Davies 96 pages. £4.99

MRWAVES 97. 100 pages. £8.95

MRWAVES EUROPE 124 pages. £9.50.

CALLSIGN 97. 144 pages. £895

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1996 Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams. 140 pages. £6.60

INTERNATIONAL MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David). Smith. 192 pages. £9.99

THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK Ron Swinbume. -2 pages. 16.95

THE POCKET UK AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE. Ron Swinbume -6 pages. £3.95

UNDERSTANDING ACARS
3rd Edition. Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System. Ed Flynn. 80 pages. £9.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
2nd Edition. Robert E. Evans. 260 pages. £19.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HF RADIO HANDBOOK Martyn R. Cooke. 124 pages. £6.95.

BROADCAST
A GUIDE TO THE WORLD'S RADIO STATIONS BP355. Peter Shore. 266 pages. £5.95

GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1997 The Association of International Broadcasting 30 pages. £3.95

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1997. Clive Woodyear. 81 pages. £4.50

DAIAMODES
FAX & RTIY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell 62 pages. £8.95

GUIDE TO U77LITY STATIONS. 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss. 588 pages. £35.00

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. 16th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss 436 pages. 115.00

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE. 1st Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss 350 pages. £21.03

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell 32 pages. £6.00

POCKET GUIDE TO R7TY AND FAX STATIONS. Bill Layer. 57 pages. £3.95

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss 604 pages. £28.00

INTERCEPTING NUMBERS STATIONS. Langley Pierce 96 pages. £9.95

MTV
DX7V FOR BEGINNERS. Simon Hamer. 31 pages £3.95

GUIDE TO DX -7V. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith. 36 pages. £3.95

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS £4.95

THE ATV COMPENDIUM. Mike Wooding G6IQM 104 pages. £4.00

THIS IS BBC TV - FIRST 30YRS OF 7V GRAPHICS 1934.1964.
Keith Hamer & Garry Smith 38 pages. £4.95

FREQUENCY GUIDES
1997 SUPER FREQUENCY usr. ON CD-ROM. Joerg Klingenfuss. 425.00

1997 SHORT WAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE Joerg Klingenfuss 484 pages. 123.00

FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LISTINGS 10th Edition 386 pages. £19.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1997. 528 pages. £15.50

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY. 5th Edition. 540 pages. £18.50

VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE. Bill Laver 192 pages. £12.95

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip C. Mitchell 32 pages. £6.00

WORLD RADIO 7V HANDBOOK 1997. 608 pages. £17.95

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS PRINCIPLES & DESIGN. Ulrich Rohde. £18.95.

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cannon. £17.50

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition
Hank Bennett, Harty Helms & David Hardy. 321 pages. £18.95

POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skoes 568 pages. £15.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse GU1DKD. 187 pages. £4.50

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT, COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 1945-1996
2nd Edition. Fred Ostermann 350 pages. £21.95

MARINE
MARINE SSB OPERATION. J. Michael Gale. 96 pages. £11.95

MARINE VHF OPERATIONS. Michael). Gale 48 pages. £7.95

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS. F.F. O'Brian 152 pages. 9.50

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. Richardson. 195 pages. £16.50

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Davies. 95 pages. £5.99

SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION. Mik Chine!). 96 pages. £9.95

SATELLITE
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
BP290. A. Pickard. 102 pages. £3.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.
F. A. Wilson. 230 pages. £5.95

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition 150 pages. £8.95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. Derek Stephenson. 371 pages. £18.95

NEWNES, SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK James Wood 220 pages. £12.99

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite IV Theory and Practice
John Breeds. 280 pages. £32.00

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.
Martin Davidoff K2UBC.

SATELLITE PROffCTS HANDBOOK L Harris
SATELLITE tTEELEVVISION. A layman's guide. Peter Pearson.

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE. 5th Edition. John Breeds
SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Colin A. Grellis.
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip. C. Mitchell
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition. Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE. 1996 Edition. Bart Kuperus

313 pages. £14.50

174 pages. S14.99
73 pages. £1.00

76 pages. £15.00

120 pages. £18.75

32 pages. £6.00

192 pages. £15.50

366 pages. £17.95

SCINAING
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311. I. D. Poole. 152 pages. £4.99

SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole. 64 pages. £6.00

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL. Peter Rouse GU1DKD. 261 pages. £9.95

SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.
New Edition 4th Revision. Peter Rouse. 271 pages. £9.95

SCANNING SECRETS. Mark Francis. 280 pages. £16.95

AMATEUR RADIO

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E. M. Noll. 63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. E. M. Noll. 50 pages. £1.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. E. M. Noll. 63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E. M. Noll
19254 pages.pages.18£1 7505ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS. W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX.

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING (ARRL) 394 pages. £15.50

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred N. Caron 195 pages. £14.50

ANTENNAS FOR LOW BAND DXING. John Devoldere ON4UN

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. I. D. Poole. 104 pages. £4.95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 17th Edition -32 pages. £21.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One. r) pages. £10.00
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two. )08 pages. £10.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited byierty Hall K1TD. )36 pages. £12.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four. 204 pages. £15.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX. 268 pages. £8.50

BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrew Yoder. 208 pages. £15.95

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. William Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX. £8.50

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H. C. Wright. 70 pages. £3.50

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL & T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ. 155 pages. £-.25

HE ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). Edited by Erwin David G4LQI. 233 pages. £10.99

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). Les Moxon G6XN. 322 pages. £14.65

MORE OUT OF MIN MR (PWP). 112 pages. 56.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys G3BDQ 52 pages. £6.30

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph.) Care. 437 pages. £25.95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys G3BDQ. IOU pages. £8.95

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK w .1. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX 188 pages. £8.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr. 1 89 Pages. i1".50

SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK (ARRL). 384 pages. £15.95

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
W. I. OR W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W21X. 188 pages. £8.50

THE ANTENNA EXPERIMENTS GUIDE (RSGB) New Edition. Peter Dodd G3LDO £15.50

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMaw W1FB 123 pages. £7.50

BEGINNERS (Inc. RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). Victor Brand G3JNB. 65 Pages. £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257. I. D. Poole 150 pages. £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315.
F. A. Wilson. 122 pages. £4.95

ETI BOOK OF ELECTRONICS. Dave Bradshaw. 208 pages. £10.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
Clive Smith GiF7H and George Benhow G3HB. 88 pages. SS:5

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB) John Case GW4HWR 165 pages. £12.00

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
Ian Poole G3YWX. 150 pages. £4.95
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THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Fifth Edition. Ray Petri GOOAT. £13.95

RAE MANUAL (RSGB). G.L.Benbow G3HB. I r pages. 18.-5

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). G.L.Benbow G3HB. 92 pages. £5.25

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Esde Tyler GOAEC. 60 pages. £5.5

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case GW4HWR. 124 pages. £6.50

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
Anita Louise McCormick WW1. 176 pages. 5I0.95

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)

John Case GW4HWR. 101 pages. S6:5

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Doug DeMaw WIFB. 155 pages. £8.95

CALLBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
1997 Edition. 529 pages. £13.50

INTERNATIONAL CALLBOOK 199- Edition £20.95

JOINT CD/ROM (TNr. & N.AMER.). 1997 Edition. £35.00

NORTH AMERICAN CALLBOOK. 1997 Edition 120.95

COMPUTING
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME BP408 115 pages. £5.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP177.
R. A. Penfold 7 pages. £2.95

HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
R. A. Penfold. 166 pages 5.99

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R. A. Penfold. 86 pages. £4.99

MSOFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (BP402). - pages. £5.95

MS WORD 95 EXPLAINED BP406 r5 pages. £6.99
MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405 1-5 pages. £5.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

Michael Tooley. 256 pages. 512.95

PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997 /14.99
PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition. James L.Turley. 38 pages. £15.95

PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK (ARRL) £12.50

THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED.J. Shelley. 130 pages. 55.95

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400). r5 pages. £5.95

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA6FQG. 250 pages. £9.50

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Robin Page Jones G3JW1. 117 pages. 58.95

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited by Hugo Gemsback. 260 pages. £11.85

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION (1932) 312 pages. £111.755

OW TIME RADIOS RESTORATION & REPAIR. J. Carr.

SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey) 127 pages. 57.95

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 + 1934) 94 pages. £6.95

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB). 30- pages. 56.30

VISION BY RADIO (1925) Genkin) 140 pages. £7.85

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB). £3.50

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART. -40 x 52omm.s..8.50

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. 1080 x 680mm. £6.50

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. 980 x 680mm. £6.50

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB). £3.50

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312). F. A. Wilson. 134 pages. £3.95

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Various Authors. 446 pages. £14.50

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL 400 pages. £15.50

RSGB MICROWAVE HANDBOOK VOLs I, 2, 3 (all 3) £32.00

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckersley G4FTJ. 249 pages. £12.23

ARRL HANDBOOK 1997 ON CD ROM £30.00

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1997 (ARRL). 1200 pages. £25

COMPLETE DX'ER. Bob Locher. 204 pages. 58.95

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL). Steve Ford 204 pages. £12.50

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.
Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson and David Newkirk. 129 pages. £9.50

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB).
6th Edition. Dick Biddulph G8PDS. '50 pages. 521.00

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. I. D. Poole. 81 pages. £3.95

THE MODULATION TYPES DOUBLE CD ROM. Joerg Klingenfuss 540.00

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK
Mike Mansfield G6MXT) NEW EDITION 220 pages. £11.50

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comber G8UYZ & Martyn Corft G8NZU. 266 pages. 58.95

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WB8LMY. 170 pages. 15.95

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J.G. Lee. 116 pages. £3.9,

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO  OPERATING A HAM STATION FROM ALMOST
ANYWHERE (ARRL). Jim Kearman KRIS. 124 pages. s-.50

QRP
G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV. 96 pages. £9.00

QRP CLASSICS (ARRL). Edited by Bob Schetgen. r4 pages. £10.50

W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug De Maw WI FB. 1-5 pages. 57.95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239. R. Penfold. 102 pages. 52.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barry Ross 228 pages. 117.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267.
R. A. Penfold. 104 pages. 53.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. R. A. Penfold 102 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW4HWR 126 pages. 510.00

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith G4FZH 170 pages. £10.95

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. I. Orr W6SA1. 163 pages. £9.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO AMATEURS BP281.
I.D. Poole. 102 pages. £3.50

ELECTRONICS

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS BP286.
F. A. Wilson. 472 pages. 55.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.
F. A. Wilson 431 pages. £5.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECIRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.
R. A. Penfold. 166 pages. £3.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1  BP321. RA. Penfold. 182 pages. £4.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2  BP322. RA. Penfold 214 pages. £4.95

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK. BP396. R. A. Penfold 242 pages. £5.95

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop 198 pages 54.95

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
Vivian Capel.

306

21089pages.

pages.

pages. S

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Brindley.

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76. R. A. Penfold.89 pages. £3.99
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair.439 pages. S13.95
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP393. A. Fhnd. 136 pages. SA.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309. R. A. Penfold.

ZEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R A.Penfold 104 pages. £3.99

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMAW WIFB 195 pages. 68.50

DATA
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug DeMaw W1FB. 260 pages.58.9595

BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS
(using the Casio scientific calculator). Ray Petri GOOAT
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
F. A Wilson. 249 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop. 327 pages. £5.99

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Money. 2 40 pages. /12.95

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK(RSGB) 6th Edition 252 pages. 68.50

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Norm Dye & Helge Granberg. 235 pages. £19.95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Joseph Carr. 405 pages. £18.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL).
Les Hayward \X-ZOI & Doug DeMaw WI FB. 256 pages. 510.50

TRANSMITTER HUNTING - RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
Joseph D. Moell & Thomas N. Curlee 325pages.pages. /£ 95251..95

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP401). 178

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160. B.B. Babani. 106 pages. £3.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 . R. A. Penfold. 66 pages. £2.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. R. A. Penfold. 92 pages. £2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304. R. A. Penfold 92 pages. £3.95

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276 R.A. Penfold. 80 pages. £2.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION 8P275 R. A. Penfold 88 pages. £3.95

VALVES/TUBES
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Fathauer. 350 pages. £19.95

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)
(Original Publishers General Electric) Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)....475 pages. £9.95

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, IV, INDUSTRIAL & 1RANSH777NG TUBE & VALVE
EQUIVALENTS. 60 pages. 62.95.

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1.5 £2.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America)

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona). 384 pages. £10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
(Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America) Re -published by Antique

Electronic Supply (Arizona) 318 pages. 59.95.

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK 115.50

Well, Easter once more! If you've got time on your
hands, we have several new titles to choose from this
month, plus an increase of material on CD ROM. As
you can see, I have highlighted Airband titles in our

profile pages to coincide with the theme of this issue.

Bye for now, 73 Michael
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To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the

To match our Airband
theme this month we
have selected six

useful and interesting books.

titi

11

C111431601

97
Updated and enlarged for 1997,
Callsign 97 contains a lot of
new information. In particular

discrete frequencies have been
added to the h.f./u.h.f. directories
and at least one new map has
been added.

This wire spiral bound, A5
format, book contains over 7600
civil and military aviation
callsigns. There are over 2700
additions, amendments and
deletion, including almost 1000
new callsigns.

The military directory is presented in
alphanumeric callsign order and Unit/Squadron order, while the
civil directory is in alphanumeric callsign order plus Air Traffic Control 3-
letter prefix order.

Callsign 97 costs £8.95

'11

vtft..

AIR 0 GOAOM
RADIO

OICIESFREQU
Ken Davies

THE CIVIL AND MILITARYAVIATION
CALLSIGN

DIRECTORY

RHO TAIRA
PRESS

For the aviation enthusiast
part of the undeniable
fascination of the hobby

is to be able to listen in to the
radio transmissions
between aircraft and
controllers. This pocket -
sized book lists all the
radio frequencies - both
civil and military - that
are likely to be
encountered during the
course of a day at any of
Britain's many airports
and airfields. Essential
information for a
successful day's
listening.

Air To
Ground

Radio
Frequencies costs just £4.99

Air To Ground Radio Frequencies

,r,nvoon Y
here TI..0,410,
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474
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tar.
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-r Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.

4

Air Band Radio Handbook

This book has been acknowledged for over ten
years as the essential reference for both
ground -based air band listeners and flyers alike.

Now it has been fully reset and revised to bring it up
to date.

Written by David Smith, who is a professional air
traffic controller, Air Band Radio Handbook is an
indispensable guide to this popular and fascinating
hobby.

International Air Band Radio
Handbook costs £9.99

International Air Band Radio Handbook

Written by a professional air traffic controller,
this entirely new book explains how air traffic
control is regulated internationally and

includes brief details of each country's system,
together with the radio frequencies for all major
airports. Also included are navigational aids, radio
phraseology, flight plans, interception and
emergency procedures as well as weather reporting
and an ICAO airport code letter listing. A
comprehensive section on the USA ATC system will
be of interest to all who venture over the other side
of the Atlantic.

International Air Band Radio
Handbook costs £9.99 It

The Worldwide Aeronautical Communications Frequency Directory

This book covers aeronautical radio communications, voice and digital, in the h.f.
and v.h.f./u.h.f. bands. Divided into logical sections, it provides useful information
and frequencies on just about everything airband, military and civil.

The Worldwide Aeronautical Communications
Frequency Directory costs £19.95

Understanding ACARS

Aircraft Communications Addressing and reporting System (ACARS) is a form of
v.h.f. radioteletype used to transmit data and messages between commercial aircraft and
airport ground stations. This book provides all the information you need to interpret and

understand these messages. Abbreviations are fully explained and there are useful tables of
airline and airport identifiers.

Understanding ACARS costs £9.95

r Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
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Brian Dance looks at Lasers and
their applications.

BACK -TO -BASICS!
Rob Mannion
Radio Discove'r the Basic

ILV./121_01

Electronic Workbench EDA Software.
The MFJ-490 Memory Morse Keyer.
The Semaht u.h.f/v.h.f. Digital Signal
Meter.

8 pages o
antennas

antennas
"'Wm

PW's bi-monthly 8 -page section
devoted to antennas and

associated products -
IDOKI°4 Ga044 049

G3XFD continues with hi
series. PON a00 nvilcv

vlim mcMavo

4

CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? g'" SALE 10 APRIL I ./ PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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If you want to hear everything that's going down on the streets, then the R8500 is for
you. Covering 100kHz-2GHz in all modes the R8500 gives you the chance to be a REAL
nosey -parker! The R8500 includes IF shift, APF, direct RS -232C
computer compatability and will appeal to professionals and serious
listeners who demand top performance - but not top prices.

ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base -stations, mobiles,
handheld transceivers and receivers.

Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.
General Operator: 01227 743000. Sales & Service: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.

INTERNET: http://www.lcomuk.co.uk/ E-MAIL: Icomsales@lcomuk.co.uk.
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The Lowereceiver range
 HF-150

Your first 'real' receiver

 HF-150M
Marine version of the HF150

 SP -150
Matching speaker/filter
for the HF150

Distributors
and dealers

in most
countries

Contact Lowe
Iectronics to find out

earest dealer

Tel: (01629) 580800
Fax: (01629) 580020

 PR -150
RF preselector for the HF150

 RK-150
Stack and rack system

 HF-225
Higher specification h.f.
receiver

LOWE

 HF-225E
Super high performance model

 HF-250E
New top line receiver

Manufactured by:
Lowe Electronics,
Chesterfield Road,
Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, UK


